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LOcal councillors of Apulia meet members of European Parliament 
EEC Savings Banks: situation in November 1968 
EFTA: problems of enlargement and development 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE - Consultative Assembly of Council of Europe to meet on Monday.
Luxembourg government crisis.- Mr. Furler to be Mr. Gerstenmaier's successor?, -End of 
Comecon Council meeting. 
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Netherlands memorandum on EEC-Israel relations 
Morocco-Tunisia: agreements to be signed at end of March 
Community Council: study of main dossiers in abeyance. 
Euratom!UK agreement: agreement on extension 
Uniform regulations on customs matters: fresh delays 
ESC: death of two members 
BSC: end of plenary session 
~and implementation of food aid to under-developed countries 
EP: approves harmonisation of technical standards for pipelines. 
EP support for certain technical proVisions concerning right of establishment, EAGGF, and 
some agricultural organisations. 
Mr, Hellwie:. 'speech in Cologne. 
Ener olic : speech by Mr. Fillon 
EEC AASM Association Parliamentar Conference: industrialisation problems of African countries 
EEC margarine industry and Manshol t P an: attitude 
Mr. Levi~Sandri receives leading figures from Regione Sarda. 
THE WEEK IN EUROPE. 
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Exception- Mr.Cools becomes Deputy Prime Minister o£ Belgian government - French government's 
responsibility £or delay in building o£ Europe stressed by Hr.Johnson. 
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p3-4 Council o£ Ministers: problem o£ food aid settledispeech by Italy on problem o£ tobacco and 
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Council authorises extension o£ some trade agreements beyond the end o£.transition period 
Trade in £oodstu££s: proposed system o£ deadlines iY,•·order ·to eliminate tec:hn"ical··6bstacles 
Discriminatory provision in wine sector:Germany invited to give it up 
EAGGF: list o£ products published in 0. G •. 
IO;OOo tons o£ butter stocks to be put back on French market 
ESC :content o£ opinions adopted 
lt;lian law £or administrative services: Italy invited to abolish it 
F~ench aid £or redevelopment o£ ship building yards: authorised 
Entente on prices in Dutch market: Commission obtains abolition 
European Ngclear EnergY Agency:lOth report 
BUilding o£ European uranium enrichment plant:imminent publication o£ "Foratom" report 
Publicity rules £or ECSC prices : contact with professional circles soon to make them more 
supple 
Working conditions in coal industry and their harmonisation 
Survey of ECSC industries' income 
European Communities' PUblications 
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Enlargement of Community: Council discussions 
EEC-Israel: brief Council debate 
EEC/Yugoslavia problems to be on egenda for February session 
EEC-AASM: Council agreement on procedure for negotiations 
Energy policy: Mr. Haferkamp present doument to Council for resumption< of energy debate 
Euratom-UK agreement: entended for two years 
Rheinisch Westfalische Elektrizitatswerke acquires holding in Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks AG 
Air transport: reply to question n. 251 from Mr~ Couste 
UN and development strategy 
JA'Mo: Summit Conference opens in Kinshasa 
InVeStment projects in sheet and plate sector 
World trade in steel: UNG-ECE study 
Investment loans ~anted by French government to steel industry: replies to questions n. 182-282/67 -
14,72,100 ana 243/68 from Mr •. Berkhouwer, Mr. Kriedemann, Mr. Vredeling and Mr. Herr 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE :Mr.G.Brown in Brussels- Council of Europe Consultative 
debate on European political situation -Mr.Stewart meets Mr. w. B~andt 
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Council to meet only once in February 
Strengthening of the Community: fruitless exchange of views .~ 
!urosyndicat:l56.28 
Plan for agricultural reform : examination and decision procedure according to Council res
olution 
'Green card" for motor car insurance: difficulties for abolition of control 
Meteorological satellites: Community studies 
EIB : first contribution ·to· investment in Netherlands 
EFTA: influence on member countries' foreign trade? 
r;;;rd processing traffic for butter: ban comes into force on 1 February 
"Agriculture 1980": opposition from extl'eme left agricultural associations 
Food aid: new request from Sudan 
ESC : new member 
CEEP: position taken on correlation between soc1al policy and other EEC policies 
~ : final closing of accounts for 1964/65 season 
Euratom activities in biology:report published 
EEC-Japan : state of rrade relations after reply to question n.250 from Mr.Pedini 
Export organisatbn with headquarters in East Berlin and Commission:reply to question n.240 
from Mr.Vredeling 
State aid fer scientific research: community study 
Price schedules:increased in numerous steel plants 
Electric energy: consumption in 1968 
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Parliamentary activity in Europe 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROFE: Can future Communist members of EP form political group? -Problem of 
Greece at Consultative Assembly -USA: rise in cost of living 
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ECC-Algeria: Commission asked, qy question n. 298 from Mr. Vredeling, to pronounce on trade system 
Milk for drinking: Commission proposals on transitional measures for free circulation 
European isotopic separation plant: decision in 1972 at the latest 
Scientific and technological cooperation: talks between European and British MPs. 
Electricity tariffs for wholesale industrial users: reply to question n. 245 from Raedts 
Cost of inter-EEC te~ephone- calls: question n. 305 from Mr. MUller 
EIB: intervention in France will prevent delay in certain industrial or infrastructure projects 
Bangue Nationale de Belgigue: annual report 
European capital market: theme of_meeting between Mr. Barre and savings banks 
Bridge over the Bosphorus: Commission in favour of EIB intervention 
EDF:in favour of new projects in AMJM 
JAMO : position taken on renewal of Yaounde Convention 
PriCe schedule modifications in Italian steel indudry 
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EDITORIAL 

A smal~. step whioh oould lead a long way. AiJ 
Replying "modo suaviter" to the warm, but reasoned and realistic appeal from Mr. Nenni, the 

head of the Frenoh delegation at the WEU Mi~isterial meetin~~ Mr. de Lipkowsk~, said that it vas bett~ 
to make a "small step" with a real chance of success, rather than~, attempt a large step which it miBJJ. 
prove impossible to make. 

At the end of very lively discussions, which sometimes became rather confused, but Which Mr. 
Thorn handled with great skill {we have heard ~othing but praise for his debut as chairman), we believe 
we can say that this "small step" - which Mr. de Lipkowski perhaps feared - has been taken. Why do we 
say that he feared this ? Because obviously the French delegation fought spiritedly and relentlessly, 
sticking to procedures, to prevent this small step from being made, and up until now it has not agreed 
to make it with its partners. 

' In fact this small stepiis:in substance a "small sentence" (decidely we are living at a time 
when small sentenceo .. make history), included in the minutes of the session. This is significant: it 
proved impossible to draw up a communique, it is impossible to make public a declaration: the chairman 
had to study by heart a pass~ge ·in' the minutes, without it seeming that .he: was reading 'a text~.Pi'o~-,. 
dure again ••• · 

The gist of this small sentence is that ~'Six statm have undertaken to hold prior consultations 
within the framework of the WEU". The word "compulsory" has disappeared: there remains the resolve to 
assume an obligation. These six states are the Benelux countries {who at the same time agree that this 
consultation take place on the subjects indicated in the list drawn up by Italy), Germany, Great Britain 
and Italy. France will make her position known between now and the meeting in The Hague in May. ~-

It can be fo:-ecast that this small step will not be made solely on paper and that 'the six .\'• 
states in question will soon have the opportunity to implement it. The opportunity-will have to be sought 
because public opinion expects words to turn into acts. These six states have embarked on the construct
ion of a instrument which they must now check in operation. It is within this context that we consi4er 
of the highest importance the British proposal to hold immediately a "prior' consultation" on the pro
blem of the Middle East. It so happens that two of the seven member ooUbtries of the WEU will be taking 
part in the "concertation" due to take place within the UN'· ' Security Council. Wbat an opportunity 
for them to consult their partners and possibly conform their attitude to the common feelings their atti
tude would have even more weight, as it would be the attitude of the whole of Europe. Here then is a 
test case of exceptional significance. Will Franoe back out of this consultation ? Will she do thia on 
the pretext of procedure ? It has to be admitted that this could lead to a crisis situation, and »er-
baps a-serious one. · ' 

As Mr. Harmel said not without humour, Mr. de Lipkowski's speech vas positive and even cons
tructive with regard to ways of impfoving ~utual information in the event of a crisis. A little courage, 
dear friends, informing one's own partners is kind for form's sake, but consulting them would be to 
embark on a process which could lead to the formation of this "common resolve" Which is the beginning 
of all solid achievements and whioh unfortunately is lacking in our Europe. 
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EDITORIAL 

Aftermath of WEU Council: Mr, Nixon to meet Europe ? ~ 
The conclusion reached by the WEU Council, although minimised by sections of the press, is,~~ 

the opinion of most observers, likely to have a remarkablecinfluenoe on the way the building of Eur~ 
will develop in the near future, . fiU 

It should first and foremost be stated that the Italian proposal cannot give rise to the 09mpl~int 
that it seeks to create a new community or new institutions from which France would be excluded or lob 
might interfere with the running of the existing Communities, The Italian proposal in fact merely s 
gests that the WEU Council regularly examine the short term situation, that it undertake• to seek in~ 
creasing forms of cooperation in particular in the fields of technology and currency, making provision 
for the necessary links with the European Communities, There is not much left of the "'technological" 
or monetary community which some people feared. Also, it can be assumed that the permanent opposition 
on the part of Community oiroles to Mr. Harmel's idea, which has now become a formal proposal from Italy, 
has no longer any raison dLetre, Furthermore, it is not clear why the Commission should be shocked~ 
the fact that the WEU countries have decided to concert, further to appropriate consultations, their 
foreign policy, It is understandable,however, that the Commission fears that the country which does not 
agree to take part in these consultations, might have recourse, in order to dissuade its partners, to 
the threat of breaking up the Comrr.unity, which would be the victim of this politioal disagreement. Doubt
less everything hangs together, but this only goes' to confirm that it would be vain to think that pro

.blems oan be solved by letting them rot, and that the problem of the enlargement of the Community, which 
has been in the air since 1961, cannot be put off from one year to the next, on economic, political and 
institutional pretexts, 

·The countries which assented to Mr, Nenni's proposal' have now at their disposal a far from perfect 
instrument, but one which must be made to work, This is why the consultation on the Middle East will be 
of what may be called historic significance since for the first time an attempt will at least have been 
made to define a Europe political attitude to an extra-European problem~ Mr, Nixon is to visit Europe 
and his first stop will be the home·or the European Communities and NATO, This choice is very signifi
cant and the European consultation on the Middle East will perhaps be the first and only symbol of the 
existence of European political resolve, He cannot fail to take this into aooount,·Of course, there 
is a ~~estion mark: what will Germany's attitude be? Will she agree to take part in these consultations, 
even if France is missing ? Does she not think that the Franco-German Treaty could constitute an excel
lent "liaison" between two systems and that this could largely suff'ioe for France ? 

It is possible that in the talks which he is to have on Wednesday and Thursday in Bonn, Mr, Wile
on will find a way of reassuring the German leaders about the nature of the British commitment in Europe 
and that in exchange he will receive a German undertaking no longervto refuse to take part in structur
ed political consultations whose developments can easily be imagined, and which could be very promising, 
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Europe after the N.P.T. (1)~ 

17eme annee-No 271 (~~) 
Mardi 11 fevrier 1~~ 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN~~~ 

~~------~~~~ 

'~ ~--~ 
One of the topics which will be Qrought up most frequently in President Nixon's trtp to Europe wil~ 

doubtl~ss be the Non-Proliferation Treaty and tha problems which it raises. On 5 February, President Ni~ 
·addressed Congress asking it to ratify the Treaty as soon as possible with a view to strengthening the s~
tures of peace. It is therefore more than likely that he will do his best to persuade all the European c ." 
tries which have not yet done so to sign the Treaty. The main effort can be made only where there is sti 
a major obstacle, that is, in Germany. This effort may require that the United States give additional ~
tees, as has been done by the Sovi~t Union, whose interest in Germany's signing the Treaty is proving to~ 
an increasingly'fundamental factor of her policy. 

'whatever the case ~ be, it does not1 seem likely that Germany will be able to postpone this signing 
much longer. 

What is more important is the link which the non-nuclear countries belonging to Euratom have established 
between the act of ratifyi~g the Treaty and the.conclusion of a satisfactory agreement between Euratom and 
the Vienna Agency on the problem of control •. There are no objective difficulties standing in the way of the 
realisation of this agreement which should take place in completely satisfactory conditions for Euratom. Thus, 
the staunch position of the European governments on this point. should pay dividends, and there is no reason 
why it should be modified. 

The signing of the N.P.T. has not been and will not be, for the non-nuclear powers technically capable 
of becoming nuclear powers, an easy and'light-hearted decision. This is a decision which ~an be understood 
when one bears in mind Mr. Nenni's statement that "the signing of this T:reaty increases rather than decreases 
our country's moral and political force". This means that signing does not exhaust the political action which 
it requires: it merely makes it possible. That is to say that, when making a choice, thought should then be 
given to its consequences, and action should be taken so that they conform to the reasons behi~ the signing. 

One thing·is certain: for each country, the motives and the objectives will differ. There is, however, 
a common denominaor for the countries belonging to the Communi~y or those wishing to bel9ng to it.- the 
Europe of to~orrow. The problem is whether a united Europe, progressing towards federal structures, could 

1 
agree to fundamental discrimination within it. The reply, without. the slightest doubt, is no. We shall there
fore have to see how the incontestable discrimination which became established at the start may be eliminated. 
On this matter, there are two main possibilities, each with its·supporters. We shall return to them tomorroQ. 
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Europe after the N.P.T. (2) . ~~;· 
. One of the firmest, but least dogmatic, opponents of 'Italy .signipg the N .P. T, Am}»asaador · • 
.Fenoaltea (who was for many years the Italian representative in Washington), has made a penetrati d 
objective analysis (in the "Resto ~el Carltno" for 4 February) of. the situation which might arise in 
Europe onoe the Treaty has been signed, ratified and has come into force. At that time there will a~ 
for Europe the problem of the role to be played by the Frenoh and,British nuclear forces, and of t~~~ 
physiognomy of Europe in relation to the existence of these forces. .// · 

Mr. Fenoltea points out that two alternative situations will arise. According to the ~Jibe 
United States, remaining faithful to their principles, would continue to refuse their technical ass~ 
ance for the "strike force" and even reduce to ·~a.; minimum their support for the British deterrent. This 
situation could lead, if not to ·. total abandonment, to a gradual out in the importance of these nation
al nuclear forces. Perhaps these two countries would forsake these forces, which would pave the way 
for the setting up of a European defence community based on "conventional" forces. 

The second situation would develop along quite different lines: Great Britain and France would 
develop their ow.n nuclear forces, and the United States would decide to help the "strike force". This 
could lead later to a form of more or less consultative association with'other European countries on 
the management of these nuclear forces, which would remain, however., independent and national. 

Mr. Fenoaltea recommends the first solution for Europe, which seems to him the better. We share 
this conclusion. The reason for this is clear: the urgent problem for Europe is not to have a nuclear 
force but to~. A united Europe without nuclear weapons would be by far more important in the world 
than a divided Europe, even if some of its States had nuclear weapons. 

Almost simultaneously, another leading figure has taken a' stand on this problem (in the February 
issue of "Interplay"). He is Mr. Gerard Smith, who was Assistant to the Secretary of State for Political 
Planning and who has just been ~ointed by President Nixon head of the Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency. In an article with the significant title '"!!he French '.J]emptation", Mr. Gerard Smith also envisages 
the possibility of American technical assistance for the "force de frappe". An analysis of the pros and 
cons leads him to come out against this possibility and even suggesv that Congress repe§l:the 1958 legis
lation which enables it to help the British deterrent, and thus remain faithful to the basic principle 
of non-proliferation. The American Administration might at the most envisage offering some day its 
"nuclear favours" to a European force which could be part of a process involving both British entry into 
a uniting Europe and a better European-American balanoe. 

The hypothesis formulated by Mr. Gerard Smith scarcely differs from that preferred by Mr. Feno
altea. In both oases the emphasis is put on the desirable abolitfon of national nuolear forces. A Euro
pean force yes, possibly. But only when it could really be a European force, which would lead to a no 
less real form of partnership with America. 
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on Middle East ? ~ 
As we had occasion to write in the editorial on 7 February, the British move to apply immedi~ 

the system of "prior. consultations" within the WEU suggested by Italy, and to apply it to .a far-reac~g 
problem like the Middle East, is proving increasingly to be a political operation of prime importanc ·~ 

Its importance lies in the faot that Great Britain is showing by her actions that she wishes t 
use the mechanism en~isaged. Too many times she has been criticised for expressing her agreement on 
principles without really committing herself to concrete actions, for this occasion when she is reso~d 
unquestionably to act in agreement with her partners to pass unnoticed. For Great Britain the faot o~ 
subordinating her own decision on an important probLem of foreign policy to consultations with her part
ners, seems to us an event of historic importance. If in addition these partners are countries on~the 
Continent of Europe and all members of the Community, things take on even more weight. 

This operation, moreover, comes about at a very appropriate time, as the problem of the Middle 
East is at present the leading source of concern, and because we are on the eve of a phase in which it 
is going to be analysed within a very limited o:Drole:· that of the four permanent members of the Secu
rity Council, where the countries concerned cannot make themselves heard directly. Now they can reckon 
that they have a spokesman there. 

The French opposition to this oonsultation,e~cepting questipns'of preatige and doctri~e,remains 
incomprehensible. Th~ arguments used are very fragile and the consequences for France could be disagree
able. This is in the end bad for the Community. France thinks that the "consultation" has already taken 
place, at the meeting of the WEU Council on 7 February. France,however, is supposed to support the theory 
that there can-be no prior consultations in the WEU. How can this contradiction be resolved? Furthermore, 
France declares that a consultation would be superfluous because the concertation between the four powers 
has already been decided. On the contrary, it is precisely because there is to be a private ooncertation 
that it would be advisable to sound out the opinions of those absent, all the more so since this does 
not jeopardize the freedom of action of those concerned. France also says that it is superfluous to con
sult together in the WEU as the only thing to do is to apply the Security Council resolution. If things 
were as simple as this, what ~ould be the point of concertation between the four powers ? Obviously, on 
the morrow of the WEU consultation, Great Britain, and not France, could olaim to be responsible for 
interpreting the.'feelings and interests of other European countries. 

According to the latest information it ·appears that France may be seeking to block the meeting 
of the WEU Committee of Permanent Representatives. Were this to be confirmed, it would be serious. The 
result would be that those who have decided to consult together would be forced to set up, to this end, 
an ad hoo framework, from which France would be absent by "self-exclusion". It is up to France to judge 
to what extent this can serve her interests. 
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- Andre FISCHER : Trans ort framework of Euro e 
tic Series 19 , 322 pages, Price: 2 florins. 
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Vendredi 14 fivrier 19~ 
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Is it possible to set up a real Common Market without instituting a common transport policy, withoutA~ 
organising and coordinating transport on a Community scale ? This work b.y Andre Fischer, a graduate of the ~ 
Univeristy of Paris, neither claims to be exhaustive nor definitive; he attempts to afford some reply to 
these questions by analysing successively the national transport concepts and policies, and by presenting·~~ 
clear and detailed picture of the transport networks and the disparities in competition. He then tackles thtQr 
efforts undertaken by the various organisations coordinating European transport to reach a really communita
rian aspect by pinpointing the content and range of the Treaties and Community action in this field. The 
ECSC raised the problem of transport organisation in new terms; neither does the EEC propose mere coordina
tion, but transport integration. However, results in these fields are not encouraging. Lastly, one can wonder 
whether transport integration and the setting up of a common policy do not require - if they are to have any 
chances of success- ~e creation of a European Transport Committee endowed with supranational powers. 

- PROF. GIAN GALEAZZO STENDARDI : VII Corso di diritti e di economia delle Comunit~ Europee; Elementi di dir
itto costituzionale comunitario; (Anno Accademico 1967-1968), Centra Internazionale di Studi e Dooumentazione 
sulle Comunita Europee, Milan, 56 pages. 
-MARC IPPOLITO: Contribution a l'~tude du Problcme Energetique Communautaire,R. Pichon & R. Durand-Auzias 
(Paris), 602 pages, 1969. -We shall return to this book. 
- VINCENT JOYCE ; The Youn r Generation on the Atlantic Alliance, a Research Report, Publication No. 41 of 
the Atlantische Commissie Nassau Zuilensteinstraat 9, The Hague 1 39 pages, 1968. 
- Cahiers Europeans, No. 28 - December 1968, Publication of the European Parliament Christian Democrat group 
(European Centre -Luxembourg). - This issue contains the resolutions adopted b.y the XVIIIth European Con
gress of the Christian Democrat Parties, meeting in Venice from 12 to 15 September 1968, and the action pro-
gramme adopted by the CDU at its Federal Congress in Berlin on 7 November 1968. . ' 
- Lo Spettatore Internazionale, Volume Ill, No 4 (October-December 1968), Istituto Affari Internazionale, 
Rome. -We draw attention to an article by Mr. Altiero Spinelli on European unification. 
- Les Problemes de l'Europe, No. 42- 1968, the Association for the Study of European Rroblems (Paris-Rome). 
- Tbis issue contains in particular the protccol of the conference held in Lausanne· on 15 and 16 November 
1968 on the theme "The European finance market and its role in expansion", and articles on the Sca~dinavian 
countries in relation to the Common Market, Yugoslavia and thP. EEC. 
- CNEN (Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare): Notiziario, January 1969, Rome. - This issue deals largely with 
the work of a seminar which took place in Rome on 17 and 18 July on the CIRO '( Organic Coolant Irradia
tion' 'Loop ) experiments on the Ispra- 1 reactor. 
- Conservative Research Department: Notes on Current Politics. No 1 - 1969 (Labour Party in Disarray), No 2 
1969 (Constitutional Developments). London. 
- OECD: Trade by commodities, market summaries: imports (January-June 1968), Paris. 
- OECD : Main Economic Indicators,January 1969, Paris. 
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A new ""rope an crisis ~ ·•• pt' .-
The extreme verbal and written violence of the French official reaction, tollowin~ 

WEU Permanent Council meeting held in London last Friday should.leave no rpom tor doubt: a new~-
·ean crisis has beg.un. 

For those who have closely followed developments since last October (WEU meeting inl~e), 
this can be no surprise. While the majority o£ the press were minimising - often by order - What~ 
,happened in Luxembourg, we wrote, on the very (lay that the Council ended (Friday 7 February), tha.t the 
:situation "could lead to a situation of crisis, perhaps of serious crisis." ~~ 
, All the necessary time will be available to find out what was responsible tor spark~ ott 
'this crisis. Some people are going about the task too quickly, urged on by an all too obvious irritat• 
ion. What must be admitted is that this crisis is not only the fruit of ruffled "susceptibilities". It 
is one of the multi tud.e of outward signs of a difference of opinion on fundamental matters. This is 
.what is serious. It is serious because the same people who ~el in all good faith that Europe. cannot be 
created without Great Britain also do not hide the fact that this same Europe cannot be built without 
France. 

Whilst waiting to see how things will turn out, and with the hope of showing certain facts 
in their true light, we shall merely refer to the following points, on which there can be no doubts: 

· 1) We read and hear it said that the WEU Permanent Council meeting was contrary to the Union Stat
ute. However, nothing in the WEU Treaty indicates that it would be impo.ssible to convene the Council 
against the wishes of one of its members. The rule of unanimity quoted in art. VIII obviously concerns 
Council decisions. But the Council has to meet before it can take decisions I There is even a clause 
stating that the Council must meet, in certain circumstances, at the request of a single member country, 
which implicitly shows the lack of foundation for any other interpretation. 

2) We hear it said that the Permanent Council recognised that it was in the wrong,by not publish
ing a communique. Everyone knows that the Permanent Council does not usually publish communiq~s. 

3) It is often added that political consultation in the WEU is a pretext for re-examining the req
uest for membership of the Community. The contrary is true. The proposal for preliminary consultations 
concerns matters outside the Communities' jurisdiction, and it is enough to read the list of subjects 
proposed by the Italian government in order to recognise this fact. 

But the most interesting thing is the opinion of someone who is an expert in the matter, 
·Mr. Mend~s France, who is not only one of the signatories, but also the .principal au_thor dt the WEU Tr-
1eaty. Mr. Mend~s France writes today in the 11 Figaro" : "A simple reading of the Treaty signed in Paris 
in 1954 confirms, with no shadow of doubt, that the seven Member States wished to create an institution 
for very broad consultation and collaboration among themselves and that the WEU's vocation is to organ
ise meetings and favour joint decisions in all spheres, diplomatic, cultural, military, etc. It is al- · 
ready to be regretted that it has not been used more systematically in this way. But it is unconceiv
able that the French government should today oppose European concertation in the only body in which 
Great Britain participates •••••• and for that very reason." 

For the moment, everyone ought to remain cool,calm and collected. These consUltations 
among Europeans are no doubt useful and it is still incomprehensible why France has turned her back on 

.them. They would no doubt be even more useful if France cared to take part. This is the wish Which 
all Europeans must make. 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

Is the empty chair policy worthwhile ?. 

So that is the stage we have reached. France is appJying the so-called "empty chair" poliay 
towards the WEU. We should remember that she has already applied it on several past occasions. ~ 
did so in UNO for a little while; she is applying it even now,and has been from the start, in the Dis
armament Conference, known as the "Ei!=Jhteen". .. She applied it for seven whole months· in the Euiebean 
Community, from July 1965 to January 1966. In NATO, France has adopted a .f'ormula midway between ~ 
"empty chair" policy and withdrawal : she has not withdrawn .f'rom the Alli.:~n·~c..;, but only from its mil it
ary organisation. 

Clearly, the empty chair policy is applied with a precise intention : to maintain one's presence, 
however symbolic, in a given organisation so as not to lose the advantages that this may entail; at the 
same time to condition and possible paralyse the work and running of this organisation, while keeping 
one's own hands free; finally, to use this paralysi~ and disquiet engendered among the partners as a 
means of bargaining for certain poli~ical concessions which will provide grounds to accept re-integrat
ion. It remains necessary for the partners to want the absent par~ner to be re-integrated and to be 
Wifling to pay a certain price, This is the crux of the matter. 

In the cases we havE mentioned, what political advantages did France win from her tactics ? 
We cannot embark on an analysis which would take too much time • We must limit ourselves to stating that 
the Common Market affair was the only case where there was a serious and partially ~uccessful attempt 
to use secession as a tool, since the paralysis of the organisation was considered by all to be intoler
able. The result was doubtless a modification - real if' not legal - of the Community's :institutional 
balance. But in the last analysis, the re:;ult has also been a situation of "permanent crisis" which 
weighs heavily on the Community dnd therefore on France also. 

In a study on the "empty chair policy in the·contemporary law of nations", (Belgian Internc~t
ional Law Review, 1,1968)Mr. Fernand J>ehousse find that this policy "should be completely forbidden" 
and adds that "it is better that a Member State should be able to withdraw in cert.ain circUills1anees· than 
that it should be qiven the means of disturbing at will the functioning or internati€lnal mechanisms.'' 
This is a very judic~ous remark. 

In the case in point, thunderous statements have been heard on the possible end of the WEU. 
These are mere Rodomontades : the disappearance of the WEU would perhaps mean that the British commit
ments on the one hand (maintenance of troops on the Continent) and the r.erman undertakings on the 
other (not to manufacture A.B.C. weapons etc.) would no longer have any legal basis. This could lead 
in time to a new basis being provided for military and political co-operation in Europe and perhaps 
bring fresh· impetus. 

The WEU Council will suffer from the paralysis less than other bodies might. Decisions are 
few and far between. What is important are the consultations which could prove fruitful and be followed 
by individual decisions by the Member States, which conformed with the results of these consultations. 
Some people think thdt subsidiary bodies,such as the Standing Committee on Arms, where deosions are taken 
on a majority, might be awakened out of their lethargy. · 

The general feeling isfuat this time the empty chair policy,which in any case is a bad policy, 
may well not be worthwhile. 
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EDITORIAL 

Economic coordination and monetary cooperation: intentions and realities. (1) ~ 
· Readers are already aware, from t,tle general summaries published in our Bulletins, of the broad ~s 

of the proposals for economic concertation and monetary cooperation between the member states, which thAibr
opean Commission has submitted to the Council, together ~~th the reasons for these proposals and the ~ent 
supporting them. 

In the past, we have had occasion to raise a few·queries on certain aspects of the action which th~o~ 
mission was preparaing to propose. The time has now come to see whether these queries were justified, il"he 
light of the texts which are now known. It should be said right aw~ that, if one were to stand b,y only !!!!
ble reactions, which have been provoked in most commentators, there would be grounds for concern. Everything 
or almost everything has in fact emphasised' the proposed creation of an automatic monetary mechanism, a kind 
of Community "emergency aid", as if all the r.ommission's ideas, expressed in three sections, between which 
the links are quite logical, in fact aimed only at the creation of this mechanism, in other words, a "money
box" placed at the disposal of a country temporarily in"distress, all the rest being the sugar coating neces
sary to make this mechanism easier to swallow. This could also lead one to suspect that that this whole was 
conceived because of conungent, existing or foreseen situations, because of the advisability for·ratner·than 
evolution towards more communitarian structures. i · 

Of course, the Commission can prevail on the continuity of its policy. This is not the first time that 
it has asked the member states to go further in the fields in question: its words have never been heeded. A 
powerful argument which it might use of also that, once it had been decided to create a mechanism (whose ex
istence is implicit in Art. 108 of the Treaty), it was absolutely necessary, in order to make it seem "cred
ible", to make in automatic. Emergency assistanoe cannot entail consultation, inquiries, lengtht·procedures 
without becoming ineffective. This explains why, moreover, in the sample case often quoted, emergency assis
tance was sought and obtained, in twenty-four hours, across· the" Ocean. 

It is, therefore, inevitable to a certain extent that, in the present state of events, there is~
tain technical inbalance between the consultation, concertation and short-term aid mechanisms. Moreover, this 
entails, in turn, another consolidated. aid mechanism which is not automatic, but which is affected b,y condi
tions and guarantees, which the Commission calls "safety locks". 

It should be added that, in the Commission's intentions, there is a logical and strong link between the 
three sections: medium-term concertation, prior consultation on the short-term economic situation.and possible 
mutual support. This support is politically and technically - j,f not morally- justified b,y the existence of 
not only a customs union, which is an objective element of data, but also by common or coordinated economic 
policies. 

We should pay tribute to the intentions of the Commission and the ingenuity of the authors of .. the Memo
randum, and to their European spirit. But this does not prevent us from being obliged to formulate oertian 
observations and reservations. We shall return to this matter tomorrow. 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

The first remark which one is led to make after reading the Commission's memorandum on'mo ry 

Economic coordination and monetary cooperation: intentions and realities (2) .~ 

cooperation concerns the guarantees surrounding the support mechanism; The first guarantee is the d t-· 
ion : three months is not long, after all, and then the hour of truth will strike. The short durati of 
the intervention is,however, of relative importance : if the chance accident only depends on "accid.al" 
circumstances, a sudden fall in confidence which could not be justfied by the objective economic eo t~ 

ions of the country in question, the very fact of having access to considerable credit (of about on hous 
and million dollars for a country or group of countries) would allow the country to stem the tide of the 
trend and re-establish confidence. This has already been seen. On the contrary, if the accident has deepe 
causes, it is known from the very start that the short-term support will have to be turned into medium
term suuport. Of course, the Commission then imposes procedures and "safety locks". But there is every 
reason to doubt the"trust.<orthiness" of this mechanism. Experience shows that,in a Community above all, 
where one is united for better or for worse, and even if one has not the slightest intention of encour
aging a policy of ease, there will be a tendency to extend the help even if the conditions set down are 
not completely fulfilled. This is even more true if one knows that the cther alternative is to see the 
country in difficulties ; to whom medium-term support was refused, taking recourse unilaterally to quotas, 
exchange control and other chicanery,which would have the effect of destroying the Common Market. The 
lesser evil would be accepted and in the end a policy of facility tolerated. What is even more serious, 
there is a likelihood that greater tolerance would be shown towards countries with greater political force 
which would claim that their own policies obeyed national necessities on which their partners could have 
nothing to say. 

Out of this observation, there naturally comes another, which concerns the whole concertation
consultation mechanism. The Comm~.ssion has gone as far as possible, its "preliminary consultation" pro
posal is brave in comparison,alas!,with today's reality. But it is true that everything is ba~ed on rat
her vague pr~mises and commitments, on very flexible mechanisms. There is a likelihood that a vast orq
anisation will be created,carring out preparatory sudies and recording a posteriori decisions taken out-·. 
side, without any right to even look at the crucial phase, which is, of course, that of decision. We 
would not like a rigid mechanism. What shoUH be clear, and peaceful, is that, as soon as"mutual ,autom
atic aid" is accepted, such as a public service on which everyone can rely, politico-economic decisions 
arising must be studied and taken jointly • It is not a case, as is sometimes said, of imposing decisions 
on Nation States, but of taking these decisions together. Clearly, we havenot yet reached this stage and 
the Commission's proposals, though brave, do not yet go far enough. European solidarity is a good thing, 
but it can not be limited to effects: it must cover causes also. The States must say whether they are 
willing to take this step, but the Commission must present them with the question. 
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-.Under the direction of Mr. W.J. GANSHOF VAN DER MFFRSCH : Droit des Communautes Europeennes. Les Novellas, 
Editions Larcier, 1969. 1,308 pages in two columns, 3,200 Bfr. J(' 

This important treatise on European Community law, effected under the direction of Mr. W.J. Ganshof~an 
der Meersch, Attorney General at the Supreme Court of Appeal, Professor at the Brussels Faculty of Law, is· 
published after four years of hard work. It is the outcome of the coordinated efforts of over sixty Community 
law specialists, university professors, Community senior officials, who have contributed the fruit of their 
knowledge and reflection. Their joint work also bears witness of their faith in the Community institutions. 

This treatise studies the three Communities. The development of the studies on each topic an4 the me~h
od of grouping and prese•.ting these observat~ons distinguish this work of precis, manuals and commentaries 
on Community law. The work is divided into five parts. 

The first, 1r1lnch is a general i:ntroduction, deals with the common features and common problems of the 
three Communities. 

The second part concerns the institutions, both in the strict sense -the Council(s), Commission(s), 
High Authority, Parliament, Court -and in the general sense, that is to say: the problem of legal status, 
the sources of the law, administration, funds. Here, the authors have considered it desirable to give an ex
pose on the High Authority for various reasons, to maintain .. distinct areas of'responsibility for"the'single 
Commission, particular interest in the experience of the High Authority, and consideration of the merger 
treaty. 

The third, fourth and fifth parts deal respectively with the ECSC, the EEC and Euratom. The order fol
lowed is more or less that of the chapters of the Treaties. Of course, this is not the most logical order, 
but this technique has practical advantages for the reader; it facilitates consultation of the texts. These 
three parts are concerned with the "material law" peculiar to each Community, the historical, general and in
stitutional problems having been studied in the first and second part of the work. 

Such a work gives one an even better grasp of the fact that the European Communities are not merely set 
up by customs disarmament or agricultural bargaining measures; we are taking part in the overthrowing of a 
s~stem of economic competences, in solidarity with the general r.olitical options, which corresponds to the 
end of States' exclusive sovereignty system. Apart from the customs union, mentioned at the beginning of the 
Treaty of Rome, the Member States have had the intention of pooling their economies·and generally transfer
ring the States' powers to the Communities. Institutional law has undoubtedly never been of any interest. 
One stage follows another, giving rise to organic changes in the procedures. The gradual construction of a 
new legal order does not depend only on the rules which it sets up; Community law should be applied and in
terpreted in a standard way, by both the national and Community authorities.This presupposes coherent evolu
tion which only ah effort followed by observation and coordination can produce. This treatiese is situated 
along these lines. 
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EDITORIAL 

Launching of offensive against Community structures ? 

At the time when Mr. Nixon is in Europe and when he states - as he did this morning at NATO -lfl 
that he wishes to achieve a real "Atlantic partnership" (which presupposes· a coher-ent and united Eurot;\ij', 
he must face up to a paradoxical situation. Indeed his policy seems to be based on the principle that 
the unity of Europe, and the form to be given to this unity, is something which depends solely on thei3 
Europeans themselves. The time is past when eminent Americans tried to put themselves in the place of 
Europeans and did not hide their attraction to·a.oertain way of conceiving'this unity. The present . 
American leaders still feel that Europe should constitute an economic, commercial and political entity, 
but in the future they will refrain from giving advice which might seem like pressure: whatever may. 
happen, they will require Europe, whatever the form which she wishes or does not wish to take on, to 
assume all the responsibilities devolving from the choice made. 

Well, at +his very time, Europe is a sorry sight indeed, divided as she is. This sight may per
haps give rise to ironic satisfaction in those who for some time have thought, both in the United States 
and elsewhere, that it is better to deal with a "Europe of nations", that is to say with a divided Eu
rope where relations can be established on a bilateral basis, to the evident advantage of the partner 
with the ~eatest weight. 

The paradox lies in the fact that in a certain sense, and against their very will, the EuroP
eans are reduced, implicitly, to asking for American "arbitration". In these circumstances, one may 
well wonder about the influence which Europe will have on the forthcoming stage in world politics, 
namely the dialogue between Washington and Moscow. 

The division of Europe, which was already serious, has become painful following the events of 
last week, whose outcome is not yet in sight. The brutal refusal to discuss politics and policy in the 
WEU, even if it had some legal justification in the meanders of procedure, constitutes an inexplicable 
political refusal. In fact the WEU was set up precisely in order to make it a forum for detailed poli
tical debates, and Mr. Housiaux was right to advise the supporters of procedure to go and read the 
first paragraph of that article VIII which they quote so freely. The political fear that these debates 
may lead to "shadow negotiations" on British membership is only a well-known pretext, as this subject 
was explicitly left aside right from the beginning. 

An attempt at "shadow negotiations" in order to destroy the present structures of the Commu
~and, in the widest meaning of the word, of Europe, is , on the other hand, what has resulted from 
the famous de Gaulle-Soames interview. Whatever may be the most faithful version of this interview, 
clearly Paris is perfectly correct in saying that there is nothing new in this. The guidelines express
ed by General de Gaulle on the .shape which the organisation of Europe might take have not changed. '1-lhat 
is new, and serious, is that the guideline and principle stage has been left behind and the concrete 
phase is now upon us, that is to say the envisaging of conditions in whioh these guidelines could be 
realised. 

This corresponds to a launching of the offensive against Community structues. A process has 
been embarked upon (or has been attempted) which might lead to the end of the Communities as we know 
them • 
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IDITORIAL ~ 

The dispute over the de Gaulle-Soames talk.- ·(1) A question of publicity. ~ 
The controversy in Great Britain and ~Tance over the de Gaulle-Soames talk is in full swing. Its late~ 

efforts have been, on the one hand, the communication made yesterday evening by Mr. Debre to the five ambas~ 
dors of the Common Market countries, and, on the other, the speech given yesterday afternoon in the House. of 
Commons by Mr. Stewart. It is obviously still too early to draw any precise conclusions from this affair& •n 
there is 1 moreover, in the various European capitals a feeling of reserve which can be explained by the facti~J 
that an attempt is being made - as was stated today by Mr. de Liedekerke on behalf of the Belgian Fbreign Min
ister - to collect all the pieces of information which continue to arrive before formulating any judgment. t·~ 

The controversy concerns two different aspects. The first is the actual content, of the talk. Was this 1J 
content distorted by Ambassador Soames in his report to London ? Was it distorted at a later stage in the 
versions which the British government passed on to governments in sympathy with it 1 and then to the press ? 
If there was any distortion, was it voluntary or involuntary ? Has it in fact affected the actual essence of 
the General's views ? Let us put aside this first aspect for a moment, particularly since, in the absence of 
a real "recording" or supporting evidence, one can see what one wants to see. In view of this, we should re
cognise that, in principle, involuntary inaccuracies are more likely to have arisen on the part of the list
ener rather than the speaker. 

The second aspect, which seems in particular to have rubbed the French government (and Ambaeaador Soamee 
to a certain extent also) the wrong way, concerns the conditions under which the content of the tall ... com
municated to the friendly governments and, then to the press. Let us restrict ourselves for the moment to tAe 
"doplomatic" publicity, with the hypothesis that the a faithful rendering of the content of the talt was re
ported and communicated. Did the British government act in conformity with diplomatic etiquette ? Was~ 
time chosen for the communication opportune'? Was the communication really justified from the political ~ 
of view ? These are the questions to which an answer should be given. 

One line of thought, particularly in France, has it that the British government behaved incorrectly from 
the point of view of diplomatic etiquette. In order to judge, however, one needs to know whether there was 
any formal request on the French side that secrecy should be maintained. There is obviously an important shade 
of difference between the "publishing'' of the content of such a taik, and the ·confidential communication of 
certain aspects of it (provided that they were a faithful reflection of the content) to governments directly 
concerned. 

On the second point, chronology- which is very important in this affair - shows that the British govern
ment was undoubtedly guilty of forcing the issue somewhat. It gave a reply of principle to the French gov~rn
ment on 12 February, and the verY same day Mr. Wilson informed Mr. Kiesinger (who ranked priority, since in 
the other countries, the United Kingdom ambassadors presented their communications the following day). It is, 
moreover, especially this about which Mr. Soames complains& he had done his utmost to reach Mr. Debre on the 
morning of the 12th, had failed, and had been obliged to notify him only some hours after Mr. Kiesinger had, 
been informed. 

This aspect deserves a rather more detailed analysis, but the most important element is obviously the 
third aspect -political advisability- which we'shall discuss tomorrow. 
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EDITORIAL 

The dispute ov'er the de Oaulle-Soames meeting - (2) 
A matter of political e~pediency· ~ 

As we said yesterday, the aspect of the "Soames affair" which most rankled the Frenoh~n
ment seems to have been the publicity given to the contents of the meeting. That is to say that an 
attempt is being made to centre attention on the forms rather than on the substance of things, ~ ~he 
hope of finding in the forms something which can be condemned, even if the substance is what oobn~s. 
But, how many times have we not heard that not too much importance should be attributed to the "form" 
used by General de Gaulle when expressing his ideas, but that consideration should rather be :: to 

T , ' the substance of them ! oday, the spokesman for the Council meeting at the Elysee said that oe 
would not make public the account of the de Gaulle-Soames meeting "beoause we continue to observe the 
rules which have perhaps sometimes been forgotten". 

Yesterday we analysed two aspects of this "diplomatic publioitt' about ~hioh there has been so 
muob talk. The third and by far most important aspect concerns the political opportuneness of this pu
bli~ity. Obviously, we could mention in this connection what Mr. Luns said when recognising that the 
British Government was quite right to inform its partners of a new circumstance of such import, or the 
total support (53 "anti-marketeer" Conservatives voted against) given by the House of Commons to Mr. 
Wilson. But it is doubtless preferable to proceed differently. 

One question springs to mind. What would have happened had the British Government kept the 
matter secret. Several hypotheses can be put forward, but in substance they boil down to two. The first 
is that the dialogue between Paris and London would not have advanced further or, after some progress, 
would have been brought to a halt in view of Great Britain's inability to aooept the options proposed 
to her. The second is that this dialogue would have progressed and at some time led to an agreement in 
principle, which would then have had to be made public and which would have been imposed on the other 
partners. Well, there is no doubt that in both oases Great Britain would have•lost face. She would have 
been accused of duplicity. Perfidious Albion ! On the one hand she proclaims her desire for membership 
of the Community and on the other she secretly negotiates ~·it~· destruction. Mr. Wilson publicly de
clares that he accepts the Treaties and their poli tioal end·-··a:n·d he envisages his entry into Europe on 
purely commercial bases. What credit would such a government enjoy· . with its allies and partners ? 
All the more so since no criticism could have been made against General de Gaulle ~o has never made 
any secret of what he thinks of the Communities and their institutions, and whose action in respect of 
the NATO military organisation has always been coherent. 

It goes without saying that while Mr. Wilson acted out of loyalty to his allie t, he did not 
neglect the poli tioal expediency angle. He also acted in terms of a deep feeling of mistrust, a feelinll 
which has regretfully become established in the political and diplomatic customs of a Europe from whiob 
it was tho~ght at one time to have been banished forever. 
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The di~pute over the de Gaulle-Soames meeting - (3) 
What is said cannot be unsaid 

One of the most curious aspects or' the controversy over the real contents nf the de Gaulle-Soa ~ 
talks is that the very people who are complaining over the publicity given to this meeting base thei~ 
remarks, when contesting its significance, on two contradictvl'Y Jjnes of argument. On the one hanq they! ... 
say : 11 That does not correspond at all to what General de Gaulle said", and on the other: "Why are y'ou • 
surprised ? These are the same idea~ as he has often expressed in public and that his Ministers have b e~· 
defending for a long time. 11 _ 

Since no-one has a recording of this conversation, and since no-one is the messenger of truth by I''; 
divine right, attempts can be made, one week after the outbreak of the "scandal",to get as close as posUJ 
sible to this truth. After the torrent of denials,corrections, clarifications, explanations, extrapol
ations and other attempts at interpretation, it can in aeneral be said that General de Gaulle most cer
tainly expressed to his interlocuter the ideas outlined in the account published. These ideas can be sum
marised as follows. Apart from France, who has recovered her independence, the other Community countries, 
and Great Britain also, depend on America. This dependence can be seen e~pecially clear~ in the structure 
of NATO. It follows that, if Europe wishes to recover its independence, this structure must be abandoned, 
Whatever the ca~e may be, it will be rendered out-of-ddte by the very fdct of the regained independence. 
However,since thin~s are as they are, r.eneral de Gdulle rloes not see Great Britain followi~q this line. 
As for the Community,or rather the Common Market, it is workable in its present form: if Great Britain 
were to insist on becoming a member, France would be inclined to draw the con~equences of this, namely 
by transforming it into a free trade area, on condition that the principle she holds dear were safe-quar
ded, i.e., a certain deqree of protection,or preference, for her agriculture. 

It seems to us that all thi~ does not give rise to controversy. The two points on which there seem 
to be ~ome "discord" are the following : 
a) the political"directorate" - Paris denies having proposed a four-member directorate. This is probably 
the case. In fact, no real proposal has been made, but rather an"~ rather more vaguely expressed. 
The duty to create a certain political organisation in Europe falls to those countries with major res
ponsibilities, at lea~t at first. The idea of a "Council of Four" was put forward by the Count of Coud
enhove-Kalergi the day after a meeting with General rle Gaulle, some weeks aqo •••• 
b) the proposal for "bi-lateral negotiation~" -'We did not propose two-sided negotiations,says Paris: 
It is Mr. Soames who proposed negotiations.' The truth seems clear to us. General de Gdulle never req
uests negotiations. As written by Sir Con O'Neill, who is an expert on the subject, '1 the'most •• character
istic element in what he said was the idea that if we want t.o talk we must suqgest· it,n(lt he;and he will 
-then consent to receive a visit. The General is always a Car•ossa." 

Let us draw the conclusions, provision<ll,cf course. What is said cannot be unsaid. The alternative 
which once again faces F:urope is: "The Community in its pre~ent form, or .... chaos." It is necessary to 
show that this choice is a false one, which cannot,must not, be accepted, 
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Books whicb are sent to us or whose publication is 
worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

17eme annie-N'o 28 .• ..,..'-=-'""""" 
vendredi 28 Uvrier-· 9 

-MR. LISEIN-NORMAL : The Transfer of Economic Polic Ob'ectives from the Nat'onal Governments to 
Gommunity Authorities, Organisation and results of an opinion poll. Extract from the Cahiers Eco ques 
de Bruxelles (No 40- 3rd quarter 1968), Presses Universitaires de Bruxelles, 48 pages. 

The ooinion poll was aimed at determining the opinions of European Community ~nd~Commo4SJarket 
personalities on the desirable repartition of responsibilities in· economic policy matters between the 
governments of the siK EEC countries and existing or future Community authorities. 

- WALTER HELLER,CORNELIS GOTIDHART,GUILLAaME GUINDLEY,HEINZ HALLER,JEAN VAN HOUTTE,ASSAR LINDBECI,RICH
ARD SAYERS,SERGIO STEVE: Budgetary Policy and Economic Balance, OECD (Paris), December 1968, 220 pages: 
Price : 19 FF, 15.80 DM,4.80 dollars, 1 pound 12s. 6d. 

Whereas the majority of governments use the monetary policy to stabilise the economy, it emer
ges from this analysis that it is often more difficult for them to use all the resources offered by the 
budgetdry policy for the same purpose. The aim of the present study is to define the means which would 
enable the governments to· overcome these difficulties at a time when large international capital move
ments make it more and more necessary to base monetary policy on balance of payments considerations and 
not only on home demand. Up to the time of his appointment as Prime Minister oF the Netherlands in Nov
ember 1966, Professor J. Zijlstra presided over the group's work. Subsequently, his ~ole was taken over 
by Professor Walter Heller. 

- L'Europa, settimanale di politica,eccnomia e cultura, Rome, Price for one issue: 200 lire.- Attent
ion should be drawn in the February 15 issue to the text of a speech by Mr. F.milio Colombo, Italian Trea
sury Minister, before the advanced European studies school of Alcide De Gasperi in Rome, on the theme, 
11La riposta che si chiama Europa" and, in the 8 February edition, to an article by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo, 
Director of EUROPE, on the empty chair policy practised by the French government. The 22 February num
ber is larqely given over to the IPC, the Italian Communist Party. 

- L'Europe en formation, Monthly review of European and international matters, No 107/February 1969, 
Paris. -This issue is largely given over to Europe's relations with Africa. 

- Law and Business, the Common Market bi-monthly, No 147 - 10 February 1969, Paris. - In the "Doeuments" 
section, we should point out an article on the organisational problems surrounding the formation of an 
industrial 3roup. 

- Conservative Central Office : Notes on current politics (No 3 - Housing and planning; No 4 - Social 
security and welfare), Overseas Review No 37- January 1969) , London. 

- OECn Trade by commodit!es!market summaries:exports (J·anuary- June 1968), 715 pages Paris.-
- OECD : Main economic indicators , February 1969, 135 pages, Paris. 
- OECD : Pears ; Productio~, Consumption and Trade in Fruit and Vegetables in the OECD member countries; 
Present s~ion and 1970 prospects, Paris. Price : 14 FF, 11.60 DM, 3.50 dollars, 24s. 

- ENSIDESA (Empresa Nacional Siderurgica SA) : Documentacion siderurgica, No 52 - February 1969, Madrid. 
- Attention should be paid to an article on foreign trade in steel products. 
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A European reality : the Trade Unions 

It would be most regrettable if we had to admit that an important victory for democratic 
opean trade unionismr and tor the idea of Europe in general, namely, the unconditional acceptance by t~rl 
so-called extreme Left-wing trade unionism~ot the European and Community reality, had to be presented 'ft2J 
public opinion, tor reasons which we can understand but not justify, as if it were a defeat. 

As our readers know, there was, last Friday, a preliminary meeting, a direct and official ~ 
tact, between the European Commission on the one hand (or more exactly, its President, Mr. Rey and Vi~ 
President responsible for social matters, Mr. Levi-Sandri) and the CGT-CGIL Standing Committee on the 
other. The two trade union centres, which now have a joint organisation at European level, are formally 
askinq not to be excluded any longer, as has been the case up to now, from Community institutional mech
anisms, insofar as these involve the presence of workers' Union representatives. They qo even further, 
and ask that the trade unions' presence should be ma~e more effective and more concrete. They are reques
ting that certain problems should be more particularly tacked (these are, in fact, matters on which the 
!uropean Commission has already announced its desire to hold broad discussions and exchanges of view). 

It goes without saying that the trade union leaders who have just made this official contact 
are stressinq the importance of the fact that the European Commission is thus recognising, at a pragmat
ic level, their representativeness and the reality of their existence, after a period of quarantine whi·ch 
has lasted far too lonq. Doubtless, the previous situation was a bad one and every European of good faith 
must be glad of this change, for the following reasons: (a) these two trade union centres unquestionably 
represent a considerable number of workers;(b) they are at the head of particularly vigorous and effec
tive trade union action;(c) Europe is a reality which must be founded on the widest possible basis,if 
it is to achieve the fundamental changes in relations between nations which constitute its essential ob
jectives. 

The main factor, as we said at the outset, is that it is these very trade union Centres which 
have had to admit, after so many years of preconceived hostility, the positive nature of the European 
eXPerience. They have finally come to terms with reality and have chosen to lead trade union action, 
which is their "raison d'~tre", into this European framework. Mr. Irasucki himself admitted that,if,for 
the moment, the interlocuter,in trade union disputes, remains at national level, things are in the pro
cess of changing and national issues are blending, becoming comparable, and require reciprocal coordin
ation of trade union actvities. And when Mr. Lama recognises that the trade unjons are now in a new sit
uation, as compared with a tradition that we all know, that they are against closed markets and are seek• 
ing for a democratic European economic lite, hoping to become "a counterpart at European level", it is 
impossible not to appreciate such a development. 

This is why the irritation shown in some democratic trade union circles does not seem to us 
to be justified. Even if we can understand the bitterness of the "pioneer" who sees his own ideas become 
the legacy.of his former challengers, and who fears that they might be distorted or threatened by this, 
it must be said that an important stage of the struggle has thus been won. This does not mean that it is 
no longer every~s duty to keep up the fires of democratic vigilance, particularly as the Community,now 
at the end of the transition period and thus losing ·the driving force ot the mechanisms included in the 
Treaty, will from now on be fashioned and conditioned by the most lively political and social forces,which 
wish to make Europe the framework for their action. 

------------------- S U M M A R Y-------~-----~-=!!"'-----
"3 ~v-cVt llt(e.tf Uo. ~ 
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Euratom budget to be adopted by Council tomorrow without debate 
Council adopts without debate certain decisions on working of Community 
Bud etar mechanisms: Council adopts measures for improvement 
EEC Turke : EIB called upon to determine conditions of financial aid 
Legal and'concrete significance of transition to final stage ot Common Market 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Marketing of seeds~ Butter:sales to industry- Fruit production 
in Netherlands -Alternative solution to Mansholt Plan- Milk and dairy produce -Refrig-
erated butter -
ESC- Gener;l review of community situation 
NUClear industrial pc·licy and UNICE 
Seminar on present state and future prospects of EAEC 
Ispra - Centre staff on strike 
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Latin American anxiety over possible tax on oils and fats 
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Mr. Nixon and 'Europe - (1) A significant "neutrality". ~ 
Mr. Nixon has· completed his tour of Europe and this evening, already, will be describing, du ··.~ 

ss conference, the conclusions he has drawn from it as regards the guidlines of American foreign -
• His viqit was an unquestionable success, insofar as he attained his apparent objective, namely, !~ 
her information for himself on the ideas of the United States• allies on broad international poli~~ 
ues. He was also succe~sful in that his efforts to pay homage to the nations he visited and their 
ders was received with ~ympathy and gave rise to similar feelin~s. He can certainly make use of tt~ 
ce~s in his internal policy, but also on the foreiqn front, in order to undertake the actions he ill 

eo sidering inc1udinq, in the first place, a very broad,and no doubt very frank,discussion with Moscow. 
For the moment, what concerns us above all is to have a clear idea of the conclusions to which the 

Un ted States President was able to come, on what he saw and heard, on the subject of the building of a 
united Europe. Information which has leaked out up to now,and the few indications which have been extrac
te from the welter of statements,allusions, remarks and observations, lead one to believe that Mr. Nixon 

ably received confirmation for the opinion he already held on this matter before hi~ departure from 
United States. The few ups and down~ which he witnessed certainly did not succeed in changing hiq 
ude very profoundly. This attitude (which was analysed in depth in our "American Letter") can be sum

med up as follows : 
- It goes without saying that for the United States the presence of a united Europe would constitute a 
fac or of stability. The United States still consider that an organised Europe should comprise,not only 
the Six Community countries, but also other countries, and in particular, Great Britain, Nevertheless, 
the do not make their relations with Euro e sub ect to the achievement of this unity, and above all they 
do ot intend to take a stand on the institutional form or the structure which this unity should have. 
The consider this to be a purely European matter,and that the Americans have neither the right nor the 
int rest to become embroiled in this affair. Moreover, they accomodate themselves, for their part, both 
to ultilateral relations with an organised Europe and to bilateral relations with each of the European 

es. 
Mr. Nixon's reply· to one of hH~interlocuters (in Paris) is of particular interest. When asked whe

he considered that the bilateral relations between the United States and France were on an even keel, 
aid that he would be stating something false if he said that they were, adding that the United States' 
r inevitably led them to assume a role of leadership. He concluded that, if the Europeans collaborated 
closely, they would carry more weight. But Washington would avoid urging them too strongly along 
road, if they did1not want to take it (the contrary of what they have done,or some of them have done, 

o now). 
This stand, which no doubt represents a change of attitude in comparison with a tradition which 

blished itself after the war, seems to use to deserve closer analysis. For"Europeans~ it constitutes 
a v ry importance, and very positive fact, Tomorrow we shall give the reason why, 
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Council approves draft Euratom budget for 1969 
Certain satisfaction for results of Council session 
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EEC u oslavia: need for rapid decision 
EEC and developing countries : tariff preferences,food aid 
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France does not grant specific aid to shoe industry:reply to question n.254 from Mr. L6hr 
Statements by Mr. Rochereau on EEC/AASM negotiations 
Trade between East and West Germany: reply to question n.261 from Mr. Vredeling 
Allocation of EEC food aid to underfed countries 
Agricultural Information- Reasons for Commission's opposition to quota system for milk prod
uction; reply to question n,266 from Mr. Mauk - Milk." price increase in West Germany has no 
effect on consumption : reply to question n.242 from Mr. Vredeling - Market in cereals and 
International Arrangement on Cereals 
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One oould not honestly say that Mr. Nixon is hostile to olose European unity, or even to~om
io and politioal integration. What is new in his attitude, in comparison with the polioy follow~ 
hitherto by the United States (both under the Demoorat and Republican Administrations) is that ~~fl 

. thinks that the United States must dissociate themselves from this problem. Sinoe the end of the., 

and Europe - (2) 'l'he end of a legend 

. Amerioan leaders have felt that t.he unity and integration of Europe had to fi~e among the major ob
jectives of Amerioan policy, because the achievement of this unity corresponded to a permanent i~r-
est on the part of the United States. Therefore, American polioy had to work towards aohievin~ t 
aim. Such an attitude necessarily and inevitably, at least to a. oertain extent, meant that the United 
States meddled in European disputes on the best way of achieving unity. 

What was therefore the most striking consequence of this American "commitment" ? That the United 
States, having come out in favour of a given method, namely that of integration with supranational 
institutions, were led to come up against European political foroes which were and are opposed to this 
method. That is to say they were dragged into disputes between Europeans, precisely at a time when in 
several places in the world their direot or indirect responsibility was enga~d. This led, in the United 
States itself, to division and anxiety. And to a certain extent this weakened the position of Europeans 
who supported inte~ation. They found themselves termed "pro-.Amerioan", whioh is certainly not wounding, 
but which was not the best way of obtaining all the popular support which the building of Europe needs. 
These Europeans were aocused of wishing to unite Europe and put her "at the servioe of the Amerioans", 
that is to say of the foreign "federator". The accusation was obviously absurd. This was a legend which, 
however, was able to take root and which stemmed from the fact that the same vision of relations to be 
established between the peoples of Europe, was shared by leading figures on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Today this legend is destroyed. The new American leaders realise"perfeotly well that an inte
grated Europe would be a strong Europe oapable of conditionning the solutions of the world's political 
problems, and that this strong Europe could create problems for the United States without any' change 
of sides. Mr. Nixon himself said that it would be difficult for him to withstand the protectionist 
pressure from American economic circles, anxious about European trading power. In the end, and provid
ed a solid link is maintained from the military angle, whioh NATO oan ensure, the United States can 
begin to think that a Europe of "fatherlands" might perhaps be easier to handle that an integrated and, 
some day, federated Europe. 

This is an additional reason for pursuing relentlessly the building of a real "European Europe", 
which will find, in the strength of nor own institutions, and in the adequate size of her struoture, 
the bases of her own autonomy and her own personality. 
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Vredeling 
Court of Justice: French government challenges Commission decision on discount rate in 
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• ~ ~~ i_ ., P~ . \ . ' :··~; :41 f, ~ \ The danger and the bugbear ~m~deraJ\on which the various parties in question are showin~·at the moment oonoernin~ the Jll 
double crisis which is besettin~ Europe, in the WEU and in Franco-British relations, ~ives ~unds ~ 
moderate optimism, not with a view to a deep and substantial chan~es in the main lines whioh~we know, 
but at least to ~reater flexibility in the tactics used by some. 1~ 

It is possible, for instance, that in the WEU a unanimous interpretation of the rules of proce~e 
can be established, which would not prevent the Council from operatin~ in the proper way and aooordin~ 
to its vocation, which is a political vocation, defined in the first parap,raph of artiole VIII of the 
Treaty. An assimilation to the rules of procedure P,enerally accepted in the United Nations Security 
Council seems to be a fairly appropriate solution, because it is ~e~ally founded and such as to ~ve 
rise to useful debates without any dan~er of adventures. It does not seem to us that the Security Coun
cil is a particularly revolutionary institution and a diplomatic war machine. 

It is necessary, however,to arrive at somethin~ else. That is to say that an objective and detailed 
examination should make it possible to elucidate the real weiP,ht of the danROr often invoked or which 
is taken as a pretext for advisin~ caution, and whereby one country or another could jeopardize, even 
destroy the Common Market, by withdrawin~ or by some other unknown procedure (since from a strictly 
le~al point of view the ri~t of recession is not admitted). Doubtless, such studies have been made, 
but public opinion should be broadly and exaotly informed of them. Indeed, if real dan~rs exist, they 
must be taken into account and publio opinion should be aware of them. If, on the other hand,. they were 
purely ima~inary, they should not be taken as a pretext for inaction. 

This is why we think that our collea~e Hane Herbert Ootz was well advised to deal with this sub
ject, at some length, in an article published in the "Frankfurter Allp;emeine Zeitun~' on Tuesday. 
Mr. Ootz points out that w·lat I'll'. Debre called the ideoloe:y of the Treaty is in fact the real substance 
of the Community. Mr. OHtz does not thin~ it'possible 'that a free trade area could replaoe'the Common 
Market and' that at the same time the basic aspects of the ap,TiouUural policy could be maintained. Even 
if, a pure hypothesis, France was to abandon all the advantaP:es which she enjoys from the a~ioultural 
policy, to free herself from the institutional clutches of the Community, she would nevertheless lose 
what is most important in the Common Market - for her and for the other countries - that is to say the 
exceptional dynamism leadin~ to the development of economic structures which still has a lon~ way to ~~ 
These considerations are obviously valid for each of the six countries, but Mr. Ootz is correot in con
cluding that probably the P:reatest loser, in the event of a disaster, would be France. Let us say that 
the real loser would be all of Europe and let us hope that such catastr~phic outlooks are not envisa~d 
by anyone and that noone will use them as a bukbear. 
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EP called upcn to pronounce on the problems of renewinry Yaounde Convention 
EP to debate election of members by direct universal suffrage 
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Commission ~nd JCR staff 
~rench State Monopoly in oil sector: reply to question ~ from Mr. Oele 
"Concerted practices" in distribution of gas bottles denounced by Belgian company 
Court o.r Justice asked for interpretation of art. 85 of EEC Treaty 
Court of Justice and social security for migrant workers 
AGRICULTURAL INFOR!1ATION - Butter prices and sugar production quotas 
policy: cost of various operations - Pig meat 
UK record steel imports and exports in 1968 
Italian steel industry: scheduled price modifications 
New general "steel" objective!= for 1975: first indications next summer 
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.-r~r ~r\~ ~B bks which are sent to us or whose publication is 
worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

- MARC IPPOLITO : Contribution to the Stud of the Communit roblem,(Volume LII of the Interna~IJl 
ional Law Library;Director Charles Rousseau , Editor: Librairie r,~n~rale de Droit et de Jurisprudence R. 
Pichon and R. Durand-Auzias (20 rue Soufflot) Paris, 1969, 602 pages. · JS·· 

Mr. Ippolito's work studies, in the first section, the major aspects of energy economy;its · 
role in industrial economy and future prospects, from the point of view of both quantity and prices, and 
goes on, in a second section , to discuss the energy policy problems in the Community, where the differ
ent poqsibilities offered by the three European treaties in the energy Field are illustrated. 

The author analyses in detail the various attempts made up to now to build up a common energy 
policy and explains the reasons for their failure, before his conclusion which issues a warning against 
blind submi~~ion to competition. In fact, "do we not every day see enormous riches,consi~ered to be un
profitable, disappear in so-called developed countries,·~o the advantage of others, snatched as often as 
not at low cost - another effect of competition on international surplus markets - Prom those which are 
too badly off to make proper use of them" ••• "Western Europe,in order to be competitive and to meet the 
challenge of growth forced upon it by the United States, is every day amputating itself of a considerable 
proportion of its already limited energy resources( •• ) In order to catch up with the United Statee, is it 
necessary to fall into a new and no less restrictive dependence at the energy supply level ?~ 

For the author, it is a question of a choice or civilisation, that is if Europe intends to 
retain her proper role. 

- Synth~se~, international monthly review, December 1968, Edition~ Synth~se~, Paris-Bru~sels. - Thi~ 
edition contains a ~tudy on the Western European Union by Mr. Jacques Westhof, WEU Legal Adviser. We 
qhould al~o point out articleq by Meq~rs. Vittorio Badini-Confalonieri, Erik Blumenfeld, Geoffrey de 
Freitas, Lambert Schaus, Et.de la Vall~e roussin; Lucien Radoux and Jacqueq Van OPFelen on vardou~ 
a~~ect~ of Rurooean ~olicy. 

- l' Europa dell'orinione, the publication of the Italian section of the European Journalicth Ast~ociation·, 
January 1969, Rome. - Thict it~sue qives an account of the European journalists' assembly held on 13 and 
14 Dece~ber 1968 in Bad HBnningen (West r.ermany). 

~ CNEN {Comitato Nazionale &1ergia Nucleare) : Notiziario, February 1969, Rome. - This issue contains 
articles on the detection of nuclear radiation, CNEN activities and infrastructures for the re-use~df 
plutonium,the retreatment of radiated fuels, and an account of the Nuclear Energy study days held in 
Milan from 12 to 14 December 1968. 

- Law and Bu~iness, The Common Market bi-monthly, n.l47 for 24 February 1969~ Paris. - Attention should 
be drawn .to the study on transport policy in the EEC in the "Documents" series. 

- Economic Committee for Europe of the United Nations: Nouvelles ECE, February 1969, Geneva. - Note 
should be taken of a study on world steel trade and steel demand in developing countries. 

- OECD : Trade b commodities market summaries, January-September 1968, No 4 (Auetria, Greece,Turkey, 
United Iingdom , No 5 Canada, Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark, Ireland, Portugal), No 6 (OECD Europe, EEC, 
EFTA), Paris. 

- OECD : Spain, OF.CD Economic Studiee, Paris, January 1969, 68 pages. 

- Europe - Public Enterprise, Published by the European Public Enterprise Centre (Brussels), January-
February 1969. 
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New Euratom pluriannual research programme : examination of document~ presented by Mr. 
Hellwiq 
Scientific and technological cooperation 
Trade unions adopt standpoint on merging of Communities 
Measure~ taken by Netherlands to contain cigarette imports in franchise: reply to quest
ion n. 249 from Mr. Westerterp 
Wallonia and EIB: question N. 340 from Mr. Glinne 
Savings· Banks and EEC: situation in December 1968 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION -Social and economic repercuesions or Italian orange crisis: 
questions no;·339 from Mr. Bading to the Council and n.341 from Miss Lulling to the Com
mission- COPA and Mansholt Plan 
Coal consumption: forecasts for 1969 
Situation in coke sector: question ~from Mr. Oele 
European Communities Publications 
Parliamentary activity in the countries of the European Community 
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EDITORIAL 

AA interesting week. 

17~me annee - No 2 
Lundi 10 mars 19 

The week commencing tod~ is fraught with events and developments expected in the field of European 
politics, after a few days of doldrums which followed a series of equally important events. '11\ 

The European Parliament opens in Strasbourg tod~. A small but belligerant group of Communis!t memli\Ma 
are taking part in this session: it remains to be seen whether, according to our wishes, this is a po~i · e 
factor in communitarian life: tbe'latter does not require conformism; it needs to see the existence o 
ope engraved in minds and on events. On Tuesday, a new President is to be elected for the Parliamenta i wi 
be difficult to find an heir to Mr. Alain Poher who can undoubtedly be said to have been ohe of the gr 
European Presidents. On Tuesday, Mr. Rey will speak before the EP members; we are aware that his statements 
are awaited with a great deal of interest in the present short-term political situation and in view of the 
problems which have been laid before the Commission - including that raised by the end of the transitional 
period. 

In London, the Monnet Committee is to meet on Tuesday morning. We have already given details of the 
agenda which it will have to debate: this is an extremely important step towards the enlargement of the Com
munity. Delegates from'the British parties are participating for the first time. The meeting will have to 
decide, amongst other things, on the date for a new session to deal with the political union problem. One 
only has to recall the statement made last Thursday by Mr. George Brown (see Fird~'s Bulletin) to realise 
that things are happening. 

Mr. Brandt will attend the Monnet Committee meeting, but he will also have talks with his counterpart, 
Mr. Stewart. One can imagine that these talks will be very important. For the first time, the "Nenni" Socia
lists will attend a Monnet Committee meeting: Mr. Nenni himself will not be in London, but will be represen
ted by Mr. Zagari,whose European faith and courage are well known. It is worth noting that Mr. Zagari visited 
London last Thursday and that he met Mr. Stewart 1 the Labour leaders and the circles concerned with coopera
tion in the field of "future technology". 

With regard to France, the failure of the meeting in the rue Tilsitt is causing a great deal of con
cern, of which the political range cannot be ignored. It is in this atmosphere that Mr. Debre is meeting 
Messrs. Brandt and Kiesinger in Bonn today in anticipation of the Franco-German "summit" li.n PariS On the 13th 
and 14th. Mr. Debre is also to go to Rome at the end of the week. Certain parisian circles refer to a some
what spectacular "about-turn" in the Italian policy. One should beware: there is alw~s someone guilty of 
wishful thinking. Rome is doubtles determined to continue European integration, but at the same time, ~here 
does not seem to be any desire to give up principles which have been very clearly expressed. It is hard to 
imagine that Mr. Nenni could favour a "Mediterranean entente" wtlich would have the current system in Greece 
as one of its pillars (Mr. Nenni has had particularly warm talks with Mr. Papandreou) .It is also interesting 
to note that ~~. Schiller is in Rome today to discuss with Mr. Colombo and Mr. Carli (having: returned from 
Basle) the economic and monetary problems concerning the two countries and Europe as a whole (Mr. Carli is 
one of the four "wise men" appointed by the Monnet Committee). 

We close with the reminder that on Wednesd~, the WEU Permanent Council is to meet in London~ It will 
be interesting to see whether it will be possible to settle the problem of the correct running of this organ
isation which must, among other things, adopt the Union's running budget. The outcome of this meeting will 
be a good indication of the future evolution of European affairs. 

------------------ S U M M A R Y -------------~~------
f0o ~ d-ll.o 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The Pan-European Union advocates constant solidarity between the Four to 
dire~t political Europe- Rey-Nenni talks- Statements by Mr, Ba.dini-Confalonieri on WEU- Govern~ 
ore of Central Banks - Mr. Debre in Bonn 
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Council of Ministers: debate on common organi.sation of market in wine 
European Parliament : opening of plenary session 
Transport technology: European cooperation 
International Agreement on Coffee: reply to question n. 269 from Mr. Vredeling 
EEC.food aid requested by South Korea 
Agricultural information& EP Liberal group to suggest new formulae for butter and beef and veal " 
problems - Intervention measures abrogated in GF.R in beef and veal sector - powdered milk - family 
holdings and the Mansholt Plan 
Spanish economy: an OECD survey 
UACEE 1 exchange of views with Mr. Colonna di Paliano 
MemOrandum by ICFTU and ICCTU on. future on unified Community 
Forthcoming international days in the steel industry 
Concentration agreement in Belgian steel industry 
Market in coke-oven coke& tension 
Exchange of coal information between Community and Poland 
Consultative Committee: next session 
Steel industry: rise in productivity 
Weekly Echoes 
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~I T·O RI A L 

J IBR A n·~t J. I ~ f\ ,,,. f George Brown's appeal. 

The appeal launched on !'March by the Labour leader George Brawn on behalf of the "Britain in Europe' 
Movement has given rise to what are usua~y called "various reactions". Newspapers and agencies havetftblis 
ed only a few extracts from it. It is gen rally regarded as "not very realistic". We shall publish \Wfull 
~xt in our series of Documents. There i absolutely no doubt th~t, as the inevitable process of European@ 
·w ty advances, this appeal, like other .anticipatory actions which were regarded. as "utopic" in theirtim • ~ 
will appear very much closer to reality than the arguments of the so-called "realists". ~ ~ ·, 

Moreover, Mr. Brown's speech is an overall reply. to all those who, in good faith, call on Great Brita ' 
for a global and irreversible undertaking, a political undertaking, and an institutional undertaking. We all 
know- and he himself takes pains to point this out- that Mr. George Brown cannot formally commit his own 
Party, his own governemnt, his own country. His government may, "f6r· 9bVious'reasons, think that it is not ad
visable, for the present moment, to make certain,moves. But its action already points in the direction indic
ated by Mr. Brown. The British government 1 s reaction to the Paris "suggestions" to insti tide in Europe a 
"system" of politico-military alliances to assure the domination of the "great" powers already points in the 
direction indicated by Mr. Brown. And the presence of the British political leaders in today's meeting of the 
Monnet Committee is not due to chance: it points in ihe same direction. Neither is it by chance that the Mon
net Committee has included the problem of political union on the agenda for a later session •.. 

The appeallaunched by Mr. Brown is interesting and important since it confirms, almost a quarter of a 
century after the first real evidence and concrete achievements of the European idea, that these ideas and 
the most courageous solutionsproposed - that is to S5f 1 the federalist solutions - are still completely 
valid. Or rather, they are more valid than ever. Some commentators now think the time has come to make Furope 
"European" since ••• Mr. Nixon has given the go-sign! If it were not subtly tendentious, this line of thought 
would be simply ridiculous. European Europe is that which the De Gasperis, the Monnets, the Spaaks (quoted 
by George Brown) began to get under way, with or without any go-sign. It is that which Mr. Brown proposes 
now, since there are no others. The others are fronts or alibis. This had been noticed for twenty years and 
it is noticed today. 

Mr. Brown hopes that Great Britain will launch the idea of a "new political Messina"·, which would mark a 
formal undertaking on the part of the States to achieye unity, by the methods tested in Messina. Of course, 
Mr. Brown and his supporters know that a political Europe will not be achieved in a flash: the important 
thing is to get moving and take care that there will be no hold-ups. This is why Mr. Brown said that ~ 
right of veto should be ruled out. This is preclaely the Achilles' tendon of the previous attempts. The fut
ure Messina must not be a new Bad Godesberg giving rise to an unaaceptable Fouvhet Plan. 

Mr. Brown's appeal could become the touchstone of the European nations' will. We shall then see who be
lieves in the Europe of empty slogans, and who is determined to build it up. 

----------------- S U M M A R Y --------------------
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EP: opening of 1969/70 plenary session 
EP: closure of 196a/69 session.- Adoption of resolutions on relations with Africa and transport 
Sales of petrol at reduced prices for tourists in Italy: question N. 331 from Mr. Vredeling 
Council meeting on agriculture: compromise sought on common agricultural prioes. 
Tariff quotas: only rare exceptions in 1969 
Telecommunications charges: reply to question N. 253 from Mr. Berkhouwer 
Linguistic problems: reply to question N. "296 from Mr. Vredeling 
Portugal and trade arrangements 
Harmonisation of customs legislation: publica1ion in o.a. 
Technological cooperation: about fifty projects to be presented to Council 
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Coal mines: closures 
CoaJ stocks: down 
Steel industry: favourable development 
Coke-oven coke: Community production ~opping 
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'( ~ ~ '._', \ i\\\-. \ Young people have faith in the future of Europe: ([) 
'- U t -"' They are shown the door. 

Disorder reigned for about ten minutes in the European Parliament." Some people consider t 
regrettable, not to say inadmissible. Certainly, disorder is not in itself "constructive". It is net,.s
ary to like order, established and affirmed order. The reforms must be carried out in an orderly fa~n, 
so that those who are the object of r~form do not meddl~ and above all do not make their presenc~ 
duly felt. But these reforms have still to be made ••• The disorder complained about yesterday in ~·
bourg was caused by a group of young people, most of them students at Strasbourg, Tubingen and ot e 1~ 
universities, who, in the public gallery of the European Parliament, while Mr. Parri was speaking, 
shouting and disturbed one of the most solemn sessions of parliamentary procedure: the opening of a new 
session. What did they want, what did they say, these young people ? Were they opposed to Europe ? OP
posed to the Parliament ? They were shouting "Down with frontiers". This is perhaps not a parliamentary 
expression, but it translates in "lingua vulgata" the very aims of the European Parliament. In their 
pamphlets we read that these young people are resolved " to promote at all costs by direct and solidary 
action the overstepping of the frontiers and the building of the European Federation". Something to en
courage at least the younger members of parliament, whose unfortunately illmineihtly "indirect" action, 
has not yet"prcduced many results. The students also wrote "Down with the State-nation and uncondition
al sovereignty." Obviously this attacks one of the "myths" which have stood in the way of the building 
of Europe for a long time. Who, if not the yonng, should attaok the myths ? They also wrote "the real 
representatives of Europe can; only be elected by direct universal suffrage". Statesmen and very worthy 
leaders have said and say exaotly the same thing. 

Why then did a whole, limited but in this case noisy, sector greet this demonstration with such 
hostility? Agreed: the occasion could have been better chosen. The students attempted to violate the 
sacrosanct prerogatives of the Parliament, or rather of parliamentarism. But was this "disorder" so 
serious that ~he puDlic gallery had to be cleared;of those 1 whom the Parliament invites to attend the 
"lesson in European democracy" which constitutes its existence? And above all, was it·neoessary to 
insult the~e young people, the younger sons of honourable representatives of the people, by calling them 
"hooligans" and telling them to "go and work". .. 

There is talk. of an inquiry. There will perhaps be sanctions. It is unbelievable. Are we to 
punish those who believe in Europe ? And is it so-called "European" members of parliament who are demand
ing this ? They have ~9tunderstood that something extraordinary happened yesterday in this sometimes 
rather sad House. Young people came to prove that there i3 still a youth whioQ believes in Europe, which 
believes in the European parliamentary Institutions, which is ready to fight for this to be true and 
against all hypocrisy. The European Parliament should be proud of this, should draw from it a reason for 
faith in its task. 
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' E D I I T 0 R I 'A L 

' Leaving pessimism or optimism behind, it is necessary 
,,-+:.. to bhoose action. 

BULLETIN QUOTID 

Dlreoteur reaponaable et rlld....,.~~ -,.., 
teur en chef : Emanuele G 

The lheme of pessimism or optimism which may be"feit in connection with the present Communi~i
tuation is certainly-not new to our readers, 'We have often. been criticised for our pessisism (tho~t 
is moderate and concerns the short term) above all because it has still not been understood that e 
who consider serious, threatening and dangerous for the future of Europe this situation, quite lo ly 
are calling for positive action to be taken, for ways to be found to meet the threat, consolidate and 
further advance what exists (a considerable amount) in the Community, There is doubtless another kind 
of pessimism, which is deplorable, because it rests on a laok of basic confidence in the Community me

·thod, in integration and in the Europe which is being built, It aiems from the opinion that things have 
taken an irreversible turn (downwards) and that it would be better to give up former ambitions and find 
other solutions (for instance a vast free trade area), 

Care should be taken. It is quite possible that the oritioal and constructive pessimism of this 
first kind may evolve towards the purely negative second kind, This oan happen if the ~eoessary actions 
are not undertaken or if they fail, 

Having said this, yesterday in the European Parliament we witnessed a singular confrontation 
between Mr, Rey, on the .one~ hand, whose refusal to understand the deep reasons for the pessimism and 
unease in European punlio opinion oan ressemble the "optimism of leadership" (but it is not this), and 
Mr, Pleven, on the other, who expressed soberly but dramatically his deep anxiety and valid reasons 
why European public opinion should be anxious, 

Both Mr, Rey and Mr, Pleven have sincere and deep faith in the future of Europe, But while Mr, 
Rey attempts to convince himself and others that the present ups and downs have and will ha~e .no. in-. 
fluence on the development of the Community, Mr, Pleven, and others with him, see in the degradation 
of the institutions and the confusion of public opinion, factors in a process of disintegration which 
might soon become Unavoidable. 

Our reade~s are well aware that an analysis of the situation leads us moat of the time along 
Mr, P1even' s road rather1 than Mr, Rey' s, This do'es not mean that we are unaware not only of Mr, Reyrs 
~ood :fai 'th ," wHich is unqueationabl~ ,- but also of·'.hiS kind of reasoning, Only, the outcome of this reas
oning might be exploited by the very people who are behind the degradation of the situation, and who 
can thus state that there is no crisis, thus justifying their harmful.aotion, 

Let us stop here for ·the time being, as we will have other opportunities to dwell on this sub
ject, It should be added, however, that,- while feeling like Mr, P1even t~at the alarm-signal should be 
given, we do not think that the idea of convening another European summit will get very far, To initiate 
such a summit before there has been a substantial evolution in certain positions would only raise hopes 
or rather illusions which would be quickly disappointed, It is enough to remember the last summit, the 
one held in Rome on a magnificent day in the spring of 1967. It was followed by the bitter 19 December 
of the same year, It is.true that we are condemned to live in a permanent misunderstanding: however, 
let us prevent it from being even more deuse, 

SUMMARY 
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Books which ars sent to us or whose pubhcation s l "-.~ ~ f \ {\ 1 AIJ 
worth noting are reviewed under this heading. ~- -

- International Organisation and Integration; a collection of texts of documents relating to the Un~ 
Nations,_ its Related Agencies and Regional International Organisations- with-annotations. Editors ~fa 
H.F. Van Panhuys, L.J, Brinkhorst, H.H. ~~as. A.W. Sijthoff's Uitgeversmij N.V., Leyden (Netherlands), 1968, 
1,141 pages. 

What, then, is the exact text of Article VII of the revised Treaty of Brussels whereby the meeting of 
the.Western European Union Council is .not convened . ., properly ? This is the question recently-brought 
up by a number of diplomats, members of parliament and journalists during the last few,..weeks. In such a case, 
it is most useful to have at hand a collection of texts such as the: one which has just been published under 
the av~ices of the Cornelis van Vollenhoven Fbundation and the European Institute in Leyden. The first 
six huna~ed pages deal with the United Nations and affiliated institutions. This work is in fact a sequel to 
a previous collect1on, entitled the United Nations Textbook. 

The second part is devoted to the regional institutions, and first and foremost, to the treaties setting 
up the three European Communities, the treaty merging the Executives, and thoEe setting up the WEU, the Coun
cil of Furope 1 the Nordic Council, the Benelux Union, EFTA, and the OECD. In the absence of an official text 
for the European treaties, the editors have chosen the translation published by H.M. Stationer.y Office, making 
very few substitutions in it. Many articles from the treaties are followed by indications of the main decis
ions taken by the Communities' Court of Justice and the implementing measures published in the Official Gaz
ette. 

-MODERN WORLD, Annual review of international relations, F.con-Verlag, Dlisseldorf. We draw attention in edit
ion n. 6 (1968) -in addition to an excellent analysis of the French foreign policy (Detente a la Fran9aise), 
by Pierre Hassner- ·a note by Richard Mayne entitled "Britain in Europe; how to outflank a veto", whi.ch out
lines the ma~n aspects of a European manoeuvre for Great Britain with a view to raising the debate from a 
purely economic context to that suited to it- the political sphere. Mr. Mayne's observations make it consid
erably easier to understand what is happening at present. 

- AGENOR 9, European review, B.P. 54, Brussels 4, Belgium. AGENOR qive~ a thick dossier on EUropean agricul
tural reform and htghlights certain gaps in the Mansholt Plan. We also draw attention to a dossier on regional 
problems, l:ieen in a European light, and an article on the "Double or quits monetary system'~. 

- ALESSANDRO SILJ a Il mercato dei cervelli, Etas-KompassSpa (Milan), December 1968, 139 pages. 
- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fur Internationals Politik1 Edition for 25 February 1969, Deutsche Gesellschaft 
fUr Auswartige Politik (Bonn).- We draw attention to an article by Mr. Wilhelm Haferkamp on the principles of 
the ene1gy policy in the European Communities. 
-Revue de la Societe d'Etudes et d'Expansion, No 233 for November-December 1968, Liege.- We draw attention 
to two European studies: Europe and her daily 9il, by Mr. Desprairies (of the ERAP-ELF group) and A European 
energy policy? by Mr. F. Spaak, Commission Director-General• 
- Nouvelles universitaires Europeennes, No 31 for 1st March 1969, Paris. 
- L'Europ6en, No 95-1969, Brussels.- This issue dea~largely with Spain. 
- Comptes Nationaux de 1966, Economic Accounts1 n.' 43, Luxembourg Central Statistics Department. 
- Conguiste del Lavoro,Settimanale della CISL1 Edition for 2 March 1969, Rome. 
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LIBRARY 
Jl;DITORIAL 

Aftermath of Franco-German "summit": new prospects 
or new pretext ? 

We we~e well-advised in writing, last Monday, that the week just beginning was very intere 
from the point of view of European policy. The Rey-Pleven dialogue which took place on Wednesday in 
Strasbourg symbolised the contradictions amidst which this European policy is struggling. All the moldl 
so since it was so to speak sandwiched between the two really important events of the week, namely, IWI 
the one hand, the discussions of the Monnet Committee meeting in London on 12 March and, on the oth~ 
the Franco-German summit of 13 and 14 March (or rather the soliloquy with whioh General de Gaulle ' 
ed, at the "plenary" meeting, the exchanges of views which were a feature of this summit). · 

It is interestigg to no~that these two events symbolise the existence of two diametrically 
opposed concepts and methods. We have already published the results of the discussions of the Action 
Committee for the United States of Europe and we shall not return to them. But clearly, for the Committ
ee, the point is to seek solutions to real problems oonfronting:the Community. British members~ip of 
the Community is one of them: it is necessary to see how they oan be resolved. It is this which has 
been a feature of the concrete and solidary action of the Committee. On the other side, the opposite 
is happening. An axiom is announce: .British members~ip of the Community would destroy the latter. There
fore, nothing should be done: we are placed before a purely negative action, so to speak. On the other 
hahd, and in a direction which seeks to be positive, a vast, vague design is sketched outJ a Europe 
~ithout definite frontiers (possibly gathering together 24 nations •) but with its own identityi(yith
out having its own institutions). Whatever happens, this "grand design" must be discussed, in a privi
leged way, in a small committee, that is to say first and foremost between two. The others will follow, 
or will suffer. 

The resolutions adopted by the Aotion Committee oall for no comment& they are clear, they are 
~oai~i~e. They oall to action,:which is the only way of overcoming the obitacles. We shall attemp~, oh 
~he contr~ry, to analyse the words spoken in Paris on 14 March, words which recei~ed unaccustomed pu
blicity, which justifies our dwelling on them. There is above all one strikins thing in these wo~dsl 
they are neither more nor less than a confirmation, word for word, of those stated by General de daulle 
b o e Amba ador Soamea. But why then were they denied, finalised, minimised, onoe they had been made 
pu io ? his confirms the most pessimistic interpretation which some people had put on them, namely 
that they indicated a precise resol~e tb ipjtiate a process leading to the destruction of the Community 
in its present form, . · 

Before proceeding with this analysis, it is, however, neoess~y to stress the political im
portance of an event which occurred in this context and whose timing was very significant: the appli
cation for membership of the Monnet Committee by the Independent Republicans. The caution and deter
mination with which the former French Minister of Finance acts give food for thought oonoerning the 
significance and scope of this political act, and what this involves for the future of Europe. 
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EDITORIAL 

Aftermath ot Franco-German summit: who is jeopardizing 
the Commllllity? 

Certain preliminary remarks should be made concerning General de Gaulle's statements at 
plenary session held by the French and German delegations last Friday. 
(a) It was obvious that these statements were largely reported to the presa. It is debatable whet~fl 
this was done at the instigation of General de Gaulle himself or his advisors, and whether this ~ 
done with a precise purpose in mind. · ~ 
(b) A section of the French press took great advantage of the· publicity given to General de Gs 
words and went even further, seeing in this publicity the wish to emphasize the importance of th 
words. Thus there was talk of a "turning point" in the history of Europe, of an "opening" of new p ssi.:.. 
bilities, etc. Other commentators were much more reserved and considered that there was nothing really 
new in these statements. 
(c) On the German side, there was some surprise, not at the contents of General de Gaulle 1 s statements, 
but at the fact that they had been attributed particular signifianoe, concerning Germaqrin particular. 
Denials and disillusioned comments were features of the attitude of the German pres$t 
(d) It is the Soviet press that seems to have reacted in the most negative way, not to General de 
Gaulle's statements, but to the rather cold reception they got from Germany. 

Having said this, let us see whether there was anything new and Understand the reasons for it. 
First of all there were the sta~ements on the Community, as it exists at present. If what was 

reported is exact, the French Head of State said that the Commllllit as develo ed between the Six wor 4. 
It could work even better and could be further developed. If more had not been done, it was for polit cal 
reasons. France considers it beneficial as it is now and it is necessary to progress further: "The ob
stacles in the way of its development do not come from France". If these words were all that oollllted, 
there would be grounds for being relatively satisfied. They are nearly exactly the same words that the 
French government used to its partners' ambassadors, following the Soamee affair, and to Mr. Hey, when 
he visited Paris, practically at the same time. Mr. Hey, moreover, mentioned them in his speech befor~ 
the Parliament. He even seemed surprised that some people had had such lack of taste as to attribute to 
"a Commllllity government" the resolve to transform the Common Market into a free trade area: "The govern
ment concerned said the opposite" concluded Mr. Hey, thus rerassuring himself and his audience. 

But this peace of mind is relative and aleatory. It is in fact the last sentence which oOlllltsl 
"The obstacles do not come from France", namely it is by raising political problems oonoerniy the in.
stitutional structure and it is by calling for enlargement that the existence of the Community is put 
in jeopardy. Confirming the atttitude he has taken since January 196} (on enlargement) and since January 
1966 (on the role of the institutions and majority voting), General de Gaulle added what was, in his 
opinion, the Community that worked, which could and should work. It is a Community that will never be 
enlarged and be a real community, as everything appertaining to supranationality must be banished from 
it. It is in the end a Commllllity quite different from that which the others are demanding. 

And if the others continue to lay claim to something else, it shall be offered to them but 
it will be their fault •••• 
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E :b rT 0 R I A L f fu 
Aftermath of Franco-German summit: We .must not be led'astray ~ 

Having said what he did about the Community as it is now (see yesterday's Editorial), pro-~ 
bab~y with the intention of calming the storm which his words to Ambasador ·Soames had raised, but cer
tainly with the intention of reminding his partners of the limits of his commitment to this Community[@ 
General de Gaulle launched into a description of what the Europe of tomorrow might be. We shall not 
peat all that he said which-has, moreover, been largely reproduced. We shall merely note: (a) that th 
Europe should correspon<i, geographically speaking, to the well-known definition "from the Atlantic to 
the Urals"; (b) that from the point of view of institutions it should break clear of any idea or notion 
of supranationali ty, and be formed of totally sovereign States, and be a "Europe of fatherlands~'; (c) 
that all this correa~ondR nearly exactly to what the British declared concerning the de Gaulle-Soames 
.ee~ing.{why then was the version ·given'from British sources denied?). 

According_ to General de Gaulle the ideas exp_ressed in this famous interview were given "uP
side down". Which boils-down· to saying that their contents are not -conteste~, what is contested is the 
way in which they were received and ~hioh is alleged not to be the way in which they were expressed. 
In other words: "We believed we were being agreable to the British by proposing a vast free trade area 
- since the Common Market is in any case closed to them , by our own hands ; and they did not under
stand us and have made this vast plan fail, for the time being;we are n~w ~oing to explain it, hoping, 
if you so wish, to discuss it with you as a priority and in a privileged way". 

There is much disappointment and also·a certain disillusioned tone in all this. There is also 
a diScreet Sign· to all those in Europe - and above all in Great Britain and Germany- to whom this idea 
of a free trade area, good for business, and of a general political settlement based on a balance, go
verned by the "big_ powers", is not at all displeasing_. They: exist, and are many: in number. Mr. Hallstein 
recently spoke of "a fight for the hegemony of Europe". This is true insofar as, 'in rejecting the Com
muni ty solution, it would be agreed to open the cont!st f.or this hegemony. This no longer beco!lles true 
if this challenge· is rejected and one sticks to the oommon rule.s_._ This latter attitude, it has to be 
fairly admitted, was that taken by the British goverlj:ment .W:h.en it rejected the sounding out effected 
via Soames, and taken by Chancellor Kiesinger. 

But it is possible that, by launching, or rather re-launching this "gr'and design", General 
de Gaulle has obtained one result at least, that of obliging his partners to reflect on what some pe~ple 
tehh "opening", and ilihus neglect the real problems of Europe. It was precisely thanks to the idea of · 
"trade arrangements", launched as if by chance at a press conference, that the Six hsv:e:'.lost eighteen_ 
months in vain~ squabbling: about the· best way of making·bait into reality. 
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Disarmament conference, NPT, and Europe 

E D'I T 0 R-I A L ' ~ 

The resumption of the Conference of the Eighteen in Geneva raises again the problem of th 
signature and ratification of the Non-proliferation Treaty, and that of the position which the Corn 
should take in respect of the application of this Treaty, namely the agreements to be concluded with 
the Vienna Agency on .control. AD 

It is interesting to note that the American delegation in Geneva is led by Mr. Gerard Smith 
i.e., by the author of the article published by "Interplay" which we mentioned in our Editorial on 
February. In this article Mr. Gerard Smith recommended opposing the "temptation" which the new Ame 
Administration might have to grant assistance to the French strike force, in exchange for "better r 
ions" with Paris • .Mr. Smith went even further and suggested withdrawingthe assistance given to the 
British deterrent and possibly granting it some day solely to a real integrated European nuclear force, 
which he considered compatible with the NPT. This stand, while taken prior to the post which he now 
holds, is extremely interesting. It confirms, it is true, an already known official American position, 
but throwsit into particular relief. To a certain extent, it corresponds in substance to the "European 
clause" which was long demanded, not without reason, by some European's who often made it a sine qua non 
condition for accepting the Treaty. 

We shbuld mention in this connection the interesting statements contained in a letter addressed 
to us by Ambassador Sergio Fenoaltea, the former Italian representative in Washington. one of whose art
icles we referred to in the same editorial on 12 February. Mr. Fenoaltea, who can in no way be called 
a "nationalist", writes that rather than "an opponent of Italy's signing the NPT" he should be defined 
as an opponent " of the formulation of the Treaty which perpetually prohibits nuclear countries from 
transfering their own weapons, even if they so wished, to a collegiate or oommunitarian control". That 
is to say that in his opinion the Treaty deals a blow to unification and the hope of unification in 
Europe. Ambassador Fenoaltea writes: " How are we to envisage the construction of a single , integrated 
Europe without, sooner or later, passing by a defence community; how are we to think of uniting Europe, 
which is both an institutional and political problem, if the Federal Republic is to be discriminated 
against permanently and German democracy mortified, as if the experience of a generation was to be lost 
for the generation which followed it; how are we to reconcile with European integration a discrimination 
established for all time between certain States and their partners,a discrimination which it is forbidd
en to abolish even via the communitarian process. The authors of the Treaty have hot explained this." 

These considerations are particularly topical, as the moment of choice is getting nearer for 
Germany, while the nuclear powers do not seem to intend to tackle seriously the problem of a reduction 
of their power. They are concerned at the most with maintaining the status quo. 
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~ XAVIER DE ROUX AND DOMiNIQDE VOILLEMOT: Competition Law in the European Communities. Diotionnaires 
Andre Joly, 21 Av. Georges V , Paris 8e. 526 pages. 52FF. @ 

The Dictionnaires Andre Joly, which have already edited the ·Common Market Diotionnary, have 
now published a work by Xavier de Roux and Dominique Voillemot, Baristers at the Paris Court, whose title 
is "Le droit de la concurrence dans les Communautes europeennes" (Competition Law in the European Commu- A" 
ni ties). 1lJ 

The publication of such a work deserves particular attention, as, at a time when ententes be- (jj) 
tween companies are increasing fast, the rules of the Treaty of Rome on competition interest a growing 
number of companies and company heads. These rules, which. are in fact directly applicable in each of the IS 
Member States, should be familiar to all those who exercise economic activities. 

The work by Xavier de Roux and Dominique Voi1lemot is not a doctrinal thesis. It is a practical 
treatise whioh aims at being accessible to all those concerned by these problems. In the first section, 
it gives a clear and precise aooount of the provisions of the EEC and ECSC Treaties and the positive 
legal solutions reached both by the Commission and the European Court of Justice. The second section 
contains all the texts published up until now on this matter: Council regulations, decisions, recommend
ations and proposals from the Commission, rulings by the Court in Luxembourg. This is an important work 
of unquestionable practical use. 

- MARIE-JOSEPH LORY: Douze Lecons sur l'~ro e 1 1 -1 (Twelve lessons on Europe) ; Cahiers de Bruges, 
New series No 20 , Editor: De Tempel Bruges, Belgium , 1968, 488 pages, Price: 500 Bfrs. 

This book is the sum of courses on contemporary history, given over the past fifteen years at 
the College d'·Europe. It gives a synthesis of events which, since 1914, have marked our European past. 
"It brings back many dramas, illusions and disillusions, many trials and calamities, many sequences of 
cause and effect- foreseeable afterwards, but in fact so rarely foreseen", writes Mr. Henri Brugmans 
in the preface to the book. The movement townrds European union is part of Europe's new mission. This is 
not only a way of improving production and the standard of,living of Europeans, but above all a mission 
to be accomplished: that of overcoming the divisions in this continent without foregoing its diversity, 
that of implementing a flexible, human and effective federalism, a federalism which some day must em
brace the whole of Europe. 

- Universit Studies on Euro eah Inte ration, No 5- 1969, European Community Institute for University 
Studies Brussels , 313 pages, Price: 150 Bfrs - This fifth~ issue of the Bulletin published by the Euro
pean Community Institute for University Studies, a private cultural organisation presided ever by Mr. 
Max Kohnstamm, differs from preceding issues on one important point: it is devoted solely to research. 
The first part gives a picture of the main European research and »tudies centres; the second contains 
a bibliography of the thesesand studies carried out in the universities on the various.problems raised 
by European integration. L 

- CHRIS!OPHER LAYTON : Teohnologischer Fortsohritt fur Europa- Ein Integratiobsprogramm, Europa Union 
Verlag (Cologne) , 44 pages, Price: 25 DM- Original English title: European Advanced Technology- A 
programme for Integration (Allen & Unwin, London),- A French translation has been published by the 
Edition Denoel (Paris). 
-La Presse,_Quarterly Bulletin of the Belgian Newspaper Editors Association (Brussels), No 60, 
December 1968. 
- OECD: Technology gaps -Electronic components, Paris. 233 pages, Price: 2ls, 3 dollars. 
-UNO/ Economic Commission for Europe: Mechanical Industries and Industrialisation, New York, 324 pages, 
4 dollars. 
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E D I T 0 R I A 1 

A new diversion operation 

that they are diverted from their real objeotive, namely the oonstruction of a coherent and suf n ly 
The main lines of a new, deceitful diversion, which will shortly be proposed to Europea~n, 

strong Europe to be listened to in the world, are beginning to take shape. This diversion comes 
at the right moment to take over from that which has unfortunately occupied for more than a year w, 
and despite their scepticism, politicians, diplomats and experts. This· was, need it be repeated, •. 
so-called trade arrangements. Now, as the latter have exhausted all their potential for interesti 
~nyone, there'is an all out effort to replace them by another bait, which will enable somethin~ 
be introd.u,ced into this famous 11 wind making machine 11 which poli ticans, diplomats and experts ( d~~n 
fortunately, journalists) have decided to operate. 

If we are well informed, the operation may well be launched next May, at the plenary seas of 
the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe (11 an Assembly dying somewhere on the banks of the 
Rhine" : said General de Gaulle ) • Mr. Couve de Murville might even go to Strasbolirg to champion it, 
thus stressing the importance which is officially attributed to it. 

Our readers know that Mr. Nessler, a French Member of Parliament and a member of the Political 
Committee of the said Assembly, presented as early as last January a report in which he hoped that the 
Council of Europe would be competent to deal, in preference to the WEU ( an organisation tainted, among 
other things ••• by military competences) , with the problem of prior political consultaions raised by 
Mr. Harmel and later transposed by Mr. Nenni into a formal proposal (to which, in fact, France has mever 
replied). Mr. Harmel himself was begged to speak before the Consultative Assembly in Strasbourg and s,-y 
what he thought of this move. He in fact spoke on 29 .:);anuary and, with his usual curtesy, he let it be 
understood why the Council of Europe framework did not seem to him likely to ast~ure the development of 
a move which was above all to join together States set on political union. To make "partial agreements", 
as suggested by Mr. Nessler, within the Council of 1urope, where each member of the Council can oppose 
the conclusion of partial agreement, without even taking part in them, is certainly not more construct
ive than attempting to reach agreement within the WEU. 

Of course no stone should remain unturned, and attempts should be made to 11 make11 Europe where
ver real, even limited, progress can be realised. But, in the present circumstances, to believe that 
a coherent Europe with its own political resolve can be achieved via the Council of Europe smacks of 
pure illusion. 

This new operation, which seems to have received the go-ahead from very highly plaoed pers
ons, can doubtless constitute a counter~irritant to reoent disappointments, but it would only prepare 
other,more serious, disappointments. The beat thing to do is to refuse to take a road which is obvious
ly but an impasse. 
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EDITORIAL 

The spirit of Messina: where is it ? 

17eme annie -·No 301 (n. 
Marcli 25 mare 1969 

BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

It was twelve years ago to the day that the six governments of the Community countries 
at the Capitol, the EEC and Euratom Treaties, which have since then been called the "Treaties o 
A great hope was born. 

During these twelve years much has been done, with the help of all, and despite Desistance 
reticence from all sides. It is our duty to recall today that all, without exception, in the six oounlD 
tries, have helped to translate into day to day reality, often difficult and down to eart~, what was · 
regarded as dreams: to do·this they often had to overcome extensive difficulties, traditional feel~ings 
interests and reflexes. In the same way, and this is not surprising but quite normal, resistance wa IS 
met with m'ore or less everywhere, depending l!m the occasions and ciroumstances. A certain reflux o 
nationalism was inevitable: it is today the most serious danger. · 

Calling to mind this date, we cannot avoid noting that today, in a Europe torn between, on the 
one hand, the imperative obligation to settle problems accumulating one after the one and which oan 
no longer be put off, and, on the other, the apparently insoluble differences which divide the countries 
concerning doctrine and methods, despite all this, the idea which is most often mentioned is that of 
aeeking again the spirit of Messina. 

Doubtless it was well and truly the spirit of Messina which paved the way for the signing of 
the Treaties of Rome. But in addition to the spirit, we should also mention the style of Messina. One. 
of the reasons for the success of the venture was indeed that, once agreed on principles and orientat
i.ons, the Governments entrusted the task of translating them into texts to a !Bmall group encouraged and 
led by a politician of the standing of Mr .• Paul-Henri Spaak. We do not intend to evoke the story of 
this period, which for some of us is so" memorable and a feature of which was what we have called ":!;lie 
s'J}irit of Val Duchesse", but we must stress the imported of the method which was adopted at that time. 

There is today talk i·n various quarters of a new Messina. The 'liEU Assembly spbke of it, 
Mr. George Brown explicitly advocated it, in his appeal to all those in Europe who believe in political 
union and who would prove it by purely and simply giving up all "right of veto". The latest person to 
speak of it is Mr. Valery Gisoard D'Estaing. He was quite formal in saying: "Our governments should 

·meet at a new Messina oonferenoe to take stook, at the highest level, of the task accomplished and de
oide in what way they could embark on, with Great Britain, negotiations covering both the enlargement 
and strengthening of the Community Institutions". He then added that steps should be taken so that this 
meeting oould take place before the end of the year. It is no new thing for Mr. Oiscard D•Estaing to 
express for and in Europe an interest and ideas which can be termed "oonstruothe" : his membership 
of the Monnet Committee is of the greatest political significance. However, for the time being we would 
confirm our reservations about the possibility of a European summit between the Six. If this summit 
were to be once again (remember the one in Rome in May 1967) a dialogue between the deaf , it should 
be avoided, as it might degenerate into a dispite which would destroy forever~··· the spirit of Messina. 
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Loyalty to the Community: enlargement as a means of strengthening 

Certain indications, which have reached us fromr several quarters, deserve to be pointed~.:! 
and remembered. They reveal without a doubt the existence, not to say the awakening, of a oommo ~· 
solve to stop the Community's present difficulties gradually leading to an abandonment of Europea n
tegration at present in progress and an attraction towards easy way out ideas suoh as illu-sory ptd£0 
European organisations, deprived of institutions and where the basic principle of equality would lllL 
foregone in favour of circumstantial coalitions, interests and powers. @ 

The most recent indication is the statements made yesterday by Mr. Brandt before the C y 
Council of Ministers and confirmed by him in his talks with journalists. Mr. Brandt told the Cou ~ 
that "for the Federal Government, the European Communi ties remain the cornerstone of lE1ii's>pean un y 
and the best way of achieving it". Later, in reply to those who asked him what he thought of the French 
suggestions on a different way of organising Europe, he said that he feared that these suggestions did 
exist, but the Federal Government had never had any knowledge of them. Therefore, he could not give 
an opinion. 

This seems to us a very clear answer to the wave of more or less accurate rumours spread about 
after the Franco-German summit, in which there is talk among other things of an attempt to find within 
the framework of the Council of Europe a solution to the problem of enlargement, a solution which at 
the same time would spell the end of the Community institutional system. It is interesting to note 
that, from a qQite different level, and starting from a pragmatic and not at all doctrinaire position, 
Mr. Valery Giscard D'Estaing recently said that the Europe,-· of the Common Market"consti tutes the only 
fixed point in a divided Europe". But even more interesting is the faot that at the very time when 
this loyalty to the Community framework is being expressed in several quarters, it is in no way in con
tradiction with the resolve to enlarge. Thus 14r. Giscard D1Estaing, whom we have just quoted, also said 
that the Six must "embark on, with Great Britain, negotiations covering both the enlargement and the. 
strengthening of the Community Institutions". This conclusion coincides perfectly with what we have 
been repeating for a long time. There is no doubt (and it would be ridiculous to deny it) that the en
largement raises a problem of s~ructure; but it is clear that the solution of this problem lies 
(if the desire to settle it is there) not in rejecting enlargement - which woUld be a negative and 
sterile solution -but in strengthening structures, a positive and fruitful solution. 

This iE, moreover, the exact meaning of the position once again confirmed yesterday before 
the Council by the Italian government (via its Ambassador, Mr. Bombassei), that is to say that the~
largement of the Community is a means of strengthening it. 
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International monetary strateg,yt_~__,~_..; .~ cilj ~L ·l:~ ·· 

Fbr some time, the warnings and stands taken regarding the development of the international 
situation have been increasing. We drew attention yesterday to the statements made ~a E~opean ~~~it 
Alloo, of the Societe Generale de Banque. Almost simultaneously, Mr. McChesney Martin, chairman of t 
Reserve Board, said that the only way to stop the escalation of interest rates was to put an end to 
Mr. Martin tndicated that the monetary and tax authorities had no inten~ion of leaving the field f 
flation, but that it seemed difficult to convince companies and private persons of this: the latt 
in an inflationist atmosphere, which was one of the causes of inflation. Moreover, Mr. Triffin doe thihk 
that the system of flexible exchange around the official exchange rates 'Will solve the present problems. It 
seemst however, that the tendency towards the adoption of ah'appreotably wider'margin -·to whose progress we 
drew attention some'time ago- is now'the dominant one. This will literally force the Community to do some
thing because the addption of this system inside the Community could render the contents of the customs-union 
meaningless. This is therefore a problem which cannot be shelved: the Commission did, moreover, make a point 
of stressing this in its memorandum on monetary cooperation. But it is, at the same time, an important poli
tical problem: everyone knows that the suppression of any margin of fluctuation between the Community exhange 
rates, particularly if supplemented by an eblargement of the margins throughout the monetary system, would 
create a new "division" between the Six,and Great Britain and the other applicant countries. This does not 
simplify matters. This was one of the reasons for the anxiety shown by Mr. Giscard d'Estaing with regard to 
Europe's future. Mr. Giscard d'Estaing expressed his approval of demonetizing gold, in the long term, of · 
co~rse, and this meant that the implementation of the SDR should be effected as soon as possible, and that 
it should constitute the first stage of a lengthy operation. But Europe will not play the role which falls 
to her if France refuses to associate with this operation, thus enabling the Community to make use of the 
"blocking'' minority obtained n6minally in Stockholm. · 

It is interesting to note that some of the measures taken just recently to face up to the monetary de
pression following the draining of capital by the "Euro-bonds" and the rise in the interest rate which fol
lowed in its wake, tha~ is, for instance, the Banca d,Italia's pubscription to the Italian banking system of 
"repatriating" between now and 30 June some 500 thousand million lire (about 800 million dollars), are in the 
way of a very clever manoeuvre making it possible both to help a certain degree of ~eflatton in the United 
States, and to re-introduce in the internal capital circuit capital which Italy requires, without increasing 
.the cost of money and therefore penalising industry (since the interest rates have been increased only for 
very short-term advance sums). This is obviously a form of additional control, but it remains within reason
able limits and perhaps marks the new role attributed to the priyate banking system·in international monetary 
strategy. 
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- DR. WILLY ZELIER 1 Zur Kri tik an der Agrarpoli tik der EWG (Vo. II of the se~ies "Schriften zur Ausl -' ., 
forschung", published b.y the Schweizerischen Institute fur Auslandsforschung). Editors Eugen Rentsch Ver 
Erlenbach-Zlirich und Stuttgart, 1969, 69 pages.- In this work, the author, who for several years was the 
sels correspondent of the Neue Zlircher Zeitung, studies respectively the aims of the c~mmon agricultur 
icy as laid down in the Treaty of Rome, the market mechanisms scheme, the neutralisation of competitio 
the sphere of prices, the prices policy in the political framework, financial solidarity and the struc 
policy measures. The agricultural policy which the Community has followed up to now has not resulted i ~he 
modernisation of holdings, in fact, the effect has been just the opposite. Where the Treaty of Rome prov1 es 
for parallelism between a market policy and a structural policy, the Council, by its political tendencies, 
has used above all short-term measures (a prices policy) to improve the situation of the agricultural commu
nity. This tactic doesnot offer any prospects, and has not led to any real improvement in farmers' incomes. 
The Mansholt Plan, on the other hand, follows the outlines of the. Treaty, attempting to achieve parallelism 
between prices policy and structural policy without giving the former priority. The Commission, rather than 
the Council, should, b,y its political independence, be in a position to radically reorganise the ~ common 
agricultural policy. The author concludes, however; that crises are still possible since the Council will 
never be able to go as far as the ~ommission. 

- CLAUDE DE SACHE : La Grande-Bretagne en Evolution; Editions Casterman (Brussels), 1969, 243 pages.- The 
five chapters deal with the royal family, the Commonwealth, special relations with the United States, the 
Common Market and young people. The author reviews the 1953 coronation, the last great showing of the Imperial 
Crown; the Suez miliatry expedition in 1956, the last example of military brilliance; the Cuba crisis in 1962, 
the last hope, doomed to failure, of playing a.. leading international role; 1963 (General de Gaulle's "no" to 
Great Britain's entry to the Commoh Market and the Profumo affair ); and the last chapter on the Conservatives 
of the MacMillan school. 
-Conservative Research Department : Notes on current politics (No 5- Education; No 6 -Industrial relations 
reform), London, Price 1/6. 
-Conservative Political Centre : Overseas Review, No 38- February 1969, London, Price 1/3. 
- Istituto Di Studi Europei Alcide De Gasperi : Bollettino d'Informazioni, January-March 1969, Rome.- This 
issue contains the speech given b,y Mr. Fmilio Colombo at the inauguration of the 1968-69 academic year on 
the present proApects and problems of the European edifice. (Text in Italian and French.) 
- ICFTU : Free Labour World. , No 225 for Maroh 1969, Brussels.- We draw attention to an article by Mr. 
Willy Schugens, National Secretary of the Belgian General Labour Federation on international monetary events. 
- Central Statistics Department (Luxembourg) 1 Recensement de la Population au 31 Decembre 1966, December 1968, 
188 pages. 
-Middle Classes' Economic and Social Institute: Bulletind'Information1 No 3-1969, Brussels.- We draw atten
tion to an article on small and medium-sized distribution companies in 1980. 
- IAEA : Atomindex; International List or the Documents that are available from the !AEA Microfiche Service, 
No 4/1969 and No 5/1969, Vienna. 
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,l', EDITORIAL 

\, \J t\ \\ Cy.stoms Union: a f'aot which Eastern Europe 
.\ I\ 1m.1st recognise 

e appeal launched a few days ago by the Warsaw Pact group to the countries of' Western ~:~~ 
not receivedwith much enthusiasm by the latter. This is perhaps regrettable, but understandable. 
too long now, there has been a succession of' these identical appeals, which have led to no concrea.,step. 
Let us leave aside for the time being the military aspect, with regard to which, however, it sh~be 
recalled that an appeal for entente and a balanced arms reduction was launched by Western coun~tThe 
reply to this was the military occupation of Czeoholsovakia. ~~ 

Let us confine ourselves to the field of' economio, scientific and cultural ties, a field in~ h 
Western countries, and more particularly the countries of' the Community have certainly not opp e e 
stepping up of' relations. First of all, it seems difficult to call for a dialogue and request the other 
party t~ accept unilaterally settled problems as if' they were already resolved, while it is first necess
ary to solve them in order to establish relations on a healthy basis. 

It is also necessary to be in agreement on the basis to be chosen for these relations to be extend
ed and developed. In an article ptblished recently, Pravda expresses gratification at the possibility 
"of extending the qommercial, eoonomio, cultural and scientific links between the countries of the So
cialist oom1m.1nity and the states of Western Europe", and tightly points- Olit ·that this extension "serves 
the vital interests of the European continent, the interests of peace and security and is a concrete 
contribution to the cause of peace on our continent". Pravda adds that these links should be based "on 
respect for the sovereignty of States and non-interference in the home affairs of' the partners". 

Words have value if they are followed by aots, no matter what the social system. Why then do not 
East European countries, and above all the Soviet Union, recognise the reality before them, namely the 
existence of an economic Commtlnity ? For years now we have heard the same old arguments, repeated on 
innumerable occasions. They are arguments ~hich refer precisely to interference in the internal affairs 
of ~ther countriee or which have proved, over the years, deprived of all serious foundation. 

Whatever the economio system which is at present a feature of the West, there is a group of coun
tries that have set up a customs union. Thi~ customs union is a reality which might possibly not p~ease 
some ideologist~, but which, moreover, is not connected with any ideology. Therefore, the Soviet Union 
has no ideological effort to make in order to take note of' this and to settle on the basis of this exist
ence her trade relations with the countries of the Community. It is certain that , by her attitude, the 
Soviet Union can cause the Six some difficulties and stir up some friction between them •. But it is also 
certain that everything boils down to a delaying action which could in no way ohange the reality whioh, 
on the contrary, will only be consolidated and strengthened. It would be better to take note of it. 
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EDITORIAL 

Enlargement of Community- (1) 
Mr. Manshol t' s statements. 

Mr. Mansholt has been visiting the various Common Market capitals to plead his case 
to explain to public opinion the reasons why the ideas behind his Plan will have to be 
er or later• and why it is better to do this now instead of waiting until there is no al 
then the cost of the operation l'lill be greater. 

But beyond the economic and technical aspects of the problem, concerning which, 
oould be said that Mr. Mansholt has managed to set in motion a movement in favour of his 
European Commission Vice-President was led to pronounce on certain political aspects of 
European integration. His position on this point is widely known and this is why some of his stat a 
- in particular those made in Paris - seem to have given rise to disappointed comments and someroter
ness in European circles. It was in fact said that Mr. Mansholt had "accepted" the Gaullist ide a W 
the impossibility of enlarging the Community, and it was added that he perhaps did this so as n t \~ 
ruffle the feelings of his audience. All kinds of conclusions have been drawn from this. We thou 
useful to become acquainted first of all with the exact text of his statements, which have often been 
reported inexactly or incompletely. It is on the basis of these texts that an analysis and judgment are 
possible. We would remind readers that the statements were made on 18 March: the first on the occasion 
of the luncheon-debate of the French economic press; the second during the "Europe Soir" radio programme 
edited by Mr, Georges Leroy. 

Mr. Mansholt told the economic press: "I am very much convinced that this political Europe will 
be created- it is inevitable- ldth Great Britain and in particular with France and Germany. Without 
this there is no possible political Europe. However, I cannot deny - and this is one of the F~ench go
vernment's assertions -that a political Europe including besides the Six and Great Britain and in addi
tion the Soandinavian countries and others will not be the same as a more limited political Europe. I 
am certain of this with regard to the manipulations of bodies and the powers of decision. There are 
limits to what can be done and here I have no solution". 

On the Europe no 1 radio programme, in reply to a listener who asked him whether he was in 
favour of a supranational Europe, Mr. Mansholt said: "Yes, completely. And already I believe that the 
agricultural policy shows this: without a certain amount of supranationality, it is now impossible to 
manage the market and the common agricultural policy". To another listener who asked whether Great Bri
tain's entry into the agricultural Common Market would hasten or delay the process of integration, 
Mr •. Mansholt replied: "From the agricultural point of view, we can say, I think, that this would general
ly facilitate outlets for agricultural produce. Naturally, on entering our Community, Great Britain must 
accept our policy. This is a point of view which we have always defended. She must accept the Treaty of 
Rome and what we have done concerning the common agricultural policy. This means that it is necessary to 
accept preference. Great Britain is a major importer of agricultural produce, which makes our position 
easier ••• But managing this market, managing the common agricultural policy and even, from the political 
angle, arriving at a larger Community, this is another question. We know that it raises problems. The 
President of the French Republic has indeed emphasised this aspect of the question and I believe he is 
right on this point. It will not be very easy to manage a larger market and a larger market raises pro
blems, especially if it includes 12 or 13 member countries". 
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We shall see tomorrow what is to drawn from an analysis of these texts. 
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Bible to discern any sigrlificant change in the attitude of the European Commis.sion vice-President. We observ: 
the following• 
1) Mr. Mansholt s~s that he is completely in favour of a supra-national Europe. There is not the 
doubt as to this. This confirms his well-known personal position. 
2) Mr. Mansholt thinks that Great Britain must join the Community. He even s~s that this is inevitable. 
adds that this constitutes, both from the point of·v~ew of politics and· the·'agri~ultutal polioy, an adv 
for the Community. Neither is there anything new here in addition to what is already known-of Mr. Mansho 
position. · 
3) The Commission vice-President says that the enlargement of the Communi~y poses problems, particularly if 
this enlargement goes beyond the inclusion of Great Britain and if it manages to include 12 or 13 member coun
tries. Mr. Mansholt observes that these problems arise at both political level and; at that of the management 
of the Common Market. He does not suggest any solutions. He merely ~s "there are l:hmits :to what what can 
be done, and I have no solution". This sentence is not very cleara it il.p~ars.to mean'tMt:Mr. Mahshtlt 
does not want to pronounce on the limits of thg enlargement desirable. -

For clarity's sake, a distinction should be made between the problem raised by &•possible ("inevitable", 
according to Mr. Manshol t) political union, and that raised by the managment of an enlarged common market. 

It is clear that a political union can only be achieved with those who are dbtermined to go to great 
lengths in attributing certain powers to the Community institution, which automaticalll rule! out most of the 
countries which are said, to confuse the issue, to be applicants for this union but which in actual fact want 
no part of it, sihce they are far more concerned with their trade problems. 

Moreover, the fact that the management of an enlarged Community raises problems is certainly no novelty. 
Anyone sho would deny this is guilty of flippancy and stupidity. Mr. Mansholt is in even less of a position 
to deny this, particularly since the Commission itself, , in its !'opinion" on the four applications, has 
generally analysed these problems, especially from the point of view of the effective running of the Institu
tions and had concluded that they can be solv-ed. Can Mr. Manshol t now be reproached for being over-reticent ? 
It is hard to say. Mr. Manshol t' s reticence could be interpreted as a warning with regard to those wlio claim 
to be able to achieve political union by calling on anyone to participate, and with regard to those for whom, 
since it is i:mpossible to achieve a real community between thirteen o~,_fourteen, one has to.fol!pt..aboui. en·· 
iarSing the Community of the Six or set up a free trade area. 

This is a false dilemma which must be rejected. The Community must be enlarged within certain limits 
dictated boc reason and will, and compatible with membership. 

We shall return, moreover, to this subject tomorrow with the points of view, inside and outside the Com
munity, which we 'reel to be of interest. 
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EDITORIAL 

Enlar~ement of the Community- (3) Born open, it could not 
live closed. 

Once one has accepted the aotual principle of enla~gement- being fully conscious of the fac ~h 
enlargement, though a positive element, brings with it a threat to the Community's cohesion and o 
one should attempt to answer two major questions which consequently arise, namelya (l) to what po · ~ n-
largement go without destroy~ng or jeopardising the nature character peculiar to the Community ? · in 
these limits, what are the principles and the institutional arrangements for guaranteeing the maint~e 
of cohesion ? ,.Ail 

There is consequently the problem of assessing the limits and criteria for enlargement and a m olo-
gical problem. The first must be solved in advance; the fundamental criterion cannot but be the ~it ac~ 
ceptance without reservation of the Treaties, the decisions taken for implementing the Treaties · d~ li
tical objeDtives defined by the Treaties themselves. The European Commission has indicated these rite a and 
commented on them in paragraphs 9 to 12 of its opinion of September 1967. We understand that this de inition 
is generally shared both by most of the governments of the member countries and by the applicant countries. 

It is most interesting,in this context, to mention the statements· T'ecently made by Mr. P. Nyboe Ander
sen, the Minister for Economic, European and Scandinavian Affairs in the Danish government. With reference 
to the Scandinavian cooperation projects, Mr. Nyboe Andersen gave an extremely lucid explanation of Denmark's 
position. This country agreeg to step up and extend Soandinavian cooperation, on the specific condition that 
thisdbes not stand in the w~ of her attemptto join the Community. Since the four Scandinavian countries 
maintain different stands with regard to the Community, it has been agreed that in the event of the latter's 
enlargement·, different forms of association or membership could be envisaged; that is to say that Denmark, 
who accepts the Treaties and all their implications, could become a full-time member of the Community, with~ 
out this anticipating the solutions to be adopted for the other countries whose interests are essentially 
in the field of trade. 

With the same line of thought, Mr. Giscard d'Estaing suggests solving the problem in two stages& first
ly, a Europe of Seven (Great Britain having already been invited at Messina), which "would give the Seven 
time to reflect on the adjustments to be made to the institutions of an enlarged Europe". 

The second problem, namely the conditions which are to govern any enlargement, brings us back to the 
fundamental problem - the link between enlargement and reinforcement. It is only b,y strengthening the struc
tures that enlargement becomes possible and desirable, and in itself thus becomes a reinforcement factor. 
At least, this is out interpretation of the statements made both b,y Mr. Brandt and by Mr. Bombassei ~n the 
name of the Italian government at the last Council of Ministers' meeting. According to·Mr. Bombassei, Italy 
thought that development or reinforcement was linked with enlargement because, if the Community wished to 
remain a. pole of attraction, it had to see to its development and reinforcement. This reinforcement was not, 
however, to increase the difficulties standing in the way of the'applicants' membership. And lastly, this 
did not {!lean that one .. should subordinate internal development to enlargement, which was also a form of de
velopment, but that there should be the determination and resolution to keep the Community open, as laid 
down in the Treaties themselves. 

The Community was born open. TO lock it up would mean throttling it to death. 
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I'DITORIAL 

A crumbling but nevertheless impressive myth. 

The agreed testimony of all who went away during the Easter holiday which was particularly favoured 
good weather (at least in Northern Europe, from where the largest mass exodi cafue)shows' that this year 
before, the national frontiers s~emed like relics of a bygone age. They were cheerfully flouted where th 
pressure of moving masses became too much for the old structures. 

The spectacle which presented itself to the eyes of those travelling during this period had, however., ·u 
two very different, even contradictory aspects which are worthy of a moment's consideration. @ 

The first was the giant jams of lorries and heavy vehicles which were caused at several frontiers tD 
formalities necessary for the transit of these vehicles. These were, moreover, quite ususal jams, but p ese 
ted a sad spectacle to holiday-makers unaware of the existence of such a paradoxical phenomenon centrad ti 
the reality of the Common Market. At "internal" frontiers like those between France and Belgium or Belgi 
and the Netherlands, we witnessed the astonishment and even irritation of travellers. At an"external"frontier 
like that between Italy and Switzerland, there was a real "war of rules", with incalculable damage, for 
both trade and tourism. 

No-one ie more aware than we that this was partly a question of inconveniences which are the very fruit 
of the liberalisation of trade and the opening of internal frontiers. But we are also aware that they are 
directly or indirectly the result of the ferocity with which the governments, with no exceptions, defend their 
prerogatives or what they believe to be their interests. Our governments Bhould realize the serious prejudice 
which this state of affairs has for the building of Europe, to which they claim to be attached.They know that, 
without the support of the general public, Europe cannot advance, and that this support is missing as soon 
as the public observes that, for all the so-called progress in the liberalisation of trade, the difficulties 
when crossing frontiers increase. We here~ appeal to the dynamic President in office of the Council of Mini
sters of Economic Affairs and rransport, the LuxemboUrg Minister Mr. Marcel Mart who, in his former capacity 
as a j9urnalist, realizes better than anyone the harm which this situation does to Europe. Take a daring 
step to improve this state of affairs,, even if it is not very conformist: everyone will thank you for it! 

Particularly since the public has made a comparison between this state of affairs and the real breaking 
of the crowd which amost bore away with it the traditional controls of both the police and the customs (witha 
few exceptions, of course, where these extremely cumbersome controls were maintained 1 for specific reasons, 
with the strengthening of the necessary forces). It is obvious that, for the average European cit~zen who 
has been hearing of the Common Market for ten years, infra-European frontiers have become an anachronism and 
even a folly. The Community would quite frankly be wrong to do away with these guardians, though its vocation 
is, in fact, just the opposite. 

Of course, there still remains the "nostalgic" aspect of these frontiers which are sometimes so capric
ious that the average European cannot understand their origLn. But the forces uniting nations which had been 
made to believe that they were "different" and potential enemies are now :t'a.r more powerful than those which 
divided them. The frontier is a crumbling myth. Let us clear the way of its remains. 
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The problem of the region~ is explicitly mentioned among the Community'~ ~elf-impo~ed jec
tive~. The ~ixtb oaragraph of the preamble to the Treaty of Rome states that the ~ix ~ignatorie~ @J.-m.~-
"anxious to ~trengthen the unity of their economieq and to en~ure their harmoniou~ development by 
ing the difference~ existing between the various region~ and by mitigating the backwardness of the~ 
favoured." It is here that we find the philo~oonical oasi~ for Community action, to be made manife;tt 
later in specific spheres and to which the six countries have a real duty, toward~ them~e1ve"' and th 
parnters. The European Commission for its part seems to be aware of itq responsibilities and regional -~ 
icy problems occupy an important place in its working programme. ~Le 

A~ for the States, they must not abdicate their responqibilitie~ and their action .must ~ 
eqC~ity take olace at two level~. The fir~t iq the political and adminiqtrative level: the mo~t sure 
in the long term, of ensuring harmonious development and ~ufficient dynamism ia to give the regions the 
re~pon~ibilities and the means they need. We shall return to thiq aspect. The ~econd is that of practical 
steps towards reducing exi~ting differences. 

There can be no doubt that, among the member countries, the greatest responsibilities fall to. 
Italy, characteriaed aq ~he is by a persistant gap - which i~, however, diminishing in percentage - bet
ween the average standard of living and the standard for a considerable part of the country. It qhould, 
however, be noted that Italy is soon to instigate effective regionalisation and decentralisation, by 
means of a law which is sometimes attacked, but which has proved itself in the framework of th:e "special 

· status" regions which have been functioning for some time now, At the level of economic action by the 
State, the "80 project", which indicates the objectives out of which a choice must be made before the 
plans for 1971-1975 can be established, shows that these objectives were defined on the basis of the the
ory that the gap between the standard of living in the various regions should be entirely eliminated by 
a date as far off, it is true, a~ the year 2000. It is in fact known that when gap~ of this kind exist, 
it is very difficult to fill them, except by condemning to immobility and regression those regions which 
are in rapid expansion, which would obviously be ridiculous. The reduction of the gap must be gradual t 
what is important is that the rates of expansion should be constantly adjusted to the benefit of less 
developed regions •. Thus, from an average consumption per inhabitant (at constant prices) of 470,000 lire 
in 1970, with a maximum of 560, 000 in North West Italy and a minimum of 376,000 lire in Southern Italy, 
it is expected that 1980 will see a average of 696,000 with a maximum of 780,000 and'a minimum of 598, 
bOO, and that this will reach, in the year 2000, an average level of 1,525,000 lire, with no appre~iab+e 
difference between one reqion and another. Even if one can be a little sceptical of ~uch long-term pro
ject~, it must be noted that, in order to attain quch objective~, determined action~ mu~t be undertaken 
which cannct fail to have an appreciable influence on the Community's economic, and particularly agric
Ultural, policy. 

These re~ult~ will only be attained if the regions are given the nece~sary re~ponsibilities 
and mean~. We shall return to this tomorrow. 
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E D I T o R I A L ~D\J 
The regions and Ehro:pe- (2) uoD I ~"' 
Convergence of objectives l~~ 

The problem of regionalisation is at present in the forefront of news n FranceJ that is to say in 
the Community country which has traditionally been the most centralised, or even the only really cen
tralised one. This fact is fairly significant, both because it shows a certain evolution and because 
this evolu~ion is following a path which is more or less the same as that followed by the other Community 
countries.Naturally it is up to the French people to say whether it really wants decentralisation and 
whether the proposals submitted to it are an effective way of achieYing this. It is, however, striking 
to note that the traditional opposition to al~ ~egionalisation seems suddenly to have disappeared: every
one is in favour of regionalisation, and if there are opponents of the drafts submitted for referendum, 
it is because they find these drafts not ambitious enough. According to some people, the point would 
be rather to export the central power and set it up in the main regional cities, than to give the regions 
real autonomy, at national level. 

The discussions on regionalisation have naturally revived certain conflicts and even certain hopes, 
"in relation with Ehropean integration. It is 1hus that Ivlr. Pisani, the author of a study ("The Region ••• 
for what purpose?") which is penetrating but at the same time tinged with bitterness and scepticism, 
issues a warning against the illusion of a regionalisation serving "as a panacea to relaunch European 
integration". He rightly recalls that a Federation is a "political entity g13.thering together 3tates bound 
by a reciprocal contract", and that it would be inconceivable to set up a "Federation of regions", as 
"the national State could not agree· to' its own decline to the advantage of smaller anti ties". All this 
is perfectly true. Even those who believe most firmly in pluralist federalism, which would revaluate 
communities and local groups (a way of revaluating the individual), think that, as Mr. Guy Heraud ex
presses it, "such an atomisation rrould play into the hands of centralisation". 

But ~here is, however, a joining of paths and a convergence of objectives between regionalisation 
and European integration, insofar as it is a question of establishing a more human and at the same time 
more effective balance. Mr. Pisani himself recognises explicitly the need for and the structure of such 
a balance, when he writes that" the economic area of conception and confrontation becomes international 
and the area of execution remains sub-national". It is the balance betvreen Europe and the Region. It 
is again Mr. Pisani who recognises that regional reform, if it is what it should be, leads to a radical 
staking of the very essence of the State. This staking is effected at the same time both by.oonvergent 
paths by the Federation, which organises jointly certain prerogatives taken from the States, and by the 
Region, which earmarks others for itself. It is the abasement of the States, which does not neoess~i~y 
involve that of the Nations, in·:their real significance. It is known, moreover, that one day General 
de Gaulle explicitly denied 'tl'lat ne wished to defend the idea of a "Europe of Nations"; it is the "Europe 
of States" that is his aim. States whose regional reform questions the very essence •••• 
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~~worth noting are reviewed under this fieadin BRARY 

MA]CELLO PALUMBO, Il Giornalista in ·Europa, Editrice Europea, Via Ristori 8, Roma, 1968, 360 p, 3,000 
lire. 

Mr. Marcello Palumbo, who is the 3ecretary General of the Association of European Journalists, has 
made an important s~'dY of the present position of the journalist in Europe, and more particularly in 
the Community, and a comparison between the professional statutes of journalists in the various coun-
tries. The central section of this book is in fact a careful comparison and a precise account of the 
efforts made, and still being made, to give journalism in the Community a uniform base,.in other words, 
with a view to setting up a "furopean statute" for journalists. It is well-known that the Commission has 
established·a draft directive (of 6 July 1964) on the right of establishment for press and publishing 
activities, and that a study on a "common definition" for the profession of journalist (in particular 
harmonisation of conditions of access and exercising) has been in l:and for some time. But all this is 
far from complete. Mr. Palumbo points out that in journalism, more perhaps than in any other profession, 
the main aim is the service rendered to the public: it is therefore incomprehensible that the Staes, 
or at least some of them, should be very cautious and reticent on this subject, 

This section of the book, and the third and fourth sections, concerning a documentation on the press 
in the various countries and the deontology codes in force, are extremely interesting and provide pre
cious material for consultation. In the first section, Mr, Palumbo has made a penetrating analysis of 
the nature of journalism, writtin$ exemplary pages on the interferences between the technical aspects, 
professional ethics, state interevtnion, institutionalisation, both at national and international level, 
the "right of information", without forgetting specific and particularly topical problems such as'merg
ers between newsrapers. 

Like the author of this book, we are convinced that it ts necessary to act at occupational level, 
but that the moral level and that of psychologiaal and political pTepantion should not be neglected, It 
will be up to European journalists, who are not only European in their personal beliefs but also in 
their occupational training, to form European opinion, partimtlarly with regard to young people, 

JACQUE3-JEAN RIBAS: La Politique Sociale des Communautes Eluropeennes,(hard cover), 745 pages, 1969, 
Dalloz et Sirey (Paris). 

"Most of the major social problems of the modern world arise today for our countries, both at nation
al and European level, \1e wished to place them from these two angles, bringing to light for each their 
main features, the Treaty provisions and the action carried our or at least undertaken by the various 
Institutions of the European Communi ties", wri tea I•ir. Ribas in the introduction to this book, which gives 
a complete and objective picture of the entire social policy of the three Communities, while concentrat
ing especially on the EEC. 

The author has a broad view of social policy, which explains the choice of the plan of the book, 
The introduction recalls the institutional framework within which this policy is drawn up. The first 
section id devoted to the development of employment and the free movement of persons, the second to the 
improvement of ~•orking and living conditions and the 1hird to the social aspects of economic policies. 

Mr. Lionello Levi-Sandri notes· in the preface: "After reading Mr. Ribas's work, the reader will 
be able, I believe, to recognize that the main body of the specifically social'actions'laid doWn in the 
Treaty of Rome has been achieved, But it seems to me that he should also honestly conclude that these 
actions are not sufficient to attain the ends which the authors of the Treaty put forward as the essen
tial objective of their efforts, namely the constant improvement of the living and working conditions 
of the peoples of the six countries". 
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Trade dispute between E.\lrope and USA ••.. 

~he visit which Mr. Stans is making to Europe and Asia, and which began with today's talks with 
the European Commission, is of major importance for the future of trade relations between Eur·ope and the 
United 3tates, and above all for the development of international trade as a whole and in view of the 
choic~s •·•hjch the American Administration must make in the economic and monetary field. 

For the time being it is impossible to nourish much opti~icm abm1t the development of these 
relations, since the two parties in question do not always seem to speak the same language. Furthermore, 
the recent pattern of trade and international payments raises,problem3 i.n terms sometimes very different 
from those to which one had long been accustomed. Thus &1ring the past decade, a' feature of the American 
balance was an appreciable trading surplus, coupled with a large def:lci.t in capital movements. The result 
was a persistant , though varying, deficit, a deficit which created liquidity in dollars, which was re
peatedly accused of'bein~ the reason for generalised inflation :In the creditor countries. The change whioh 
took place in 1968 took on enormmls proportions, as trade, which in 1967 accounted for a surplus of 3. 5 
thousand million dollars (this surplus even reached 6 thousand million in more favourable years), was 
nearly balanced in 1968 (90 million dollar snrrlus). Tnveroely, the traditional capital movement defioi t 
became an appreciable surplus in 1968. The final balance of paymento result was a surplus of 1,660 million 
dollars. 

The effects of the complete 11pheaval in the trend, which mainly concerned European in&lstrial
ised countries and Japan, appeared in a glarin& li~ht: on the one hand, tension in coat prices in ~1rope 
and, on the other hand, a shortage of capital which was more than ever necessary in EUrope to exploit 
better the pro&lction capacities Sllbject to an increased effort. 

Both Americans and Europeans speak of wiohin~ to combat all "rostT'iotive" trading trends. But 
the words have a different meanin~ depending on the context in which they are spoken. In 19hR ~mcrican 
imports rose by 23%, while exports increased by 9%. The Americans state their willingness to make an 
exceptional expansion effort, that is to say they wish to increase their exports from 33,8 billion $ in 
1968 to 50 billion in 1973, Thia corresponds to an annual average increase in the region of that achiev
ed in 1968. Since ·their aim is to re-eotablish a lar~e trade "cmrjlllls", 'it is obvious that imports cannot 
but be curbed. Will this is poosible solely by means of deflationary measures at home ? Whatever the case, 
there is here a rc~trictive trend which is in the na~tre of things, even if not in the words of political 
leaders. 

But there is something else. There is a "difference of approach" which threatens to make the 
dialogue scarcely initiated a dialo~le between the deaf. The Com~tnity'is incl~ned to see a series of 
specific problems, and threutencd sectors, On the American side, the sectorial approach, which is very 
much in evidence, is accompanied by an overall approach which is that of non-tariff barriers and more 
particularly the compensation at Community frontiers for indirect taxeo. It will be extremely difficult 
for the Community to continue with the attitude that the American fears are unfounded, particularly on 
the eve of the generalisation of the TVA system, A joint unprejudice~ examination of this problem could 
lead to moderate and appeasing solutions which would considerably facilitate the settlement of a heavy · 
disp.tte, 
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The trading policy as a factor for unity. 

The fact that Mr. Stans' information visit to Europe has begun with Brussels should once more be empha
sised. Whate~er one may think or say, it is significant that, as has already been done by President Nixon, 
the American administration, wishing to gain information and perhaps hold consultations, begins by doing so, 
where Europe is concerned, where Europe is presented as an organised entity with an overall view, which is 
also its own view of European problems. Of course, it is not up to the United States to choose the kind of 
organisation to represent Europe. They choose to speak with the organisation which the Europeans.·have created 
themselves. It is ther~fore up to the Europeans to act so that this Europe is not just a facade whose only 
unity is in its appearance, while behind the front there is nothing but a void 1 or division and discord, 

The talks which took place yesterday between Mr. Stans (flanked by several"new" leaders of the Adminis
tration, in particular Mr. Rothschild's successor, Mr. Gilbert), and Messrs. Rey and Deniau confirmed what 
we wrote yesterday, that is to sa.y, that the America.ns'tend to tackle· the'problein'a.s a whole,"in an "overall" 

·sense. This is a point on which opinions vary, and which deserves further examination. One can, in fact, won
der whether the Community would not be advised to avotd any confrontation a.t sectorial level, where one may 
discern a tendency not to some other"vita.l"interest of a member country as really "common". In other words, 
the sectorial approach could constitute a. source of internal division, rather than unity, and an easy excuse 
for internal bargaining which has nothing to d6'with the quest for unity. For the Community, the prime inter
est lies -as is already apparent -in creating situations conducive to the automatic formation, following a 
common defence reflex, of a common front which would only be-the logical outcome of unity in the making. In 
this case, the difficulties are only an additional factor of unity. It should not be difficult to adopt auoh 
a line of action with regard to the United States, since there is already the precedent of the Kennedy negoti
ations, on the one hand, in which the Community was able to affirm her individuality successful~y (it was 
fully recognised by the United States) 1 and, on the othel· 1tthe nature of the trade relations existing between 
the Community and the United States. 

These considerations remain valid, particularly so in the relations with countries for which the gradual 
unif~ca.tion of the conventional trading policy is required. This particularly concerns the East European coun
tries. Where they are concerned, some are under the illusion that they cani' by acting ·individually, that is, 
by remaining in control of their own trading policy -·carry out' advantageous operations, a.t the possible ex
pense of their own partners in the Common Market. Apart from the fact that such a process does the Community 
no good whatsoever (~he'adV8natge of the-one and the harm of the other cancel each other out), one has to take 
into account the fact that it· enables tje other party to exploit the circumstances in the most insolent 
manner. Those who are up to date a.s to what is actually happening khow that it is often b,y attacking "vulner
able" sectors that East European negotiators, particularly the Russians, succeed in obtaining considerable 
advantages. Once again, the Community cannot but man~ to remain united. 
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Irish economy: OECD study 
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European Trade Unionism on the march 

We have on seve~al occasions recorded the difficult development of new situations in European 
trade unionism from the twofold viewpoint of the elimination -under reasonable conditions - of~exqlua~ 
ions no longer in keeping with the times, and of the change in trade union organisations to a more e•olT• 
ed stage df European integration. 

European trade unionism has lately been on the move. This can be put down to a number of f&o1 
ors and to the rapid transformation of sooiety, There is no doubt that this involves imbalances and tena
ions which must,however, lead to fruitful solutions in the interests of Europe and the working classes, 
without whose help there would be no lasting and valid Europe. It is necessary for this slosan - well~ 
founded in substance, to cease being exploited for partisan reasons by certain political parties, and 
for Europe to prove that it is the melting-pot in which various resolves can merge and thus contribute 
to the setting up of the new society. But it is also necessary for those who have waited so long before 
recognising a reality which has outdistanced them to oome clean and prove that they are not seeking to 
enter the system in order to falsify, slown down or paralyse its functioning, but that they are dete~ine 
to improve it, if only by means of severe criticism. 

The General Assembly to be held by the European Community's Free· Trade Unions (IcFTU)from 
23 to 25 April in The Hague will doubtless provide important, not to say essehtial, clarifications, 

We are in fact face to face with new factors of some weight, to which will probably be add
ed fairly significant changes of persons. The Assembly will doubtless adopt a new Statute to which we 
reserve the right to return at the appropriate time. However, it can already be said that the new Statute 
effects the transformation of the European trade union Secretariat (whose historical merits in the fight 
for building l!hrope are immense) into a "Europe Confederation of Free Trade Unions in the Community". It 
this were merely a change of facade or name, it would be scarcely important, In faot there is a change in 
nature and structure: the Executive Committee, which will be the key body in the new confederation, will 
be.able to tak~ decisions on a majority of a/3 of the members present. The right of veto is not allowed. 
Europeans have been fighting too long to achieve this principle at all levels and in all contexts for 
them not to be gratified by this ban. · 

Furthermore, the Assembly's agenda includes a discussion on a sPeech .~ by Mr, Kloos, pre-· 
si dent of the lh toh unions, on the theme "The l!hropean trade union movement takes up the challenge of 011!' 
society". The theme itself reveals already the existence of an orientation which corresponds very ezaotl7 
to the expectations and needs of a rapidly developing world. We expect from The Hague Conference enoouras· 
ing developments for the setting up of a free and modern EUropean soaiety. 
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Automatic monetary mechanism in Barre Memorandum. 
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Diet foods: harmonisation of legislation proposed 
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ESC: opinion on Community situation 
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Mr •. Gaston Thorn is also inclined toward~ 1mism. 

It seems that Mr. Gaston Thorn, having obtained his counterparts• agreement on the principle of holding 
"intergovernmental talks" between the Six, during the next session Council ministerial session, which is to 
be held in Luxembourg on 12 Ma.y, has shown a great deal of opt:trilism--with regard to the successwhich this meet
ing promises, and that he has even predicted that "this experiment", if it should prove conclusive, could be 
renewed in the future. 

With regard to the future, it is perfectly normal that one should hope~t contacts between the Fbreign 
Ministers of the Six will occur more frequently, although the idea of cont~nued concertation, without the pre
sence of the Commission (because this is in fact the case) is likely to provoke some reservations. This is 
something which is not completely new and to which one can alw~s return. 

As far as the preserits is concerned, Mr. Thorn doubtless has reaspns for~·being optimistic, and we hope 
they will be confirmed by the facts. It should not be forgotten, however, that the hope which he had enter
tained, on the day following the WEU crisis, of reaching a compromise solution, came up against a very clear
refusal, directed~ against him personally. The situation then became more serious after what is known as the 
"Soames Affair", the aftermath of which have by no means been effaced. 

However, it is clear that in their talks, theFbreign Ministers of the Six must be able to discuss eve~ 
thing; one can wonder whether, under the present circumstances and in this context, it is possible to imagine 
that the WEU problem, which arises in anotner sphere and in another context, may be brought up to dome pur~ 
pose and discussed in detail between the Six. The second point is the Soames Affair. This has undoubtedly 
been a source of great interest and a certain degree of concern for France's partners. France:has given her 
partners, individually and collectively, explanations and, according to some, a certain degree of appeasement. 
They have each given evidence of this. The problem now arises, as it did at the very beginning, between F.ranoe 
and Great Britain (as, moreover, Mr. Stewart has just told Mr. Debre). Once again, one cannot really see very 
clearly how this problem could be brought up to some pUrpose, if not actually discussed, between the Six. In 
this framework, each representative would only confirm his own faith in the Community edifice and then e~plain 
that the desire to enlavge the Community means being Ioyal to its vocation or, on the other hand, that the 
desire to enlarge the Community means desiring its end. In· the end, no progress would be made. 

The problem is thus reduced to the question as to whether things,will change be~ween now and 12 May. We 
must hope so, without, however, being too ambitious~ Perhaps some interesting items will turn up in the tal~s 
which Mr. Debre is to have in Rome this weekend, 
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- NATO Documentation, NATO Information Department, Brussels, 384 pages, 1969. - This work contains most of 
what should be known in connection with NATO by all those who want to keep up to date on the events of their 
time, writes Mr. Manlio Brosio, the NATO Secretary General, in ti1e preface. This work is divided into four 
parts: the first deals with the origins and development of the Alliance; the second with the Council activit~ 
ies (political consultation, communications in times of crisis, economic, scientific and cultural cooperation, 
defence and infrastructure support, emergency plans in the civil sphere, the coordination of air, press and 
information activities); the third part contains·a chronological table, statistics, more than a hundred pages 
of appendices on the international treaties and the reports by various committees together with an alphabetic 
index. 

- Political Problems of Atlanti~ Partnership, National Perspectives; Edited b,y WILLIAM c. CROMWELL, with con
tributions by Nigel li'orman and Joseph Joffe. College of Europe, Bruges (Belgium), 458 pages, 1969. -This 
book is the result of the seminar-course given by the American Professor William c. Cromwell at the College 
of Europe in Bruges during the 1965-1966 year on the problems of the Atlantic partnership. Professor Cromwell 
has himself written a chapter on the United States, while two of his.students, Mr. Nigel Fbrman and Mr. Joseph 
Joffe, have examined the of Great Britain and West Germany respectively within the Atlantic community. A long 
preface brings to light the state of relations in tne Atlantic Alliance up to May 1968. 

- GEORGE M. TABER 1 John li'. Kennedy and a Uniting Euro£!, The Politics of Partnership, College of Europe, 
Bruges (Belgium), 188 pages, 1969. - After a cllapter on the relations of the two continents between 1945 and ' 
1960, tte author describes President Kennedy's dynamic policy towards Europe, the problems raised by Great 
Britain's application for membership to the Common Market, the trade relations leading to the Kennedy Round, 
the dilemma in the nuclear sphere, the speech on the interdependence declaration of 4 July 1962 given before 
the Independence Hall in Philadelphia, the lirankfurt Paulskirche speech, at the same time, stressing on sever
al occasions the influence exerted by Mr. Jean Monnet on tr.e ideas of President Kennedy's Administration with 
regard to Europe • 

- FRANCESCO TANINI : L'Itinerario Difficile del FEOGA, a collection of' extracts (271.:.296 pages) t'rolil the July/ 
September 1968 issue of the Rivista di Studi Europei (Milan). 
- L'Ecpnomie industrielle du Luxembourg, 1948-1966, Cahiers economiques N. 42, Central Statistics Department 
of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, December 1968, 261 pages. 
-Conservative Political Centre: Overseas Review, No 39 -March 1969, 15 pages, London. · 
- Le Droit et les Affaires, the Common Market bi-monthly publication, Paris.- No 149 for 24 March and No 150 
for 8 April 1969. 
- Inter-American Development Bank : Socio-Economic Progress in Latin America, Social Progress Trust Fund, 
Eighth Annual Report, 1968, Washington. 
- Inter-American Development Bank: 1968 - Nintn Annual Report, Washington. 
- Asian Development Bank 1 Annual Report for 1968, Manila, Philippines. 
- OECD 1 Fisheries, Production, Consumption and Trade of Fruit and Vegetables in the OECD member counries, 
Present situation and prospects for 1970, Paris, 79 pages. Price: 14 FF, 11.60 DM, 24/-, 3.50 dollars. 
f OECD 1 Trade by commodities, analytical abstracts, (France, Norway, Spain, Switzerland, United States), Jan
December 1968, Paris. 
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From the national to the "communi tartan" 

In a Europe on the road towards unification there is no longer any large nation r that is 
not at the same time a European affair, and vice-versa. 

Thus Mr. Debre was able to say, after his talks in Rome, that the referendum·to~ta Jranoe 
next Sunday was not solely a French affair. This is perfectly true and is the reason w ana should 
take an ·interest ih the ·referendum and possibly express their opinion. Two aspects will dra · etr 
attention in particular. The first concerns the real political substance of this referen at ia to 
say the important ohanges which may be made in the institutional struoture'of the French • The oi-
tizens of Europe cannot remain indifferent to the possibility of this structure evolving towards forms 
that some French people consider, rightly or wrongly, incompatible with the rules of a modern democracy. 
Therefore the first thing to do is to discover whether in fact some of the proposed refor•a tend in this 

. direction. 
The second aspeot concerns regional organisation. Here too, depending on whether the result will 

be real decentralisation or more or less camouflaged centralisation, the decisions taken can influence 
European organisation as a whole, making more or less easy development towards a form of federalism in 
which the region would have a precise role to play. 

But when we say that national problems are becoming increasingly European problems, we are ob
viously not thinking solely in terms of France. What is happening in certain areas of Italy shows that 
the political unease and economic difficulties often stem from the fact that there has been an insuffi
ciency or lack of coordination between the development of Eurorean integration and action at national , 
or local level. It is obvious, for example, that the inability to set up effective producer organisations 
in some agricultural sectors causes a serious imbalance whose consequences are felt by small producers 
and farm workers, who, in their turn, are too inclined to blame the rules bf the common agricultural 
policy to which they neglected to conform in time. 

In connection witn a completely different subject, it oan be noted today that the implementing 
arrangements of TVA in the Netherlands are causing inconveniences whose far-reaching conseqaences'·ratse 
an overall problem for the Community. The Finance Ministers tackled this problem today. 

We could go on giving examples of this kind. They show that, beyond the idea that the "state 
is all and oan do all", the process in which Europe is involved imposes de facto growing limits on the 
freedom and possibility of action of the States. This implies that the void of power thus proddced must 
be organised. This must be done on the basis of the idea that the balance of national interests, tradi
tionally entrusted to the States, is replaced gradually by the organisation of common interest, whioh 
is up to the common organisations. 
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Economic .. : :~.:;/ c:~uoD' ~c11BRMi Y 
but reservations concerning details. 

It does not seem easy to interpret correctly and completely the reaction of the P·~~Hr 
.istero and the Governors of the Central Banks to the Memorandum which the Commission present 
whose ·main points·it ex,lained at their meeting in Garmisoh-Partenkirohen. Certainly it can 
that overall the reaction was not negative. When some observers say that this weloome oould have en 
worse, this is already an indication of the dose of optimism needed to interpret the response a~ns 
to a positive scale. ~\1 

In order to understand better, it is firstly ·necessa:ey·~to realise that it is unthinkable that 
the member countries be opposed to economic, even monetary, ooopera'tion. Par trom it. They think, on 
the contrar~, that this is not only useful, but necessary, and that further progress should be made. 
One ~inister even said: "we .are in favour of extending the integration process to monetary cooperatiOD". 
Therefore, the observers :who noted that the reaction had been "rather positive", were certainly not 
wrong, but they would not be correct in drawing the coftclusion that a plan based on ~he principles laid 
down by the Commission would·be easily adopted. It was thus that Mr. Snoy, whose verdict was counted 
among the positive ones, had to admit, when speaking in public on the document as a whole, that the as
pects other than the first "are not quite clear". 

We had already tackled this problem about tvo months ago, when we attempted to distinsuiah 
between the intentions and facts an~ paid tribute to the Commission for its intentions Aad the l~a-taious 
structure of the dooumen t. We added at the time that the weak point was the 11 JGl:ta" betwe.n one aapeot ed 
another •. This remains perfectly valid. Are we sure that before the .moneta~y ~~art mechanism is sat 
in motion, the economic coOlldination in the medium and short term wll.l. haw odtl~~lnto play col'reo\ly ? 
This is difficult to answer. Second questioh: are we abaolutely oer~!n that the- "bolts" imagined. by 
the Commission to prevent a slide f~m the urgent and ~tomatio credit stage to the medium term ~redit, 
will hold fast ? The answer is Gven more difficult. : -

Dou'btless, this is a problem of arrangements, and the Commission wi1l be able to take it into 
aocount in establishing its »roposals on the setting up of the monetary cooparatlon mechanism, 

However, the decision which should be finally taken, and we hope that it will, will take all 
its strength from a deep conviction which goes well beyond arrangements. This boils down to saying that 
a decision oan only be taken on this important step towards integration if t~e conviction exists that 
the road to integration will be followed right to the end. In other words, how can one believe that a 
State is prepared to delegate an important part of ita monetary,:.sovereignty to oommon mechanism,, and 
therefore to common institutions, if it is not perfeotly certain that all its partners share this atti
tude, that is to say aocept the political philosophy of the Treaty ? Tbis is the problem. 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

"Comecon" is something else. 

17eme annee -" ft'320 (n.a.) 
Mereredi 23~il 1969 . 

"Comecon" i~ at present holding a summit conference in Moscow. This is an event to whi 
attribute a great deal of importance in the Communist world. We shall see what it will get 
often tend to speak of "Comecon" as the Common Market of the Communist countries and, for wan 
formation, to imagine that consists, in its principles and organisation, of something similar 
Community if the Six. 

Well, this is not the case. The organisation in question, whose real name is the Economic Mut~ Assia~ 
tance Council (EMAC), was set up before any form of European economic integration was proposed or got under 
way. The EMAC started to operate in JL~uary 1949, and everyone knows that Pr~sident Robert Schuman's statemen· 
from which the first Community, the ECSC, originated, was made on 9 ~ 1950. In fact, the ECAM was the Socia· 
list countries', or rather the Soviet Union's, an~Wer to the Economic Cooperation Organisation which started 
in 1948 with the main aim of enabling Europe to make better use of the aid offered by the United States after 
the war, that is to say, the Marshal! Plan. We remind those who may have forgotten-and who repeat, without 
knowing what they are talking about, that the "Europeans" wanted to construct an "American" Europe and exclud4 
the East European countries from it.- that General Marshall's appeal was addressed to all Europe. Some of the 
East European countries would have liked to accept the offer·, but tney were prevented frOm doing so, and the 
Soviet Union found itself to a certain extent committed to supplying her satellites with an instrument which 
was considered simila~ to that linking the West European countries but which in actual fact was based on two 
precise realities: Socialist dogma and Russian hegemo~y, the two obviously being linked since Mosoow was tbe 
capital which, at least for a number of years, held the monopoly over dogma. 

In spite of the enormous amount"6f nonsense which has been said on this point, it should be remembered 
that the European economic cooperation organisations, and even the integrated organisations, were never in
spired by any economic doctrine or dogma : they merely organised the economic and political situation in whi~ 
they acted. Fbr the ECAM, things were very different. Out of the .basic principles given in a document with 
this title, it is indicated tnat the Communist countries' fraternal Community is based on a standard type eoo• 
nomya the collective ownership of production means: on a standard state order and on the standard ideolog ot 
Marxism-Leninism. The Soviet Union's position of hegemony is explicitly affirmed and finds expression in the 
fact that this country does not participate in the international division of labour which should be the ver,r 
foundation and objective of cooperation. It is in fact an objective for the others, since the Soviet Union 
avoids specialisation and develops every branch of production~ 

The fact that various tendencies have been apparent within the ECAM for some time now {our Bulletin re• 
cently published a synthesis of this) shows that something is moving:-though in which direction, it is still 
too early to say. 

s u M M A R Y ~ ~ Apr-\ \ /1 ~q lJo .. ~ 
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Great Britain, Italy and the Common Market. 

The visit which President Saragat and Mr. Nenni are in the process of ma.Iting in Great Britain wi 1 };~
less have a considerable influence on the future development of European· affairs and in particular, o 
way in which Great Britain will be able to participate with the continental countries in the drawing u -~~ 
European policy. It is known that, although Italy is one of the staUnchest supporters of Great Britain ~~ 
mission to the Community, some political circles, and above all the Rome Administration, are somewhat • -
vious of the sincerity of British membership to the European concept. It is not surprising. Italy it be. 
maintaining and expanding the Common Market , which quite naturally leads her to fear •verything'likely 
have a harmful effect on the Community's cohesion. There are many people in Italy who still think that 
Britaint once in the Community, would pursue her traditional policy and in particular, would attempt to come 
to a political agreement with what she considers to·. be the only important ones, namely France and Germany, 
relegating Italy ~o a quite secondary role. This explains why Italy is attempting to establish with Grelt 
Britain a kind of "special relationship", without one being able, however, to speak of a London-Rome "axe". 
Moreover,tne opposite is also true. Although the British continue not to take the commitment very seriously, 
the choice made by Italy, by partially attributing Rome1 s !'anglopl'lilia" to the fear of a gaullist hegemony 
in Europe, and therefore a show of weakness, which is hever a firm basis for a serious policy. 

As we have just said, this is not surprising. The political classes directing Europe are still, in spite 
of everything, too bound up with the patterns of the past. They are sensitive to traditional reflexes, devoted 
to "good habits". It is obvious that it is only on the basis of new and, in fact, revolutionary, bases that 
it will be possible to overcome the old suspicions and wipe out the superiority and inferiority complexes 
which still condition the European policy. ' 

The fact that this change of heart and concept encounters so many difficulties must not result in the 
abandoning of the efforts which have been made up ti now. The determination to elaborate a joint Anglo-Itali~ 
action should not, for instance, be allowed to lead to the dooming or rejection of the integration· process, 
as is the case. for some Italian editor. for wh6m "the Common Market was perhaps a mistake, the mistake being 
within its limits". The journalist in question seems to forget two things. Firstly, that the !'geographic lim,.. 
its" of the Common Market were imposed from o~tside, that is, by the refUsal to follow OnJthe .pprt· of those 
who should have followed- the'British first and foremost. Secondly, that this "little Europe" about which 
one speaks with slight contempt as something from the past, was the origin of'the Unification process which 
would never have been undertaken if other ways had been followed. Look around you, gentlemen, and tell us if 
there has been anything comparable to the Community as a stimulus"for unification ! Of course, this construc
tion has to be enlarged and strengthened, but this will not be done.~ changing direction and by allowing 
oneself to be influenced by the easy charms of the "free· tradism" which has been cunningly proposes to us. 

S U M M A R Y ~1.\ ~\ \ { q (o'/ 
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ks which are sent to us or whose publication 
worth noting are reviewed under this heading. 

VII Corso di diritto e di economia delle Communita Europee; Lectures given a 
the Palace of Jurisoonsults, Milan, on 27 and 28 Iviay and 3 and 4 June 1968, 1967-1968 academic yea 'BS 
Centre Internazionale di Studi e Documentazione Sulle Communita Europee, JIJilan. - These lectures a e 
on the international monetary system (problems of liquidity and faults in the gold exchange standar 
and on the BEC's tariff policy in respect of third countries. MO 
~ CNEN (Comitate Nazionale Energia Nucleare) : Notizario, N. 4, April 1969, Rome .-This issue oontai 
articles on the uranium enrichment situation in Europe, the use of neutrons in X-ray examinations, re
search and service activity in the field of individual dosimetry,and power reactors in the Soviet Union. 
-Le Droit et les Affaires, twice monthly Common Market publication, N. 151 of 22 March 1969, Paris .-
In the Documentation section, we w.~ld draw attention to articles on ten years of application of the 
cartels law in West Germany and on the association of economic interest in France. 
-Union Economique Benelux: Documentation, Brussels .- This documentation is in four sections, each of 
about twelve pages: A) Origin, aims and functioning of the Union; B) Achievement of the Union; C) The 
Benelux in Figures; D) Benelux Publications and Bibliography. 
- Communi d'Europa, monthly periodical of the Italian Association for the Council of European Boroughs, 
Rome .- Issue 1-1969 gives an account of the National Council of this organisation in December in Rome. 
~European University News, Europe~niversite, N. 32 of 15 April 1969, Paris .-From May 1969, the re
view is to be published twice each month during the university year. 
- L'Opinion Europeenne, a press bulletin published on the 15th of each month. No 4- April 1969, Rome,~ 
"It is Prague which calls on us to unit, in order to recall Irussia, even outside the Chinese problem, 
to a more humane and more realistic vision of her relations with the West", says the writer of the edi
torial~ 

- CISL: Conqqiste del Lavoro, 3ettimahele della CISL, 13 April 1969, Rome. Price: 60 Lire. 
- L'Economie, N. 1086 of 18 April 1969, Paris .- A large section of this issue is devoted to China 1969 
- OECD, Man economic indicators, April 1969, Paris. 
- IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) : Atomindex, Vol. 11, N. 7, Vienna. 
-Industria Portuguesa, the publication of the Association of Portugese Industry, April 1969, Lisbon. 
We would draw attention to a study on Portugal's foreign trade in 1968. 
- ENSIDESA (Empresa Nacional Siderurgica SA) : Documentacion siderurgica, Madrid .- The April issue 
(N. 54) continues the study of British legislation governing the steel industry. 
- Boletin de la Integracion, Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo, Buenos Aires, N. 38, January 1969. 
-Presence de Bruxelles, twice yearly publication, N. 89- April 1969, Brussels. We would point oUt 
articles on the 42nd Brussels International Fair and the "Berlaimont" complex. 
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EDITORIAL 

17eme annee - No 323 ( 
Lundi 28 avril 1969 

Dlrecteur responsable et nlda 
teur en chef : Emanuele Gazz 

France and Europe. @> 
As of today, Europe can again count on France; similarly, France must be able to count on Europe.IJ 

France's friends have been waiting for this moment for a long time. Nothing was more depressing for them 
to have to observe that France was~nouncing, more from day·to day, the role which had been hers since t 
war- to be the driving force of a European unification which could hardly be imagined without France's t~ 
and unreserved participation. 

Most of the French gave a double refusal yesterday. First and l!oremost, the rejection of the Gov 
ment'e method, of a poliuy wbi9h, having been followed for ten· years in the shade of parliamentary ups an 
downs, has, however, led France to a situation of isolation in int~rnational policy, to an unstable economic 
and social situation and, above all, to a profound division of iJfellects. Secondly, the French said "no" to 
reforms which, without leading to real decentralization, would doubtless have strengthened what waslkhown as 
the sole exercising of power. 

B~ this vote, the French have cpnfirmed what France's friends had always thought, that is, her poli
tical maturity and her sincere loyalty·to the principles of democracy and internat~onal cooperation, and her 
determination to play a part in the construction of a modern and independent Furope. The French have also 
shown they have heeded the voices which made themselves heard in this Europe from which France cannot 
divorce herself. It is incontestable that the reversal of the majority which has occurred in France is not 
only of a negative nature. It would be incorrect to compare yester.day's results·-·as some are attempting to 
do -with ttlose of the first round of the 1968 legislative elections. One must compabe comparable things. 
Whenever France had been called on to pronounce for or against de Gaulle, she had confirmed her confidence in 
the General. This time, a certain number of voices wavered. This was therefore a new aspect"which modified the 
behav~our of several voters. This new aspect, though it was not the only one,was firstly tr.ereassuring presence, 
to effect the transition, of Mr. Alain Poher, that is to say, a sincere democrat who has•'been nurtured on ex
ceptional European experience, and who has illustrated this before the French public·, and secondly, the stand 
taken by Mr. Giscard d'Estaing- a stand which was supplemented by a clearcut break with gaullism on the very 
subject of European policy. 

These factors come under consideration in the evaluation of the developments Which can be expected. Since 
the present policy has been condemned, there is no doubt that France will have to change her policy, part~ca
larly her European policy. One has to see, therefore, how this future policy can come about. Let us make it · 
clear from the start that to limit onself to weighing the number of "ouis" and "nons" today is too elementary. 
Tha camp of the "ouis" on the concept of the future, now that General de Oaulle is gone, is no less divided 
than that of the "nons". There will therefore be a certain amount of reshuffling and regrouping. The Europeans 
hope that t'his will lead to a broad regroujling whose centre of gravity is located far enough to the left to 
give a new policy a really new basis, and the contribution of democratic,.non-totalitarian forces which have 
been held back for too long and which we know to be really European. 

The transition will not be effected without difficulties and obstacles. France must bow know that she ea~ 
count on her partners, on their unconditional solidarity. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 

Af"termath of General de Gaulle' s departure: making up f"or lost time .)([;}:) 

We spoke yesterday of' the "transition" which must necessarily be et'f"ected between the Gau1~ 
regime, repudiated by the majority of" the French electorate, and the one which will be designate~ 
succeed it. This designation will then be a "pos~ tive act" on the part of the same electorate. • 

No matter who takes over f'rorn General de Gaulle and no matter what political f"orces supper , 
France's policy will have to change, as we have already noted, ~or two main reasons. The f"irst is 
the whole style of" government will change. To deny this obvious fact would be to deny that de Gau¥ 
de Gaulle and in f'act would theref'ore be doin~ him an injustice. The second is that the electorat · 
asked f'or a change in policy and its wishes cannot be disregarded. It should be repeated,however, 
this change will be unable to come ab~1t abruptly, and will depend above all on the type of succession 
on the horizon. Some people are sure it will be Mr. Pompidou. t1 or the time being this is one possibility 
among others. In any case the inevitable re~r~ping of politicians and gr~ps of electors wi11 force 
Mr. Pompidou, if he wishes to succeed, to seek 3Upport among those who voted no and to take this into 
account. 

All this leads to the recognition, in our opinion, that we are no1'1' forced to live through a period 
of' slow down in international activities in which France's contribution is essential, in particular 
European activities. At least there will have to be a pause in all the fields of European policy which 
implied new initiatives or basic choices. 

This is partly regrettable, as, on the one hand, Europe continues to have many voices instead of 
one in the international community, and, on the other, the Community is at a stage where it sh~ld 
rather speed up its activity instead of' slcwin~ it do·~, in anticipation of the end of the transition 
period. It should, however, be reco5nised that it would be neither usePul nor opportune for France to 
be placed in a dirficult situation in the next ~ew weeks and be forced to make choices which might com
promise future development or 1•hich might appear to be,in Olir view, an undesirable capitulation. It is 
not very clear, ~or example, what useful Iurpose could be s~rved by a meeting of Foreign Ministers when 
the presidential election campaign is in full swing (this meeting 'tras scheduled for 12 May). With regard 
to the WEU, the An5lo-Italian declaration on Europe, the text of which we published yesterday, consti
tutes a new factor or f'undamental si~~if'icance. Combined with the conclusions which the Monnet Committee 
will doubtless reach be~ore the summer on the problem of' British membership, this will make possible a 
"f'resh start, and will allow France to get back intC' the "movement" without, however, being constrained 
to make a sudden chan5e in direction. 

The J.t'rench situation is not easy and the understanding of her partners must faoili tate its evo- · 
lution, in view of the f'act that the f'undamental objective is to achieve European integration together. 
A certain slow down in the march could enable her to solve certain problems and then get going again with 
the others. In order to make up for lost time. 
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EDITORIAL 

The objectives are not changing. 

Everything indicates that, if we cannot see any sudden or important changes in the F.rench forei 
cy, this will be above all due to the fact that care will be taken,for quite some time, to avoid any~~ .. ~~~~ 
which would make it necessary to take cut and dried stands or to modify common attitudes. One shoul no 
ever, think that this necessarily means total immobility or the'more or less final renunciation of the 
develop certain actions for reaching certain objectives. 

The objectives are not chapging. 
Let us po1nt out, moreover, that the Community is confronted with daily management problems whi 

not be held up. Secondly, the Institutions are busy studying problems on a grand scalea there is no q e 
of interrupting these stud~aeven if to proceed later to making the necessary political choices. Thoug 
should not think that now everything is prepared for the undertaking or goodness knows what Community r•~•~u 
One must not slacken efforts for the progress as far as possible of the actions which do not require ~~jl~~~ 
or difficult commitments, but which correspond to the provisions of the Treaties and which therefore 
not be the cause of any controversy. 

One should above all bear in mind that, on 31 December of this year, the transitional period (automatic~ 
ally} comes to an end, unless it is shown tnat there is unanimous determination that it should be prolonged. 
Everything should therefore be done to prevent this unanimous determination from having any chance of becom
ing concrete and therefore becoming apparent. It should be made qu1te clear that, today more than ever before, 
the Europeans would not realize that the Community was "marking time". They would think that this was the re
sult of bad collective will. They would have a harsh opinion of such a procedure in which they would see 
justification for the idea that the gaullist policy with regard to Europe could have been used as an alibi 
for other "bad wills". We ourselves have'put f6rward'this idea too often not to be resolved to vigorously de
nounce those who would confirm it by their behaviour. 

The forthcoming end of the transitional period naturally means that, instead of beang slowed,down, the 
achieving of economic Union will be speeded up. This is still the prime objective. But this will only be pos
sible if one has first realised a reasonable agreement on a programme for Great Britain's membership (even if, 
on the other hand, one had to withhold the action undertaken in the WEU framework). This would be the second 
objective. The achieving of economic union and the inclusion of a seventh member country in the Community will, 
however, mean solving certain institutional problems: in other words, strengthening the Commiss~on's powers 
and guaranteeing the· normal running of the Community mechanisms. This could be the third objective. These 
three objectives could be attained in a relatively short time, if no-one is hiding behind someone else. One 
will then be able to tackle the problem of political union under far better conditions. 
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~ EDITORIAL 

Europe's policy at the post-gaullist s~ - (1) Make 
the French realize that they have not suffered a defeat. 

The European Community is today at one of the trickiest stages in its existence. 
mic situation has become particularly difficult since, in addition to the major event which o~n•,~·~ ~~·g¥ 
ago - that is to say, General de Gaulle's departure - an event which calls for a thorough revision o~_. .. , 
tactics to be followed, there is the uncertainty which is a feature of the present situation, and 
last until mid-June at least. The tactics to be adopted should therefore be exceptionally flexibie, 
adaptable to the circumstances, and, while taking into account the possibility of a~ertain slac.~~,u~;'~~~ 

. rhythm fixed for the actions, 4t should not become resigned to immobilism which would be the worst pos1~e 
. :solution. In this context, the extremely cautious forecasts put forward by Mr. Harmet in his Aix-la-chft'-~8 

•peech seem to us to be excessively timid. 
The special nature of the circumstances in .which we find ourselves is d}le to the fact that;, up:.to these 

last few days, there was the fear that the Community might commit itself in a disintegration prOcess which 
would be opposed by the attempt to create another pole of attraction, that is to say, a greatly politicised 
WEU, with the prospect of one day returning to the Community framework. All this has now changeda the most 
plausible hypothesis is that a change in style and substance may make it possible to return to the Community 
framework even before overstepping it. But the situation is still changing, which is a reason for not abandon· 
ing the WEU option before being certain: of the possibility of resuming and even speeding up the movement to
wards the enlargement, the reinforcement and the completion of economic·union, towards the reinforcement of 
political cooperation, wnich appears in a far more favourable light. 

In the general context of a simple strategy with the necessary means for attaining its ends, the Euro
peans should therefore do their utmost to define and apply these'flexible tactics already mentioned. These 
tactics must fulfil two prior conditions• (a) the necess~ conditions should be created to enable the French 
to make the necessary revisions, in their own interest; (b) the instruments should be available to enable the 
Community to benefit from the new short-term economic situation which could thus be created. 

The danger today is bbth to want to do too much and not to do enough. France's partners must themselves 
create and show up the conditions and psyhcological atmosphere to enable France to form a European policy in 
conformity with her interests and, of course, with the interests of Europe. Their duty would undoubtedly b8 tc 
make the ·French-realize,at this crucial point, that,while it is true that1hey needs Europe, Europe needs the• 1 

and that she can offer ttem the natural, the normal and the best framework, from the point of view of the 
future of their currenc~ (whether ornot there is a change in exchange rates, this can only be done through 
the greatest solidarity), of the future of agriculture, of the competitivity of industry, of the protection 
of labour and of the political and economic balance. The void, of which the French are so conscious, can be 
filled b,y the organisation of a power based on the general support of the public, practising a policy wnich 
conforms with national and European interests. The French will then see that their country has not suffered 
a defeat, but has started off in the right direction. 

S U M M A R Y ~ t..A.cutr tCf (cC( 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe's policy at the post-gua1list stage - (2) 
Test the determination of the governments. 

Dlrecteur reaponeable et r6dac- __..._.,"" 
teur en chel : Emanuele Gazzo 

In an interview with the "Stuttga.rter Zei tung" 1 Mr. Hallstein said that one should have -ccmfidence tn·ft_.. 
thw basic support of most of the French, particularly the young people, for the idea of a united E~ 
Hallstein is right, just as he was right when he said that"General de Gaulle's departure from the political Q 
scene haa put an end to the great but vain attempt to re-estabiish nationalism in Europe". But the present ~ 
leaders are not those who will see to it that the defeat of nationalism is in no w~ the defeat of France. r4!1 
is not, therfore, b,y addressing oneself to them, but to those who, by their vote, have condemned a fruitless 
policy, that is will be possible to favour the necessary developments. The problem therefore arises of defin-
ing the way in which the French- whose adhesion to the idea of a united Europe .has in theory been acquired 
- should be informed of the fact that this adhesion has to be shown b,y concrete actions, and that it is the 
only way out of a difficul.t situation. The Italian Minister, Mr. Emilio Colombo, said, in an interview with 
the weekly paper "1 'Europa.'' 1 that "frank and open talks" had to be started. However 1 and for obvious reasons 1 
these talks can be'peld only with the new government. When ? In the event of a first round victory for Mr. 
Pompidou, who would rule with the same Parliament, this would be about mid-June. In the event of a second 
rount victory for the opposition, with the dissolving of the National. Assemnly and fresh elections, this would 
take us to the end of July or more likely the beginning of September. 

Something else is therefore needed. The Commission and France's partners should make it known as soon 
as possible, each in its own way and within its own limits, but in clear and forthright -:.term~r, why and how 
Europe is France's (and even Europe's) big chance, whichAndamental choices have to be made and the advantages 
which they hold for France. This will enable Europe to be one of the many, but nonetheless important factors 
determining the choice of the voters. Europe must play this role; this is quite natural since the choice of a 
certain European policy will have a decisive influence on the nations' .. future.'This is not, therefore, a ques
tion of "making new moves" whose reception is not known, but of clearly defining the general outlines of the 
European policy likely to be established with the assistance of all the countries concerned. 

At the ~ame time, France's partners should attempt to set up at this early date the basic conditions 
necessary for favouring a suitable atmosphere for the speedy implementation of the policy thus defined. Tley 
could begin b,v requesting immediate deliberations on the renewal of the mandate of the European Commission 
President and vice-Presidents, since these mandates will expire at the end of June. Such an action would im
mediately strengthen the Executive's authority, and would help in the considerable effort requested of it for 
the next few months. It seems that the "working lunuh" between the six Ministers, fixed for 12 ~' ~ be 
kept, and ttat the Commission will attend itz this is~ propitious occasion. A second "test" could be the 
4Uick adoption of the Euratom pluriannual research programme. This is a reasonable programme which takes into 
account some of the governments' objections. The governments have undertaken to adopt• before the end of the 
first half of the year. There is no good reason why they should not observe their undertaking. By acting in 
this way, they would show their determination to make Europe progress •. ~n such an atmosphere, a great ma~ 
things would be possible. 
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teur en chef : Emanuele 

We spoke yesterday of the need to inform the French, as appropriately as possible, of the many reasons 
why Europe should remain, more than ever, France's big chance. At the same time, the present French goJifiMent 
should be "tested", at least on relatively minor problems, to see to what extent it would be prepared P.lirt 
noutward-looking'' towards Europe. We would add that this "test" is also valid with" regard 'to the· ot.l'ler gQvern.-
ments, who are known to be loudly pDoclaiming their determination for integration and progress, but which have 
not yet had the opportunity of putting it into practice. The time has perhaps come to see whether words are 
going to give rise to deeds. 

When speaking before the European Parliament yesterday evening, Mr. Barre was most effective, and we 
are bound to approve most sincerely the fact that he raised the problem of Community solidarity -this is in 
fact "concrete" solidarity since it concerns the economic and monetary policies, and a sup'J>ort mechanism com
mitting the"assets"of the Central Banks -with such frankness. The same frankness should inspire the replies 
which he is to be given. The European Commission is asking the member states to go, in monetary and economic 
matters, well beyond what,is laid down in the Treaties, that they accept and implement real Community solida
rity, and that the.yundertake, in other words, to make their own policies dependent on-considerations in which 
the concept~ nationalinterest or even international equilibrium is replaced by that of common interest. What 
is valid for the economic and monetary policies is all the more valid for all the other fields: this leads us 
to contemplate positively the development of'reiations'between the member states and the role of the Community 
Institutions. 

In conclusion to our remarks yesterd&¥r we would say that, in a barely improved atmosphere, a number 
of things would be possible. It is more than likely that the French would be Rurprised to learn how many of 
the ideas put forward by France throughout these last few years, which have more or less ended up in abeyance, 
could again become topical and be the subject of detailed debates ~d probably be welcomed b,y their partners. 
This should heithet come as a surprise nor a· shock. The lines of action defended b,y one side or another cannot 
be divorced from the general political context. Thus, the French ideas h~e nearly always won their case in 
negotiations for the establishment of the European Treaties since, even though they were ·inspired, as is nor~ 
mal, by French interests or concepts,their goal was obviously the construction of a Europe which was that 
which the active forces in the European countries wished to construct. Things began to change when these ideas, 
these proposals, these theses were put forward in a negative way, that is, to impede enlargement, or to curb 
institutional reinforcement, or to enable the national states to !'keep their hands free", which amounted to 
regression rather than progress. It was quite normal that such proceedings should provoke,if not an attitude 
of'h6stility, at least one of reticence and resistance, naturally leading to the step backwards with which 
we are familiar, to immobilism, to misunderstanding. 

All this must come to an end. All this can come to an end. All that is needed is a change of atmo~phere: 
the Community will then be able to effect a forward flight which will enable it to make up for the years wasted. 

S U M M A R Y Cf-~ {Q foot fJo' '?:J~ 
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European policy after de Gaulle - (4) The end of the alibi 
but also of the myth of the alibi. 

We are not alone in thihking that there will be a change in France's European polioy, w ·fr 
ever reply is given by the .tt'renoh electorate between now and 15 June. We hope that with regard t tp
pean policy this reply will be clear and unequivocal. We were right to indicate th~t the main oo~oe 
in the next few months will be to· find a ~os~aullist ~ropebn policy~ This is a problem to be fa~ 
even if it cannot and should not be settled overnight. It is a problem which arises even if we wer4f"' 
hear repeated once again, in the immediate future, that the policy in question remains unchanged and 
that it will be carried through in the same style. Lately this was becoming rather unlikely, even with 
de Gaulle in power. Now whoever would like to give credit to such a legend will not be believed by any
qne. A ciroular or a more or less shattering declaration are not enodgh to found a policy: the force of 
things end~up"by winning the day. 

As we have attempted to indicate over the last few days, giving some examples, there are many 
possibilities of action, without being unduly hasty but also without succombing to unjustified immobility 
The departure of General de Gaulle has in fact created a situation "on the move". Noone denies this. 
Yesterday's debate in the European Parliament was evidence of this fact. Ideas were put forward, but in 
a rather too vague and conventional manner. The only person to present a precise "plan", whose various 
stages and their contents and deadlines he indicated, was Mr. Pleven. His plan is interesting, but in 
our opinion the delaying action of the German elections is being exaggerated. On the assumption that 
there will be a fairly important turning point in France's European policy, we see no reason why Bonn 
should put o~f decisions which have always been in conformity with its thinking and which are rather a 
factor of convergence than divergence between the parties. 

Several Members of Parliament stressed the fact that the "hour of truth" has finally struck, 
that now responsibilities can no longer be shirked or shifted onto others. This is true, and we h~ve al
ready said so. It would be a mistake, however, to exaggerate and creete a new myth. It is somewhat 
surprising to hear Mr. Triboulet praise a Federal Europe and say on the floor of the House that now that 
General de Gaulle has gone, the problems can no longer be evaded; this boils down to recognising that 
the presence of de Gaulle in fact enabled them to be evaded, which can only inc~ease his responsibility. 
It is a well-known fact that problems do exist. If only in connection with British membership, they are 
enunciated in a lengthy Commission document in which the way of tackling an examination of them is also 
indicated; tbi~ "'as later to be rejected. By whom ? Henceforth it will be more difficult to hide behind 
an alibi, but also to ascribe intentions. If it is the bad faith of the "others" with which we are faced, 
it will be immediately perceptible. It will only need France to remove the vetos she has put on certain 
questions. We shall see how the "others" will react. The event will have made possible another positive 
~tcome, the destruction of the myth of the alibi. 
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-JEAN LECERF : L'or et ies monnaies, histoire d'une cri!e; Editions Gallimard, Paris (collection Ideei@~' 
elles), 1969, 185 pages.- The first part of this book, wlich the author compared with a war of posi tio . , · .t
scribee the events in the monetary sphere from 1960 to 1~66; the second part, which deals with rather 
of movement, analyses the crises which, in 1967 and 1968, shook the-international monetary system. In con~ 
•ion, Mr. Lecerf proposes a reform of the monetary systet which would enable the Central Banks to place ~ 
of their reserves in industrial securities (see Economic Interpenetration. for 7 May). 

- ROBERTO ALIBONI : Euro a e Africa er una olitica dicoo erazione; Istituo Affari Internazionali (Rome), 
Societa editrice: il Mulino Bologna , 1969, 157 pages, rice: 2,000 lire.- In the first part, the author ex
amines the various aspects of the EEC association with tte AASM, while the second part deals witfi the seminar 
on the renewal of the Yaounde Convention which the !AI organised on 31 May and 1-.June 1968. 

- ACHILLE ALBONETTI : Egemonia o partecipazione ? Una p~itica estera per l'Europa, Etas Kompass SpA (Milan), 
1969, 203 pages, Price: 2,000 ±ire.- This book, which isdivided into eighteen chapters, gives a:.picture of 
the various foreign policy problems during the last few ~are: relations between Europe and the United States, 
especially at technological level, Europe's nuclear autaomy, France and striking force, Great Britain and 
Europe, Germany and European secUrity, Europe and the Atantic Treaty, the European Communities' effor.a for 
integration, and the non proliferation treaty. 

RENE JOTTERAND : Europa im Unterricht, Europa Union Ver)g GmbH (Cologne), Volume 21 of Europlische Schriften 
des Bildungswerks Europaische Politik (Cologne), 96 page, size 13 x 20.5 cm, Price: 7.50 DM.- This is a Ger
man edition of a French book published in 1966 under thttitle "Presentation de l.'Eu,rope dans lee classes 
terminales" to enable teachers not only to describe the~opean Institutions and their duties, but also to 
stress the dynamic elements of European integration. 

- SIDJANSKI - HAAS - LINDBERG - CLAPHAM - SCHROEDER : Efolge und Krisen der Integration; die europaische 
EinLgung unter'der kritischen Sonde der Wissenschaft; Viume 20 of Europaische Schriften des Bildungswerk Euro
paische Politik (Cologne) 1969, 136 pages, 13- 20.5 cm. Price 7.50 DM.- This book includes· the followinf five 
studi~s on European integration: The Federative Aspectsof the European Communities,by Mr. Dusan Sidjanski, 
Professor at the University of .Geneva ; The Unificationof Europe, by Mr. Ernst B. Haas, Professor at the Uni
versity of California (Berkeley); The 'l'ensions in the Uegration Process, by Mr. Leon N. Lindberg, Professor 
at the University of Wisconsin; The Common Market's Ecapmic System, by Mr. Ronald Clapham, of the University 
of Cologne; Ten Years of Common Market - an economic inentory, by Mr. Wolfgang Schroder, a European Parliament 
official. 

- Revu~ de la Societe d'Etudes et d'Expansion,No 234 (Jnuary-February 1969~, Liege.- This edition gives an 
account of the international colloquy held at the LicgeMaison Europeenne on 7 and 8'June 1968 on the subjects 
Econom,y and Living Languages. 
- L'Europe en formation, No 109 for April 1969, publishi by Presses d!Europe (Paris).- This. issue deals with 
regional Europe • 
- Lettre de l'OCIPE (Catholic Information Office on Eutpean Broblems), March-April 1969, Strasbourg.- This 
issue contains the minutes of the colloquy held in Wis~ (Germany) on the problems of developing countries. 
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~ D I T 0 R I A L 

In order to make progress, Europe needs 
"reasonable certainty''. 

Speculation is peculiar to the industrialist, the trader, the financier, in short to all t~ 
responsible for organising the economy, including naturally trade union organisations and governm "\l 
bo~ies. This is no reference to the monetary speculation which has hit the headlines over the last 
days. We are speaking here of "speculation" in the etymological sense of the word, that is to say me .. 
tation, inquiry into what is going to happen tomorrow or the day after in order to be prepared tor ill~ 
It is in fact on the outcome of this speculation that those in oharge of the eoonomy take their decis
ions, make investments, extend or demolish their factories, take ~ · new staff, oontraot loans, organi .. 
tranaac~ions. The consequence of uncertainty is a kind of paralysis, or mistakes, losses , which are 
1enerally borne by the weakest and those with less luck, as then speculation is based purely and simply 
on chance. This is to say that, if the economy is to bring about expansion and well-being, and a fair 
distribution of profits, those in charge need to start from•a "reasonable certainty", which does not 
eliminate risks, but at least restricts them. 

When in 1957 the Treaties of Rome were signed, and at the beginning of 19~8 the insiitutions 
were established, economic circles quickly got hold of the idea that Europe knew great certainty, that 
is to say that it was to change into a large market. Clearly this was going to take several years, bat 
no matter, there was time and room enough for all: an era of dynamism was about to open. This psycho
logical certainty and faith in the future had Teperoussions which it is difficult to assess and imposs
ible to separate and distinguish from thoae stemming from normalidevelopment. It is certain, however, 
that the effects were surprising. The leaders of the economy knew at that time that it was in their in
terests to act in a certain way, and even th.e governments wer;-led on by a kind of mutual confidence, 
which ; moreover, explains the suoce&s of the setting to rights carried out at the end of 1958 by the 
Prenoh government. 

The Community is at present at a turnin-g point where it feels a great, an enormous need for 
certainty. Of course expansion continues, but it is unequal, very unequal depending on the sector and 
country. In fact speculation does not make it possible to discern in'whioh direction the Commanity is 
heading. Certain basic choices, which are obviously up to the governments, must be made in order to 
eliminate this factor of uncertainty and make a fresh start. 

One of these choices concerns the internal development of the Communi'Y· It is embodied in 
the working programme which the Commission proposes for itself and the governments, but which must be 
supplemented by an absolute certainty: the changeover to the final stage on 1 January 1970. The psy
chological importance of this certainty is very great indeed, as it will be, for all those responsible 
for the economy, ·a feeling of irreversibility taken for granted, therefore of development in the right 
direction. 1he other important choice concerns external development. The certainty that the Communi~y 
will assume, in the end, but a reasonably near end, an adequate size, will constitute a factor of 
general dypamism whose effects will not be'long in appearing. This dynamism will in fact invade those 
areas of Europe, such as Great Britain, where uncertainty and doubt have been left to reign supreme 
for far too long. 
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E D I T 0 R I A 1 

Is the atmosphere beginning to change ? 

In our Editorial last Tuesday we expressed the hope that France's partners; while not~~~~·~ 
ing in militancy and while taking into account the objective difficulties opposing any haaty~~~~
in the ~idelines of French :foreign policy, would proceed right now to effect certain "tests" 
·whether there is at least a possibility o:f improving the present atmosphere. Such an 
be precious with a view to the difficult deadlines which the Community has to face, even 
major subjects o:f disagreement which we all know. 

Yeste.rday' s Council meeting, and more particularly the working lunch attanded by the 
Ministers at Mr. Thorn's residence, has not brought a conclusive reply, either in one direction 
other, although, :finally, the positive factors should not be underestimated. ~---·-~ 

A decidedly positive indication is the decision to renew the mandatesof Mr. Rey and the EUro
pean Commission vice-presidents: we hoped that this would be so last ~esday and we must recognize that 
this decision, while not affecting the substance o:f Community affairs, constitutes a :faotor of some im
port, as it confirms the full authority of the Commission, and cuts short calculations and conjeaturea 
which could only be harmful to the prestige of the Commission and its members. 

A seoond positive indication more than likely stems from Mr. Boulin's statement in fav~r of 
the principles on which the Mansholt Plan for the reform o:f agricultural structures is based. Of oourse, 
this support for the Manshol t Plan is supplemented by a statement o:f position on the "completion" o:f 
the common agricultural policy, and he who says agricultural policy says :financial regulation. BUt every
one realizes that this crucial problem cannot be shirked either, even if some people feel that it would 
be'better settled in an overall context. 

On the other hand, with regard to the enlargement of the Community,whioh does indeed oome with
in this overall context, whether one likes it or not; the debate in the Counoil (and the private talks 
between the Ministers) did not provide the slightest new faotor which might suggest a wish for or poss
ibility of change. Perhaps it is felt in France that some other Community governments are not as enthus
iastic as might appear about the immediate opening of negotiations with Great Britain. On this assumpt
ion, why not leave these other governments the responsibility of blocking the enlargement process ? 
why not unmask them ? According to some people, the present leaders of French foreign polioy think that 
their successors would be more or less forced to follow the same policy towards Great Britain that P.ranoe 
has followed over the last few years. They claim that Mr. Pompidou has given no formal undertaking on 
this matte~, and that Mr. Poher would ~ave considerable reservations about enlargement, and would by 
far prefer to put the emphasis on strengthening, institutional strength6ning in particular. 

Nevertheless, a certain change of tone in the French statement of position is believed to 
have Qeen discerned. As no one wished to foroe the matter, there was no alternative but to have faith 
in the nature of things. 

There is,however, another item on which we should dwell, namely the "working programme" and 
in oonse~enoe the end of the transition period. We shall return to this. 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

Working programme and end of transition period. 

As readers already know, the Council has adopted a "working programme" concerning "internal develop1ner~• 
which in some circles gave rise to expressions of enormous satisfaction. We shall be much more subdued, 
two reasons. Firstly, the programmes includes actions which, whatever happens, must be carried out; the Ln•.u~ 
tutions are obliged to carry them out, and therefore, this is not a question of boasting that they have 
included in & .. programme. Secondly, a programme expresses an itention- undoubtedly very staunch ! -but fi'\!l:l!ll:.Z 
the less, an intention& the difficulties arise when one attempts to fulfil'it. 

But the problem of the working programme, whether or not supplemented by a schedule, bust be considere 
in relation with that for the end of the transition period, a problem whose importance is already well kriown 
to readers. The programme has been drawn up from the" hypothesis" of the chan~over to the final stage on 1st 
January 1970. The President of the Council has stressed this, adding that this crushed the runour.s that ~his or 
'\hat country intended delaying the end of~this··period. \'le have not the slightest doubt as to Mr. Thorn's 
good faith, and in particular, we congratulate the Commission for having obtained the explicit acceptance 
and mention of this hypothesis. But Mr, Thorn knows, as do we all, that real life is far more complex. 
There existsan·objectiVe situation which, at a given moment could, in fact, make it imperative to decide ~t 
least to contemplate prolonging the transition period. Moreover, it has been confirmed that Mr. Debre said 
quite emphatically that there would be no questQon of passing on to the final stage without first defining 
the agricultural financial regulation. This link is incompatible with the Treaty since the changeover to the 
final stage is automatjc. The adoption of the financial regulation, or any other important decision, depends 
on the determination of the governments. If the will of one of them.were to stana in the~ of this adoption, 
this would be tantamount to saying that the changeover to the final stage was at the mercy of the will of one 
of the Six, which seems quite incompatible with the letter and spirit of the Treaty. It would undoubtedly be 
a ·great mistake to minimize the importance andurgency of carrYing out certain actions. The problem arising 
is as follows. By allowing a glimpse of the possibility, however hypothetical, of pr9longing the ~ransition 
period, is one encouraging the speeding up or rather the delaying·the progress of e~ents and the quest for 
solutions? In our opinion, such a hypothesis would, above all, have a del~ying effeQt. It would-b@_enough~ 
:for: it. to have the smallest air-hole for people to find a way of wriggling out of it. And the problems will 
not be solved. This is not a question of ascribing intentions, or thinking of the ill will of any of the gov
ernments, but of the real importance and extent of the interests at stake. An agreement could be delayed for 
a very long time. And· ff after the three· years of the "period of grace". one found oneself still in the same 
conditions ••• ? We must therefore pass on to the final stage7 in spite of everything. Why not do so as of now, 
then ? 

All these -considerations lead us to think that Mr. Rey has adopted an attitude perfectly in ·ke6ping 
with the common interests. This does not prevent us from having to weigh up all the implications to face the 
difficult situations which might arise towards the end of the year. We shall have occasion to return soon to 
these problems. 

------------------- S U M M A R Y ---------------------

f'-1 ~ ~d:ltt ~· Z>~~ 
EDITORIAL: Working programme and end of transition period 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Election of Secretary General of Council of Europe,- WEU Permanent 
Council preparing for ministerial session,- Mr, Pompidou's statements on ~itain and Europe, 
Agreement between West Germany, Britain and Italy on MRCA,- l4r. Kiesinger invited to USA in 
July.- European Commission to receive Charlemagne Prize tomorrow. 
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On the morrow of General ·de Gaulle' s departure, we forecast that France's European policy w 
change both in style and substance, in any case and whoever his successor might be. We also admitte 
that it would be relatively diffim1lt to discern immediately the consequences of thi~. ·~ 

These forecasts are finding confirmation. It took only a few days to discern the signs of c n · 
ing evolution. This, despite the fact that a distinction should be made between, on the one hand, h' · 
official framework and the executive level, where the European policy which could be called "tradit,on
al" is transposed into directives and acts, and where the evolution is much less mtt and dried, aQ.,dliiQ 
on the other, all the statements and stands made in connection with the election campaign where the~ · 
~andidates are mainly aiming at capturing the votes of some without running the risk of losing the sup.
port of others. 

With regard to style, one of the candidates, the one who should symbolise "continuity" and who, 
if elected, would doubtless endeavour to achieve it, has said straight· 01~t: "My style cannot be that of 
General de Gsulle: I am not General de Gaulle and neither· do·· I claim to be. I would have to be more 
persuasive, more conciliating, more a man of dialogue. This is natural, because everyone automatically 
bowed down before the historic figure of General de Gaulle: everyone would not bow down automatically 
before mine." .3tyle is not substance but, with regard to international relations, it is of enormous 
importance. In a number of oases, some people who, to· a bertain(ext~nt'favourabl;y: biased, might have 
agreed to "converse" with General de Gaulle, but who had no intention of "bowing down automatically" 
before him, ended up by turning their backs on him. In the strictly European field alone, noone can 
claim that the same ideas and interests are shared by everyone. But persuasion, conciliation, dialogue 
and, in fact, mutual regard, can help break many a deadlock. It was, moreover, by practising these 
virtues that in the fifties the French managed to stamp their concepts on most achievements'in the Euro
pean field. The difficulties inherent in the differences of opinion on substance were increased and 
finally rendered insurmountable when treated in a certain style, all the more so since this style was 
no longer the exclusive provi~ce of a historic figure, who in all fairness had qualities to justify 
it, but had spread througbout'the hierarchy to all those responsible for applying the directives in 
the "reserved field". In this way, style and substance became one, at all levels. And it is now known 
to what extent this helped to delay progress towards building Europe, even make it impossible and push 
some partners towards EUropean formulae where there would be no automatic bowing down before anyone. 

It should,however, be noted that even this change of style, although inevitable (Mr. Pompidou 
has clearly explained why), is causing somethin(~ of a stirr in the orthodox camp, where the satisfaction 
not obtained in the substance was found in the style. 
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EDITORIAL: France's European policy tomorrow - (1) Changes of style. 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: European Commission receives Charlemagne Prize.- European 
Movement to hold meeting in Paris. - European Federalist Movements moves to Brussels.
Close of Council of Europe Assembly session.- New German European Party.- Setting up of 
European Socialist Party ? .- Europe and French presidential election campaign. -
UNCTAD Council ad·journs its work.-

BULLETIN N. 334 (new series) 
German subsidiea for railways: Commission not opposed 
Econonic development of Val ~·Aoste: round table 
Commission brief notes on short-term economic situation in Community 
AGRICULTURAL INit'ORMATION : Directives to Committee of Permanent Representatives on continuat
ion of studies on tobacco problems.- Commission not to pronounce yet on repercussions of 
fats tax on selling price of margarine.-
EEC/Turkey Joint Parliamentary Committee: importance of changeover to transition stage of 
Association. 
Tobacco imports from third countries: EP members in favour of liberal system 
Dutch natural gas: p~ices and conditions of exploitation 
Meeting between l>ir. Levi-Sandri and CGT/CGIL Trade Unions. 
Heavy water reactors: need to concentrate all effo~~s on single head of series 
Iron ore winning: very slight increase 
British steel industrv: record deliveries 
Concentration within Gutehoffnungshuette group 
VEW to build 600 MWe nuclear power station 
Siemens acquires holding in Interatom. 
Draft regulation on tachographs: adopted by Commission 
I'Teekly Echoes 
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France's European policy tomorrow - {2) Changes 
of substance ? 

We have already seen that France's fnreign policy, and more particua.rly, her European policy, are t 
go a change of style which is scarcely-discernible at t~e moment, but which will be quite obvious at 
new President of the Republic has been elected and has formed his government. 

But though the chan~e of style may be of importance and help in getting a number of things back 
rails, the determining thing is the change of substance, of basic essence. Things are rather more haz~e. 
At any rate, they are more hazy than they appear at first sight. This is in spite of the fact that th~nge 
will be inevitable since the vote of the people has demanded it. 

Let us·point out first and foremost that, in certain questions of substance, changes will hardly be possi~ 
ble, whoever de Gaulle's successor may be. l~ance will therefore be unable to make any essential modification 
to her position regarding the carrying out of the common agricultural policy, with dl that this ;implies. But 
in the context of a different policy with regard to the institutional problem and that o~ enlargement, it is 
obvious that it will become appreciably easier to adopt the French ideas concerning the a~~icultural policy. 
One only has to read of the stands taken by the French arricultural or~anisations to eet an idea of the popu
larity which would be won by a candidate committinp, himself aJonr these lines. 

Then there is the BrJtish problem, over which de Gaulle's intransigeance. almost created--an inrreparable ri~. 
We can b~be agreably surprised when we hear Mr. Pompidou, that is to S&lt once more the candidate of "con
tinuity", say that "it is a drama that Britain should be left outside Europe. Britain must join Europe". A 
number of Europeans have been called disloyal for saying the same thing, and have been accused of having be
trayed the Community spirit. Voters could, however, ask Mr. Pompidou, who certainly did not discover only to
day the drama of this situation, why, since he ~m Head of the government, he never raised his voice -at the', 
very least - to express the substance of his feelings. The voter has the right to wonder also how it is possi
ble for those who, for ma~y years, practised a certain policy, which led to a dramatic situation, to be able 
to apply another which appears to be quite different. 

This leads one to consider these pre-electoral declarations with some scepticism. Are these "solemn commit
ments" as des1red by a European of good faith, .such as Mr. Pleven ? Or a purely electoral ex'9edient for win
ning votes. One has a right to wonder-- particularly since Mr. Pompidou completed the sentence mentioned ab
ove by the cryptic words: "Moreover, General de Gaulle was well aware of this." This makes it seem as if the 
first part of the sentence was a tribute to change, and the second part a reassurance,for supp6rters, of con
tinuity. This is somewhat worrying. As will be seen, the reasons for anxiety are increasing. 

pl EDITORIAL : France's European Policy Tomorrow- (2) Changes of Substance? 
p2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : Mr. Strauss proposes setting up of European nuclear force.- Mr. 

Pompidou's statements.- Socialist Internationals: next Congress.-Exchange rate of the poUnd not 
jeopardised - European Conference of Ministers for Postal Affairs opens.- Mr. Levi-Sa.ndri at DGB 
Congress. 
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Euronean patent: Intergovernmental Conference 
Tax exemptions for travellers 
Iran worried about carpet exports to the EEC 
EEC7AASM: state of negotiations 
EEC food aid for Biafra 
New France/USSR trade agreement endorsed 
Osaka V/orld l~air: EEC' s presence 
Tri-annual multilateral cooperation programme : result of COMECON ~ummit Conference 
Engineers: three proposals for directives concerning right of establishment 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- Ministers of Agriculture and the Mansholt Plan- Delivery of French 
wheat to Communist China - Land consolidation: study - Calculating of custcms evaluation of goods 
for imported citrus fruit. 
Goods transport by road in mR: reply to question n .. 12/69 from Mr. Westerterp 
Compulsory distribution of frei~ht in transport by inland waterway: reply to question n. l/69 from 
Mr. Westerterp 
Recording tachometer proposed for monitoring road transport 
UNICE : stand taken on common energy policy 
~breaking: search for solution ? 
Technical steel research: new programme 
Collieries: productivity continues to increase 
European Communities' Publications 
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EDIT 0 R.I A L 

~-~~~ .. : . 

'~~ft The Europe , and the French first and foremost, would be advised not to have too many illusions aa to . 
actual existence of a will for a change (in the European policy) apparently inspiring some of them who r~ 
questingpublic suffrage so as to be called to the supreme political magistrature in France. This lack of ·~ 
sions should in no way act as discouragement. On .the contrary, it should make one well aware of the fact 
the change will not take place automatically, hot only by the force of events, but that it mUst, can be sti~ 
lated, accelerated, completed ~tiative and action. In this action, the first thing to be done·concernsJ0\1 
obviously, the choice to be made by the voters. This will be the business of the French in the next few days. 

By analysing the situation and pre-electoral statements, we observed yesterday that there is reason for 
anxiety. If we analyse the statements of Mr. Pompidou, who claims to advocate a change, in connection with 
Britain's possible membership o£ the Community, we see that things are not as clear as they should be. Mr. Pom
pidou said that Great Britain should merely be integrated into the Common Market, but he immediately ruled out 
this possibility. He then pulled out of his conjuror's hat a well-known trick, which could be called the 
nsoames Solution"z "we will do something elset a little'different, which will enable everyone to be together". 
Thus continuity is confirmed, at the expense of change: "General-de Gaulle had thought of this and~ loyal 
to his policy, and to his most recent policy". 

Is there not to be any change, then? The writings of the UDR deputy Paul Granet, one of'the former Presi
dent's loyal supporters, seem to confirm this: "After all, Britain's entry into the Common Market, which bz_ 
this very fact, .will be no more than it was before, is· perhaps a means of breaking the Furopean deadlock ahd a 
suarantee against a. su~anational Furope. How can we reproach Mr. Pompidou for thinking this ?'' This is true: 
there is no reason to reproach r4r. Pompidou. The objective is still the same, however: since it is a priori 
out of the question that Great Britain will be able to enter the Community as it s~ands,·she could be 
admitted on condition ••• that she kills the Community in its present form (since it still contains this harm
ful germ or·supranat~onality).' · · 

There is therefore a first conclusion to be drawn. Namely, that one should beware of "false changes" which 
would merely bolster the courage of those for whom General de Gaulle's presence was actually an alibi, and who 
now find themselves in a state of embarrassment. They are seeking a "front"; they could. well find it in these 
false appearances which flourish in the French electoral climate and which they could present as "progress" 
in comparison with the former situation. 

We must not lend ourselves to such games. The change must be real and, as we have already said, it must 
result not from resigned acceptance, but from positive action. Is such action possible ? We firmly believe so. 
We shall return to this subject. 

s u M M A R y ·a\ .u~ Ltt.CoCf. ~o. :>:>to 
pl EDITORIAL : France's European policy tomorrow - (3) No change whatsoever ? 
p2 FOLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : Europa-·Union Deutschland criticises German government's European policy.

F.rontier action organised by European Movement.- Mr. Kiesinger's statements.- WEU Permanent Council 
meeting.- Federal government and NPT.- European Conference of Ministers of Education. 
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France's European policy tomorrow- (4) 
Help the change. 

deve~o:pmeiits~.from d.!iY- to· day, one·1 is qui ie 'naturally- inclined· to exall!olLirllfa,.., 
statement, attitude and shade of meaning through a mag~ifying glass and thus lose a clear view of 
whole picture. Today, three weeks away from the referendum of 27 April in France, European poli 
continue to be dominated by the aftermath of this vote. Today, and in the weeks to oome, Europe,~·-c
and will be wondering about the changes in French policy. T.bey thus implicitly admit that it iS•NB·--~ 
latter policy which conditions the development of a European policy for the future. To a certain t, 
all this appears inevitable. But there are limits, above all time limits. It is quite normal for.tanoe 
not to expect the French government to adopt new positions between now and 15 June. But that it d 
do so is not out of the question, and in any case this should be possible as soon as the orienta s · 
are known. 

Bot, whatever the problem the French government has to settle, there is nothing to stop the govern
ments of the other countries from taking precise stands right now. There is nothing to stop the European 
Commission from doing likewise. And above all there is nothing to stop public opinion, whose massive 
support shoUld be sought now or never, from committing itself completely without having to wait for a 
new government in France. 

These are the reasons why, while advising against rushing matters or attemptipg to force certain 
doors, it seems to us necessary for action to be stepped up rather than slowed down and for initiatives 
to increase. It is above all vital to give all jnitiatives a different aspect from that they have so 
far taken on. They were in fact conceived in terms of a given situation, and of the existence of an ob
·staole which any people regarded as insurmountable. It was therefore necessary, according to leanings 
and opinions, to do one's best in the oiroumstanoes and practise a policy of "conservation", or else 
get round it. Attention was centred on these tactical problems. But now everything is changing. 

Now it is necessary to start from the idea that there should no longer by any preconceived oppos
ition on the part of France, but that there is a certain position which should be taken into account,. 
just as the position of each partner has to be taken into consideration. On the basis of this idea, a 
vigorous, coherent and concrete plan of action should be sketched out. It is neces.sary, as a leading 
European figure put it to us today, to "hit hard and aim high". The European Commission should play its 
rightful part in this plan, a part, moreover, of which it seems fully aware. This is the only way of 
getting out of the rut and it would be of great help to all those who, in France, are advocating a 
change of policy, namely the majority of the French people. 

s u M M A R Y ~'}... Ma.-'}-l'l (a q tJo . ""3~ 
pl EDITORIAL : France's European policy tomorrow -(4) Help the change. 
p2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 1 EP Politcal Committee wants new impetus for European policy.- According 

to opinion polls in France, Mr. Poher is making progress.· 
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European Social Fund: proposals on reform 
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Extreme Left-Wing unions and relations with the Community 
EEC-AASM 1 Joint Committee of the Association's Parliamentary Conference ends work 
EP: programme for session on 3 and 4 June 
E~: Permanent Council meets 
~ask for granting in new Convention of aid for oil, cotton and sugar production 
EDF: special loan for Cameroons ~ailways 
European patent: first study group set up 
Bilateral monetarY~oooperation between France and GFR: reply to question n. 26 from Mr. Oele 
Repercussions of CM on member states' economy: question n. 95 from Mr. Leonardi 
Imported carpets: calculation of taxable surface 
German tax discrimination in road transport: question n. 103 from Mr. Westerterp 
Use of cars in France for businessmen: question n. 92 from Mr. Deringer 
Right of establishment: France asked to suppress certain restrictions 
~ew Division Chiefs in Commission departments 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION -Butter and cream in EEC food aid -Agricultural decisions adopted by 
Council published in OG - Manshol t Plan and the German government - Plus coDIII!on ·.list for storage 
of butter, powdered milk and Grana Padano-Parmagiano-·Reggiano cheeses- Control Mark for inter
vention butter -.French barley: special intervention measures 
"SORA" fast reactor: key piece to research programme 
!Wenty nuclear power stations to fun~tion in GF.R in 1975 
Nuclear cooperation between Japan and UK 
EEC's oil imports from USSR 
European reactor specialistsin US 
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- ,!EARBOOK OF INTF.RNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, 12th Edition, 1968 -1969 Editor; Eyvind S. Rew, Union of Inter·~'1.':111W 
onal Associations, Brussels (l rue aux Laines) March 1969, 1220 pages, Price: 1 1100 Bfr., 110 FF, 141 000 
24 dollars, 9 pounds. 

The twelth edition of this yearbook, published every two years b,y the Union of International Associa · 
includes a list of 41 252 international organizations: world and regional intergovernmental, supranational 
non-governmental organizations, in every field of human activity. This work is published in English with a i-~

0 tailed index in French and a list of French< titles. 
The main part of the yearbook gives a description of the international organizations, classified in alp 

betical order according to their English title: titles in four languages, abbreviations, goals, structures, 
leaders, funds, publications and meetings. As is the previous editions, there is a table of the Member States 
of the United Nations and specialized Institutions. 'rhe other chapters include a list of the organizations 
classified accoraing to the fields of interest with the number, type and nationality of the members; the ad
dresses of the organizations, classified accordjng to continent, country and town; a French index in two parts: 
an alphabetic list of complete titles with reference to the equivalent in English and an analytical index re
ferrring to explanatory notes.The twelth edition includes new sections. The first is a list of 600 multinational 
companies grouped according to the number of their foreign subsidiaries. The second innovation is a list with 
the addrsses of 105 national institutes for international relations, and study centres. 

Though this is not an index, this work, which is obviously the fruit of an' extremely· efficient and pur-· 
poseful orgailization, which has its headquarters in Brussels, reveals no less the extraoridnary upward surge 
of the internationaliza~ion of aJl :human activities, in widely differing spheres, nothing being left out. It 
therefore bears witness of a social and human development which is one of the moat important phenomena of our 
timer. 

- GORDON L. rW.IL : Trade Policy in the 70's, Twentieth Century Fund (New York), 75 pages, Price: 1 dollar. 
The first part examines the new guidelines given to the American trading policy by the Trade F.xpansion act and 
the Kennedy Round, and the various policies between which the Nixon administration hasto .choose. The second part 
analyses a'number of specific problems. 
- Nouvelles Universitaires F,uropeennes, No 33 1 1/15 May 1969, Paris.- Fbunded in 1965 by a team of young univer
sity students in liaison with the European Communities' Information Office, the review.has since appeared every 
forthight. Its aim - to asnwer the need for mutual information on the part of teachers and students, to favour 
the establishment of international contacts in student circles and to contribute thus to the gradual' construc
tion of a real university common market. 
- ££nguiste del Lavoro - Settimanale della CISL, No 16/17, 4 May 1969, Rome.- This special edition for let May 
deals with the Europe of travellers. 
- OECD 1 Secondary Education , Development of Trends, Paris, 1969, 204 pages, Price: 24 FF, 20 DM, 1 pound, 6 
dollars.- The expansion of education during the last two decades, prospects for the next six years and all the 
problema'of the education policy arising in the member countries are analysed in this report which was 
presented to the Sixth Conference of European Ministers of Education, held in Versailles from 20 to 22 Ma~· 
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EEC AASM: transitional measures not yet adopted 
EEC AAf:M: Basic principles for association are:jeopardieed, according to Mr. Thorn, by tendency to 
dismantle preferences 
Italian parliamentarians raise reservations on concessione for Morocco, Tunisia, Spain, Turkey and 
Israel regarding citrus fruit 
Community/United States talks 
~ finalises catalogue of non-tariff obstacles- E.P. Legal Committee : Suggestions to improve 
effectiveness of written questions - ISPRA Research Centre : concerned with staff 
AGRICULTURAL INFOHMATION - Special "Agriculture" Commi ttee1 technical work and procedural decisions -
Dutch government and Mansholt Plan- Appeal to Italian section of Council of European r.Ob~•~ i~ 
favour of Maneholt Plan - Cut in price for butter held in stocks over 8 months 
Social provisions applicable to road tr~eport: agreement sought 
Central Committee for Navigation on Rhine : spring session 
Transport re-organisation in \-lest Germany 
Steel producers and transport polio~ 
Mining and the steel industry: research on "ment111ol burden" 
Qoal producers and common energy policy 
European Communities' Publications 
European Parliamentary Activity 
The Week in Europe 
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act guickly ?_J!l_The pub~ 

We have discussed at lepgth France's possible attitude towards the Furopean pol.icy. The candidate 
speaking a great deal about it, too. Now all we can do is wait for the result of the presidential elect 
and then the actual implementation of the policies included in the programmes of these various candi 

The following is now the problem. Are we to wait, idly, for the. elections in ?ranee, and then thos 
Germany and perhaps those which are to take place in Great Britain, without taking any initiative ? Is F111~~ 
ean integration to be interrupted, halted because there are elections somewhere ? One only has to ask t 
question to see how absurd this hypothesis is. It would not be absurd if one of these countries had ~d~e~~~ 
!!!elf opposed to Furopean integration, which, especially in view of the declarations of the parties i 
tion, is certainly not the case. Neither would it be absurd if these countries belonged to pr6f6undly 
ent ideological and social political systems, which is not the case, either. 

What,then, is the conclusion to be drawn ? It is, takin~ certain circumstances into account, that we must 
forge ahead. 'l'his would have the advantage of turning f'urope into a livinp: topic and not, unfortunately, an 
academ1c discussion on the elections. This will certainly have the advantaP,e of enabling the government which 
will be formed in !•'ranee after 15 June to take options on known bases. There has been a great deal of talk 
about· ,:>ust recently about Messina. nut people are perhaps inclined to forget that the Messina Conference was 
~d du!ing the_th!~f-~E~l~!1~~E~2~1_camEalr.D~ and that at the same tjm;:-the gOvernments in at __ _ 
least two other countries were entering into or emerging from a crisis. This did not prevent it from "getting 
off the ground", 

We have not the time to wait& Europe could soon be called on to take crucial decisions on its future. 
Let us begin, therefore, not by"exploring', since everything has been explored and analysed during these last 
few years, but by drawing up a list of the actions to he undertaken, in the various frameworks and at the var~ 
ious levels. This list will then have to Eivc pi£1h_~~oh~~~-covering_the beginning of i~!~~~ 
achievements, which ~~~! be proposcd,_E~£_p~~~~~~£2E!i~!~~£ans,_!~ the instanees responsible for decisions. 

This action must develop simultaneously at three different levelsrTa} the publici (b) the Community in-
stitutionsj (c) the governments. - - -

Of course, there will have to be a certain degree of coordination between these different levels. But 
no-one will ever underline the priority importance of the action to be exerted~~~ for its enlighten
ment, for indicat1np, to it certain obvious obj~ctives likely'to strike the imagination, and for thus gaining 
its support. At the present stage, it is clear that nothing would succeed without the massive aid of the pub
lic. The public cannot help disliking fnilure 1 and it shows a certain 'indifference with regard to Fhropean 
integration s1nce it has seen that any political outcome has been f:J;'ozen 1 · artd that .. the effort to be exerted con
sisted above all of adjusti~technical details. Not that obese details are insignificant, but !h!_PUblic can
not be roused by a r~ation, irrespective of i~~~££· 

We must wjn the public's support by proposing exciting objectives. TTom the verve which we will have thus 
caused, it will then be possible to draw the necessary strength for imposing the sacrifices, changes and re
shuffles which will be required if we are to construct a F.urope of tomorrow different from the Furope of today. 

SUMMARY~~ t'L~ ~'~7>4 
pl EDITORIAL : Should we wait or act quickly? (1) The public 
p2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 1 FP specialist p,roupr next meeting - Mr. Hey's interview - Mr. Wilson's 

statements before the House of Commons - Programme for Mr. Poher's government. 
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EECLAASM: Council to attempt to define EEC position on negotiation aspects still in abeyance 
EEC Medium-Term E£~£PiC Polic~ommittee: work in nand . 

· Common tax system in T·~gc for parent companies a.nd subsidiaries in the var1ous member states r prep
aration of Council deli bera.tions 
Preparation for International Congress on "T·~uropean Community's industrial policy'' 
~velopment of citrus and other frUit production in ~~editerranean areaj reply to question n. 4 from 
Mr. Vredeling 
Revenue from tax on coffee and investments in developing countriesr question n. 19 from Mr. Vredeling 
Cus!~ms exemption for tea, mate and tropical woods: extension by EEC to UK ? 
International tea market: provisional international agreement 
!~•:c/India compromise on jute problem ? 
Perfumes and beauty_productsl harmonjzation of legislation 
In-service training for national m~istrates at Court of Justice 
AGRICULTURAL INli'OJlMA'l'ION - COPA asks for general rise in common prices for 1970/71 season - Plan 
for free distribution of milk to schools 1 question n. 105 from Mr. Vredeling - Production aid for 
durum wheat 
Rolled products1 orders down 
Italian steel industryr balance sheet for 1968 
Price modifications in German steel industry 
Coal producers and common energy pblicy (2) 
Nuclear biology and radiobiology& training of young research workers 
Joint Research Centre: inventory of available potential 
Just out: activities of General Directorate for Social Affairs r~ga.rding research in medicine and 
industrial medicine 
vfeekly F.choes 
ECONOMIC INTJ~RPBN8TRATION No 1173 
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EDIT.ORIAL 

Should we wait or act quickly? (2)The Commission. 

As we said yesterday, we must first mobilize the public, and it is obvious that the present a..tmos~ .. e 
}ends itself to such an operation. The organizations with responsibilities is this field are active. t 
,play its role, each must mobilize itself and the others. We must all becomes European ~ilitants. It · -
icant that the European Federal Movement has joined forces with the Europa-Union, thus putting an end di-
vision which had lasted too long, and that it has transferred its Central Committee Secretariat to Brus~, 
thus making an important political choice. Mr. Etienne Hirsch, the chairman, has presented a detailed ~ion
naire to the candidates for the French presidential elections which should enable them to eliminate the "ambig
uities" which are a feature of their statements. Moreover, the European Movement, whose chairMan is Mr. Walter 
Hallstein, has just taken certain decisions: unfortUnately, it will not be taking any action for several weeks. 

The public must be mobilized, not only as regards the basic choices which the Community as such must now 
make, but also, and above all, as regards the "replies" vo be given to the expectations which, up to now, have 
been disappointed, for defining the ob'ectives of'a oliticall unified Europe (we have in mind the proposals 
supported by Mr. Deniau when the Charlemagne Prize was awarded • 

However, it seems very clear to us that, at the present stage, the ~uropean Commission must take its place, 
with the support of the Parliament, in the centre of the revival action. It must no longer be content to draw 
up :more or less satisfactory balance sheets of its past action. Neither must it continue to devote its en
ergies to seeking impo~sible symetries and balances which, in any case·, will be unstable. It must point the 
way and implement the actions which come within its province. Mr. Rey said in Aix-la-Chapelle - and quite 
rightly - that one should not be surprised that the Commission "watches jealously over the maintenance of the 
powers of the Community Institutions". The best w~f maintaining powers is t£~~~rcise them. The Commission 
must, therefore, as promised by Mr. Rey 1 and as it will doubtless do, commi·~ ~11 its energies and,if need~ 
its existence, so that one may, in the next few years, have the means for enabling the r.ommunity not only to 
progress after 31 December to the final period, somethjng which is automatic after all, but to progress to this 
stage under the best conditions and completely new conditions. That is to say ~hat it must propose to the 
governtnents, as·Mr. Rey said, the implementation of a mechanism for fina.ncing the common agricultural policy, 
also making provision for the Community's acquisition of its own resources for financing both its agricultural 
policy and its general policy, connected with endowinp; ·the Parliament with adequate powers. 

This is an extremely important task with very vas~ im:plicatlons. 'l1he definition of such a regulation binds 
France irreversibly. It makes it possible to embark on the process of reforming ~uropean agriculture. It in
volves the need for European planning and monetary solidarity. In this context, and thanks to the availability 
of autonomous resources, the problem of British membershlp is cleared up. Increatung the poltrers of the Commis
sion and the Parliament opens up the way to institutional developments proper in the economic field, on the 
one hand, and the definition of European policy objectives,on the other. 

All this makes sense 1 and such a commitment . is ltli thin our reach 1 if \.re really want it. 

pl EDITORIAL : ~hould we wait or act quickly ? (2) ~~e r.ommission. 
p2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Levi-Sandri before Furopean Movement's International nongress- WF.U 

Permanent Council rr.eets in London - Presidential election in "Tance - Euro~aan NATO Ministers meet 
on sidelines of session - First talks between President Nixon and Dutch leaders - Mr. Fayat's state
ments 
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France USSR trade eement seems to take into account demands of common tradingpOlicy 
EEC AASM: negotiations for renewal of association to be resumed tomorrow 
EUROSYNDICAT : 168.53 
EEC/AASM: Council coordinates positions of Six in anticipation of tomorrow's negotiations 

Mr. Von der Groeben presents vast plan for relaunching and developing economic integration and 
European policy 
Economic profitability of canalizing the Saar: reply to question n. 335 from Mr. Couste 
France called on to liberalize fully activities in mining irdustries 
European cooperation in field of data processing: question n. 111 from Mr. Vredeling 
Mr. Peco: resignation 
Steel industry: comparison of present prices with those of July 1961 
Composite price: 30.17 D/T 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Free distribution of milk to schools -Extraordinary congress of Belgian 
Boerenbond·- common policy for farm alcohol: question n. lOO from Mr. Cointat - Sale of peaches : 
question n. 98 from Mr. Bading- Community aid 
World system of telecommunications by satellites and European interests: question n. 107 from Mr. 
Hougardy 
ECONOMIC INTF'RPENETRATION No 1174 
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§hould we w~t or act auickly? The in1tiative, as 
in 1950 and 1955, must come from a go~~· 

Once the public has been mobilized, and the European Commission has heaped the entire weight of iLP~~~~ 
ence 1 its dynamism, its role of interpreter of mutual interests, on to the scales, i~ will neverthe e~~~·r 
be the case that, in the present state of affairs, ~~onsibilit~ for taki~g decisions falls to t 
~~ and there still remains the need to stimulate other initiatives for attaining the goal. It sh 
be forgotten that, in 19501 there was no European institutional authority to act as a dynamo, but that 
vergence between the pressure of the public and the action of the elite, far-seeing statesmen made it o 
tor E'uropean integration to get started. A similar thing happened in 1955. In the Messina revival, the Ill"r,!'!l,!l"!"' ... , 
High Authority had a not unimportant role (especially during the negotiations for the Treaties), but the 1 

oa.me from national political leaders. Today, it would be necessary to create similar "momentum". There i 
~eat deal of_talk of a new Messina conferepce 1 of summit meetings. ~ven Mr. Pompidou has spoken of this 
a summit meeting, which will certainly be necessary, must not disappoint the public and cast rurope back into 
her bad old ways, Proof of this is the 1961 summit, which gave everyone hope -hope which was soon destroyed 
following the restrictive interpretation of the the famous "F'ouc'het Plan", which became increasinp.ly restric-
tive in each successive version (on this subject, and for the cause, read the excellent papes written by Mr. 
Paul-Henri 8paak in the second volume of his Memoires). 

In 1950, Robert Schuman launched his appeal, which resulted in the creation of the first r,ommunity. JE_l222, 
!he three Benel~~ov~~nts took the initiative of proposing the Beyen Plan, which later became the Benelux 
Plan, which resulted two years later in the signing of the Treaties of Rome. Today, another government, alone 
or associated with another, could quickly set up a battery of proposals or suggestions which would be unoffici
ally discussed by all the partners, rapidly leading to the creation of a ~£E_pl~!f~-' which would thus 
be the subject of the summit discussions. ' 

One will have, however, to concentrate on a few important subjects, and prevent any ambiguity. The main ones 
arer 
1 )The eating 'rreaties must be applied to the full, and everyone must solemnly under·&ake to commi 't himself 
the renunciat~£g of an~~~~ati2~• whether formal or mental, by explicitly renouncing the use of his veto. The 
LUKembourg compromise has tided us over from 1966 to 19651, but no longer applies to tr•e seventies. 
2) We must, in the v.ery near future, open ~-£2nfe£~~_for tne~~!shlE_£f_~~Eplicant countries. This must 
be a political <;:onference 1 directed by a .E£!~ tical fi.gure, 1vi th technical elements supplied by the Commission 
(appeare.nce of opinion of September 1967) and by ~he Monnet r:ommi ttee 1 \'lhich has to submit its proposals by 
mid-July. 
3) l<'ormal undertaking to .§:!ll?:t?E!t Co_!!!!!!issi2.!LE_,l?!2~als regardlb£...~ut~~.§_£~~~ and agricuJ tural funds, 
and undertaking not to raise any difficulties, either politica~ or legal, lis regards ,!~~ove!_!O the final 

~· 4) The governments will ask the European Parliament to give priority to drawing up a draft of the ~!2~~ 
direct uniV~!.§~!!uffrage of a chamber of Furopean Na.tions, and a draft for a l'uropean political authority and 
European defence. 
5) The Commission will hav;e to establish ~-2~!!.1-!::!E~E of the e:x'isti.ng trea.ties for the constitution of a Furo
pean High Authority. 

A conference of Community government heads could deliberate on these points, in two stages, the first being 
between the Six, and the second with the participation of the applicant countries. 

It is now time _!o act. 

SUMMARY ?Jt ~ l<LCc?q t-Jo ~~~ J 

pl EDITORIAL : Should we wait or act quickly? The initiative, as in 1950 and 1955, must come 
from a Government 

p2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : Belgium's position on European problems- European themes and the 
French Presidential election campaign - Franco-German Convention on the "Airbls" is signed -
Belgian Bank rate :t>aised 
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EEC-AASM : Negotiations on the renewal of the Yaounde Convention 
Merchant Fleet and possibility of Community action; question No 113 from Mr. Couste 
EIB : Financing of motorway in Sicily 
Entente between Belgian cement producers; decision published in OG 
Activities of trade representatives in France; reply to question No 27 from Mr. Deringer 

~~Unions to enter Community consultative bodies 
ESC_: New members 
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AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Next Hardin-Mansholt meeting - FAGGF: New extension of decision period 
concerning applications for aid - French cereals: German safeguard measures ·for imports - EFTA and 
problem.of difference in price between processed agricultural products · 
Common Energy Policy: Preparation of Ministerial debate 
Half-tearly tariff measures 
Japan, leading blyer of South African iron ore 
Investment projects by ECSC companies 
Price modifications in steel industry 
Nuclear co-operation: Nuclear Power Group with Japanese industry 
Air Pollution and technical steel research :,Proposals for research approved by Council 
Steel ··prices.fQr ·export to third countries coming closer to prices published in the Community 
Steel factory in Australia : construction project 
Publications of European Communities 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication ie 
worta noting, are reviewed under this heading. 

Olrecteur responsable et r6(!ac
teur en chef : Emanuele Gazzo 

-Sure s of African Economies ·vol 1 : the Cameroons, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo (Braz 
villa and Gabon. International Monetary Fund, Washington D~c., 1968, 393 pages, price : 5 Dollar • 
special price for universities : 2.50 Dollars. 

In view of the growing interest in Africa on the one hand, and in view also of the insuffioi 
do~mentation available on economic, monetary and financial facts of these countries, the IMF has 
plated a useful work in contributing to the centralisation and dissemination of information covering 
these different fields of activity. The object of these studies is to assemble the basio economic aiJn. 
financial facts for each of them, and to des cri be the various institutions as well as other agreemen8'1. 
governing regional co-operation. 

In the preface, Jllr. Mamoudou Toure, Director of the African Department of the IMF, notes that the 
decision to devote the first volume of the series to five Equatorial countries in Africa was partly due 
to the fact that less information has been published on this region than on the other parts of the con
tinent. 

The book is divided into ten chapters, the first five being devoted to a global analysis of the 
region as a whole : the Economic and Customs Union, the monetary and banking system, the balance of 
payments and the exchange and trade control system. The lasj five chapters analyse the economy of the 
Cameroons, the Central African Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville) and Gabon. 

- Les Problemes de !'Europe, No 4). first quarter 1969, Association pour l'Etude des Problemes de !'Eu
rope (Paris and Rome), price : 15 FF per issue, 50 FF for a one-year subscription. This issue contains 
a verbatim account of the XXI Round Table ori European Problem which was held in L~sanne on 15 and 16 
November 1968, on the subject : The European financial market faced with surviving expansion. 

- CNEN (Comi tato N'azionale Energia N'ucleare) : Notiziario, May 1969, Rome. - It contains articles on 
the influence of new technologies on the industrial and economic progress, the stage of progress of the 
ISOR {In~ustriai Steam Organic Reac~or) programme, reactors in the Soviet Union and an account of the 
work of the Nuclear Congress which was held in Rome on 21 and 22 March and during which problems related 
to desalination and the development of new technologies were studied in particular. 
-The Israeli Institute of International: Affairs : International Problems, The Quarterly of the Israel 
Institute of International Affairs (Political Doctrine and Problems of Developing Countries) May 1969 No 
1-12 (15), Tel Aviv. 
- Canter for European Studies and Documentation of the Montreal School for Advanced Commercial Studies: 
Second annual report : 1968-1969, Montreal, 15 pages. 
-Conservative Research Department : Notes on current politics (No 8- Dead-end budget 1969) London. 
- OECD : Main Economic Indicators, May 1969, Paris. 
- OPEC (Organization of the Petroleu~ Exporting Countries) : Annual Review and Record 1968, Vienn~, 44pp. 
- IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) : Atomindex, No 8 and No 9,.1969, List of Bibliographies 
on Nuclear Energy, vol. VII, No 1, Vienna. 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE:Declarations by J~r.Stewart,. The United Kingdom does not intend 
to change her European policy.- The WEU Political Committee will meet in Paris on 2 June.
Presidential elections in France: last opinion polls 
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EECJAASM: considerable headway towards an agreement in the negotiations 
Dutch agreement on tractors market: abrogated 
Commission appeals against Italy regarding tax system for certain textiles 
Nigeria and customs duties on tropical oils 
EIB: new organisation of departments 
AGRICUL'IURAL INFORMATION - Special Aip'icul tuxal Committee :problems for milk and meat
Repercussions of the butter import cuts in the United Kingdom.-Differences in butter 
stooks prices: reply to.written question no 2 by Mr.Vredeling 
Steel: continuation of upwards trend 
ShOrt-term t~ends on the steel market influence trade with third countries 
Half-yearly tariff measures for imports of EESC products 
Normalisation of steel products 
EP:addition to agend& of the session 
Pitents granted within Eunatom :publication of new technioal notes 
EUREX! to function in September 
P¥e:&tressed concrete reactors vesselst information session 
THE WEEK·IN EUROPE 
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The result of the first ballot in the Freneh presidential elections keeps up and even 
the uncertainty about the final outcome. The next tro weeks will see the candidates clarifying 
foreign policy options, which will make for a bette[ assessment of the significance to be attri~-~··~~ 
the desire for a "change", on the one hand, and for "an opening within continuity'', on the oth , ... ur, _ _, 
thing is certain: in either case, and in view of th respective commitments or "conditioning", o .· 
objective need for Europe to break out of the prese1t deadlock, and of the resolve of the other o 
tries to attempt to speed up the now indispensable ~enewal, European policy is at a turning poi~ . ._~ 
decisions will have to be taken soon. 

One of the subjects which will have to be ;ackled immediately is doubtless the enlarge 
the Community. It is necessary to know how this enl~gement is to be effected and with whom, be 
in mind all the political, economic and instituUoml implications of this. We would mention in tli 
connection the idea put forward just over two month: ago by Mr. Giscard d'Estaing, to the effect that 
negotiations should first of all be opened with Gre:t Britain, "a country invited to Messina", and.only 
later be extended;to the other applicants, once it lad been seen how the Community worked with seven. 
These words gave rise to some bitter remarks on thepart of the various appiicarits, and, following the 
referendum of 27 April, to a variety of speculation 

This is a theme which rle have been discusin~ at length over the past two or three days, on 
the occasion of a series of personal contacts with •olitical, diplomatic and economic ciroles in one 
of the capi tale of the applicant countries: J tockho:m. 

The choice of this cnpi tal mny appear sin:ular. Officially in fact, the countries that applied 
for membersllip,under the terms of article 2)7 of th• EEC Treaty, were, in 1961 and 1967, apart from the 
United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark and Norway. In 196 Jweden requested the opening of negotiations on 
association (art.238) and, on 26 .July 1967, requestjd the opening of negotiations "in order to pave the 
way towards Sweden's participation, in a form comp~ible with the pursuance of her policy of neutrality, 
in the enlare:ement of the EEC". A memorandum from te Swedish government recalled, in a fairly enignm
atio form, that 11 it did not l-dsh tc exclude any of he forms of participation in a Community provided 
for by the Treaty of Rome". This seems to differ'o<>iJidax:ably from what ¥1-,.Gunnar.Lange said on-28 J\}ly 
1962: 11Wi thou t gi vin5 up its neutrality Sweden coul in our view not become a full member of the Commu
nity", It should, however, be recognised, and everyne in Jtockholm does recognise · ~ that much water 
has flowed under the bridge since 1962. It looks, h

1
wever, as though the Swedish government, and Swedish 

diplomatic circles, have attempted to keep it a seoet, except in private conversations and official 
documents. In fact Jweden· now considers that she hs made her application as a full member. It is said 
in Stockholm that there has been no change in dootrre, that is to say that the policy of neutrality is 
not shelved. Dut Sweden has put aside the idea thaJrdhesion to the Treaty of Rome implies abandonning 
neutrality, or at least the special kind of neutralty chosen by Sweden. 

We shall return in more detail tomorrow o this evolution, as well as to the evolution of 
Nordek (economic cooperation in Nordic countries). 
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The development of Sweden's attitude to the problem of Common Market membership and to th--~~ 
interpretation to be given to the concept of neutrality came about at the same time as the ohangeo .. 
from one generation to the next in the leadershi' of tlie Social-Democrat ·Party' which has been in p er 
for more than thirty years. The Party took advantage of its last election victory to carry out unde 
favourable circumstances this operation, which will be embodied next September, at the Party Congress, 
by the withdrawal of Mr. Tage Erlander, Prime Minister since 1956,and the arrival in power of Mr. Olo MQ 
Palme, the present Minister for Education, who is known abroad mainly for his participation in a pr · 
Vietnam demonstration. 

But this evolution has also been made easier by the sbaPQ given to the Swedish economy since 
1958 and above all since 196~ (failure of negotiations with the United Kingdom). In May 196~ Ambassador 
Dahlman, who was at the time Ambassador in The Hague and who now directs the foreign relations of the 
powerfUl Federation of Swedish Industries {which has always advocated membership of the Community), made 
a speech in Brussels in which he was very pessimistic about the future. The gradual establishment of the 
common external tariff, by discriminating against Sweden, threatened above all to cut her off from her 
major market, Germany. Sweden, said Mr. Dahlman, should attempt to develop her trade towards the East, 
become established in the Common Market, increase industrial productivity, and devote herself above all 
to high quality production and new products. In faot, while trade with Eastern Europe has remained · 
practically unchanged at 5% of foreign trade (the latter having increased, between 1963 and 1968, by 
about 45~), Sweden hae scarcely lost any ground in Germany. On the other hand, and despite the dismantl
ing of customs barriers within EFTA, her trade with the United Kingdom has stagnated somewhat. This is 
because the British economy has expanded much more slowly than that of other countries and because ~ 
Sweden's commodity exports (iron ore and wood or paper pulp) have tended to drop proportionately to 
those of highly finished· products. It should be noted, moreover, that the impression which prevails 
from all conversations is that Great Britain is a millstone round a number of necks. "She has not even 
managed to take advantage of the existence of EFT~ and we"do not see how she could become rapidly in
tegrated in the Common Market" was one of the comments we heard. The outcome of a courageous economic 
policy, followed tenaciously and with the cooperation of the powerful single trade union (~.o.) is, 
as was confirmed without the slightest hesitation by the Minister for Industry Mr. Krister Wiokman, 
another star in the rising generation, that Sweden is able to enter the Common Market practically over
night, without any need for special safeguard clauses. It is pointless to mention here the economic in
dicators which confirm this possibility; they can be consulted. The~ all give the impression of controll
ed prosperity, even if there are some clouds in the table. These clouds are, on the one hand, the per
sistence of a certain current balance of payments deficit; an appreciable drop in profits and self
financing (80% in the fifties and above 55% at the present time) and, on the other, the fear of a con- J 
oentration of financial power in the hands of the State and the Trade Unions via the Pension ~nd Wbioh 
is becoming the leading capital holder in Sweden. In a country where the State controlS only 5% of in- ~ 
dUstrial companies, there is a great fear that this percentage will rise. This fear is not unfoundedt 
regional policy could provide an easy pretext. 
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the Scandinavian countries - 3 From neutrality to Nordek 

But what then is to be done with neutrality and with Nordek ? We were told that neutrality was 
a kind of "sacred cow" particularly dear to Tage Erlander (and to Gunnar Lange) who kept on saying: 
we have seouted peace and therefore prosperitl for the country; those who wish to give up neutrality 
are exposing us to adventure. Other people remarked that neutrality had lost muoh of ita significance 
following the events in Prague. Two polit~cians (opposition leaders, it is true) spoke in practically 
identical terms. The Government cannot explicitll renounce its position of principle on neutrality and 
its relation to membership of the Common Market, firstly for reasons of prestige and secondly because 
it fears not being able to answer those who might ask: Have you therefore forsaken neutrality ? 

The truth is that the Swedish are eminently pragmatic: they are wary of too formal approaches. 
One of the most brilliant diplomats in Stockholm explained to me in a most striking manner how simple 
notes jotted down for memory had become a protocol governing Nordic cooperation in important negotiat
ions. The problem of neutrality is seen by the new g~neration in a much more realistic and pragmatic 
light. Obviously it is not stated, either in public or in private, but it appears evident that the 
Swedish start from the assumption that in the foreseeable fUture the "event" whioh would compel them 
to apply in practice their policy of neutrality will not come about. If it were to come about, well, 
the principle remains valid, but it would be necessary to consider the nature and size of the event. 
In these circumstances, why make neutrality a paralysing "prerequisite" when in principle it should 
allow greater freedom of action ? Sweden has studied the Treaty of Rome and has found nothing in it 
which implies any forsaking of her neutrality. She finds that she can accept its entire contents, 
including, what is important, the political implications inherent in the setting up of an economic Com
munity. Will it some day be necessary to attempt to define together a joint foreign policy, a joint 
defence policy? Well, let us see. In substance, if we have understood correctly, Swedish thinking 
could be summarised as follows: "If yau have faith in the political dynamism of the Comtllllnity, you can 
only ask us to accept loyally what you yourselves have accepted". This is leaving aside the fact that 
the Swedish armed forces are appreciably more powerful and effective than those of several NATO coun
tries of comparable size and leaving aside Finland's position and the commitments she has with the 
Soviet Union. 

This brings us to Nordek, which is the economic facet of the Nordic Union (an advisory body in
cluding Finland and Iceland, besides the three applicant countries). A Committee of senior officials 
has drawn up an extremely interesting report, which has already obtained agreement "in principle" on 
the part of the Governments, and on 15 July it should table a preliminary "draft +.reaty". There is a 
great deal of perplexity at the moment about Nordek. In substance, it can be said right away that it 
raises the same difficulties and the same problems as those encountered by the Community, with the 
added difficulty that it applies to a restricted framework which lessens the chances of resolving the 
problems. It cbuld also be suggested, in undertones, that it might be exploited (or feared) as a means 
of establishing a certain hegemony. Might there be such a thing as Scandinavian Gaullism ? From the 
point of view of opportuneness , the perplexity increases at a glance. There are, however, ways of 
making Nordek a positive factor in the evolution to be prepared,.We shall return to them. 
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EDITORIAL 

The Community and the Scandinvian countries -
(4) Outlines for a possible solution. 

'I 

17eme annfe - No 346 ( 
Jeudi S juin"l969 

The Riks!iag held a de.bate in a night session last week on the Nordek. All the parties agreed on Sw 
will to continue with the action undertaken. At the Danish Radical Party's Congress last weekend, Mr. &auae~ 
gaard once again said that Nordek should not be allowed to fall under the illusion of a speedy openi~ ~ 
Community (his statements in "Le Monde" make him appear far more confide~t as regards the possibility o .D 
short-term negotiations). It is typical that these public statemen~s should be made to strengthen queri 
"credibility". We are, moreover, aware that, as the Nordel iniative came -not surpisingly- from CopenhVftt 
Copenahgen and Oslo have appeared somewhat perturbed, at General de Gaulle's departure, by the fear that~ 
might no longer be able to rid themselves of the Scandinavian "burden"- and run, freely, to the Conmuni ty. 
The truth appears to be that Nordek is perhaps a good thing provided it is not conceived as a "war machine". 
It is perfectly normal that different 6oUntries,with several points in common and with fairly complementary 
economies, should seek unity. It is also normal that they should be stimulated in this quest partly after the 
disappointment which they must have suffered from their membership of F.FTA.- particularly since they have 
observed that Great Britain has·not really put her heart (nor her wallet) into F.FTA. 

But the time has come to draw certain conclusions from this speedy Scandinavian "excursus". If is is to 
overcome the manifest enlargement-reinforcement conflict, born of an untenable situation, the Community must 
not waste any more precious time. It can and must open negotiations with the United Kin!dom, based essential
ly on the acceptance of the Treaty, on the adjustment of a few transitional mechanisms, and on the establish
ment of a mechanism for the r joint definition of the main common objectives of the European policy. Is Great 
Britain able and has she the will to open such negotiations? it should be recognized that· Scandinavian 
circles are very sceptical on this point. This attitude is explained, however, partly by the fact that the 
opening of negotiations would raise serious problems for these countries, both right aw~ and later. Fbr the 
Community, to negotiate with Great Britain alone would facilitate at least solving one of the difficulties 
whi:ch have the greatest "credibility", that is to say, the institutional difficulty:the very running of the 
Community. This is the line supported b.y Mr. Giscard d'Rstaing, and it is not without foundation. But it does 
not solve the problem raised by Great Britain's membership of ~FTA and b.y the lo~cal inclusion of the Scan
"dinavian economic region in the Community. This is the solution to the problem which should be studied, by 
poasibly.setting.up, as soon as negotiations are opened with Great Britain, a transitional liaison mechanism 
between the Community and Nordek, with the development of each- the former towards its .. new dimension inclu
ding Oreat Britain, and the latter towards actual unity. At the end of a period which w6uld be fixed in ad
vance, and after checking the fulfilment of certain conditions, the juntion would occur almost automatically 
between these two entities, in view of what the political and economic aspects of the p~oblem will be at that 
time. 

With a little good will, such a scheme could be accepted by one and all: its application could result in 
giving Europe dimension, cohesion and a personality proportionate to her future. 
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~ ~ is worth noting are reviewed under this heading. 

- JEAN-VI~LOUIS 1 Les Reglements de la Communaute Economique Europeenne (The Regulations of the.Europa 
Ecmnomic Community}; Theses and legal work; Institute for European Studies at the F.ree University of Brusse 
Presses univeraitaire de Bruxelles, 1968, 517 pages. Price: 980 Bfr. 

"In his study of one of the key pieces of the Treaty of Rome, of which economy was the main underly · 
factor and remains the principal objective, Mr. Jean-Victor Louis has chosen a purely legal subject. And, 
of all the legal problems contained in the Treaty, one of the topics whose wealth! iS emphasized oy j'ilriilp"-' . .-.
ence, and whose difficulties by doctrine," writes Professor W.J. Ganshof van der Meersch in ~he preface of 11 
the book. · 

The work is divided into,three parts, the first of which deals with the formation of regulations and 
their limits: the procedure for drawing up Council and Commission regulations, t~e limits which the Treaty 
imposes on the regulations and the special characteristics of the organization for the legal control of the 
regulations. The second part analyses the concept of the regulation: the starting point of the analysis is 
the Treaty and the few elements of preliminary work which are accessible,. then going on to the practices of 
the Council and the Commission, the general range of the regulation and the direct applicability of the regu
lation in all the member states. The third part examines the implementation of the regulations: the rules 
followed in enforcing the regulations and the relationship between regulations and national law. 

In spite of the difficulties inherent in this subject, this work has given a 'closer picture of the nature 
and reality of the powers of the Community Instit~tions with regard to the Rtates and their nationals. 

- J-D.i:NRI RIEBEN - JACQUF.R flCHEUCHzrTI - GF:ORGF.R DOMF:I'ER - JF:AN-MARC MATZINGER - MARTIN NATHURIUS s Un Centre 
de Gravite European, Vol. 1, European Research Centre, Lausanne,l969, 402 pages, Price: 47.50 ~wise francs. 

In this first volume, the authors examine to what extent the mastering by the F.uropean powers of the 
various degrees of the Industrial Revolution has contributed towards giving F.urope a new centre of gravity 
which the authors define as the Ruhr-r.aar-Lorraine-Luxembourg unit. A second volume will examine the social 
significance and the political consequences of this change. 

- R.L. ASUHOA: Pourquoi le Biafra? Les Editions du Sapin d'Or (P.pinal, France). 167 pages. 
- EFTA : EFTA Bulletin, Geneva, June 1969.- Several pages in this issue dealswith Switzerland in the EFTA 
oontext. 
- E~E News, the United Nations' Economic Commission for Europe, May 1969, Geneva.- This: issue deals largely 
with the ?4th session of the UNO/ECE which began work on 9 April 1969. 
- Le DrOit et les Affaires, No 153 for 26 May 1969, Paris. 
- Central·committee for Navigation.on the Rhine: Interim Annual Report, 1968, Strasbourg, 23 pages, Pricer 
23 FF. 
- OECD1 European Monetary Agreement, Tenth Annual Report of the Directive Committee, 1968, May 1969, Paris. 
92 pages, Price: 8 FF, 6.60 DM, 14s., 2 dollars. 
- OECD 1 T.rade by commodities, analytical extracts, (No 4 - Germany, Greece, Japan, Netherlands), Jan-Dec. 
1968, Paris. 
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EDITORIAL 

A demand for clarity. 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

The WEU meeting in The Haguebas again enabled the Common Market countries who have already come out 
favour of opening negotiations with Great Britain, and to Great Britain herself, to confirm their dete'rm~~J 
tion to end the present deadlock. On his arrival in London, Mr. Stewart confirmed this by recalling tha 
was up to the Six to take a decision and by expressing his appreciation of the will, manifested by Mr. ~11Vr 
(chairman or the WF.U)to do his utmost to obtain the speedy taking of a decision in this direction. Mr. 
thought that, after. this, Mr. Brandt's "suggestion" to hold an enlarged"sUDUDit" could be realized. 

· All this may seem rather platonic, it is true. But it is clear that this WF.U meeting could not but 
vide an opportunity for "launching ideas". The dominant idea looks as if it will arouse the anxiety of 
Europeans who have doubts as to Great Britain's ability and actual desire to enter into the Community as 
see it, and as to the possibility for the latter to survive and develop after such symbiosis. 

We think, in fact, that these anxieties cannot be answere~ merely by denying the existence of the problem. 
The problem exists, and never have we failed to recall the fact throughout the ups and downs experienced by 
the British application. But, in order to give a valid reply, we must leave behind the barren . ground of the 
intention process, on the one hand, and that of empty statements on the other! An analysis of all ~he available 
data, throughout these years, has led us to conclude that Great Britain really wants to cooperate in the con
struction of a Europe of the kind one can reasonably hope for in the next few years, that is to say, a Europe 
endowed with powerful Institutions, gradually developing towards federal supranationality, and gradually ex• 
tending ita ateas of responsibility from the economic sphere to the political sphere. others have reached dif
ferent conclusions. But it will not be possibie to settle the matter once and for all until we, the Six, have 
defined the type of Furope which we want to build. This is obviously not a question of a purely doctrinary 
definition, but of something corresponding to an actual Community outline. In other words, we must define the 
general outlines which the Six accept for their own worth, and which they undertake to foalow, and then ask 
Great Britain if she will accept them. We personally think that the reply would be a hundred per cent positive, 
but we first have to know what we want. It is normal that, under the present circumstances, the British should 
merely confirm their acceptance of the Treaties and even their "political implications". But what political 
implications ? Those listed by General de Gaulle or those mentioned by the F.uropean Federalist Movement ? Is 
Mr. Wilson to answer in the affirmative to Mr. Nenni, as he. has in fact already done, or, for instance, to 
Count de Coudenhove-Kalergi and to his European policy directorate.? Who is speaking for whom? 

There is a demand for clarity here which has to be satisfied. This haS hardly been possible up to now, for 
obvious rea~ons. This attempt to define common outlines could have resulted in a very serious crisis for the 
Community. The Six acted correctly by avoiding such a confrontation, But it will not be possible to evade the 
issue in future. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

All commentators are agreed that exceptional importance muat be attribU~•d to the apeeo 
thoa morning by Pope Paul VI before the International Labour Organisation in Geneva. It is not¥~.-~~ 
the terms of the Pope's speech go well beyond what the circumstances might have RUggested. 

follow, namely the struggle for a deeP-seated reform of comtemporary society. The fact that t s e 
In fact a fUrther step has been taken along the path which the Catholic Church has elect -= 

was given on the very day when the Pope was to accomplish a fUrther act showing the value an t 
he attaches to oeoumenioity, precisely in the city of Calvin and Reform, gives his words real ti o 
significance. ll: I 

These words seem to be inspired by marked "internationalism", by an even more urgent ap}ltfk .. ...lror 
"ohange" and by a very advanced concept of social reform. 

It goes without saying that universality is one of the most natural and permanent vocations for 
the Church. Recently, however, the Church has been at p~ins to encourage more explicitly all efforts 
to organize peoples beyond the national framework and to unite them across frontiers. The Pope 
emphasizes this growing trend by his journeys abroad and it appears particularly significant that 
Paul VI, who has already stood before the United Nations and pleaded the cause of peace and cooperation 
between nations, should now stand before the ILO and preach social peace. 

But, as we have said, it is with particular force that the Pope recalls social requirements. 
The peace which he preaches is acquired mainly in battle. It is-tbus that Pope Paul said in particular 
"Christians intend to take part in the peaceful struggles fought by the ILO". This therefore is no 
pathetic and "platonic" exhortation to fraternity and reciprooal help, but an incitement to use new 
methods in solving conflicts or preventing them: "It must be solemnly proclaimed: industrial conflicts 
oannot be remedied by artifically imposed provisions, which fraudulently deprive the worker and the 
entire social community of their first and inalienable human prerogative, freedom. Nor can they be re
medied in situations resulting from the single free play of deterministic economic factors. Such re
medies may have .the appearance of justice, but they have none of its human reality ••• the "social" 
will have to overcome the "economic": it will have to govern and lead it, in order to satisfy justice". 

There is here something particularly topical from the point of view of the building of Europe. 
This appeal to social justice and to the priority of the social over the eoonomio, insofar as it trans
lates and at the same time encourages the aspirations and attitudes of millions of workers, constitutes 
a factor which will certainly have to be taken into consideration "with a view to courageously defin
ing a European social policy with real content, and which should be one of the great guidelines of a 
Community which is on the point of reaohing the irreversible stage. 
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The Community crises 1 who was responsible for them? 

The declarations and statements made by the candidates for the presidential elections in France fr-~~~ 
contain passages on the problems of European construction. Thus, one of· the candidates recently brough 
mind the responsibility of the governments under Mr. Pompidou in the F.uropean crises of 1962, 1965 an 
The Board of the National Assembly's Pureign Affairs Committee has taken this 6ppostnnity to reply (a 
in 1962, the French government "had been the only one to propose a plan for the political union of F.un~XM..,.... 
a plan which was rejected on 17 April by some of France's partners"; (b) that in 1965, the F.FC Commis illlte~ 
11 8udden~y imposed a number of prier conditions, and it was thanks to the efforts of the Pompidou gover 
that European agriculture was born, in spite of 6bstruction on the part of the Commission; (c) that in , 
the French government had not been basically opposed to Britain's application. "It merely wanted prior consul
tations with the EEC partners to take place before any opening of negotiations". 

It is obvious that, in the heat of the discussion, the real objective can sometimes be forgotten. Moreover, 
the history of the Community crises involv~3 so many elements that it would be vain to attempt to settle the·. 
matter b.y a summary appreciation: 
1) The decision to reinforce European cooperation in the political field was jointly taken and solemnly expres
sed in the "resolution" adopted by the Six on 18 July 1961. On the basis of this resolution, the French dele
gate in the committee of officials set up for this purpose was instructed to draw up a draft, which then be
came known as the Fbuchet Plan. This was a tax around which an agreement could have been formed, through mutu
al concessions. In actual fact, not only did Mr. Fbuchet's text shrink progressively like wet rawhide, but it 
failed to take into account certain passages of the 1961 resolution (enlargement of the Community). Hence the 
failure of the negotiations (in this connection, see Vol. 2 of Mr. Paul-Henri ~paak's Memoires; PP• 367-372). 
2) An even more serious crisis occurred in January 1963, when the negotiations between the ~ix and Great Brit
ain were unilaterally broken off, not by the Six, but by General de Gaulle's veto, expressed publicly, with
out the partners having been consulted nor. informed •••• 
3) Tb say, in connection with the 1965 crisis, that the agricultural policy was carried out, despite "obstruc
tion on'the part.of the Commission", is completely contrary to the truth. Everyone knows that, without the 
Commission's tenacious determination, there would probably have been no agricultural policy. 
4) The second British application was submitted at the beginning of 1967. The Council of the Six discussed 
it in July. The European Commission submitted an 86-page opinion in ~eptember, concluding that negotiations 
should be opened with the applicant countries. The Council devoted several sessions and ~ngthy debates to 
examining this opinion, until the French government, the only one out of the Six, in December 1967 expressed 
itt opposition to any opening of negotiations. The Six deliberated the matter on several occasions, practical
ly at each ·council meeting, without reaching the slightest agreement. It can thus be said that there were no 
'!prior consultations". ' 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

Mr. Wilson and the Tory back benchers 

Some of our readers are doubtless expecting us to comment on the latest statements 
made by Mr. Wilson in'the'House of Commons on Tuesday in reply to questions. We have someti ~-··~-~ 
criticised for a kind of bias in favour of everything which the British government (and Mr. 
particular) says or does in favour of its entry into the Community, and for not reporting wh 
or does on some occasions when the sincerity of its "European faith" seems in doubt. There is f'¥fliM•!1. 
always someone ready, both in the Community and Great Britain, to rejoice at some of Mr. Wilso 
words and to make mountains out of molehills in the hope of thus helping to disillusion those 
ourselves, are naive enough not to see, behind the European mask, the real face of perfidious ALD~~ 
all set to walk through th~ door to eat us better. We have never shared this way of seeing th 
two reasons. Firstly because if Great Britain did not give evidence of her European resolve (a 
to the same extent as the Community member states), she would not be admitted. Secondly because 
have faith in Europe, we do not believe her to be as "soft" as some European imagine or likely to be 
eaten up from the inside. 

Having said this, we have no qualms about reporting Mr• Wilson's words and making some 
comments on them. It should be remembered that it was Mr. Marten who first· of all asked Mr. Wilson 
whether he was prepared, before resuming negotiations with the Common Market, to give the country a 
oomplete picture of the impUcationo of membership and not to negotiate in the present weak position. 
Mr. Wilson replied that there had been no change in Great Britain's attitude and that doubtless the 
House woula be kept up to date on the situation. There is nothing very new in all this. But another 
member of the Opposition then a8ked the Prime Minister to reiterate hia pledge not to join a federal 
Europe and to say whether members~ip of a European Commi~e(editorial note: perhaps the Monnet Committ
ee ?) was inconsistent with that pledge. Mr. \iilson replied: "As we have all said many times, there is 
no immediate prospect for a long time to oome of that development occurring. Joining the Communites 
would not involve any action of that kind. We would of course be required - and this we have said we 
are prepared to do- to accept the obligations, including the political obligations, of joining the 
Common Market, but they do not include either a federation or any military involvement". 

What oan Mr. Wilson be criticised for as a result of these words ? For not having shouted 
from the rooftops that he wanted a federal Europe ? With the risk of remaining up there on his own 
face to face with the shocked surprise of his audience ? Of course, we could ask Great Britain (and we 
envisaged this possibility a short while ago) to take the initiative of a political union in Europe, 
in view of the fact that her future partners do not seem prepared to do so. At a given moment, and in 
certain circumstances, it would be a risk • But at the present moment and with things as they are, it 
would be quite out of place. It is up to us, it is up to the Community to express a European resolve 
whioh could not but be unanimous and then-to~ask Great Britain to join us, if she shares this resolve. 

For the time being, without looking up his replies to the Tory backbenchers, there are 
enough texts signed by Mr. Wilson, constituting. serious commitments, whioh make it possible to say· 
that the British Prime Minister is already going much further than several of those who accuse him of 
coolness. The raoent Anglo-Italian declaration of 28 April is evidence of this. 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading. 

- E~ ZALESKI, J.P. KOZLOWKI, H. WIENERT, R.W. DAVIES, M.J. BERRY, R. AMMANNIPolitic! and Science in 
OECD, Paris, 637 pages, Price1 60 FF, 50 DM, 5 pounds, 15 dollars. 

This study is due to the initiative of the OECD's former Scientific Research Committee, whose 
in this field are today placed under the responsibility of the Scientific Policy Committee. The fi 
the work deals with the central mechanisms for drawing up the sctentific policy in the USSR. Ruasi~~ZE~~· 
been expected to led the field in the organization of research. It is curious to see her efforts here ar 
fruit a little later in the Western countries. The second part, which deals with scientific and teoh~ 
labour resources, constitutes an extremely interesting evaluation effort in an attempt to give us thelmYUbst 
data on this problem. The third part deals with the academic system and is a complete list of the problems 
linked with its evolution. One should note, in particular,the appearance of the contract system between the 
Academy and other bodies. The fourth part concerns research in institutions for further education, of which 
many problems are similar to those in our countries& to what extent are these institutions to commit them
selves to the research and development process; towards what kind of research should they tend; what is the 
ideal proportion to be maintained between research and education duties? In spite of the growing attention 
granted to basic research, it is in fact applied research which is the subject of the most considerable effort 
in establishments for advanced education. The fifth part constitutes a noteworthy study on the introduction 
in the production sector of scientific methods and results. The authors show that the Soviet Union, in the 
field of science and technology as in that of economy in general, presents a picture of strikingly unequal 
development. The research system in industry was conceived to assure a rapid innovation in priority fields. 

" Fbr those interested in the UUSR's efforts to succeed in producing a harmonious society, for those study
ing methodology and scientific policy, for those concerned by the comparative study of modern civilizations, 
for those with views on relations between social and administrative structures and the rate of development, 
this study affords well-founded elements, frequently unpublished as yet, always very obscure, with remarkable 
annotations and comments," writes Mr. Pierre Piganiol, scientific consultant to the ~aint-Gobain company, in 
the general introduction. 

- HEINZ KUBY / ~ICH KITZMULLER : Transnationale Wirtschaftspolitik, Zur politischen Oekonomie Furopas. 
Verlag fUr Literatur und Zeitgeschehen GmbH (Hanover~B, 142 pages. 

This work analyses the problems of the European economic groups (ro"C, FFTA, COMr.CON), stressing the im
portance of the political consequences of these ecinomic units, the differences existing between the economic 
and political factors, the dynamic tension caused by these differences and, consequently, the efforts of a 
constant change in economic integration (see also Economic Interpenetration for 10 June 1969). 

- INTERNATIONAL SI-TTLEMENTS BANK : Thirty-ninth Annual Report, 1st April 1968 - 31 March 1969, Basle (9 June 
1969), 239 pages. 
- Conservative Research Department: Notes on current politics : Agri~ (No 10 for 2 June 1969), London, 
price: 1/6. 
-Conservative Political Centre: Overseas Review, No 41 -May 1969, London, 15 pages, Price: l/3. 
- Patronat F.rancais, Bulletin du CNPF, Editions Techniques Patronales, No 296 for June 1969, Paris. 
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Mr. Pompidou, new President of the French Republic 

171lme ann~ - No 353 
Lundi 16 juin 19 

Mr. Pompidou has been elected President of the French ~epublic, with about 11 million votes, 
with about 8 million votes for his rival Mr. Poher. There were more than 10 million abstentions 
blank ballot papers. The politjoal expert3 and the experts on election analyses will have ample 
to draw from these facts, thanks to modern analytical methoda, all the indications and informat 
they seek. They will, furthermore, have the opportunity to clarify public opinion and politic'll 
on the new phenomenon (in France) of considerable amplitude (1o~hich makes it disquietning), the abate 
ion. In fact more than one third of the electorate i-las pFlrf;luaded to abstain or to give a blank vote, 
and this constitutes, whether one likes it or not, a heav,y hypothesis for the futuro: it would be v 
to deny- that this phenomenon shows that the recommendations of the Communi:lt Party '"ere followed'fair
ly widely (by t1-10 thirds of the voters in question , it \iOUld seem). Neverthcleos, it is obvious that, 
as Mr. Poher loyally recognised, the perfect legalHy of Mr. Pompidou's election ao President of the 
French people cannot be ques tionetl. furthermore, the important Rffirmntion 1·1hich wns expressed under 
Mr. Poher'a name cannot be llioregarded. :Jome people think that these 6 million votes represent a "con
glomeration" of votes of different origins. This is an objection Hhich if:: naturally founded, but which 
has no weight politically. In all election::; of this ki.nd, \ihere there is a choice betl'leen two possi
bilities, votes converge on the two can:lidates from all kinds of orie;in~>, on the bnsb of a fairly 
vaguely defined common denominator. Thu.> the same objection could bfl mflll£, to the electorate that support
ed Mr. Pompidou. This \Wf.l even the aim of Mr. Po~1pidou nnti of hb outvrnrd-lookirll! policy. If one did 
not have to take into account the hal'd core of thor.e ctnl compl;;:in;; l·d th the orclcrr:. of the Comr.nmiet 
Party, it could. be said that Frnnce b cvolvin;; to<mrds a kind of presidential election fairly similar 
to that in vogue in the lfni ted !Ha tee, 1d th t1-1o fairly balancc:.l nnd poH tic all;,• dmilar groupG, which 
contain hard cores round 1vhich gather various trendc, r:md. 1-Tith extensive abstentioninm. Nontion has 
been made precisely of u:; President:.; elected 1d.th the votes of lees thrm ono third or the electorate. 
This is, moreover, the reaoon why, aB soon ac they Here in office, the Presidents in question called 
on leading figures from the defeated party, above all in matters of foreign policy. 

In any caoe, it should be noted that in the international comments, Mr. Pompidou enjoys a favourable 
bias. It goes without saying that some people emphasize continuity and others change. It is generally 
thought that with regard to European policy in particular, the "dialogue" can be resumed shortly. It 
is necessary, ho~1ever, to stress one thing. It is to the French people that .Mr. l'ompidou has made some 
promises or has given, as some Centristec say, certain undertnkinas. It is up to tho French people to 
make sure that these undertakings come to something. France's partners, following the caution they have 
displayed during the election period, have only to take the ~teps they consider useful and necessary. 
It will be the only way, and the best, of finding out lfhether their hopes have any chances of being 
realised. 
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Act quickly 

It is fairly sig~ificant to note that the statements made on Mr. Pompidou's election y t e 
litioal leaders of France's allies all refer, in one way or another, to the progress wished for~--~ 
the field of European integration. This subject even ousts bilateral relations from pride of pl 

.which confirms that the new French government's attitude to European policy will be the test re e 
ing the existence of a real wish for ohange or, at least, for dialogue. 

It was thus that Mr. Saragat, in his message of congratulations, hoped that Mr. Pompidou's work 
would "contribute to the unity, seouri ty and prosperity of Europe'' and that Mr. Wilson, in his sti&Bh 
at Eastbourne, recalled having expressed to Mr. Pompidou the hope that he and his government mig~U 
work more closely with the British to,-rards European 'unity; and that Mr. Harmel hoped that during the 
new President's seven years in office "the countries of Europe may unite still further and thuo contri.,.. 
bute to the cause of peace". We could mention othur such quotations, all along the same lines. 

It is also sign,ificant that rumours are being spread at the same time to the effect that the 
new French government might try to follow up purely and simple the Soames affair, that is to say attempt 
to put back on its feet an operation which had failed, and seek diT.'ect entente bet,>een Paris and Lon
don in order to find a solution to the membership problem at bilateral level and within the context ot 
more extensive arrangements. But '~hat solution ? This is the heart of the problem. In view of the difti
cul ties at present facing Great llt'i tain, l'lhich a-re not likely to be settled overnight, and in view of 
the imperious need to strengthen the Common Market, particula-rly through the adoption of the financial 
regulation for the common agricultural poUoy, the solution migh-t involve something other than member
ship. As the "trade arrangements" have trailed off to nowhel'e, an attempt might bo made to find ways 
of arriving at clooe links but of a different kind fron those involving f'ull membershin. From the technic
al point of vie1-r, it is remarked in dj plomatic circleo in P·1rj c, it woulcl not be difficult to resume 
from the de rJaulle...Soames meeting, as at the Quai d'Orsay there is still an unanswered note from the 
Foreign Office saying that the Hri tish government remained ready to resume the interrupted talks •.••• 

But since among the rum~Jrs spread about, one alleges· that the British government would not 
be hostile to such a move, there is some reason for concern. 

The conclusion .to be drawn is, once again, that it is necessary to proceed to action and, if 
a revival is really l·mnted, to act before any false moves are made on one side or the other. 
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lr, Benni said on Monday i: ::::::.:::-::::the ti•e o!l:~~~.~~initely OYer, lr, Lane~ 
announced yenterday at the WJi:U Asaembly that the Netherlands (who :!n ten days time will be taking over® 
the chairmanship of the Communities' Council) would make proposals on a "European revival" this summer 
(according to some rum~Jrc the propos~l involven asking the Council, which is due to meet for the 
first. time at Foreign r.linir; ter level to1fardn the 20th J11ly, to make a joint declaration of intent on 
enlargement). Yesterday, a~ain before the WEU, I.ord Cha.lfont made an excellent llpeech, which although M[ 
schematic wan vc•ry elear a.n<l complete. We arc going to reproduce it in full in our Documents an it 
contains clear rcpljos to :1 \1ho]e ,·.nrinr; of q_uenti.c·nn ueln.; implicitly or explicitly asked. 

All this, :;mrl much n•or~, confirmn that the F.uropenn front is on the ·move, and leaves no doubt 
about the dir<,ction it i:l taki.n~. J:uropean political ]carters :;oem to be nwaro of t.he imperious need 
to act with ootne Bpee:i. Uo mus1. cmphr1:.~irr:c thi; :>peedy action. The French elections are now over (and 
the prospect, which conld bn fmvi..1a,_;ed n month r.ll;o, of th£~ dis:;olution of the National As:wmbly has 
been remove<!) nn·l. the ·lerinition ef the line to be folJo·.md b,v France on g,H'Pperm polic;r, that iB to 
say the doun1SC' of con1.irmi 1.," :ond chan._;e cho:,en, :i:l no•.• n m:1f.tC'r ef •Jn,y::. Th>J nlectionr: clue tQ tnke 
place in IJermnn;; in .;npLI"tol'll r c;muut po.Jd bl,v bo irJVnl.<·d n·1 a rctnon for· lcttin1~ thin~;Fl drag on. It is 
in fact known I,Jnt, unln::.~· t.hur·o ~n·0 unlike1;,• :·nnr·rttionnl eventn, the bnoio llne of •;erman;t'n European 
policy will not chrmge •. \ctir1,~ ·p('c•til;t ir• Ill' m;r tnoan:; acting in ha.;k, r:1ther the oppor.;ite. It. in 
faot meano be.-rirmin.:: ri,~ht. nn1, ·.r· C<•ntinu.in,;, Vu: dr·t•,:in;.; '1P of the v:.~dcn1s hypothe::;e::, making the 
necessary choice; :mJ m••U'Jrkin,; cm t.h<' djplom"ltic prep:l'·athm of the: 1;1cf.ion t0 ue un.Jori.<lken. All this 
takes time. IJnfnf't.on;,I.,J;t Jm.·t errcricnce prove:' that it •J.'J.-:1 oftfln i1een nt~cen:wr,y, on l.ht· pl'ctex.t of 
not rut4hing thinr;.;, t0 f1avo h• f"aee np t.o :'itnn.1.icmG ,,here immediat,~ action -::hould ha·.re Loen tnken. 
This was not done becnP~:c tlwre hrd been nl' prE:pnraLion. Tt was ~herefore :necoH3ar,y to hprovi:Je, 
and the outcome j c thcru f'or rtll to .1ce. 

The action, apart from brJ'in,~ Y"n-pil, mu:ot. be- a:J •m have alrclady naitl- 1$1obnl. Lord Ch~lfont 
said that one £~hould not clfpect to achieve cver.v thin~ l\t once. Lord Chalf'ont is ri&h t, above all inso
far as he means ·that the net;oti otimn on r.lcmberchip (;;Id eh i.G for him an underetnn<lable priority) should 
centre on the fe1-: cs~entinl qtt€.'r>ti on;: ; efforto nhould not be fri ttercd away on neeking a solution to 
ail the problem:'· l;u t :1 t i.n on(• thing to sny that everythin~ r.hcnJld not be .:zettled at once and another 
to reoogni ze, ·,thnt appearn vi tnl to nn, that the problem or Eltropean integration now haa to be tackled 
from an overall approach. 'I'he problem:> ;till be resolved nncl thio will take time, a long time. lbt what 
we need now is an overall picture, in ·.thioh we can aitnnte what needs doing right now a:nd what needs 
doing later. 
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Among the faotors whioh should be an inducement to aot quickly and globally in order io -.. ... .L., ..... 
substantial prosress in European integration, one should not disregard that constituted by the 
ig uaxiety of al.l economic circles in our countr1es. These circles make no secret of their 
at a situation whose dangers they realise. Thrown into the adventure of the vast European market, 
international. competition and of swift technical progress, the economies of our countries are subJ .. fn 
to serious tensions stemming from the disequilibrium between the existence of growing interpenetra~ 
OD the one hand, and the maintenance of national structures with regard to the direction being taken 
by the economy, on the other. In other words, the advantages of the interpenetration of the economies 
can become aleatory if there is no close coordination of economic policies. 

But this coordination, while relatively easy to begin with, is blocked as soon as the decis-
ions to be taken become politjcal ·lecisions connected l~ith the responsi'bilities still incumbent upon 
the States from the general point of view. From this moment on, whatever the extent of the interests 
at stake, the lack of precise anu vigorous political rer.olve, going-beyond any purely national apprais
al, threatens to jeopardise everything. And everything mi0ht then tumble down. 

The companies have realised this difficult situation.Their strategy- whether they be companies 
whose customers are the consumer masses or those mainly depending on state orders - is linked to the 
nature and size of the market. It must therefore rest on certain irreversibility and on exact knowledge 
of the size. As long ac; this certainty and knowledge are not taken for g:oanted, the whole edifice will 
be in danger. 

Over the last few daya the ~?ench Employers have taken a atand on hurope in the most unambiguous 
terms. In calling for the Community to be strengthened "in the texts but above all in the performance", 
they rightly enphasize the importance of Community oolidarity, whioh in order to be effective cannot 
be limited to the application of written rules but must penetrate into the mind. In requesting that the 
enlargement of.the economic community of the Six be tackled "with an open mind and with care for the 
vital interests ,of France", they obviously stress, in connection with the idea o~ ·enlargement, that it 
should be effected with respect for the interests of eaoh. , 

With regard to the Federation of Belgian Industries, whose European traditions are well-known, 
it devotes 1 ts anmial report to European integration. We are well aware of the reluotanoe in some 
seotora with resard to the enlargement of the Community. It stems both from the existence of particular 
interests and fro• the fear that the dispite about enlargemeat may be predujicial to the continued de
velop~ent of the Common Market, namely delay the Utter's irreversibility. But it seem• that the J'BI 
has itself replied to this attitude by saying "it is necessary to continue Europe, it ia necessary to 
take the risk of Europe because there is no other way of ensuring valid hope for those who live and .. 
will 11 ve in Eur,ope11 

• 
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HENRI MANZANARES 1 Les Aesemblees du Conseil de 1 'P:urope et de 1 'Union de 1 'Furope~~!!!!!!.• Berp:r.~iNii'lkllll 
Publishers, Paris 1969 1 152 pages, Price 1 15.00 Francs. 

This book by Mr. Henri Manzanares, legal adviser of the Commission of the Furopean Communities, 
we already owe a book on the European Parliament, is an excellent introduction to the consultative s 
of the Council of P:urope and the WFU 1 the composition of the assemblies and the statute of represent· 
their structure and functioning; the sources of comptency ( conventional ones and those arising fro~or1~ 
tice); relations of the assemblies with ministerial bodies and the role of the assemblies. In the eo 
Mr. Manzanares ptresses that the consultative assemblies are the outcome of progress made in diploma 
methods and an extension of the process of democracy. They are something between the classical interna·ttMlll•~ 
assemblies and the Furopean Parliament which in turn clearly foreshadows a federal type of assembly. 
comparison to the fo~mer, they constitute a decisive prop,ress, but they are not as far advanced as thEftf .. -
ter which, for. the mo~ent, constitutes the most advanced st~ of this evolution~. tfttr 

With his book, Mr. Manzanares gives rise to the question whether these assemblies have reached their 
major aim which was to let public opinion participate in the activities of international organisations whioh 
in themselves constitute a first step towards the realisation of a federal order. The answer cannot be in 
the affirmative, but this brings us to the real debate, i.e. on the role of the Parliament in the construction 
of a federal furope. ltJ 
- J!!vue Frantaise de f>cience Politiqu~, No.5- October 1968, Presses llniversitaires de Prance, Paris. -\ ':o· 

The problem of the enlargement of the Vuropean r:ommunit.les wiLl once ap,ain,•in the course of coming mon , 
be one of the subjects most heatedly discussed. '!'hat is why tt ma,v be worth while to recall that'the Oc-
tober 1968 issue of the flevue l•'ran(false de f.nience Polihque in almost entirely devoted to a study of Oreat 
Britain's application for entry into Lhe l"uropcnn Commucvties. '!'his research work, carried out collectively· 
in the course of the university ,vear 1967-68 w1ttrin the framework of 1\ l·uropean political colloquy of the Parie 
Institute for Political Studies, outlines how flreat Britain !'lees the poss1ble enlarp,ement of the Communities 
to include Great Britain and other countries, and how thin q1wntion 10 seen in each of the six tl01111110n'Markit 
countries and by the CommlSsion and Lhe l•:uropenn Parliament. 

-Revive Europe, 'l'wenty-third annual report of the l•'ederation of llelp;ian Induotriea 1 Brussels, June 1969 1 72pp. 

-Land Redevelopment : a J•,uropean Problem, Jleport of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of F'urope, · 
Strasburg 1968, 145 pages. - The report which 1s reproduced in this brochure, was presented to the Aonsulta
tive Assembly on 10 May 1968. 'l'he Comm1 ttro of Ministers of the Council of F'urope, in favourably considering 
the recommendation contained in this report, decided to convene in 1970 a F.uropean Conference of Ministers in 
charge of land redevelopment. 
- ACHILIF. ALBONE.'TTI 1 F!ner ia Nucleare e Autonomia F.uro ea; a 1·eparate copy of the April 1969 iseue of the 
Quarterly revue Affari Jo'steri 

- IMI (Istituto Mobiliare Italiano) 1 ~mment etablir une industria en Italie, French edition 1 April 1969, 
edited by the IMI Bureau of Studies (Rome) 1 'f5 pages. 

- OECD 1 Mechanical and Flectric Industries in North America - fo'urope - Japan, 1967-1968; Paris• 252 pages, 
Price 1 £1,10.-, S4.20. - In its 8th report, the f,pecial Committee of Industries describes trends in mecha
nical and electric industries in 1968, and their causes, as well as the prospects for 1969. FUrthermore. 
based on new detailed data now available, it analyses the production factors and demand forces in 1967• 

- OECD 1 _!~tile Industry in the OFCD Countries, 1967-1968, Paris 1969, 150 pages, Pricer 27sh.6d •• t4. 
The' annual in vestigationonhe textile industry comprises three parts t general trends, relations between tbe• 
countries and statistical tables. 
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EDITORIAL 

The new French covernment !pd Europe 

The oyole which began on 27 April is now over. Its successive stages were the departu~ 
the aoeae of General de Oaulle, the presidential election campaign, with all the statements of·~~~ 
ion and formal promises that it involved, the el•otion of Mr. Oeorges Pompidou as President, t 
ment of Mr. Cbaban-Delmaa as Prime Minister and, Jeaterday evening, the formation of a new rr o 
IOVernment. 

The way the government is made up seems to reflect the double notion of continuity an inl, 
The.outward-looking aspect seems particularly evident to most people in the European field, whio* 
precisely the one of greatest interest to us. . 

Let us attempt to see on what this first impression appears to be f~tnded and to what e t 
a certain amount of reserve is required. 

One aspect should be pointed out. This Pbropean "opening" results essentially from the over
all structure of the government rather than from the choice of Minister of Foreign Affairs. And this 
opening seems to be particularly significant from ita economic rather than political angle. We in fact 
note that - and this seems to have raised some difficulties - that Nr. Debre has left the Foreign Mi
nistry only to be ranked as the Minister of State responsible for the armed forces. But the armed 
forces are the very symbol of national independence and any organisation of Europe going beyond the 
economic union stage would have a direct or indirect implication in the defence field. This shows the 
limits which any moves to revive Europe would come up against in the attitude of the French Ministry 
for tbe Armed Forces. On the other hand, the nomination of Mr. Valery Gisoard d'Estaing as Minister tor 
rinanoe and that of Mr. Jaoques Duhamel as Minister ~f Agriculture seems to be a fairly precise indi
cation of the resolve to push European cooperation in the Community framework as far as possible. Thia 
cooperation corresponds, moreover, to France's interests. It could even be said that at present it ia 
ot vital importance for France. The questien which cannot yet be answered is whether France's need of 
such cooperation will have the political developments which are indispensable if economic cooperation 
is to be suooessful, institutional developments, on the one hand, and towards ehlargement, on the other. 
Both Mr. Oisoard d1 Estaing and Mr. Duhamel have been very explicit about opening up the Common Market 
to Great Britain. Will they be able to have their say in the decision which will have to be taken in 
higher places ? · 

The second aspect to be taken into consideration is the personality of Mr. Msurioe Sobuaann. 
Mr. Pierre Viansson-Ponte wri tea of hi111 "he is a Oaullist if ever there was one". It should be remem
bered that, while it is true that he left the government on 15 May 1962 (with Ptlimlint Fontanet , lUroa 
and Bacon) following General de Garille's famous'press conference, he did not fail later to share and 
·defend all the Oaullist positions on foraign policy issues. We would recall in particular the 11collo~7" 
betweeD him and Mr. Spaak (Brussels, on 27 September 1965, see JilJROPE/Doouments }}8-340) :· "'t which he 
said in particular {a) that the Commission's role was not that of an embryo of European political au
thori1y; (b) that the substitution of the qualified majority rule for that of the unanimity rule was 
impossible; (o) that any progress towards political uDion would have to be preceded bJ acceptance of 
the Fauohet Plan and by an "agonising review" of relations between Europe and the United States. 

We would not like to ascribe intentions, but it would be naive to cultivate dangerous illua
iotia. The facts will soon show where the European "opening" is a reality, as we all hope. 
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E'D IT 0 R I A L 

Economic Europe in the eyes of Mr,Gi$card d'Esta!ng 

If we ~tart off from the hypothe~is that the economic is more important than the politic•l,it 
certain that the European overture achieved following the formation of the new French government i~ 
considerable •. For a lOll:J tir.e, and on -;e·.ten:~l occc:lsions, we ha,:e emphasised the stands taken ty Mr, 
~ry Giscard d'E-;taing in the field of European policy. His membershi~ o£ the Monnet Committee, last~~~~~ 
which at the time repre<;ented a "scdndalous'' breach of etiquette,as compared with Gaullist orthodOlCY 1 

has proved to be the fruit of a very clear~sighted analysis or the situation and ha~ illustrated the 
o£ a perceptive mind. 

Today, and for the fir~t time ~ince 1958, the Monnet C~mmittee group~ together delegate~ 
a mandate by the free trade union~ and pdrtie~ which hold government re~pon~ibilitiea ~~~~~~~~~ 
ity countrie~ (therefore France i~ no lonqer an exception) and in Great Britain. Since 
mittee i'l not a high a~,embly of tlotable!l, and it~ deljberations are the expre~•don of a preci<~e commit
ment- reached dfter an open and det.liled deLate - by the politic.tl fort.:e~ which compo.,e it, Mr.Gi<~card 
d'Eqtaing will he able,if he wir.her.,when the Committee hold~ it~ meeting in Bruc;eel<~ on 15 July, to make 
a preciou~ contribution to lhec:e deliberation~. The latter will concern above all the pO~qible ~olutionc; 
to the great problemc: which al'i~c becauc:e or Great BT'itain'~ memberr;hip or the Community. Thec;e great 
J:lroblemc; are technical : aqricul ture, technoloqy,cUJ•rency, in•:titutional organi<~ationc;, and muqt be c;tud-
ied from their technical dc;pec1 ~ (to meet the object iottr. or lho~e who ra i~e technical cli££icul tie<~) 1 but 
in reality they are pt•ofounrlly pol i tici-11 in nature. Thr- decidon~ and choices to be made are in fact 
J:lolitical decir.ion, ar1<i wilJ h.Jve a df!cidve influence on Community future,and,in general, on the future 
of Europe. Thi~ i~ r.om~>tlinq •..,rhich not I"VPryom• h.1~ underqtood, but whidt will' be <~een very clearly dur-
ing the Monnet CommittPe tleliber•ationr.. Tht! lo~ttcr hct~, moreover, inC"luded on it~ agenda the problem 
0£ the action t'o be taken with rl view to pol j tlc<~1 uniOlt in Europe, and it will be ~nteresting to <~ee 
how thiq prol>Jen1 wiJl be- rai'\!~tl in the new c;hort-ter·m economic situ<ltior& chdr-tctf'ri<~inq Europe'<~ pre<~ent 
podtion, 

To come back to Mr. Gisc.1rd d'Er.:t,dnq'<; poc;ition, .tnd on the bac;i~ or what he himself has c;aid,we 
know that: 
a) in economic and monetary ma t:tcrr;, Hr·. r.i sc . ..tr•rJ d' E<: t "'1n·J con<~ ider~ thd t the coordini.\ tion or economic 
policie~ i<; in.Jjo::per•r.able and c,llould Le cor.1pleted at the t!nd of a monetar~ union, for which Hr. Giscard 
d'E!!:taing him<~elf' ha~ ir.dicated tile po<-:~;i'!J1e r.:tagt>~ (including~ the poolinr1 of <;Ome n.atiorutl rtserveBt 
which the Mom~ct Commit Lee wa<; c.~dvor:o~ting r;e•1eral yt'!ar!l ago). · 
b) in the field of agricultural policy, the new Finance Mini!Jter feelg that there is no national alter
native to a common df!ricul tur·dl policy, 
c) as regards enlargement,he consider<: that Great Britain mu<;t be invited to join the Six, whereas that 
tor the other countrier: "complementary orgdnisation formulae" mu!lt be found. 
d) in the in!ltitutional field, Mr. Giscard d'Estaing sees a "confederation of States" which will bees
tabliahed within a certain time. 1\:.cve all, he reels that there will be no progress without political 
stimulus. 

Thus we are ~ac.:k to the hasi~ problem : without a political stirnulu-;, the construction of Europe 
would crumble. Mr. Gl<;card d'Er.talr.,J felt th.tt Lhi!l polil.ical stimulus !lhould be sought in a "new Mes
~ina confere!Icc" meeting before the end or the year, 
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It remain~ to be <:een who wiTl take the initiative for this meeting, when, and in what context. 
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EDITORIAL 

Ironical smiles ••• 

Dlrecleur reeponsable et r6d • 
IIUr en chef : Ellllftuele G 

Announcing the formation of the new French government on Monday, we mentioned the reaerv ions 
we felt at the nomination of Mr. Maurioe Sohumann as Foreign Minister, without, however, wish ~lb 
ascribe intentions. At the same time a large section of the foreign press was sreeting this sa~~~~
nomination with what we considered to be scarcely justified enthusiasm. Our conclusion was what t 
would be naive to foster dan~erous illusions. ~fJO 

Well it was Mr. Debre himself and his successor at the Q.Jai d'Orsay that wished iwiftly t~M~le
pill these illusions and thus cut short any hopes the "optimists" might have. We can •ell understand 
the latter: the frightful possibility of Mr. Debr~ remaining as Foreign Minister (reportedly desired 
in very high quarters, which would hBve confirmed completely the idea of the most intransigent "oon
tinui ty") or of a swi toh io Mr. Couve de Murville had loomed so large recently that for many people 
the nomination or .blr • .t.Jaurice Jchumann seemed like a Godsend and was welcomed with a great sigh of 
relief. If this wns a manoeuvre, it was a cruccessful one. 

lX!ring the handing over ceremony '"hich took place yesterday at the Quai d'Orsay, Mr. Debre 
said, addressing his ouccesuor: "IJear ltlaurice .lchumann, .you, like I myself, must have smiled on read.
ing the comments which Bppeared in the foreign press on your arrival at the head of this Ministry", 
and he stressed that ir there hall been some "dispites" at one time (a reference to the reaction to the 
press conference or 15 May 191>2) the pattern or events "has marked in your eyes as in mine the orien
tation now taken b,y our foreign policy". This orientation can be summarised as follows I "France is 
the nation with her hnnda free", •4hich would ningularly diminish the value of France's Comnrunity 
oommi tm•nts. And Mr. Debre concluded by snyin~: "We ,shall both soon look with irony on those who ima
gined deviations an1i roversnlG 11 • Mr. Maurict- .lchumann' s reply only confirmed this: "I would never have 
succeeded you, i r my en try oou ld have seemed a cause of rupture or disavowal". 

One might then well ask why Mr. Debre was replaced at the Quai d'Orsay. 
lfhnt conclusion can be dra•m from thi.s ? While we advised right from the start that it 1f0Uld 

be wrong to foster illusions, we do not believe, however, that an equally sterile pessimism is oall
ed for. In fact, as we once said, while the nomination of the men responsible for applying a oertain 
policy is a first sign (and that of Mr. Jchu1nann is worth what it is worth), jutib"lllent can only b~ 
made on the concrete acts which are to follow. Then we shall see ~hether the changes and the "openiDC 
out" - which Mr. Debre calls deviations and reversals - advocated and promised by Mr. Pompidcu are 
only election promises. We shall also see whether it will be possible to set at naught, with or •ith
out irony, the imperious re~Jirements of the economy, of development, of social justice and of EUro
pean cooperation. 
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For some time now we have been insisting on the ne.ed to take immediate steps which would a 
a decisive and important stage in the building of Europe to be reached and which, in any case, wou 
help to clear away the ambiguities in the attitudes of some partioipantR i.n the European dialogu 

This clarification of respective attitudes is of first rate importnnoe and must be the fi at8 
goal of any action taken. There are two reasons for this. First and foremost it is necessary to d 
the myth of the existence of an alibi behind which sheltered at their ease those that fourid'it goodNn 
preach the European cause, and even enla:t'gement to include Great Britain, knowing fu.U ,ell that de · 
Gaulle's "no" enabled them not to have to put their ..,ords into action. In our opinion, even if episo es 
of this kind are not out of the question, it •.rould be ··•rong to claim that this is a generalised and 
effective phenomenon. Nevertheless, as al~ays, intentions only have value if they rest on concrete acts. 
One is therefore entitled to expect those 1hRt have abrays spoken of furope as their reason for action 
to formulate now precise and feasible proposals, and shov that they aro not prepared to see them shirk
ed but are ready to see them transformed into decisions. Then the alle~ed alibi of the others vill 
cease to be one'• s own alibi. 

The second reason is that it is necessary to verify ·~hat is exactly the dosage of "continuity" 
and "change" ,.,hicb should be a feature or the ne•" Jt'rench government's foJ•eign policy. In this field , 
as in others, it is preferable to leave aside the more or less happy statements, which reflect more or 
less personal vie•fS or regrets or pious hopes, and stick to the facts. 

Enough time has no~ passed for it ~o be impossible to say that attempts are being made to force 
matters. The ne•" French government has been rormed. A political line hns been defined. A prospect of 
stability has come into vie•.r. It is the time to implement the directiveH stemming from this political 
line. 

Many observers think that there are many directions in •·•hich it "OU ld be ndvisable to act. 
First of all there should be a test of the existence or. this ouh·ard-looking spirit. An opportunity 
will arise very shortly. It is tomorrow that the dlJ Permanent Council is to meet to take oongizanoe 
of the Assembly's discussions and recommendations. It is perhaps too soon to hope that the French re
presentative will resume his seat at the table, but it might be possible to envisage seriously a way 
out of this affair which has already 4ragged on too long. Jeoondly, the forthcoming ministerial meet
ings of the Six afford several opportunities for each member to assume his responsibilities and clarify 
his own position. A certain amount of optimism seems to prevail in Commission circles: let us hope that 
it is based on something solid. 
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Oovernment statement by Mr, Chaban-Delmasl ~~ . 
a new approach ? 

The declaration read by Mr, Chaban-Delmas yesterday afternoon to the National Assembly defi ell:) 
the general policy which the French government intends to apply in the various fields, For the t e 
being it is a "declaration of intent" whd.oh has to be followed by concrete action, But what the nMQ 
Prime Minister said is givin6.riee to many comments and analyses, It is already possible to draw 
some general conclusions whiah seem to us particularly important. While they concern in principle 
the government statement as a whole,· they apply more particularly to the section devoted to foreign 
policy and EUropean policy in particular. Pending El detailed anBlysis of the texts, let us attempt to 
summarise the most striking aspects of these general impressions. 
1·) Caution is the main feature of the whole operation at present led by Mr. Chaban-Delmas under the 
obvious direction of Mr. rompidou. This caution IHJE)IIlfJ desii5Jled to make some important turning points 
possible without too many risks. It is therefore fairly natural that it iu not at rirst clear what 
direction is being taken. Furthermore, this caution sermed to us to be particularly appreciated in 
Paris, precisely by thooc that are moGt eager for a change. 
2) This caution means that a hasty reading or certain ntatements like the one made yesterday by 
Mr. Chaban-Delmas leavec the irnpresHion "that thio text could have been w:ri tten oi.x months ago and J 

that it does not provide an,ything new in comparioon with previouo derinition~:~", lut this is not so 
and Mr, Roger .Maoaip, who made this remark, think t.hat on closer i.nVetJtilllltion a difrerent approach to 
the problems is viSible. Caution, which enablea oome people to ouppooe that the "opening up" operation• 
embodied in the nomination or certain peruana, io only a trick allowing complete continuity to be main
tained, might well be thererore the most appropriate way of ensuring the suooess of the opening in 
question, 
3) This idea may well be confirmed by the tone and the climate which are features or this phase of 
French policy, If it ie true that it is the tone thnt makes the song, it has to be recognised that 
the song is very different from the one heard up until now. In other words, tha more attentive ob
servers whom we had the opportunity or meeting on the oocasion or this government statement, but also 
outside this context, think that we are witnessing a profmtnd change in orientation, a change vbioh 
will take a little while to reveal ita true importance, and which will doubtless not be unopposed, 
but which will be able to develop if all the necessary conditions obtain. 
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Several general remarks, connected with the "climate" and "tone" rather than the subs 
Wfl th the "approach" rather than the precise orientation, have alr.eady prompted some obs•~"'~~'"r·s 
cautious but generally positive conclusions from the statements made by Mr. Chaban-Delmas on 
vernment's future European policy. We mentioned them in our Editorial on Friday. 

i We would now like to make a slightly more detailed analysis of the texts, on the basis 
of last Thursday's government statement, ~~t also of certain replies which Mr. Chaban-Delmas 
on various subjects, in the Parliament and elsewhere. 
I Let us begin with what the Prime Minister said about I<'rance' s foreign policy. Here he 
~he binomial nature of the entire policy inaugura·ted by Mr. Pompidou: continuity and opening. As these 
~wo terms are used together, they must obviously be compatible, i.e. they cannot be contradictory. 
Ebt neither can they be synonyroous, as the second brings in a modification in the meaning of the first. 
'llhe word change would express .nore aptly the reality of things: there can be change in continuity 
~en there is no reversal of the direction. Naturally those that interpret this opening or change in 
~ minimalist way will say that any policy is likely to change accordin5 to circumstances,and that this 
does not necessarily imply a change of doctrine. It would rather be a matter of tactics becoming adapt
~d to circumstances, in order to apply the same policy. This interpretation seems to be confirmed by 
)!r. Chaban-Delmas when he says "The golden rule ,.rhich General de Oaulle has taught us and which remains 
dear to us is that independence is an essential aspect of our policy". !le immediately adds, however,: 
'f~ this independence, to our way of thinking, .is the opposite of a retrenchment •••• France's concern 
remains, to my way of thinking, to keep a oertnin freedom of movement in order to play her part to
wrds entente, detente and cooperation". 
. It has to be admitted that together with a certain dose of continuity (independence, France's 

1ole in favour of peace) these statements reflect a good dose of change which can be discerned in that 
meaningfUl~. Saying that he wishes to keep a certain rreedom of movement,Mr.Chaban-Delmas is.·talking 
,mother one likes it or not, in a differ.ent way from General de Gaulle for whom freedom of move-
ment has no conditions or limitations {" Whatever the size of the glass handed to us from outside, we 

·prefer to drink from our ow, while standing a round with everyone" speech on television on 27 April 
:).965). For de Gaulle "our country has her hands free before all the states of the world" and last 
rfuesday ·Mr. :.Qebre took up the same expression so often repeated by the General "France is a nation with 
her hands free". For the time being it is only a question of words, but it is a fac.t that Mr. Chaban
Pelmas did not u~e this expression, and was much less out and dried. He followed the same tactics in 
his statements on an independent radio programme on defence policy, a policy whioh he defined as "ir
reversible and manageable", an expression closely connected with "continuity and opening". 

pl 
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Tomorrow we shall analyse the other applications. 

EDITORIAL: Europe in the statement .from new French government - (1) "Some freedom of 
movement". 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Heinemman becomes President of Federal Republic .- WEU 
Council not to meet before October ? -Statements by Mr. Harmel on Europe .-Switzerland 
not to belong to UN .- President llixon' a visit to Rumania .-
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jp~4/4a Problems of Euratom and European technology: examined by Ministers of Six 
'P4 Council meeting on Agriculture 
P5 EP Plenary session: Parliament adopts budget estimates 

1P6 ill!. industrial loatl in Trier region 

P7/8 
p8 

lp9 
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Italian egg imports from state trading countries: reply to question N. 70 from Mr.Droscher 
UNCTAD: proposals on tariff prefernces in autumn 
EEC/AASM: new convention to be signed end of July-beginning or· August 
EDF: thirteen aid decisions 
~th problems: Italy/Commis~ion talks 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: EP Committee on Agriculture proposes to accept main points of 
1970/71 price proposals- Wine making areas to be visited by EP Committee on Agriculture. 
Court of Justice: Commission proceedings against Italy 
Court of Justice: to pronounce on Italian delay in establishing wine and grape resister 
Fi~s::libeniisation propos& 
GA :'catalogue of non-tariff. barriers·ready 
Carded wool: second meeting between EEC and USA 
~ preparation for Icelandic membership 
WEEKLY ECHOES 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION N. 1197 

EUROP~Doouments N. 532 A new possibility for Europe today. 
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EDITORL!..J:! 

Euro e in the statement from the new French vernment -
2 "As fast and as far as the others"•••• 

f''H" 
Continuing with our analysis, we come to the part which concerns the European policy more directl~JNr. 

Chaban-Delmas saidl "France caD.. not 'flourish· imless she becomes open 1 and this priority opening is 
firstly to Europe, for economic reasons, of course, but also for political reasons." He continued& "WI,~ 
by state that we are prepared with regard to European integration to pro~ess as~and as far as oua· -
ners are themselves prepared to P£2£!'~.!!!!. towards a Europe aware of her own destiny." There is absolute y no
thing to which one can object in these statements, which every European can support without ·after-thoughts. 
There is, in the expression "progress as fast and as far as the others", an element of .£!:!!!!!E-S!. which should 
be appreciated and which is perfectly legitimate. In all, it is an invitation to progress fast and far as re
gards Eur{P~!!!!_in~,et;!'at~~ (the latter being an expression \'lhich smacks more of the jargon used by "Europeans 
••• ) • It s by this challenge that one can destroy ~1hat we described as the "myth of the alibi". From such 
a pos.tion, no-one will be able to take cover behind a refusal, a blocka~~. about which there were complaints 
in Paris. But neither can Paris reject her partners' cons Lructive proposals. '£his is an excellent start~ Let 
us draw up a plan of the intentions and after-thought processec and put our cards on the table. 

In this context, it is clear that the key lies in the followinG phrase: "to1~arda a J,urope aware of her 
own destiny". It is an ambif,'UOUs p!irase, which can cover a variety of concepts. Jt can be placed among the 
expressions so often used: :~uropean i.urope, i•.uropc of today, 1:urope of the nations, coherent hurope, etc., 
which encourage misunderstanding or perpetuate contradiction. llho could deny that ·,.urope mus-t. be aware of her 
own destiny? On the contrary, it is the awareness of this destiny which has compelled so many l·~uropeans to 
strive for unity. 

It is therefore t.o be seen that the first thin{~ Lo be clone is to remove these mi!'Junderstandings, to effac• 
any after-thoughts, that is to say, to find out which ::uro',)e 111e are referring to: we must make sure that we 
all mean the same one •••• 

In this light, .Mr. Chaban-Delmas' proposals for a No. 1 l·.urope are very interesting. 'l'he Prime Minister 
has expla1ned to what extent the brench nuclear military policy, though irreversible, gan also be guided. 
After pointing out that F'ederal Germany had taken: on, by an international treaty, "a commitment - not to be a 
nuclear military nation.-and this commitment is neither prescriptible nor revisable". ,Mr. Chaban-Delmas addst 
"Great Britain is a nuclear power and since, · in our Ji,uropean cpenings;, it is clear that, provided that 
Europe is in no way damaged by Great Britain's entry into the European system, we are in favour of her entry, 
as of this moment, an agreement on these issues can arise which, as of this moment, would seriously modify 
the conditions for national effort, which would oease being national and would become European." 

One can naturally discuss - but we are not going to do so here - the question as to whether Germany has 
renounced being a nuclear power or simply given up the manufacture of nuclear arms on her territory (ameQded 
Treaty of Brussels), and the best way of progressing from a national force to a F:uropean force. But the impor· 
tant thing is that Mr. Chaban-Delmas has spoken of the Europenn effort and not of the Franco-British effort. 
There is a difference here which will not have escaped attettive observers. 
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SUMMARY 

E:DITORIAL: Europe ih ~he statement from the new i.i'r~nch government - (2) "As fast and a.s far as 
the others"~ 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Brandt :im favour of simultaneous negotiations with all applicant 
countries : Mr. Kiesinger to visit Washington on 7 August -Statement from chairman of Council 
of European Communes to Mr. Chaban-Delmas - Mr. Luns speaks of Benelux role in the Community -
la% surtax maintained in the United States. 
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p3 Netherlands hold presidency of Community Council 
EEC-East Africa: negotiations resumed 

p3/4/5/7 EP plenary session: nuclear and technological policy gives rise to a discussion. EP adopts a resolu
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pil/12 
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tion observing the absence of decisions and deterioration 
EP approves budget for 1970 and new status of Community officials 
EP: standards for trade in fruit and vegetables 
EP supports enlargement of bilateral quotas for road transport 
EP recommendations regarding association between Community and Turkey 
Ministers of Agriculture prepare compromise for major agr~cultural problems in abeyance 
New Community nil-duty quota for imported herrings 
Court of Justice: Social security for migrant workers -two rulings (24/68,2 and 3/69) on concept 
of tax of equivalent effect 
ESC : Fiscal and legislative harmonization on pasta have caused many difficulties 
EDF 1 running and repatition of deals in the context of EEC/AASM negotiations 
Ec'Sc loans olic 
ECSC Austria and ECSC Switzerland Trans rt Committees• meeting 
Chooz nuclear power station could resume activities at the end of 1969 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1198 
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Bt' 
Having stated that he was ready to go as fast and as far as France's partners, Mr. Chaban- ~ 

Delmas went on to speak of Germany and Great Britain. 
With regard to Germany he said "In this EUrope on the move, our treaty of fr:i:endship with 1-10_ 

many will continue to occupy an exemplary place. When I say exemplary, this does not mean exclusivl~ 
and I am thinking in particular of the ties between France and the Mediterranean countries, especially 
Italy with whom we intend to develop our economic ties". These words call for some interesting remarks. 
First of all• while General de Gaulle never called the Franco-German treaty exclusive, he did use terms 
for it such as "pre-ferential links" or "direct and priv:l.leged cooperation". The word "exemplary" was 
used by Mr. Pompidou himself in the elc.tion campaign. It ,.,as again Mr. Pompidou, on a visit to Rome 
(which has become historic for other reasons •• ), f,hat mentioned, in hio talks with Italian leaders, 
some concern about the preferential relations with Germany. The reservations expressed by Mr. ·Chaban
Delmas do not concern the substance of the Franco-German friendship and reconciliation, which is essent
ial for the success of' &!rope, but seem to reveal a den ire to observe the Gomnruni ty spirit (the same 
desire, in fact, which inspired the llundestag ~~hen it adopted the famous "preamble" to the Treaty. 

Going on to speak of enlargement, Mr. Chabnn-Delmas said: "The vitality of a body is not mea
sured by its size, but also by its cohesion. The exten6ion of the Common l~tarket to include new members, 
and first and foremost C:reat hritain, nruat be the su b,ject of prior discuasions and agreement:> with our 
Community partners. But it is necessary for this memborship, far froM ,.reakening the ::-difice already set 
up, to strengthen it. It is important for pointe: or vie., and intereGts to become adjusted in detailed 
discussions, but the outcome of these negotiations should not be put in jeopardy by rushing things or 
wiping out the real problems. British membership should not dilute the EUropean idea, and the vocation 
of Europe· should not be jeopardised with this increase in size." It has to be recognised that these 
words are strangel.y similar to those often repeated by the French government since the second British 
application for-membership. The disappointment felt by many people on hearing them is understandable. 
&t two remarks should be made. Firstly, the "tone" used by i>Jr. Chaban-Delmas is doubtless appreciably 
different from that used for instance by Mr. Couve de l~Jurville or lllr. Debre. In their eyes it was near
ly implicit and even very obvious that enlargement would have weakened the Community. Therefore they 
advocated "detailed discussions" between the Six, rut mainly to enable their partners to discover that. 
enlargement and strengthening were two irreconcilable terms. Mr. Chaban-Delmas does not seem to see 
things in the same way. The reference he made to British membership in the statements on the problem of 
defence (see Tuesday's editorial) is. significant. Secondly, with regard to the substance of the matter, 
the need for a "prior agreement" between the Six is indisputable. The bone of contention was the fact 
that one of the parties had an already defined negative position and that therefore any joint examinat
ion appeared impossible right from the start. Once more it is a matter of state of mind and of willing
ness to cooperate. 

Tomorrow we shall attempt to conclude this analysis. 

suM M A R Y ~ -:)t"'\'1 Llf.h~ f0o ~~CO 
pl EDITORIAL : Europe in the statement from the new French government - (3) "In increasing the size 

of Europe, one should not jeopardize its vocation". 
p2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The Hallstein report on institutional problems and enlargement of European 

Community. 
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p3/ 4/ 4a European Parliament plenary session: Parliament asks for "autonomous resources" to be suf:ticient to 
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cover all Community expenditure 
EUROSNYDICAT: 158.19 
EP : debate on Corona report 
EP a forceful stand in favour of relaunching Communi~y action in social sphere 
~P comes out in favour of strict regulations governing pesticides in fruit and vegetables 
At the end of 1969, GFR will be Belgium's leadd.ng trade partner, before. France and Netherlands 
Regional development: Liege/Aix-la-chapelle/l4aestricht: reply to question n. 94 from Messrs, Oele 
and Muller 
Future Euratom activity and scientific and technical cooperation: texts of procedural decisions 
adopted by the Council 
Dragon project& additional 7 million dollars 

p9 . Denmark: OECD economic survey 
p9/10 AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Council enacts ~ decisions concerning management of the common agricul

tural policy 
pll Coala tendency towards balance on market becomes stronger 

composite Price: 29.17 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe in the statement from the new F.rench government -
JA) The Community spirit must be resurrected. ® 

Since General de Gaulle resigned from power following the referendum of 27 April, we have atte~~ to an· 
alyse the situation and draw from it indications as the the consequences which such an event may ha1J~or the 
construction of Europe. 

Our first conclusions can be summarised as follows: (a) a change in France's European policy a~~ed in· 
evitable; (b) this change was to concern both style and substance; (c) this change should be able t e the 
form of concrete acts, through an initiative coming from one of France's partners• a posthaste initiat e; (d: 
this initiative should be centred on the internal development of the Community, but should include other sec
tions, that is to say, that is has to be "global". 

These last two months have been fraught with events, and we· have experienced both ups and downs. The en
$emble has taken on a certain organic form due to a series of acts and declarations which actually show that 
the'F.rench policy'has effected an important change of direction. All this seems to us to have confirmed on 
th• whole the analysis which we had made. At the present moment, after examining the texts and· on the basis 
of indications drawn from various circles, one can take stock of the situation in the following terms: 

1) It is not only in the carefully pondered statements which reveal significant similarities of expressio1 
between Mr. Pompidou and Mr. Chaban-Delmas, but also in the general tone and the calculated follow~up of cer,
tain gestures that one can disclose the importance of the "change" component .in relation to the "continuity' 
component. A certain degree of moderation is dictated by the determination not to give rise to too many illu
sions or fears. 

2) The change seems to be accompanied by a call to abandon "dog1natism" 1 a call which is not unilateral, at 
in the.past. If one calls for not too much insistance on the concept of "supranationality", one gives up the 
idea of putting up another doctrine in opposition to it. The economic context takes on greater.importance, 
and in this context "ruropean" forces are clearly dominant. 

3) By declaring her readiness to go as fast and as far as her partners, Fr.ance effects the announced o~en· 
ing in the tru~ sense of the word. That is to say, she opens the door to the partners' ideas. Our line of 
thought, that it is up to the latters to pronounce now, is thus confirmed. 

4) By alluding to the Community problems to be solved, by speaking realistically of possible negotiations 
with the British, preceded b.y a prior agreement between the Six, by alluding to'-the political problems and to 
a possible "European effort" in the sphere of nuclear defence, F.rance holds out as many hands, indicates as 
many openings as possible. As we have often written, it must therefore be a question o~ a. global initiative. 

The problem now is to move on to action. Who is going to shoort first ? The intense diplomatic activity 
developing at the moment will probably provide us with an asnwer. Shooting first means carrying on where one 
had left off, some seven years ago now, with regard to European and Community spirit. If this spirit is re
suscitated, the good ship Europe will point her prow towards new horizons. 
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EDITORIAL: Europe in the statement from the new French government - (4) The Community spirit must 
be resurrected. 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Direct election of Belgian EP members: proposal for law - Pompidou
Kiesinger meeting in September -Benelux Promotion College set up - Count Lodovico Riccardi 1 
"ANSA" honorary chairman. 
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EP plenary session supports Commission while'demanding political revival 
EP : debate on tobacco problem 
Er : Social policy 1 spe.ech b.y Mr. Levi-sandri 
lCFTU : opening of World Congress. 
EEC-Spain: preparation of second stage of negotiations 
UNCTAD: differences of views between developing countries regarding World Agreement on Cocoa 
East Africa: negotiations continue 
A,GRICULTURAL INFORMATION : Instability of market in common wheat: measures for combatting this -
Various sugar addititives 
EIB 1 Bridge over the Bosphorus 
Standardization of ra1lway accounts 
American protests against Commuuity measures 
Euratom and industrial use of knowledge : question n. 175 from Mr. Oele 
Euratom officials who defected to East Germany: reply to question n. 8? from Mr. Apel 
Nuclear power installed or planned in the Community 
Coke-oven coke: production 
~: prices·raised throughout the Community 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1200 

EUROPE/Documents No 533 1 European Commission proposals concerning the functions and working of 
the European Social Fund in the "final stage" of the Common Market. 
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EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

Books which are sent to us a.nd whose publication is 
worth noting are reviewed under this heading. 

~ 
Q' 

INSTITUTE FUR EUROPEAN STUDIES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BRUSSELS 1 Les Communa.utes dans l 'Europe. Section ~ 
L'E:urope centra.le et orienta.le, 178 pages, 270 Bfr.; Section 31 Lea Eta.ts bca.ndinaves, 110 pages, 195 Bfr. 
Editions de 1 'Insti tut de Sociologie, Brussels, 1969. BS 

The second section of the series "The CoJ111llunities in Europe", of which the first volume deals with 
"Great Britain's members~p", publishes the minutes of two colloquies •. The first, dealing with Central Europe, 
took place on 16 January 1968. It wa.s opened qy a.n· account by Mr. Heinz Kuby, of the European Parliament S~ 
retaria.t General, on the conditions a.nd consequences of standardizing relations with the,Germa.n Democra.ticlftU 
Republic, followed bw two accounts on the legal, political a.nd economic relations between Austria. a.nd the 
Communities. After a general discussion, Mr. Goriely of the University of Brussels concluded the colloquy b,y 
a.n expose entitled "Of wha.t does the German question consist?" He sa.id in particular that the a.cts which were 
~·feature of the German policy were better tha.n the principles which the latter demanded. Since Adenauer was 
only too right in wanting to prevent his country from being delivered up to him a.ga.in, in hoping to share ita 
destiny with the West a.s a. whole. But why wa.s there a.rr attempt to attribute to this policy a. na.tiona.list fin
ality completely foreign to it ?" 

The second part of the section concerns a. colloquy which took place on 2 April 1968, dealing with the 
European Communities' relations with Eastern Europe. · Accounts were given bw Mr. Cepelka. of the University 
of Prague, Mr.Pola.czek of the Warsaw Institute of Planning a.nd Mr. Ka.wa.n of the Commission. 

Section 3 deals with the colloquy of 30 April concerning relations between the Scandina.via.n States 
a.nd the Communities. This colloquy ma.de it possible to examine the economic a.nd political problems arising in 
Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland , a.nd wa.s a. useful contribution towards solving the question of the en
largement of the European Communities. 

-PIERRE WlRNER : Politigue Moneta.ire Europeenne, Exa.trct of the Documentation Bulletin of the Oovernment 
Information and Press Department, Luxembourg, June 1969, 3 pages. -This study by the Luxembourg Prime Minis
ter ~a.s a.lso puQlished in the monthly bulletin of the luropea.n Movement in the Netherlands. 

-~~-de la. Soci~~!.fl.!~!!~~-~~~.l?a.nsi~, No 235 - March-Apl'il 1969, LiCge (Belgium}. -We would dr~w at
tention to a.n article on the Sca.ndina.via.n countries' cooperation in a. 1-uropean perspective qy Mr. S. Linde
bra.kke, cha.irma.n of the Bergens Priva.tba.nk (Bergen, Norway). 

- PAUL RQVIUS : Place et persEectives de la. Uallonie dans UEU2.!i_!ique regiona.le europeenne, J~x.tra.ot of the 
Economic Science Review, June 1969, Liege (Belgium). 

-E. THIELMANS : !na.lyse et conclusions; 9th l''lemish Congress on I.conomics, Antwerp, 18 and 19 Apl!il 1969. 

- OECD : Examination of l 1'isheries in the OECD mem!>er countries in l%8, 182 pages, Par;i.s. Price 1 19 s, 2.80 
dollars. 

- OFCD : The~~ent of beef and veal production - ~gD Mediterranean countries, DubroVnik 16-20 Sep
tember 19~ Paris 1969, 174 pages, Pr~ce : 21 s,. J dollars. 

pl FUROPEAN LIBRARY 
p2 POLITICAL DAY IN FUROPE : furopea.n Movement specifies terms of revival - Mr. l'lilly Bra.ndt's visit 

to Paris - Iuropea.n "sUJ111lli t" ? - Jllr. Levi-Sandri 's speech at 9th ICFTU world congress • 
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F.P ;Elena.ry session: for' furopea.n Parliament, priority problem in agriculture is ba.la.nce of markets 
~ : Unification of systems for importing fruit a.nd vegetables from third countries 
~: in favour of safeguard clauses in agricultural sector 
EP : standards applicable to margarine 
g calls for duty-free entry tor tobacco from MZM in CM 
AGRICULTURAL INF'OHlllATION - Standing tender system for sa.le of powdered skimmed milk - Extension of 
list of representative markets in pig mea.t sector -Cheese exports to Spain- Special Agriculture 
Committee : preparation of (,oumbil meeting - New text of "Gentlemen's Agreement" for dairy products. 
Court of Justice: Concept of "tax of equivalent effect" 
§le~l: market a.na.lysis 
Mr~ Perry: "Break in present expansion in steel industry should be avoided a.t all costs." 
Supplies in enriched uranium: Committee of P.R. studies problem 
~~a.st European countries: first draft of liberalized products 
Mr. Michel Gaudet, awarded honorary degree a.t University of Edinburgh 
Italian regional a.id for Sicily: reply to question n. 40 from Mr. Vredeling 
Co~for Long-Term ~oreca.sts for Lurope set up in Brussels 
~ between ruropean trade union representatives and PHILIFS management 
The Week in L uro££ 
ECONOMIC IN'l'EIIPENLTRATION No 1201 
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E D I 'l' 0 R.I A L 

The political crisis in Italy 

Everyone agrees that the present political oriais in Italy is particularly serioqs. It is nBS 
''ordinary" crisis which can be settled by s topping1 up holes or by a regrouping of political foro eat bu 11 
a crisis destroying the already questionable cohesion of the non C.ommuniat left, The oooaaicn vas I""' 
vided, it is true, by an episode in the battle for power inside the Socialist party, a battle led U 
a few notables born of the most outdated provincialism. But it has to be reccsnised that the occasion 
•erely brought to a head the existence of deeP-sea~ed differences in the assessment of the situation an4 
in partiaular of the attitude to be t"ken to the authentic or supposed evolution of the Italian Oommunia1 
Party. When the substance of problems gives way to! clever tactios, this can lead to the disintegration 
of power, in the hope, or rather the illusion, tha~ part of it can be captured, In tact, what is at 
stake in Italy is the survival of democracy, and it is not very olear what could be gained from the 
possible crumbling of demooracy - on the right or the left - by those that prevented Mr. Nenni from 
achieving his last minute rescue operation of the unity of the Socialist Party, 

Obviously, if there were to be new election•, the Christian Democrat Party - whioh is also deeplt 
41vided- might regain its cohesion and attempt to, obtain from the electo~ate, with aome help from oir
oumstanoes, an absolute majority so as to be able ~o govern without been subject to and conditioned bt 
the instability of unmanageable allies. In the cirbumstances, the presence in Italy of a large Communbt 
Party would lead to a radioalisation of the politi~al strug«le whose outcome is difficult to foresee 
but which in any case would not benel:'i t the non Cormunist left. 

The reason doubtless rests, as anltalian G~oialist in the European Parliament, Mr. ~olloy (who 
is a fo1'mer Chairman of the Socialist Group in the 3enate), remarked recently, in the f'aot that the 
parties of Western Europe are no longer able to se tle within a national context the problems with which 
they are faoed. Mr. Tolloy said he was convinced t at the formation of a European Soci~liat Party alone 
could provide a way out of the difficulties e~peri nced by all the Socialist parties in Europe. We ha•• 
al~o seen signs t· mor-eover, that this search for a ~Jilropean" solution ia being undertaken in several 
quarters, lbt the road is long and in tho meantime! tho gap between the parties and the mt&n :In the street 
is widening, with no new structures yet in sight. tt aeems particularly regrettable that this crisis 
in Italy should ocm1~~ precisely at a time when th~ Italian Socialists could hope to play an important 
part in the new European political situation. Mr. Jenni was ready to play such a part and he had proved 
this. Today he should have had a meeting with Mr. filson and Mr. Brandt in Sweden, He had a meeting 
scheduled with Mr. Brandt in Rome. And he had fixe~ a meeting with Mr. Maurice Schumann for the eve of 
the Community Council session. Now everything is i~ the air, The crisis of Italian Socialism is the 
crisis of EUropean 3ooialism. And the crisis of European Jooialism is the crisis of Europe. 
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EDITORIAL 

The problems raised bw Britain's application. 

17eme annee - No 369 (~Q.) 
Mardi 8 juillet 196~ 

One is ge•ting a more definite i~pression that the juxtaposition of a number or political and Joono.JI~ 
factors makes it henceforth possible and probable for the Community to take a decision of principle ~n the near 
future on the subject of opening negotiations for Great Britain's membership. 110 

We have wanted this development for a long time and we cannot, therefore, but receive this prospect w11 
satisfaction. We are convinced that, as of the time when there is no longer any preconceived opposition, and, 
if we may say so, t}leological opposit1on, towards Great Britain, the quest for technical solu'Uons would be
come possible (though not necessarily easy), even if not unsubstantial problems exiet. (as we have alwpys main
tained). 

Mr. Jean Monnet's initiative of calling on a few great European supporters -that· is to say, political 
figures of the highest order, who have had or who have technical responsibilities at the highest level - to 
analyse these problems and suggest solutions, seems to have been a particularly happy one. It in fact makes 
it possible to destroy m,yths,·&nd at the same time graspsthe real extent of the problems. The .political value 
of this operation - which has probably escaped certain exce~si~ hurried observers, though with the best in
tentions - lies in the fact that it removes any pretext from those who were and are still opposed to tbe open• 
ing of negotiations, on the grounds of bOth technical and political arguments. One cannot in fact deny that 
certain arguments "bear water" and that they have had a certain effect on the public. When one speaks, confus
edly and tendaciously, of the situation of the British balance of p~ents or of the "morass" into which the 
Community would fall if it were to include seven or nine or even eleven menbers ~stead of Six, the public is 
impressed. lt cannot be re-assured by vague promises; it must have concrete results, data laid before its e7'•• 
it must pe shown that the arguments used by the opponents of an 6pening are false. Above all, it is not enoqgh 
to sayt "The answer lies in political unification." The political will '£o unite. is certainly not subjected to 
the equilibria in the balance of payments and nothing is more aleatory than to attempt to found an economic 
union on fastidious calculations of expenses and.profits, but one must be able to show, backed up by figures 
or arguments, that progress is being made in the right ~irection. 

We have already published a short summary of the Report drawn up by Mr. Hal~stein on'lnstituti6nal probl • .-. 
and that drawn up by Mr. Carli on monetary problems. Tomorrow we shall publish a summary of that._by Mr. Pisani 
on agricultural problems. It appears to us that the replies given by these politicians are exemplary. Tbey do 
not conceal the difficulties, but make it clear that technical solutions are within reachj or rather within the 
reach of the political wills pre~~ed to apply them. The Hallstefn~eport in particular goe •. tight to the heart 
of the political problems •. When the· former President of the European Co~ission says that the Community is the 
nucleus and the starting point of a development which includes enlarging the circle of its membera,•· . inolu
d:ing other fields , in particular non-economic foreign policy and defence, and reinforcing the~insti~' · 
tutional order, he shows us the way in which we must progress unswervingly and unhesitatingly. 
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EDITORIAL 

The problems raised by Britain's application 
agriculture as part of a whole. 

17eme annee - No 370 (n.s,) 
Mercredi 9 juillet 1969 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Dlreoteur responaable et r6dac
teur en chef : Emanuele Gazzo 

~----------------------~ 

In his Report to the Monnet Committee, Mr. Pisani enumeratesand analyses with perspicacity the p~oblems 
raised b.y agriculture in the event of British membership. These are problems which are far more applicable to 
the United Kindgom than to the Community. Mr. Pisani indicates certain guidelines which should be followed 
and certain principles which should be obeyed. He is to be credited for giving the order of priority forcer
tain problems, without attempting to minimise them. He is also to be credited for stressing the vicious cir
cle which eiists between internal and external prices. The high le~el of the former gives rise to the creation 
of surpluses, the exporting of which has to be heavily subsidised, which contributes towards plunging the 
world market into the morass and lowering the level of its prices. World agreements are obviously indispensable, 
and it is clear that they will become easier to negotiate when the Community includes a leading consumer coun-. 
try like the United Kingdom and is therefore left with less surpluses. It is also clear that the prices policy 
must take this situation into account. 

Mr. Pisani pointe out, however, that ~e have all reached the hour of truth. In fact, ·the Communi~y can 
not claim that the immense difficulties which it encounters in the field of the agricultural policy stem from 
Britain's application, or that they would become more serious in the event of Great Britain's membership. It 
is in fact the contrary which is the case. 

There is, however, an aspect which sometimes seems to escape those who attempt to evaluate, and even 
translate into figure, the cost (for Great Britain) of accepting the common agricultural policy. Apart from 
the fact that one must start with the idea that everything is crystallizing under the present circumstances, 
which is unimaginable s~nce the very existence of membership will entail different reactions, one cannot iso
late the agricultural issue from economy as a whole. This is a great mistake since reflection indicates thai 
the part played by agriculture in European economy is shrinking at an ever increasing rat~ and that it is al
ready very limited in certain regions. 

An assessment is," theref~re, possible only in a macro-economic vision, taking into account the multiple 
nature of inter-actions and the gradual aspect of the changes. When one speaks, for instance, of the rise of 
certain food cost·s in Great Britain, one must start with the idea that this is perfectly normal since Great 
Britain is integrated in one area, in one market where food costs are higher. It is obviou8 that this addi ti
onal burden will weigh essentially on industry whose wages will have to rise proportionally. But one forgets, 
on the one hand, progress and prod.uctivi ty, which are undoubtedly of prime importance and which will· have to 
become more important under the impetus of competition, and, on the other, that British industry will see open 
b,fore it a·consumer market where it in in fact industries which bear these burdens, In conclu~on, British 
industry will at first have an advantage and will then be able to absorb the increases envisaged without diffi
culty. This is just one of many examples indicating the profound difference which exists between an overall 
approach, that is to say, corresponding with the actual state of affairs, and a "sectional" approach which 
is still purely theoretical. 
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EDITORIAL 

Autonomous resources and Great Britain's membership. 

The Commission is examining the problem of autonomous resources and, as Mr. Rey had already intimated, ~ 
deliberations are particularly laboured on the part of these resources (needed to cover expenditure) whichD-~ 
would be made up of c6ntributions from the States, to be decided on according to *he budgetary scale. As is 
known, there is a tendency (whose interpreter Mr. Spenale has made himself) that the resources should permlj~ 
total financial economy. According to another tendency, the presence of a part financed ~ the States woulf~\1 
make it possible to introduce into the system a "corrective" which many consider indispensable and which 
would make it possible to take seYeral factors into account, in particular the "contributive capacity" of 
each member country. . 

Whatever solution is chosen, it is clear that we are tending towards the creaiion of a mechanism which, 
as a whole, linked, on the one hand, with the financial regulation, and on the other, with the Parliament's 
budgetary control, undoubtedly constitutes one of the pillars of the Community construction. 

Moreover, Mr. Rey has stated on several occasions that the adoption of this "package" of proposals is 'in
conceivable if the Six. were not simultaneously agreed' to open the doors to Great Britain (that is to s~, to 
negotiate with Great Britain). This is the theory, so dear to Mr. Rey, of paral~el progress, for which he re
fers to the December 1963 compromise as·an example. 

Having reached this po1nt, some reflection is needed. Glancing through Mr. Pisani's Report (which we sum
marised yesterday), we find in one place an evaluation of the consequences of membership as far as EAGGF is 
concerned. In 1970, all things being equal,.the Communi~y of the£!! would have to face expenditure of 2.3 
thousand million dollars, out of which only 900 million would be covered by levies. The Community of the 
Seven would have to face expenditure of 2.1 thousand million dollars, out of which 9 thousand million would 
come from levies. Mr. Pisani remarksa ''In a Community between seven, the p~ent of 9~ of the levies would 
cover over 9o% of all expenditure; out of this total expenditure, the United Kingdom would thus finance 
over 5Q%. This proportion would obviously be ineguitable since Great Britain's revenue in a Community of 
Seven represents about 25% of the total." Everyone knows that this "anomaly" is one of the major problems of 
the negotiations. But the gravity of the problem would be aggravated by the e~lstenoe of an autonomous revenue 
mechanism of the type at present envisaged. In actual fact, the "autonomous" revenue would not oiUy grea:tly 
exceed foreseeable expenses • which would raise the political problem w~ich arose in 1965- but they would 
be chargeable, to the tune of over 5o%, to a single country, since there would no longer be ~ margin fin
anced ~ the States' budgets, and,therefore,there would no longer be any corrective, 

There is obviously no question of giving up the principle of autonomous revenue, but of reconoiliftg the 
objectnves-which are being fixed and not acting in a manner liable to set up fresh obstacles before any of 
them. It is once again by an overall and pragmatic approach that one can succeed in finding solutions. It is 
possible, for instance, to envisage a provisional system, which is logical since the Community's agricultural 
policy is in full evolution. And an open system, since the Community itself is open. 

Whatever happens, the problem exists~ The problem has been raised and it has to be solved. 
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Books which are sent to us and whose puiioation 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading. 

British membership of the Communities, published by the Institute of Sooiolpgy of Brussels Free~ 
Yersity (in French), 1968, 138 pages, Prices 210 Bfrs .-At a time that the British application for 
membership of the European Communities is again topical, it is worth recalling that the European S~es 
Institute of the Brussels Wree University organised a conference on this problem on 27 February 19~1UJ 
The minutes of the conference were published in a separate issue of the series "The Communities in 
l!b.rope". 

-The Renewal of the Yaounde Convention, published by the Institute of Sociology, 1969, 96 pages, prioel 
155 Bfrs .-On e December 1968 the European Studies Institute of the Brussels Free University organised 
a conference which was a confrontation at scientific level of the various points of view held on the 
renewal of the Yaounde Convention. The minutes of the conference h~been published in a seperate issue 
ot the series "The Community and the development problem". In the same series two other issues are being 
prepared, one on the Community and the Mediterranean oountris, the other on the Community and the third 
world. 

- "Communaute Ebropeenne- 30 .Jours d'Europe", a monthly publication directed by Mr. Francois "'ontaine 
and edited by Mr. Xntoine Chastenet. From July thio·review is changing its format and will become the 
most complete and best informed monthly ptblioation on European politic'l and eoo~omio problems, and on 
the movement of ideas in Europe. It includes a dossier on topical subjects, a magazine section containing 
two big enquiries and regular articles, and a third section on the action of the Communitf Institutions. 
This periodical is obtained by subscription only (15FF per annum, 26 rue Deeaix, Paris XV). _ 
- LAWRENCE W. MARTIN : Ballistic Misaile Defence and the AllianoeJ The Atlantic P.apers N. 1./1969, The 
Atlantic Institute (Doulogne-sur..Seine, '~ranee}, 50 pages .- Price of one issue: 1.40 dollars.- Annual 
subscription: .3. 50 dollars .- In order to stimulate discussion on the numerous problems concerning the 
countries of the Atlantic Community, the Atlantic Inotitute has decided to publish a new series of pu
blications with three issues a year. This issue on ballistic defence is the first. (For a summary of 
this book, see N. 155 in our series "Atlantic News"). The two other titles scheduled for this year are: 
The F~te of the Pound dterling by Robert Triffin and NATO and European Defence Co-operation by Walter 
Sohlitze. 
-~ (International Atomic Energy Agency) : Services and Assistance offered by the !AEA, Nature and 
details of the services and technical assistance provided by the IAEA, Vienna, 1969, 76 pages. 

- L'.Europe en formation,a monthly review of European and international affairs, Edited by the Presses 
d'Europe (paris), N. 111, June 1969 .-We should mention an article on Europe after de Gaulle by Fer
dinand Graf Kinsky. 
- Bulletin de Documentation, Press and Information Service Grand Utchy of Luxembourg, N. 6 dated 31 May 
1969.- This issue gives an account of government activity in April and May 1969. 
-Conservative Research Department: Nptes on current politics- Wriefing notes, N. 12 -1969, London. 
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ress conference:wait for action 

Mr. Pompidou's first press confer given rise to numero~s comments,either on t 
ference or the various subjects delt with. 

It seems from the comments that th prevailing feeling is one of disappointment, modera~a as it 
may be. This disappointment cor.cerns both the press conference as·a whole (Mr. Pompidou seems to have 1i&led 
"bite" and have shown excessive caution) and ome particular problems. Thus those expeotihg details of~ 
new government's social policy are very displ ased and those hoping for more information on its European po-
licy are dissatisfied. llf\ 

And so the question arises whether the latter are right in feeling disappointed. Careful real~ 
of the terms used by Mr. Pompidou in reply to a question on the government's views on European integration and 
in particular~British entry into the Communit, in fact reveals that the "opening" ab6Ut which there was so 
much talk during the election campaign and in connection wtth which the entry into the government of Ministers 
such as Mr. Giscard d'Estaing, Mr. Pleven and Mr. Duhamel gave grounds for hoping that it would be real, seema 
indeed extremely narrow, rather a fissure, ve y severely guarded. A word by word analysis would reveal dis
conterting analogies with the statements made over the last three years by Mr. Pompidou's predecessor and b1 
those of Mr. Maurice Schumann. They have all lways denied the existence of objections of principle to Briti•h 
membership. They have all always given priori y to the completion and strengthening of the Community. They 
have all warned the partners about the diffic lUes and the "deep-seated" changes which British membership 
(and that of other countries) would involve f r the Community. It is true that Mr. Pompidou proposes that 
the study of these problems be the subject or "cne of the subjects" of the summit meeting which may be held 
"in the months ahead". But how are we to forg t the summit of May 1967 in Rome, which simply led to the veto, 
and it was indeed a veto, of December ? And h are we to forget the ability with which Mr. Couve de Murville 
managed to get the affair to drag on without ompromising himself or committing himself ? 

We would therefore be tempted to s y that there is a desire to follow the same path. But this is 
not s6. We prefer to see in Mr. Pompidou's wo sa different approach, the acceptance of a debate "in all good
will and in complete freedom of mind". The ve y fact that Mr. Pompidou said that "people hid behind what was 
called the French veto" shows that there shou d no longer be any veto. Mr. l'ompidou has in fact issued a rea1 
challenge to his partnersJ he has the right t do so, but this aommita him to playing the game, if the others 
play tt. · 

Having r~e our contribution to th s need to analyse and dissect the President's words, in order 
to discern their apparent or hidden meaning, e should, however, conclude once and for all that it would be 
mistaken to use the same gauge as that used t analyse General de Gaulle's words. When the General spoke, he 
was giving a political performance. He was in orming everyone, and his own country, of his decisions. It was 
up to the one and the other to take note, on he one hand, and to implement them, on the other. Mr. Pompidou 
is acting like any responsible leader: he is ndicating to public opinion the main points of his policy. He 
is inf6rming, not ordering. It is therefore o his acts that he has to be judged. 

U M M AJL! /'11~~ {~~9( f..b .. ~-1-~ 
pl EDITORIAL : Aftermath of Mr. Pompid 's press conference: wait for action. 

POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Mariano Rumor instructed to form new Italian government.- Monnet Com
mittee to meet tomorrow.- Mr. Luns: interview with "Der Spiegel"·- Lipkowski-Thorn talks ... Nixon-, 
Wilson meeting. 
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"Agricultural" CounciJ_: forthcomin marathon session 
Comitextil calls for action in teoh ical research in textile sector 
Leading cereal exportem concert 
Icelandic Fbreign Minister confirms 
Third country investments: on agend 
Dutch entente for exporting paint m 
A'GRi'CULTURAL INFORMATION - American 
Fruit and vegetables : question n. 
Vredeling. 

his country's interest in membership 
for Council meeting 
if ed and authorised 

soya producers face possible Community tax on oils and fats-
7 from Mr. Mauk - Fbod aid 1 reply to question n..-.41 from Mr. 

~C~o-==un~cl?'. 1:::....:' s~r;.::e~l.:i;.;e;.;s....:,to~t:.:ar=.=l:.::i~a~m~e;.:.:n..;t.:::a:.r~~e::.;s::,:t::;:i:.:o~n::s~on;:...;e::m=-F.l:.:o;.~.;:;:e•n~t: 1 No 13 from Mr. Girardin; No 31 from Mr. 
Vredeling and on European Universit 1 No 15 from Messrs. Scarascia Mugnozza, Bersani, Galli, Noi 
and Santero, and on Italian oranges ; No 339 from Mr. Bad.ing. 
EP Legal Committee: stand on import t issues concerning Community law 
Finnish econo~y: OF.CD survey 
Duties on glass in the USA: anxiety of Belgian industrialists over possible rise 
Mr. Rochereau optimistic as ~o indu trial possibilities in Kinshasa Congo 
British foreign trade: June deficit 
Pollution b salination of Rhine wa era 1 question No 182 from Mr. Oele to the Council 
Euratom security departments: quest'on No 
IISI : next Congress in Tokyo 
British steel industrY 1 plan to mo 
~pannar FINf-IDER managing dire 
UNO-ECE : two symposia on energy pr 
Yron-oTe: extraction up 

176 from Mr. Leonardi 

Air and water pollution caused by s eel industry 
Weekly Echoes 
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EDITORIAL 

The danger which mu11t be avoideda a "new style" 
youchet Plan. 

Tbw items of information have just been received l,y our office! they ~•k~ us stop and thipk. 
The first, from Luxembourg, concerns The talks wMch Mr. de Lipleow•l<i has just had with Mr. Thorn. 

@ 
On~s 

can assume here that France considers it vital to or~ize a summit con'•rence between the Six and feels that 
this conference should deal, among other things, with "the prospects for 'loser political cooperation". liQ 

The second, which comes from Brussels, concerns y~sterday's talks beetween Mr. Stewart and his opposi411 
number Mr. Harmel. The latter stated that, in Belgium1s opinion, the developments to be expected and pursued 
were as fol~owsa {a) the internal development of the ~ommunity; (b) enlargement; {c) the reinforcement of 
political cooperation.between the West European State~. 

It is easy to see that there is something rather ~oader than a hair's breadth between the two lines r~
•ulting from these'information items. 

In fact, according to the first, the Six must agre between themselves on the prospects of closer politi~ 
cal cooperation. This therefore means political coopeJation between the Six. It is proposed and could perhaps 
be achieved outside of, if not prior to, enlargement, even if this problem of enlargement should be raised 
during the envisaged conference. Under these circumstmces, it is obvious that we are on our way towards a 
situation very similar to that which existed during t~ 1961-1962 period. At this time, the question of Brit
ain's membership had been brought up, and the Six wer~ negotiating among themselves for closer political coop
eration. At the same time, they were negotiating for ~eat Britain's membership of the Community. The politi
cal negotiations, centred on the "Fouchet Plan", reac~d a point where it seemed obvious that a completely 
closed-political construction between the Six was beiqr undertaken, without there being any knowledge as to 
the outcome of the economic negotiations with Great Bdtain. This was in· spite of the fact that the Bonn Dec
laration contained the solemn undertaking to call on ~her countries to participate. The result was a double 
failures the political negotiations between the Six, ~ the one hand, and the econ~mic negotiations with Great 
Britain, on the other. 

Experience-has shown that the wrong path was take* It would therefore be extremely dangerous to attempt 
now to create the same conditions which caused this dGble failure. _ 

This is the reason why the second line, taken by ~. Harmel, seems much more reasonable. We must advance 
in stages, b11t ·in "interdependent" and logfcally link~ stages. That is to say that there will be no enlarge
ment withou~'internal development, and vice-versa. !~there will be no possibility of political cooperation 
wi:thov.t -~nlargement, and vice-versa,. Since the Coumun:il;y, once consolidated, must enlarge, political coopera
_tion can only be conceived in the framework of this e~arged Community. 

This does not mean that the Six must not agree am~g themselves in advance on thls overall plan, on the 
direction which they would like the Community to takeJThis is what we have already stressed several times 
when referring to the "general outlines" which have tdbe defined, and this is what the applicant countries 
have to be able to accept. 

pl 
p2/2a/3 

~ .. JUL! .. ! ... !q t ~ 'Ju~ l 't CO q u, · "3H 
EDITORIAL : The danger which must be avoided! a a "new style" Fouchet Plan. 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE 1 Harmel-Stewart:ta~s.- The Monnet Committee examines problems of British 
membership.- Mr. Marzel comes out in favour If summit between the Six.- Mr. Jahn in Vienna, Dublin 
and Berne.- British MPs against negotiation~with CM.- Europ~~Union Deutschland: European policy 
objectives.- Mr. Luns before English diplo~ic press 
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p4 EEC-Yugoslavi~ : Yugoslavian steps for res~g negotiations 
Conununi ty' s "own resources" 1 Commission defiles general options of its proposals 

p5 Taxes on collections of capitala harmonizati~ project to be submitted to Council soon 
p6 Short-term economic development according toGraphs and Brief Notes 6/1969 
p7 Intra-community trade during the first quart~ 

§aVings Banks in EEC : May situation 
p8 Lead and zinc1 Italy wants to keep provisionl protective duties on vital imports 

Council "agricul ~!'~eetinga opening of sasion 
p9 Soctal repercussions of citrus fruit crisis p Italya reply to question n. 341 from Miss Lulling 
plO Technical research on coal 

Matket in coke for metal industry 
pll Esperance-Longdoz/Cockerill-Ougr~e-Providen~mer~ 

Specific consumption of pig-iron 
Russian natural gas1 negotiations under way ~th Federal Republic 

pl2 Control over fissile materials 
First ball power reactor to operate after 195 
EUropean Communities' Publications 
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E-DITORIAL 

The problems have not been solved 1 they have been !le4!Ythified. 

It appears that Mr. Stewart said, before leaving the Monnet Collllllittee Jll8eting, that the resUlt of thefl) 
important of the debates which took place in it had been to supply proof that there wa,·no objective obs 
to Great Britain's entry into the Community, and that, consequently, if one w~ •till to speak of obstao 
and ~ifficulties, these were obstacles and difficulties raised by an outai~e will, aiming at preventing this 
entry from being achieved. Jn 

Mr. Stewart•s statement seems to reflect quite faithfully the present state of eventsr it is obvious, ll 
over, that this was also the aim of the Monnet Committee's work. On this, there should, however, be no misunde~ 
atandings. There is, in fact , alw~s someone who is ready to speculate and e~loit such stands, to say that 
it· would be ridiculous to deny the existence of problems or to suupose that they have been solved, as if by 
magic ••• Neither the Monnet Committee, nor the British, nor any of these wpo consider Great Britain's entry 
into the Community necessary have ever thought any such thing. It is precisely because they know that these 

.problems exist {how often has the Commission enumerated them in its 1967 Report?) that they are surprrsed 
that no-one has ever wished to· discuss them. The Commission's Report has never ~en discussed by the govern
ments {and thi~ is also a source of surprise to the Monnet Committee). Discussion will show whether they can 
be solved or not. It is quite absurd to act as some have done up to now, that is to say, to shrug one~s shoul-
ders s~ing that it will never be possible to solve them. . 

Let us be serious and, if possible, logiqal. Are there any political, ecpno~ic or technical problems which 
cannot be solved ? The an~w~r is obvious. Either one is faced with political ptt·oble~s and the political con
cepts present are "irreconciliable", and in this case, there would only be one .possibility: eYeryone would go 
his own way, side by side, if possible. Or one is faced with technical problems, for which the technical ex
perts can suggest the solutions to be envisaged. In this second case, it is,however, feasible that the parties 
concerned may think that the'a~plication of these solutions is impossible. In the first case, there is a dif!•~ 
ence of political concept; in he second there is an absence of political yill. Needless to say, the end·reault 
is the same. · 

The Monnet Comittee's work has been useful here since it de-mythifies the problems, presenting them fo.r 
whaj they are, showing that they can be solved (which does not mean to sa1 theY ~e already solved).By this 
very fact, it obliges the others to disclose their feel1nga, to speak the truth. Someone who acted very thought· 
ful and spoke of insurmountable difficul t:i:es will be obliged to say: "Yes, :the technical problem can be solved, 
but we are not going to solve ;i.t." And he will have to explain wh¥• Another will perhaps be obliged to sa,ya 
"We are certainly in favour of applying the proposed solution, but this is· not· possible,for political reasons 
which do not depend on us, but on others." Here too, an explanation will have to be given, and matters will 
have to be clarified. 

That i.s to s~ that this work, apparently of a technical nature, obliges everyone to shoulder his responsi
bilities ~ to attack or defend himself on the political battlefield. 

' --
SUMMARY f.~ Jtt~ ttt eoq ~ · )~ 

- EDITORIAL : The problems have not been solved : they have been de-mythified. 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : Reports submitted to the Monnet Committee prove de facto solidarity 

Between the Six and Great Britain -Mr. Jahn's visit to Vienna 
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- Council could decide tomorrow on consultation procedure for closer coordination of member 
states' economic policies, and definie a few outlines regarding monetary cooperation 
Eurosyndicat : Considerable drop 

- The quartely meeting of finance ministers of the "Six" postponed 
- EEC prepares its attitude in face of difficulties on world cereal market and crumbling of 

prices of wheat 
- Council approve free delivery of 35,000 tons of butteroil to countries with food shortages 
- The Council tries to achieve agree~nt on milk and meat problems - Management decisions adopted 
- There is no direct link between closure of certain enterprises in southern Italy and establish-

ment of Connnon Market 
- European. Commission examines legality of french regulations concernina use of motor cars by 

Foreign businessmen 
- Commission gives explanations for delays in running the EAGGF 

CAD : Development A1d report for 1969 
- Special Drawing Rights and easing of rigid exchange rates r New phase - Quinine Cartel: sanctions 
- Thyssen envisages no new merger but group will extend activity to other industrial fields 

Expansion of steel production in community steel indutry continues to accelerate 
- Composite price of American scrap rises to 30.17 dollats/ton 
- In Council : Repercussions of export tax in sphere of coking ~oal and definition· of maximum size 

of colliery 
- lechnical tesearch in the coal sector 
- European Communities Publications 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1209 
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EDIT. ·oR I A L 

British application and that of the other countries ~ 
Among the items most di.scussed by the Monnet Conmittee was the '';ate reserved for the c~un+~t, 

together with Great Britain, have applied for membership of the Conmunity. They are of course Irela~ 
mark and Norway. we would add Sweden as it is now clear (and we explained the reasons for thfs) that· this 
country's application is in fact an application for membership. · llfl 

The Monnet Committee's stand is clear: it is first of all necessary to solve the British pro~, 
which is complicated enough without it being more so further to the interactions inherent in the other ap
lications. Once the British problem is settled, the problems of the other applicants will have to be tackled, 
with the firm resolve to solve them. It may be remembered that Mr. Gisoard d'Estaing has also taken a stand 
to this effect. We would add that, during close contacts with various Scandinavian circles, in Sweden in par-· 
ticular, we acquired the conviction that this is the only viable solution. 

It goes without saying that such a realistic and courageous stand does not fail to arouse negative 
reactions. It even causes a stirr. First of all for a reason which we shall term sentimental. One r,ets the 
impression that the countries are regarded as belonging to different levels, which is scarcely admissible. 
Secondly, because there is the fear - justifiable - that, once the major problem is settled, there will be 
a falling off of interest in settling the problems of the other countries. The latter fear, moreover, that 
they wouJrl then be in an inferior position in any negotiations with a Community which, following British 
entry, would have become a real economic giant. And finally, one should bear in mind the fact that these 
~pplicants are linked to Great Britain through their common membership of EFTA, and Great Britain is linked 
to them by commitments on whose significance there seems to be some doubt (as was shown by Sir Aleo Douglas 
~ome's reply to a question from a journalist). 

It seems to us that, leaving aside all considerations on the complexity.of simultaneousJ ·negotiat~ 
ions with all the applicants, the following argument is the mo~t powerful one (Mr. Monnet referred to it). 
The applicants have always declared (or let it be understood) that their membership was in fact subject to 
British membership. It is therefore logical that the British problem should be settled first,We would go · 
further and say that prior settlement of the British problem will make it easier to solve the other problems' 
.later. 

The Commission has today made a statement to the effect that membership of the Community should 
take place at the same time for all the appiicants, even if it is conceivable that priority for the opening 
of negotiations be given to Great Britain. The contradiction is only apparent. Presupposing that the nego
tiations with Great Britain are opened first, there is no reason why they should not be conol~ first. 
The working out of the date of membership then becomes a minor factor, all the more so since Oreat Britain 
will require a longer trahsition and adaptation period·'l'than Sweden for example. 

SUMMARY 

pl EDITORIAL: ·.The British application and that of the other countries 
. p2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Europa Union and e~ection eampaign.- Coll~uy .- Meeting of EP Political 

Committee • - Luns-Schumann talks.- ·.:.. 
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European Commission confirms 1967 opinion on enlargement negotiations 
Financing of common agricultural policy and own resources: Commission proposa1s 
Community Council: prior consultations on current economic pol;.icy. 
Quinine cartel: heavy fine imposed 
Monetarl Committee: 11th Report 
Council meeting on agriculture 
Italy asks for strengthening ·of Communtty preference for fruit and vege~blE!S 
Agricun.tural information: Luzern market .- Cut price sales of butter .-Food ,stuff's for old, 
adolescents and needy. - Confederatjon of poultry retailers.-·Frenoh measqres for pig~br.eeding.-
French fruit ahd vegetable producers .-'German Baue~yerband.- · ·. 

·Italian tax system on cotton: repl;y to question N. 84 from Mr. Cous.te,. 
Dutch surplus fund for .bulb ftowers: r~ply to question N. 85 from Mr .• _Mauk. 
Coking coal ·and coke' for steel industryt alternative to decision 1/67?, . · 
Prospects for steel boom 
Steel market: preparation of ant:t,-cyclical measures, 
German coke fines and coke: de~veries 
Energy movements in Europe 
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- INSTITITE FOR EUROPEAN STUDIES - FREE UNIVERSITY OF BRUSSELS 1 La decision dans les Communautes euro e 
Colloquy of the Association for the Development of European Political Science, organized b,y the Political 
dies Institute of Lyons, under the direction of Pierre GERDET and Daniel PEPY, Presses Universitaires de 
elles (42 Avenue Paul Heger, Brussels), 1969, 511 pages, Price1 840 Bfr. tt-J'. 

This work•, which is based on a colloquy held in Lyons on 11 ~d 12 November 1966, and in which about 
ty authors collaborated, examines the problem of the decision in the European Communities as generally asp ~~/ 
sible, giving rise to a vast and fruitful comfrontation between specialists in various fields and between stu
dents and graduates. The first part aimG at describing the decision mechanisms in the European Communities by 
attempting to show the actual role· of each cog in the Community system in the decision process. The second 
part deals with the national'preparation of the Community decision in each of the six countries, a field little 
explored, in spite of its importance. 

The studies in this part concern. in particular interministerial cooperation, especially between the Eco
nomics Ministers and the Foreign Ministers. The third part is concerned with case by case studiesa the budget, 
the adoption of a single price for cereals, the elaboration of the system for finanoing t~e common agricultural 
policy, Regulation n. 17 on ententes, Regulation n. 17 and the common transport policy, negotiations on the 
second convention of the Associated African States and Madagascar, and the inclusion of aluminium in the list 
of exceptions in GATT negotiations. The fourth part assesses the value of the Community decision, that is to 
say, evaluates its originality and its effectivenessm not forgetting its conformity with the original draft. 

We find an important consideration in reading this work. The gradual formation of a European political 
science, which is shown by a crop of increasingly systematic stUdies increasingly free from sentimental ele
ments, 6r improvisations which were inevitable at the start, bears witness of the gradual development towards 
the actual creation of a new political order, which is to be seen in the Institutions, in the management rules, 
in the action of the political and social forces in a society in full evolution. 

- ROBERT TRIFFIN : Le sort de la Livre, Lea Cahiers Atlantiques, No 2/1969, L'Institut Atlantique (Boulogne
sur-Seine, France), 59 pages. Price per copy1 6 FF, 5 DM, 10 shillings& per subscription (3 issues per annum)a 
15 FF, 12 DM, 25 shillings.- This is the second issue in the new series published by ·the Institut Atlantique, 
the first of which being entitled "Ballistic Missile Defenoe and the Alliances" (see European LibrarY for 11 
July). "We can count on Mr. Triffin to place the problem of the pound in the broadest perspectives, ~ogether 
with that of historical development and international equilibrium," writes Mr. Pierre Uri in the introduction 
116 this issue. 

~ FRANK BARTON : African Assi ent, The story of the !PI's six-year training programme in tr~pical Africa, 
The International Press Institute Zurich), 1969, 75 pages. 
- European Free Trade Association : EFTA Bulletin, July-August 1969 1 Geneva. 
- OECD 1 Les TransP.2!:t Mari times, 1968., Paris, 128 pages, ~ice: 13 FI<', 10.80 D.M, 22s. 6d., 3.20 dollars.-
The 15th annual report drawn up by the Maritime Transport Committee deals with questions of t9pical interest 
regarding maritime transport for 1968 and the beginning of 1969. 1968 was marked by the massive appearanpa of 
transport by containers on the North Atlantic, according to the report. 
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Monetary cooperation: the reasgp! for ~ first success ~ 

As we did not spare· criticism at one time of the Commi~siop plans to set up a monetary~c sm 
with!~ the framework of closer economic cooperation, it is all the easier and more pl•aaent for us 
press today our satisfaction at the first step, important in many respects, made towards real ha on 
of medium term economic objectives ahd the policies im~lemented by the Six to achieve them (what the Com-
mission calls "current economic policy"). . u~ 

It is in fact this harmonisation, prelude to unification, that the C_ommunity must fix as itsi&Wiect
ive, as this harmonisation is the only way of makil:lS the customs union into an econOIIiQ union and of guid
ing the latter towards monetary union or at least tow~is a form of 11oiletary *santsation which - as Mr. 
Carli says - comes nearest to a system in which rigid exchanse rates are naturally the rule. But it is not 

rigid exchange rates that make for monetary unity, as it is not t~ existence of a more or less auto
matic monetary mechanism, or even a European Reserve Fund, proposed bf Mr. Triffirt: and others, that makes 
the economic policies of the member states coherent and coordinated, as if by ~gic. 

It has to be recognised that, perhaps because of the circURista.noes 11) which t.he proposals had been 
put forward, or of some aspects of the arguments advanced, the general teellng 1n~.t!dlY was that the real 
aim of the tryptic proposed by the Commission was the monetarr mechanUm.:'lbe· two: other aspects were alleg
edly a justification, if not a piece of bluff, It is well known that·Mr. ~~~and.bis colleagues strongly 
and with obvious since":"ity denied that they had ever seen things from. :sue~ art' angie. But this interpretat
ion is nearly inevitable. It is certainly because everyone is more o~ less read7 tD consult or be consulted, 
even though proceeding according to their interests (real or supp~d) and-~~v•: •11 according to the im
peratives of home policy, while when money has to be paid into a: common fund'• evertQhe becomes extremely 
cautious. In the meantime the situation has evolved: the Commission ha& clartrted·,!ts aims. The corrective 
has been found on the ways the undertaking concerning consultation~ seems to have··been tightened up, it has 
become a real "prerequisite" which cannot be forsaken. At the same.~tiilie, the opening or ·credits, if only 
in the short term, is subject to more reassuring guarantees and verifi~atiens.·~hicb ~ill dovbtless be ex
plained in greater detail in the document that the Governors of the BankQ.are.to p~re for the autumn. 

But there is something much more important. The main obstacle--was, ae lf8 no'\ed, J>$JChologiaal and 
political. Mutual support is the sign of total solidarity, that is to .say solidArtty ·that must extend to 
everything. If the consultations were to be purely formal, if any particular·partner was preJ•red to accept 
mutual aid while making the "free hands" theory its Community philosophy, this solidarity would be devoid 
of meaning and stand for no real facts. 

Well, rightly or wrongly, the impression prevails that something has changed .• From this change -
as we have already pointed out - everything becomes possible. It is this change that has ehabled the first 
step to be me:de. Other steps will be made 1f this change i~,~·qonfirmed. This is, for example, what will be 
seen today at the Council of Ministers meeting. Great attention wil~ have to b8 paid to see whether this 
is a real 11 opening", or merely de~eitful appearances. 
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The "opening" has now become visible. And at the same time some people can say that it is merely a 
mirage. It is necessary for everyone, without illusions but in good faith, and with plenty of goodwill, 
to do their utmost so that the narrow door that can be discerned opens on to a path that will lead us to 
the goal we are seeking. 

Mr. Maurice Schumann's statement of position before the Community Council was awaited with interest 
and even with some curiosity, as everyone is aware of the reservations and reluctance of various natures 
and origins, that condition the words and deeds of the French Foreign Minister. It can be noted. however, 
that Mr. Schumann was welcomed sympathetically by all his colleagues: he doubtless realised that this 
warm feeling was directed not only t6 the person, who deserves it, but above all to the "change" which the 
new Minister personnifies. This welcome conditions,. to a certain extent, Mr. Schumann's European policy. 
One cannot be welcomed as the symbol of change and "opening", and expect to impose the same policy as 
before. Above all when it is clear that this change is dictated, not only by a wish which we are the first 
to consider sincere, but above all by increasingly pressing objective requirements. Noone can remain 
isolated in Europe. We would go further: noone has the right to remain isolated for, while he harms him
self first and foremost, he endangers above all the European community. It is becoming increasingly clear, 
after the events of the past few years, months and days, that formalistic quarrels are outdated, and that 
it is only possible to orientate oneself on as wide as possible an organisation of the European "community",' 
an organisation going beyond the fossile state structures, which should above all not be transposed on 
a European scale. 

We must therefore be biased in favour of Mr. Maurice Schumann, who repeated the words already prononc
'ed by Mr. Pompidou advocating a debate ·"in all good faith and freedom of spirit " on the problem of enlarge
ment. This is why we shall first of all attempt to clear the ground of everything that seems to constitute 
the cumbersome left-overs of positions which, were they to be maintained, would singularly· reduce the value 
of the "opening". 

Let us start with the proposal to hold a European summit, which has to be jUdged not in itself, but 
on the way in·which it is conceived and presented. There is a general aspect which is certainly not likely 
to make matters any eapier: the summit is presented as the symbol of a continuity whose origins date back 
to 10 July 1958 and as the first of a series similar to the "reKUlar meetings"for•merly advocated and pract
ised, which led to the worst of deadlocks. They led to this because the summit was conceived as the 
supreme instrument for settling European affairs, tending not only to exclude, but also to subordinate tbe 
Community institutions. Let us leave these precedents aside and do something new, Gentlemen ! Mr. Schumann 
said that at this summit one should think over the "role of the States of Europe in the world". Why did 
he not refer to the role of Europe in the world ? Why did he suggest that these summits, even if not in
stitutionalised, would cristallize the present situation ? The proposed Conference would then become a 
means of c~nservatio~ like the 1815 Vienna Congress, rather than this new driving force that the peoples 
of Europe are awaiting. 
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Will the "opening" lead to Europe ? (2) 

As we suggested,Mr. Maurice Schumann unfortunately brought to mind in his statements - and proba~ 
did not do so on purpose - the spectre of the Fouchet Plan. This spectre is in no way beneficial for the 
Community and the expetence should not be repeated (see our Editorial for 15 July). There is no reason~~ 
one should risk compromising the success of an initiative which has decidedly posit ive aspects, in ord~ y 

tN chase dreams which belong to the past. And it is not clear why Mr. Maurice Sch\111181Ul gave \he impression, 
but the links and dissociations which he traced, of wishing to indulge in a tactical display, in order to 
postpone muoh later in time the search for a solution to the problem of British membership. This caused a 
rather painful effectt there is nothing to be gained - proof has been given - by letting things drag on and 
by causing a deterioration in Community relations , 

The facts will reveal whether these negative factors are mere slip-ups, part of the baggage to be 
left behind on the road as progress is made. We believe this because on these po1nts (as on that of the 
Commission's presence at all the meetings concerning Community subjects including, naturally, enlargement) 
Prance's partners have shown themselves determined not to give ground. Mr. Schumann himself was, moreover, 
wch more "possibilist" when he had to reply to his colleagues' objections. 

On his return to Paris, Mr. Schumann spoke of the success obtained by his initiative. But Mr. Luns 
clarified the limits of this success at his press conference. In any case, this success will have to be 
confirmed. We would even say that it will have to be won and that depends entirely on Mr. Schumann. 

We hope that this will be so. France's gesture is doubtless a gesture of "opening", and everything 
should be done so that it becomes so in fact. France is not wrong - as we have already said - to ask her 
partners to reach together a common definition of the main orientation& fGr the Community for the period 
after 31st December. These orientations should constitute a commitment for the Six, for those who wish to 
Join the c'ofiiiiiUriity and for the rest of the world. When Mr. Schumann said that the one and only condition 
for enlargement was that it did not weaken the Community, we fully share his view. This view would remain 
purely theoretical were it not accompanied by another statement made by Mr. Schumann; which constitutes 
an important innovation in the French government's position, namely that "it is in no way inevitable that 
the entry of Great Britain and new members will lead to a weakening of the Community". 

Faith ih othersis born above all of faith in oneself. The Six, if they are united and confident, can 
be generous and demanding at'the same time. 

S U M M A R Y ~c.t Jttl~ Jq h-tf ~C ~ '380 
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- Les Problemes de l'Europe, N. 44, Association pour l'Etude des Problemes de l'Europe (Paris-Rome) 1969.J 
this issue contains in particular a "Plea for Europe" by Mr. Franz-Joseph Strauas, the German Finance 
Minister, a study of the future of the Euro-African Association by Mr. Jacques Ferrandi of the European 
Development Fund and articles on the amalgamation movement in Great Britain and France's efforts in agri~ 
culture. The "Documentation" section is devoted to the problems raised by the renewal of the Yaounde'Con
vention with regard to the relations between the Common Market and the countries of Latin America. 

- GIUSTO TOLLOY: ~ strategia della pazienza: an extract from the May-June edition of ~umana" (Trieste), 
1969, 3 pages .- Mr. Tolloy is an Italian Socialist Senator and member of the European Parliament, 

-Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (France) s 1968 Annual Report, Paris, 158 pages. This report gives an 
account of the most representative aspects of the C.E.A. 1s activities in 1968. It shows the importance of 
the means implemented and the diversity of the work accomplished in a number of sectors: basic research in 
phystcs and biology, applied research in energy production, military applications, production of basic 
materials for the nuclear industry, production and application of radio-elements. 

- ADESSO, Informaztoni e comment! dt politic& ed economta, N. 45 - July 1969, Rome, Price: 200 Lire.- We 
should mention articles on the economic relations between ltaly and the ussn ar.d between Europe· and the 
United States. 

- International Confederation of Free Trade Unions: Monde du Travail Libre, 2?9-2:~. July~~~st 1969, 
Brussels. 

- Istituto di Stud! Europe! "Alcide De Gasper!": Bollettino. N. 2-1969, April-June 1969, R~rne.- We would 
draw attention to studies on the nction of social security in intern~tional and domestic law, public relat
ions at international level and common agricultural policy in the countries of the EE:C. 

-Bulletin du Statec,'Ministry of Economic Affairs, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, N. 5- 1969 .-This issue is 
devoted to Luxembourg's foreign trade between 1952 and 1968. 

- Greek Bibliography Bulletin, Volume VI, Press Department, Athens, 1969. 

- OECD: Commodity Trade, analytical tables (Canada, Iceland, Ireland, YUgoslavia}, January-December 1968, 
Paris. 
- OECD: Main Economic Indicator;, July 1969, Paris. 
- OECD: Overall Trade By Country, July 1969, Paris 

~ Conservative Research Department: Notes on current politics (N. 13- The Strikes Law Fiasco), 21 July 1969, 
London. 
-Conservative Political Centre: Overseas Review, N. 42 .- June 1969, London. 

- IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) : Atomindex, In~ernational list of Documents that are available 
from the IAEA Microfiche Service, Vol. 11, No 13, Vienna, 1969. 
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EDITORIAL 

Is the Treaty of Rome a means of compulsion ? (l) 

A member of the European Parliament, the Belgian Socialist Mr. Glinn~. has just submitted a 
written question {R. 191, the text of which we published in the Political Day in Europe for 23 July) to BS 
which we think it advisable to draw our readers' attention, as it is of veey great importance and trans
lates above all an authentic {and old) concern of a large section of the European left-wing and of some 
trade union circles, a concern which results in ·disaffection or rather fairly widespread mistrust in a MO 
large number of workers. In our opinion, the problem raised by Mr. Olinne is a false problem, but it is 
precisely that which should be expiained and which the Commission will certainly explain. Furthermore, 
M~. Gllnne had already formulated the substance of his question when he spoke before the European Parliament 
on 2 July and Mr. Rey made no secret of what he would have liked to reply, which he did not do, as Mr. Olinne 
had left the meeting •••• 

What in fact does Mr. Olinne ask ? In his opinion, as the Common Market Treaty is a treaty of 
"decidedly liberal conception", it gives rise to reservations on the part of "a considerable section of 
European public opinion", all the more so since some people consider the Treaty as "unalterable" and there. 
tore regard "European planning", the maintenance of full employment, European moves similar to the Italian 
tRI, structural reforms aiming at controlling dominant position, as incompatible with it. If all this was 
true, says Mr. Olinne, the "progressive tendencies" could only regard with distrust any strengthening of 
the Comnn.mity institutions. Mr. Oltnne would like to find out from the Commission "whether European inte
gration is or is not a way of constraining the peoples of Europe to a necessarlly liberal economic organ
isation". 

The Commission will doubtless express its opinion. Nevertheless, even if a liberal like Mr. Rey 
were to dictate the replJ { or precisely because he is a liberal), we would not be surprised to read in 
this replys(a) that noone thinks that the Treaty is "unalterable, l.ike the laws of Moses" and that while 
the Commission's task is to apply it and ·get it applied, those that concluded and signed it can, by mutual 
consent, modify itJ {b) that the Treaty contains no provision preventing European planning, or the pursuit 
of full employment, or the achievement of structural reforms. Mr. Glinne mentioned (in his speech) the 
attacks made by Mr. Erhard on the idea of planning. He will remember the words spoken at the time by Mr. 
Hallstein. Some time ago an attempt was made to invoke the Treaty of Rome to preveht the nationalisatibn 
of electricity in Italy. The result was nought, Whiel not preventing nationalisations, the Treaty of Rome 
does not impose them, while not preventing full employment, it does not impose it. It is not, however, 
neutral or agnostic, as it indicates objectives {expansion, social promotion}, it shows the ways unificat
ion, and it lays fawn means, without the enumeration being restrictive. It could even be said that by im
posing the adoption of "common policies" to achieve the aims set, it exercises an orientation which tends 
towards directing rather than liberalism. We shall return in greater detail to these ideas tomorrow. 
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p5 Court of Justice to pronoace on Italian delay in implementation of common agricultural policy 

measures 
Partial tariff suspensions 

p6 EIB: 20 million IJ.t for Bosphorus Brll.d.ge 
Lebanon requests urgent food aid 
Food aid for Mali 
Dam surveys in Mauretania financed by EEC 

P7 Taxation of goods trahsport by road: protests of road hauliers 
Decisions of renresentatives of member states: reply to question N. 121 from Mr. Vredeling 

p8 AGRICULTURAL IJWORMATION : - Second instalment of EAGGF 1968 aid • - Joint CGIL-ciSL and UIL 
declaration .-Food aid for India .- 13,000 tons of olive oil up for auction .-EEC farm 
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labourers. 
Investments f.n coko:? works sector 
steel: pri.::e--G~Huation 
Technical campai.gn against coal mine dust 
Radio-active contamin ~tion in f9odstuffs 
Weekly Echoe<. 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION N. 1216 

F.UROPE/.Documents N. 539 Contents and nature of Community Council work in next six months, 
accor~ing to President in Office, Mr. Luns. 
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EDITORIAL 

Is the Treaty of Rome a means of compulsion ? (2) 

17lme ann'e - No 383 (n.,.~ 
M.ardi 29 juillet.l;969n;) 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

~--------------------+~~ 

r.~ 
Mr. GliOne is worried, as we pointed out yesterday, that the Common Market Tre&tt, bi&sed towardlli) 

11libera1Um~ may·'prevent"the achievements, European planning in particular, advocated by the "progressive" 
forces. ·. UQ 

· Certainly the Treaty is of "liberal" inspiration. This is quite natural as it was conceived and lh; 
concluded by countries in which the dominant orientation was political and economic democracy. It is not a 
"collectivist" Treaty, as not one of the member countries has ever accepted for itself a collectivist 

, economic policy. The Europe that was founded could not but be based on realities - this has to be stressed -
even if it was intended to modify these realities,· the first modification being: that of dimensions and 
institutions. But this is a Treaty that crystallizes nothing. A collectivist treaty would have been a prisona 
we do not have to look far to be convinced of this. This Treaty, which is termed "liberal" is an evolutive 
treaty, that is to say that it allows a choice and it Allows the political and social forces of our six 
countries to give it the content corresponding best to the realities and aspirations of the peoples of 
Europe. 

Of course we are aware that in some European countries,left wing circles, who exercise some in
fluence in particular in the trade unions, have always felt considerable distrust of European integration, 
because they believed that it was a machine assembled by neo-capitalism to prevent the transformation of 
these countries towards socialism. These circles thought that socialism should be introduced first and 
Europe built afterwards, in order to make a socialist Europe. All this seems rather theoretical and utopian. 
Such a choice would in fact probably have involved the "isolation" of the country in question and have 
probably created under-development or considerable backwardness. On the other hand, the fact of belonging 
to the Community has not prevented Italy from making socially and economically advanced experiments like 
the one t~t Mr. Glinne himself mentions, namely ~RI. 

We are not sure whether a European IRI would be a good or bad thing. But it seems to us that were 
the objectives conditions for such an operation to exist, and were this operation to have the determined 
support of political and social forces, it is not by invoking the Treaty that it could be prevented. Doubt
less the problem is what kind of Europe one wishes to build, but in order to reply it is first of all ne
cessary to have the will to build Europe, and perhaps later have the strength to determine it. To build 
Europe is to give it autonomous and sufficient political authority. Where is this a•thority to come from, 
if not from the living forces of the peoples of Europe ? Then each person should act politically to win 
acceptance democratically for his own ideas, possibly in order to achieve a ~adual transformation or the 
sy21tem. 

It is a problem of will and freedom. Personally, we would reply to Mr. Gltnne that the Treaty of 
Rome is not a means of compulsion, but an instrument of liberation. 

SUM M A R Y ~q_ dU~~{q,l,lf t-.b"3~ 
pl EDITORIALs Is Treaty of Rome a means of comPulsion ? (2) 
p2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : Nordek draft treaty .-Mr. Harmel's press conference on international 

situation .-Mr. Tepavac in Bonn .- Special drawing rights officially adopted by IMF .-Mr. Spaak 
attempts to define future of Europe • 

DAILY BULLETIN N. 383 (new series) 

p4 New Yaounde Convention signed 
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EEC reactions to American and Cahadian measures in wheat sector 
Council meeting on agriculture: decision on milk and meat prices postponed 
Cotton agreements with India and Pakistan 
Common export policy to third countries 
EEX:/Latin America: Commission memorandum 
India-switzerland: Council decisions on tariff matters 
Special fissionable materials: master agreement with USAEC 
Industrial redevelopment in Netherlands and·Germany: ECSC aid 
Mine-owned thermal power stations 
Coke-oven coke: reasons for shortage in Germany 
Scrap export qubtas 
European Communities Publications 
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F:DITORIAL 1$ 
The instU.utional problems that have to be """ 
studied carefully. (1) -,From the point of view of doctrine ~ 

One of the major obstacles to the enlargment of the Community is the institutional arrangeme~ 
or if one prefers,· the changes in the institutional structure that this enlargement would involve. It i!l-,, 
above all a psychological obstacle. We would be disclosing nothing new in recalling that in fact it is ~O~· 
the fear of seeing the institutions weakened that motivated those who raised this obstacle and made a 
mountain out of it, but on the contrary the unavowed fear that to accept enlargement would in fact lead'" ., "'l 
to committing oneself to a process of strengthening the Community institutions, to the, detriment of th~ • 
national sovereignties. Everyone realises that the difficulties would arise mainly with regard to the Com
mission, whose power of initiative would necessarily be strengthened further to the presence of a larger 
number of States, therefore of more composite interests, and to the Council, where it would become indis
pensable to re-establish the proper majority rule procedure, if the Institution were not to be paralysed. 
In truth, in an organisation of a federal kind the number of member states i8 a relatively minor problem. 
In an organisation developing towards federal f6rms, an increase in number compels the organisation to be 
strengthened. 

This is,moreover, the conclusion reached , following .an·extremely clear and penetrating analysis, 
by Mr. Hallstein in his Report to the Monnet Committee. He says that the alledged contradiction between 
enlargement and cohesion cannot be eliminated automatically, but thanks to the "perfecting" of the Community 
structure (because Mr. Hallstein believes that this structure is already conceived from a federalist point 
of view and does not require innovations, but merely perfecting). 

Mr. Hallstein's reply naturally must be taken at doctrinal level. It has to be combined with 
the reply that can be given from the point of view of strategy • 

. Let ~s recall the main points of the perfecting advocated by Mr. Hallstein and then examine what 
could be achieved in terms of strategy. In Mr. Hallstein's opinion, it is not a question of developing 
and changing the nature of any particular institution, but of progressing in a parallel manner and by 
significant adjustments, so as to attain a more stable institutional balance, at a higher level (federalist 
in substance). Thus (a) the Commission must safeguard and increase its power of iniUativeJ its composition 
mdst be as restricted as possible! its role of reconciling must be taken over by an elected Parliament; 
its legitimacy must stem from parliamentary investitureJ(b) the Parliament must be "graqually" elected 
(with no cumulation of mandates) and see its powers increasedJ (c) the COuncil must apply strictly the 
majority principle according to a proper balance (adapted to the increased number of members), and gra
dually turn itself into a House of States. 

The problem now arising is the following: can one hope to achteve this "perfecting" with the con
sent of all the States, including the applicants (it should even be a condition that they would have to 
accept), and thus eliminate one of the major obstacles to enlargement ? 
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EDITORIAL: The institutional problems that have to be studied carefully (1) From the point 

of view of doctrine 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : British political leaders re-iterate the UK's wish to join Common 
Market. -

DAILY BUIJETIN N. 384 (new series) 

p3/l~ France/Ur.SR agreement: temporary solution found 
p3 EUROSYNDICAT: 150.25 
p5/6 Import systems: contents of Commission proposals to unify them 
p6 Possible taxation of glass and carpet imports in USA: Belgian government concern 
p7 Agricultural produce from AASM and OCT: proposal to step up preference 

Food aid to developing countries 
p8 AGRICULTIJRAL INFOBJ't1ATION: Fruit and vegetables market .- Imports in Netherlands of sugar from 

Surinam. 
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Iron ore winning potential 
<;OMPOSrrF. PRICE: 30.50 D/T 
Aid for German aeronautical engineering industry 
Steel market: no spiral measures 
Tarento coke works: extension 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION N. 1218 

EUROPE/Brief Notes N. 262 Mid· July 1969 BENELUX 

P *+ East Germany criticizes F.F.C's trading policy for Eastern bloc countries 
Wh~at war must be prevented 
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Institutional problems that have to be studied 
carefully -(2) From the point of view of strategy 

The goal is clearz to enlarge the Community with the important proviso that not only should it not beD~ 
weakene6 but poldtively strengthened. None of the Six can reject this goal without being §elf-contradlcto~ 

The same goal is naturally accepted by the applicants agree:t.ng ·to Join ,a·,strong Cl:>mmun:Lty: ~ 

they are, moreover, the only ones whose application can be retained. '.~ln 
While strengthening is one of the conditions of enlargement from the legal and doctrinaire point of l~.~~ 

view, for the living forces campaigning to establish a viable Europe, the enlargement must be an addition-
al opportunity to achieve institutional strengthen!~~. 

Mr. Ra.r Price, whose contribution to guiding:British public 'Opinion t6Wards federalism will never be 
sufficiently appreciated, recently supported this idea at a private meeting. It may be remembered that at 
the time of the first negotiations the institutional subject was scarcely broachedl it had been reserved 
for the last stage, and it was above all delt with on an. "accounting" basis. Today it is doubtless a major 
problem, as it involves political choices. The ideas expressed by Mr. Hallstein are met with some opposit
ion (from different origins but . the;}! could combine); on the one hand from those that make "pragmatism" a 
pretext for relegati~g:to the last place any "present" possibility of institutional strengthening, and on 
the other from those, the small countries, that complain about the !',brutality" with which they alledge 
they have been treated. 

It is therefore necessary to act to get the best possible result withotlt scaring too many people. This 
is of course if one agrees on the fact that the achtevement of unity "is in the hands of ~he governments~ 
to quot~ from the Hallstein report. The basic idea should therefore be that enlargement is only'meaningful 
if it involves an increase in political substance (" a Jump of quality"). It is therefore necessary to 
extract, so to speak, from the overall "perfecting" envisaged by Mr. Hallstein, the most substantial as
pects which are likely to give rise inevitably to other progress. Mr. Roy Price mentions:election of the 
Parliament•by direct suffrage, financial auotonomy, majority voting. While recognising that in themselves 
they are not decisive, these three items become significant if they are achieved simultaneously, as they 
can constitute a starting point. The Governments should be obliged to give an undertaking, supplemented by 
a timetable, to the effect that they will proceed to these operations. The problem of the "small countries" 
is another problem altogether. It might be momentarily eluded if there were to be negotiations with Great 
Britain alone. It is a problem to be studied carefully, both f.rom',the point of view of the Commission and 
the Parliament, and both in the medium and long term. 

Having said this, it is debatable whether, and to what extent, the governments would accept the minimum 
programme whose aspects we have indicated. 

We shall have the answer after the summer recess. 
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EDITORIAL1 Institutional problems that have to be studied carefully - (2) From the 
point of view er strategy. 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Belgian Minister for Scientific Research deplores Europe's 
scientific weakness .- Italian government crisis .-Belgian Bank Rate up from 6 to 7%.-
Federal Council of European Movement to meet in Rome at end of November.- Congress of 
Dutch European Movement to pronounce on Community social policy. 

DAILY BULLETIN N. 385 (new ·series) : 
p3 National 'tobacco monopolies in France and Italy: Commission proposes to hasten revision 
p3/4 ·Increases in export refunds on cereals decided by EEC in response to USA and Canada. 
p4 Esperance-Longdoz/Cockerill-Ougree-Providence: merger authorised 

Luxembourg bill on TVA: in conformity with fiscal ll&rmonisation 
p5 EEC/Turkey: Association Council takes stock · · 
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Economic repercussions of Common Market: special chapter in next annual report 
First implementing decision of Barre Plan published . 
Signing of new Yaounde Convention: statements by Messrs Luns and Rey 
EDF: financing of dredger for Pointe Noire harbour 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION:EAGGF expenditure for first half 1968/69 .- Communique from 
Confagricol tura • - Acetic ac:l.d and vinegar: reply to question N. 123 from Mr. Vt!edeling • -
Cut price butter sales .-No traffic deflection in sunflower oil sector .-
Replies to parliamentary questions: n. 96 from Mr. Boana. 122.138 and 139 from Mr. Vredeling, 
N. 98 from Mr, Bading 
Aid to hotel industry in France legal 
Coal indust1•y: state aid in 1969 
French coke and coal imports 
French oil monopoly: question N. 201 from Mr. Fellermaier 
Russian natural gas: German-Russian negotiations 
ECONOI"'IC INTERPENETRATION N. 1212 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION INDEX N. 33 
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EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

Books which are sent to us and whose publication ~ 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading. ~ 

_- IAI (Istituto Affair Dlternazionali) : lo spettatore internazionale, English edition, Vol. Dl, No.l-2, 
January-JUne 1969, Rome. - In the summarya Artciles by Mr. Altiero Spinelle on East-West relations, by ~ 
Paolo Ce~lzini on the Warsaw Pact, by Mr. Fabrizio de Beneditti on difficulties and prospects of a centret:J,~ 
of political studies in Italy, by Mr. Franco Celletti on technical and military aspects of ABM systems. 
This issue examines the position of Italy in international politics from 15 October 1968 to 3l'March 196j~'fl 

• Council on Foreign Relations, Inc t Foreign Affairs, An American Quarterly Review, Vol.47, No 4, July r. 
New York. - Particular mention may be made of an article by Mr. Harold vyn B.Cleveland, Vice-President of 
the First National City Bank of New York and author of a book on the Atlantic alliance which analyses the 
situation of the Common Market after De Gaulle. Tha author is rather pessimistic as t6'the' futtire of a· 
EUropean political union, but notes that the Community has considerably developed its foreign trade relat
ions, though disposing of only a customs union. 

- OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries) : Selected Doounents of the International ~
troleum Industry, 1968, Vierma, June 1969, 399 pages. - This book reproduces the full texts of agreements 
and oillegislation concerning the petroleum industry during 1968. 

- Finances et ~veloppement, No.2-o96q, Quarterly Publication of the International Monetary rtmd and the 
World Bank Group, \'lnshington, D.C. - Special mention may be mude of articles on the attitude of the Fund 
as regards fluctuating rates and the Bretton Woods rneoting of this conference,which founded the F'und and 
the Bank, on the occasion of its twenty-fifth anniversary 

, ' ' - Centre European de Documentation et d 1 inform:1tlon : XVIlle Congres International du CEOI tenu a PareJa 
(Espagne) du 12 au 15 Juin 1969, Report by Chevalier I~ Roover, President of the Belgian CEDI (Brussels, 
82 rue de Namur) 22 pages. 

- CNEN (Comitato Nnzionale Energ1a Nucleare) : Notiziario, June 1969, Rome. - In this edition, Mr. Achille 
Albonetti. exam!nes the Research policy in Italy in the Seventies 1 a discussion of sone problems of 
scientific and technological research and their role in Italy's economic development • 

' . ' - Commissariat a 1 1Energie Atomique (France) : Revue de la Presse Etrangere du 15 au 30 juin 1969, ler 
Juillet 1969, Nc.ll; Revue de la Presse Franoaise du 15 au 30 Juin 1969, No.ll, Paris. 

- NATO t NATO News, June 1969, Burssels. This issue contains an article b;y the French General Fourquet on 
the use of different force systems in the framework of the strategy of deterrence. 

- Eur9pea, Rivista di Polttica Eoo9omia e~ Cultura, No. 12} of July 1969, Rome.- The editorial is entitleds 
"Unite Socialiste et unite et unite europeenne - Solidarite avec Nenni". . 

- Conquiste del Lavoro, Settimanale della CISL, Nr. 27-28 of 20 July 1969, Rome. - This issue contains a 
report on the activities of the CISL (Confederazione Italiana Sindicati Lavoratori) for the period 1966 to 
1969. 

- le Illxembourg, Profil g~ographique et ~conomique, Service Information et Presse, Luxembourg, 1969, 30 
pages. 

- OECD : Trade by commodities : market summaries 1 exports; January-December 1968, Paris, 769 pages. 

- OECD : Trade by oommodi ties 1 analytical abstracts ( ORCD Total, OECD Europa, ·EEC, EFTA >:January-
December 1968, Paris. 
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POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : Maeting between Nixon and Soviet leaders in October? - Italian 
Communists in favour of E.P. elections by universal suffrage. - Bank rate increased in 
the Netherlands. - Radio satellites a proposal for elaboration of a code 

DAn.Y BULlETIN Nr. 386 (new series) 

p3/4 Condemnation of ten European chemical enterprises: Official announcement of Commission's 
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decision. 
Export credit insurance: harmonisation of techniques 
EEC wheat production : slight drop. . 
Common rules for regular bus services: draft regulation 
Finance Ministers meetings at regular intervals: answer to question No 119 from Mr. Yredeling 
Certificate of origine : answer to question No 64 from Mr. Vredeling 
"Green card" for motor-oar insurance: answer to question No 114 from Mr. Fellermaier 
Information meeting on prestressed concrete reactor preso~ vessels and their thermal 
insulation 
Euratom research and investment budget: 
New oil discovery by ASCOOP 
Collieries : acceleration in rationalisation 
Publications of the European Communities 
ECONOMIC INrERPENETRATION No 1220 

EUROPE Document Nr. 540 : Official Resur~ of the new Convention of Association between the EEC and the AASM 
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SUMMARY 

p 1 SUMMARJ 
p 2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE.: United Nations Working Group on Satellitesaaecond session 

from 28 July to 8 August in Geneva.- Mr.Kissingera on a visit to Paris and Brussels. 

DAILY BULLETIN NO 387: 

p 3 

p 4-5 
p 5 

p 6 

p 1 

p 8 

p 9 

Chemical companies fined for concerted practices in dyes sectora~er and Hoechst 
appeal before Court of Justice; I.C.I, questions Commission's competence. 
World price for wheata meeting in London of main exporting countries- New Canadian 
measures. 
International agreement in fats sectora Commission suggests guidelines for agreement, 
GATT& tariff preferences in favour of developing countries. 
~Glass induatrya request of intervention of the Commission with regard _to proteotioniat 
demands of American industry. 
Swiss companies and breach of Community law 
Information of puE!!c on Communit~!~tivity in scientific_and technical fielda reply 
by Commission to written question no n58 by Mis·ll F'leibch. 
Aids 'by Ji'renc!:! State in piSU!eat s~a reply by Commission to written question no 102 
by MR.Droescher. 
Three customs ~lationsa published in Official Gazette 
~~~en Ea!;!ternanc,!~stern F.urope 1 cOIIIDen·tary on "Radio Free Europe Research" • 
~ relatio~~~-~EC and_lli!!!_2!rman:• reply by Commission to written question 
no 145 by Mr.Vredeling. 
Coordinatio~~~g_legislationsa creation of a new working group 
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p 1 Summary. 

p 2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Formation of a Christian-Democrat It8.lian Government: list 
of the members.-WEua·reply Qy French Foreign Ministerl.to a parliamentary question. 
British reservesa-up in July.-Latin-American r!rliamentl participation by members ot 
Council of Europe. 

DAILY BULLETIN NO 388(New Series): 

p 3 

p 4 

p 4-5 

p 5 

p 6 
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p 8-9 

EEC exports: proposals by Commission concerning common system 

Bilateral aGI'eements with the Eastern countries and Japan1. conditions for provisional 
"tacit reconduction" . 
Bilateral agreements: fourth list submitted by Commission to Council 
After decision £y Commission on ententes:reactions Qy Swiss companies and Government 

Community action on ne,.· information techniques: question no 205 by MrLeemans 
AGRICULTURAL j.INFORMATIONs Declarations by Mr.Duhamel.- Note Qy Mr.Strauss on 
financial e:x:pendi ture-:::iib'od aid to Mali.- Intervention prices for grain ---pj;oducta 

OECDI St~y on prospects for economy of member states 
PlUtonium supplies: agreement between NUKEM and UKAEA 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION NO 1222 

Notice to our readers • 
Because of the Summer recess, the activities of the European institutions are 
very limited during the month of August. ll1us, as usual, our bulletins will be less 
voluminous during this period and will not be issued from ll to 22 August 1969. 
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Because of the Summer recess, the activities of the European Institutions are 
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p 1 Summary. 
p 2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPVI Mr.KiesinC!r's cleclarations in New Yerk.- Peli tioal si 

ce·of designati•n ef Sir Con O'Neill.- Franco-German consultations on the creati 
economic refP.on in saar/Lorraine. 
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ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION no 1224 

Notice to our readers 

Because of the Summer recess, tbe activities of the European Institutions 
are very limited dUring the modth· of August. Thus, as usual, our bulletins 
willbe less voluminous during this period· and will not be issued t.rom 11 to 
22 August. 
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SUMMARY 

Swmnary. 

POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPF: Furopean Communities-Portugall application for negotiati ns~ 
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Q!:?IIIDunity's OW.!:!..£!!2~1 strengthening of F'uropean Parliament and other political 
problems 

92mmunity_!r~!!!l publication of forms 

!!!herlands: reply by Mr.De Block to parliamentary questions concerning price of 
eas and coke supplies 
!!:•Willy Brandta interview to Corriere della f:era 

AGRICUVI'URAL INlt'ORMATlOth Cereals market.- Measures authorised to allow Germany to 
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European. Communities Publications 
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N o t i c e t o o u r readers 

Because of the Summer recess, the ~ctivities of the F.uropean Institutions 
have been very limited in the month of August. Fbr this reason~ our daily 
bulletins have been less voluminous than usual and will not be published 
between 11 and 22 August. 
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17ame annee - No 39 
Lundi ler septembre 

EDITORIAL 

The devaluation of the French franc (1) Proo~ of a "change" 
in policy 

The devaluation of the French franc eame right in the middle of the holiday season and everythin~--
or nearly everything, has been said and written to e~plain, defend, condemn or blame this decision. 
may seem a bit late to comment upon it today, but this is not the case. It is precisely now that thi 
decision is beginning to find expression in concrete realities and.it is now that the problems which i@ 
raised must be resolved, while those who have to bear ·the cost are beginning to realize their fate. 

The polltical importance of the devaluation has excaped no-one. lt must be stressed once again, 
cause here we have the first really important indication of the change which has taken plac~ since the 
departure of General de Gaulle and also of the need for this change. I<,rom this point of v~ew, the wrath 
of the champions of orthodoxy and fidelity is perlfeotly justified. In content as well as style, the 
policy of General de Gaulle has had ·to be abandonned (we showed, in our editorials at the end of April 
and the begi.nni.ng of May, that lt could not,, objectively,_ be otherwise), r.et us restrie\. ourselves to 
monetary affairs - why, in this sphere, had Gaullist poltcy to be abandonned? Because, a$ has been stated 
by the competent authorities, lt had to be acknowledged that the official parity of the franc n6 longer 
corresponded to its real value, on the internatlonal ·and nati~nal levels. So it was an "operation 
verity". '!ntatling the need to "impress upon. the French the real1t1e$, .all the realities". Tn other words, 
this opP.ration put an end to a fiction·. Mr. Pompldou himself would have admitted that. since July 1969 
the devaluation of the franc had become lnP.vitable. The king was bare; every-one could see him, but no
one dared speak. It is in this determination to speak the truth, even if it ls unpleasant, that the change 
is noticeable. 

The truth seemed even more unpleasant, tn view of the~ which had been carefully cultivated, of 
currency as a symbol of power. \ndependance and grandeur:- '.l'he· sovereigns who, in the past, "clipped" the 
gold content of the money struck in their image, were not particularly bothered. The idolatry of money is, 
like nationalism, a recent phenomenon, and. again like nationalism~ 1.t is difficult to cure ( Mr. Pierre 
Sudreau wrote in today's "Figaro" that "the states which compose .tt(Europe) have an apparently incurable 
disease: the disease of national sovereignty"-)._ A devalu~tton ttius becomes a national mourni.ng, a degrad
ation, while there is nothing either degrading or e~ltlng in the faot that economic and teolmical evolution 
bring about changes ln the relative v~lue of currencies. 1n the.same way, the growth or dwiJldling of gold 
and currency reserves often produces a psychosis .of pride· or shame. which has nothing to do with good 
economic administration, and ls at the root or the worst eo.onomic 8J1d political errors. 

The truth is that the State, .as -opposed to the so\'erei.gns of old, has precise duties vis-a-vis ill 
its citizens and must se~ to it that a devaluation, which necessarily tnvolves a redistribution of incomes, 
takes place justly and equitably. It ls in thi_s sphere that a modern State should give proof of its 
efficacity, and not tn the artificial stimulation of national ~entiments and resentments. 

SUMMARY 

1 -EDITORIAL : The devaluatio~ ~f the French.franc - (1) Proof of a "change" tn policy. 
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The devaluation of the French franc - (2) J-:he co-operation required 
for the success of the operation 

we said yesterday, the duty of a modern State Is undoubtedly to matntatn the val119 

but in order to do this it has no right to hide the truth from tts cit tzens. When the value of the cttJ~IlY 
has chnnged, the St::tt.c should make sure that this change doer; not penalize those who :n'e economically 
most vulnerable. The sharing of cost.s should be as ef!uttable as possible and should ensure a solid b"Jl:,;;&!f:,
for the resumption of healthy growth. One of the factors to bP taken lnto account is undoubtedly the 
of the operation, and the other the efficacity of the merl.sures whtch accompany th£> devaluation. 

tn the ear;e nf France, the n!"!cesslty for devalu!ltlon C'ould have be0n confirmed earller (this is 
every devaluati• ) However, we are Justified In believing th!lt lt ~tas not opportune to carry out th 
opcrR.t.ion under Pxternal pressure, which would have encourap;r>d specu111tton and indeed rewarded it. The choice 
mad!"! by the present government was •mrlnubt.edl,y very judictou:; ft•Pm a tf'chntcal point of vtew. Nevertheless, 
the delay could only aggravate the problems. 'J'hi(; deln.y wn.::; lm·,;ely dw~ t.11 an erron£>ous political. concept. 
T t goes wtthout saying that w !thou L .'l. stable economy and :1. lt0."1.lt.hy, r~o I id (!Ul"rP.nC'y, therf! is no true I ndep
end::mce fot· a country. But th ls muo t he cons ldert'cl befor·e the '''!nnorny rlc t<"!ri C'!'a tes 'lnd the currency 1 oses 
lts BOl tdi t.,v. 1\mong t.ho::;e who spf!:lk of "betrayal" wlth r·ep;"'rd l.o Lhr devnluatton, no-one has ever gtven an 
annw"r to Lhe following f!UPSL!nn: llow ts it Lhnt after t_.en :,<C':lt':; nf rd.able p;t,vernment, capal.de of trnpostng 
Fill the rer: l.ra ints neces::;ary or b0nef l c In l to the pub ll e ~ood. t hP "fnndrtmen till eflull tbr la'' on wh I eh thE' 
ceonomy nr a country J'Psts may find t.hemselvr>s in di:H~(]ullllll'inm? Cr_'rtd.lnly, there wru; the month 0f t~lly. 

1 ts i mpnrl.ancP must not be unde>r·-P::; Lima tcd. But 1 f Lhc si t.1n t, I on had not been a 1 ready paPt 1 ;.' compr·om1 sed, 
and tf r•eu(lurse to tnternatlonill eo-opcr'atl0n, e:;p0clally within UtP. EEC, had not h0en rR:;t.rlctcd and 
covered 11p by restraints (lue t.n nal.ional pride, th0 fund:unPnt.:l.l Rquilibrta would lt·'l.VC quickly rc>-esta.bllshed 
themselves. 

3n t t Is up to the French gover•nment not to repeaL Lhe ~'r·ror·s of the past, and to obta1n. fot' t ts 
plan, t.ha unanimous support whtch lt requtres, both in:;i<k and nuL:;ide France. We shall come back Lo the 
quc<.tton of external suprort, pnrt.lcularly w·tth regard to the Community. As for the domestic situation, 
there is room for some anxiety. rt ls indispensable that pubLic opinion, as well as the action taken by 
ihe government, converge towards the Bamc goal. Now, when one spe.'\ks and writes as Mr. Jeannr3ney dtd re
cently. one openly saps the "credl.blllty" of the operation, a credibility which Is an essenti-3.1 factor ln 
lts success. And when one declllrcs. as Mr. Debr(~ has just done, that ''the first savtng and the first 
investment of a free people" resides tn its expenses for armed forces, one puts in doubt the possibility, 
for the government, to take the fundamental choices which l'l.re equally essential tf the long-t.erm recovery 
of the French economy- whtch, rightly, Is the planned objecUve - Is io be achieved. 
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EDITORIAL 

The devaluation of the French franc - (3) Necessity for international 
co-operation. 

It the devaluation of the franc is to lead to a durable rehabilitation of the French economy 
and consequently renewed expansion, without at the s~me time prejudicing any categories of the po~ 
atfon, it is necessary to take coherent and decisive action in several spheres. ~1e French government 
is putting the final touches to its plan, and the details will be published this evening. 

As we have already said, one of the factors required to ensure the success of this plan is the 
widest possible international cooperation. If o.ther countries were to take action to counteract the measur 
which France is about to implement, the devaluation would be a failure. This was taken into account when 
the rate of devaluation was determined. Today, international cooperation is an imperative, and it has 
helped to overcome great difficulties. To demonstrate the significance of the absence or 14ck of cooperat 
we need only recall the great economic crisis at the end of the twenties. Then, each country thought it 
could preserve itself by surrounding itself with contingent customs barriers and controls. In some countries, 
national self-sueficiency became a dogma and, in the vain hope of preserving their national independence. 
these countries isolated themselves from economic and technical progress, thus condemning themselves to 
under-development. Nowadays, no-one would dare to propose such a solution. 

Within the broad framework of international cooperation, support has been shown mainly by oftera 
ot foreign currency credits. While within this framework it is not very clear what else could be done, 
this is not the case within the context of the EEC. The Treaty is explicit on this matter, even if it 
does not contain detailed provisions and if the doctrine of "mutual aid" has still to be defined. UQdoubt•. 
ecUy "llnltual aid11 can assume the most varied forma, but essentially it is only the embodiment of the solid• 
arity lfhich must exist in a Community worthy of the name. It means that, when one of the member! is in 
difficulties, its partners have ·. 1a·duty to shoulder part of these difficulties, and this in order to 
realize the common objective, i.e. the safeguard of the common interest. Economic integration makes 
the propagation of inflationary or deflationary developments all the more easy, but it must also provide 
th~ arms necessary to absorb and neutralize them. Some observers feel, and rightly in our opinion, that 
in summer 1968 the community solidarity which ought to have helped France out did not come into play. 
It is useless to attemPt to place the blame on anyone now. France herself decreed a· series of measures 
and the community Institutions performed acrobatics in order to give them the community label. In fact, 
"mutual aid" was embodied iri · a series ot recommendations adressed to.France's partners that they 
pursue a policy which was compatible with the efforts being made by the latter.· Experience has shown that 
this was ineffective, and it was confirmed by the monetary crisis of November, and, today, the devaluation. 
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EDITORIAL 

The devaluation of the French franc - (4) The lessons t 

During his expose of the situation following the devaluation of the the 
of Ministers, Mr. Raymond Barre, vice-president of the European Commission, made a remark 
going back to and emphasizing. "It is the aftermath which matters now - said Mr. Barre -
and the Community, their destinies being closely linked". Mr. Barre stated an elementary truth, bu 'h 
was right to do so because it is on the basis of this truth that something constructive can be built. 

Since the French recovery plan has now been published, we must consider whether it is a plan wh 
concerns the whole Community, even if it appears that the French leaders did not wish to emphasize tH 
essential aspect of the problem. In the first place, the Community intervened where its action was urgently 
required, i.e. in the sph~e of agricultural prices. This action was essential if the operation were not 
to be torpedoed from the s~rt (by a sudden rise in French domestic prices) and to prevent the whole Comm
unity from being engulfed 'in a dead end following the distorsions which would occur in agriculture. Among 
other advantages, the operation had the merit of showing up the futility of the declarations - made when 
the great agricultural decisions on prices ;·1ere implemented - whereby any change in parity in the member 
oountries would henceforth be impossible. These declarations perhaps fo3tered some illusions, and one of 
the lessons to be drawn is that ch<mp;e3 tn par1ty, which cannot be ruled out as long as there are differen1< 
currencies (even if there is close coordination of policies) creates difficult problems in a community 
in the process of economic integration. These difficulties are greatest where the integration is most 
advanced. It may be asked whether it was judicious to push on with the realization of the common ag~ic
ultural policy, particularly the system of common prices and community responsibility for surpluses, while 
unity or even close coordination of economic and monetary policies is still far from being achieved. The 
Commission has been very aware of this gap, and has triea·to impress on the ·member states the need to make 
progress in the sphere of monetary cooperation, but the political conditions required for such ·progress 
were not fulfilled. The lesson to be drawn from the devaluation of the franc must not go unheeded: the 
Community must push forward on this front, in order to avoid having to beat a retreat and lose the terr
itory already gained. 

Having said this, we feel that the compromise reached at dawn on 12 August is a step backwards on 
the path of integration, but it contains one important positive element. It confirmed that - and this 
is the second lesson - at a time when the centrifugal forces could have availed themselves of valid pretext 
to commence a general demobilization of integration, the centripetal forces prevailed. In spite of events 
which certain observers deemed inconceivable or incompatible with the maintenance of unity, unity was 
maintained. The formulae reached do not abolish the circulation of agricultural products - on the contrary, 
they permit it, but keep it under control. It is a vicissitude which will have been useful to the .~ommupity 
if it makes each member realize tha.t their destinies are closely linked . • • 
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~ OTTO SCHLECHT : Konzertierte Aktion ala Instrument der Wirtschaftspolitik, J,C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 
TUbingen, Federal German, 34 pages. - This is an enlarged edition of an accourit given on 24 Jlme 1969 · 
at the Walter Eucken Institute of Fribourg i. Br. on concerted action as an instrument of economic poll 

- SIR VAL DUNCAN.: Britain's Role in the World TOday, The Institute of Directors, London, 27 pages.- Sir 
Val Duncan concluded this report, made on 9 July 1969, as follows : "I want to reiterate my own abiding 
conviction that this great country will not only overcome its present economic problems but will play a 
r8le as a partner with our fellow Europeans in the building of a unified continent of Europe. It will make 
a full contribution to the defence, diplomacy, prosperity, character and civilisation of this continent, and 
one day our children will say with pride: 'we are Europeans from Britain'." 

~ LUDO DIERICKX : Le Role du Comite Econ6mique et Social dans la Decision Communautaire, an extract from 
~he work "La decision dans les Communautes europeennes" Presses Universiiaires de Bruxelles, 6 pages. 

• EUROPA -UNION, monthly, August 1969, Bonn, Price : 1 DM. - This edition contains the list of cand\r4tes 
1rt the German legislative elections supported by the Europa-Union Deutschland because of their attachment to 
a policy of European integration. 

L L'Europe en formation, No 112-113, July-August 1969, Paris. -In a column devoted to "European renewal", 
' " " · the Revue publishes contributions from four European journalists ! Jean-Fran9ois Dupeyr~n of Sud-ouest , 
Alfred Frisch, Paris correspondent of several German newspapers, Emanuele Gazzo,, director of Agence Europe 
arid Charles Rebuffat, deputy editor-fn-chief of the Brussels "Soir". 

~ Adessa, Informazioni e comment! di politica ed economia, Po 46, Rome. - Price: 200 lires.- We would draw 
attention to an interview with Mr. Guido Colonna di Paliano, member of the European Commission, entitled 
11L'industrie des patries". 

- CNEN (Co~itato Nazionale Energia Nucleare) : Notiziario, July 1969, Rome.- We would draw attention to a 
study on the automization of nuclear processes and experiments which are the subject of research in the 
Electronics Laboratory of the Centre for Nuclear Studies of la casaccia. 

- UKAEA (United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority) : Atom, No 154 of August 1969, London.- A large part of this 
edition is devoted to the ten years'existence of the Dragon Project (1959-196?). 
- IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) : Atomindex, Vol. 11 Nos: 14, 15 and 16 - List of Bibliographies 
on Nuclear Energy, Vol. Vll, No 2, Vienna. 

. . 
- CISL (Confederation Internationale des Syndicats Libres) : Bulletin Economique et Social, July-August 1969, 
Brussels.- This edition is devoted to the resolutions adopted by the Ninth World Congress of the CISL, which 
was held in Brussels on 2 to 8 July 1969. 

- Bundesverband der deutschen Binnenschiffahrt e.v.: Binnenschiffahrt in neuem Fahrwassera Geschattsbericht 
1969/69; Beuel-Bonn. - Annual report of the German Federation of river transport. 

- OECD : Refus de Vendre, Report of the Committee of Experts on Restrictive Trade Practices, Paris, 123 pages, 
Price : £1. 6. o., 3.80 dollars. -The main object of the report is to compare the legal positions adopted 
by the member countries of the OECD with regard to suppliers who refuse to sell to retailers. 
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"""~ "~French"? 

·e have been considering what would be the most appropriate form for community solidarity to take 
with regard to France, now that, having aligned the official value of the franc on its real value, sh~~~~-v 
trying hard to ensure the success of the devaluation, i.e to consolidate the new parity, as q,tickly as 
ible, and, in the longer term, to give a· more solid basis to the French economy. 

One of the factors which will ensure the success of the operation- fbr;whioh responsibility lies 
With the French ~overnment, although community authorities have been consulted - is the rapid re-establislllol 
ment of fundamental equilibria. External trade is the most important of these ~quilibria, and Mr. GiscarBU 
d'Estaing has stated that it sltould be achieved by 1 July 1970 at the latest. If this is to be possible, 
there ~tat be a readjustment of resources, that is - given present productive capacity (at maximum utiliZ
ation) - there must be a reduction in tnternal French consumption ( not only by households, bUt also the 
State and industry), in order to make goods available for export, 

The French Minister of Finance stressed that the .opportunity to take advantage of a favourable sit
uation in order to e~port more is li~ked to the possibility of keeping the price advantage acquired by 
the devaluation. It goes without saying that the rapid re-establishment of this e~uilibrium involves an 
equally rapid easing of the vice set up by exchange control, which reduces and partly annuls the free 
circulation of capital which should be one of the main features :of the Common Market. Conse~ttently, we 
fe~l that in this particular sector the Community should recognize the community interest and take all 
suitable measures to support the French effort. But what measures? The ~uestion is obvio~sly not one 
ot intervention by the public authorities - for them, the most important thing is to ~r$ue an economic 
and mone-bary policy which is "compatible'' with that of France and the other Comrm.mity countries. What must 
be done is to attempt to influence the behaviour of the European consumer, who must get used to behaving 
in a European way. Without slipping into autarkic tendencies which are opposed to the community vocation, 
we feel that the sloe;an "buy French" would sum up' this behaviour correctly. It would be reasonable, at the 
present time an4 until the re-establishment of equilibrium, for Europeans to prefer European products • 
and more specifically French products - to those from abroad. In this way, the immediate aim of the 
devaluation, namely an fncrease in exports, would be quickly achieved. As for the European consumers, 
they would find that they were benefiting, since the price of French products must fall in terms of national 
currency (this would be a positive factor in the general interest, given the tendency of consumer prices 
,to rise throughout Europe) . 
: However, all this supposes that French producers take advantage of the new prices. The ne,~s from 
Luxemburg (cf. the statement from Mr. Mart, the Economics Minister, in Friday's bulletin) and Switzerland 
(~f. "Le Monde11 of 7-8 September) ls .very disappoint~ng. If ~hese statements are confirmed, it looks AS if 
the slogan "buy French", the proof of total community solidarity, may get a ·pret:ty co.ld.~redeption. 
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After the ministerial discussions of 22 July, during which the French Minister for Foreigr Affai~~~ 
proposed to hold, before the end of the year, " a Coyference of Heads of Stl'l.te and Government with a vi 
to examining the problems which the ComrnunHy is fa!6ed with, particularly_ in th~ spheres of its realiz 
oonaolidation and enlargement", you will remember that Mr. Luns specified that what had'emerged from t 
was "the expression of certain trends:". These trends were 'ln the wh·lle in favour of t'fte convening 
European aummit, but there were certain re.Jervations, in general connected with the clarification of som.-m 
points and agreement on certain conditions to be fulfilled. .il 

Since then, views have been exchanged, chanceries nave conSlllted el'l.ch other, min1sters have met and 
public statements have been made. Above all, Mr. Luns, in his capacity as acting President of the Co,noil, 
has met his colleagues t:-ersona.lly, in order to 1-repare for th~ di:.;cu..;~ions which arc due to take place next 
Monday, 15 Sept.~mber, 1-1hen the Gix M1.T'Iisters for Foreign Affairs will meE't here iT' oruaaels. 

The pro.blem of the summit will be discussed durin~ ,_ workjng lunch, whjch, in theory, will be attended 
only by the Ministers ( although this 14uestion ha:J otill to he settled"in the next few days). :rn the first 
place, the Ministers will have to confirm whether the trend which P-merged can be transformed into a concrete 
decision, i.e. whether everyone is agreed on the principle of a summit conference, and then they will hav~ 
to determine how this decision is to be put into practice, namely the date and place, and arrangements of 
a predominantly political nature. It may be, however, that thesn arrangements will not be definitely settled 
until a later meeting of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs, which could take place around mid-Qotober (if 
this is compatible with the German situation Nhich emer3es from the electiOns of 28 September). 

Infori'IW.tion from Bonn, where the traditional Franco-German meeting has just taken place, leads us to 
believe that these t.wo countries have confirmed their "readiness" for the summit. Mr. Luns drew the same 
con~lusion from his contacts with th~ other countries. However, this does no't r:1en.n that a.ll the pr.;blems 
have been Solved·, and W" should Uke to rem1.nd you of theM hricfly:-
1) Should. the ~eetin~ be held on the basis of a d~tn.iled agenda or should it only be indicated t~~t it will 
deal with European problems in ~eneral? 
2) Should the European·Commission attend or not? This ~1st be related to the agenda.' 
3) Should there be "parallel" discussion of the three points(realization, consol-tdat1on, ert1ato(;t"m~t) or 
should th~y be discussed one after the other? In other words, would there be a. concret~ :iecision on 
enlargement? 
4) Should the summit in question be exceptional, or should it be the first of a ser!es, with a view to 
"organized" pol~tical cooper~tion among t.hc Six? 

This list is not ~;ma,,:-;t.ive, but it sh 'l·:s that th"'l"" ,.,ill be no l:lck of snbjects ·for discussion, ~nd 
~~e shall come back to each of them. 
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- EDITORIAL : Towards a European summit - (1) The preliminaries 
- POLITCAL DAY : Mr. Chaban Delmas statement to the Europe. Union Deutschland - After the Franco-

German talks - The European Federalist Movement takes position - The Swedish governmental 
coalition maintains its majority 
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policy 
- EURATOM : the future activities 
- Eurochemic : new general manager 
- The firms found guilty in the aniline dyes affair have not accepted the notification of 

their fines 
- Agricultural council : next session 
- GATT : next session 
- Commercial traffic between the Community and the DRG : reply to question 25 and questions 

217 and 248 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Effects of the devaluation of the franc on the amount of the fines imposed by the Commission 

on firms condemned for their participation in the quinine understanding 
- Community surveys on the working population : reply to question 91 by Mr. Vredeling 

Construction of houses for Community staff : reply to question 161 by Mr. Behrendt 
- Frince measures on the common market of steel · 
- Import of a million tons of scrap iron until the end of the year 
- Ger~.c~al miners : demand increase in wages· 
- ~~bl1cat1ons-of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1235 
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Towards a European summit - (2) Agenda and Commission 1 s atte~al'l.ce. 

• 
After our general analysis yesterday, we may now come to the study of the different proble s 

which will have to be solved before a final decision on the summit meeting is taken. 
In fact, in this connection it may be useful to point out once again that the decision to h.-o ... ,_ •• , 

this meeting has still not been taken. We will go even further. For it must be quite clear that, if rr 
the discussions of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs 'next Monday and from what has been said and heard in 
diplomatic probings and other bilateral talks, it should appear that the European summit is conceived onl 
as a manoeuvre of diversion and of propaganda and that it would not offer any possiblities of getting out 
of the straights in which the Community is caught, there might be no summit at all, at l~ast not before 
the end of the year. It is not a problem of agenda, of the Commission's ~ttendance or~of political comPli
cations, but rather a matter of political decency. If.the idea is only to repeat that the transition 
period must first be completed and that the conditions, consequences, etc. will then have to be discussed, 
it is certainly not worth troubling six Heads of State· or of Government and rousing false hopes among the 
public. 

The summit will be useful and thus well prepared, or else there will be no summit. 
T.his brings us to the study of details, the first being the agenda which, if our information 

is correct, is closely linked with the Commission's attendance. Already on 22 July a thesis, put forth 
by France, rather tended· to suggest that the summit should have no real agenda at all. A previous agree
ment en the major subJects to be dealt with would suffice, without any indication of priorities and without, 
precluding the pos~ibility of overstepping this framework. Thus Mr'. Maurice Schumann had an insertion made 
into the communique, stating that the purpose would be to study problems which arise "mainly in the field 
of the ColllliUllity's completion, its strengthening and its enlargement". According to this thesis it would 
be indecent to impose an over-rigid framework on the Heads of State or of Gover~nt. 

The opposite thesis indicates that a meeting of this kind must, particularly in present circum
stances, lead to major results or at least to tangible and precise results. A summit meeting is not convened 
any day and public opinion is expecting indications from it which will bring innovatiorscompa~ with the 
situation that existed previously. In order to render this possible, the conversations must be well pre• 
pared, there .must be texts, analyses, broadly outlined conclusions. All this is possible only if there is 
a "fairly precise" agenda,which' must not, however, prevent the participants frolll broaahing other subjects. 

This difference in opinion about the agenda is in reality linked to that about ·~e Commission's 
attendance. Normally the Commission would have no place in a meeting of Hea.ds qf State or of Government 
Who are exchanging V.ie'Wpoints on major political problems with !'lhich they are faced. If, however, the 
agenda contained any specific point within the scope of the Community (i.e. the application of Art. 237 
of the Rome Treaty or the passage to the final phase), one could hardly perm! t the Governments to have 
official talks on such a topic without taking into .. consideratiop.the Commissiem 1s point'of view. It is 
not a question of being "perfectionist" or too orthodox. It is a matter of knowing whether the Treaties 
are to be respected or if they are to be treated in such an off-banded way that nothing good can come from 
it. Disdain :flr institutions has never been a good way of aproaching things. 

p.l EDITORIAL : Towards a European summit - (2) Agenda and Commission's Attendance 
2 POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: European sUIIID1 t t Mr. tuns' statements - After tbe Franco-German 

meeting - Rise in the Bank Rate in Austria 
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3 - The Belgian government decides to postpone the introduction of the TVA tor one rear 
3-4 - Preparation for the ministerial session 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 150.94 
4 - Suspension of customs duty for a series of steel products 
4-5 - Europe~ton Commission: back at work 

- TVA in the Grand Duchy : perplex! ty 
- System of aid in the French textile sector 

6-7 - E.P. and Consultative Assembly of the Counp11 of Europe: next Joint .• tin& 
7 - Commission 1s attitude to two ententes: questions No 190 from Mr. Glinl'lJ and .m&. 

from Mr. Vredeling 
- Annulment of the fine on the dye entente in Germany 

8 - The future activities of Euratom to be discussed in the E.s.c. 
9 - Sooial Security Institutions:reply to question No 147 from Mr. vredeltng 

- Road safety: queation No 206 from Mr. Couste 
10 - Euratom's norms for protection.agatnst radioactivity 

- 300 nuclear power stations in the world by 1975 
- Office of the Official Publications of the Community: appointments to the manasement 
- System of aid to coking coal for the steel industry 
-COMPOSITE PRICE:~ 

11 • UNCTAJ)t relationship between the creation of special dra_,1ng rights and the t1nanotng 
of development aid 

- Stuciy on "the central region of Benelux" and question No 228 from Mr. val.S on the 
Luxembourg-Lorraine area 
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Towards a European summit - (3) The English problem: economic and 
political aspects 

Yesterday we considered the political significance of the decisions to be taken with regard to 
summit's agenda, and the possible presence of the Commission at the summit. On this point, we must a ... , ... __ 

attention to the statement made this morning by Commission spokesman Mr. Ol1vi, in which he said that 
wished to be invited to the summit, and the public stand by Mr. L\ms (in the Chamber of Deputies), 
which fully confil'll what we said yesterday. The Commission's absence would be 8Cjlmissible in the case 
a SWIIDit without a detailed agenda, but a summit without a detailed agenda is only a "discussion", and 
is doubtful if very much would be gained bJ it. Of-course it may be decided that it is useful simply 
"resume the dialogue", as they sa;r, and to do so behind closed doors. It is up to the Governments to decide 
whether thel think this is the best method of getting out of the present deadlock. 

For, with or without an agenda, it is obvious that the talks or discussions will revolve around 
enlargement. TheJ will do so because~ is the problem which has to be solved, whatever is said· about 
the priorities which are more or less disguised as a "tryptic". When we speak of "completion, deepening 
and enlargement" we must not forget that: (a) completion is a notion which corresponds to no realitJ. The 
ComunitJ will never be "completed", for it is in a permanent state of creation. There are obviously certain 
actlons to ,be accomplished before certain dates: in general, these actions presuppose the unanimous agree
ment of the partners, so that it cannot be claimed that we have to wait for completions other than those 
which come about automaticallyJ (b) deepening, which it would be better to call "strengthening", is an 
essentially institutional problem: if the States had the political will, it could be decided and achieved 
at &nJ timeJ Commission proposals have alreadr been formulated on this subjectJ (c) enlargement cannot 
hurt the COIIIIRD'lity if it resolves to "sthngthen" its institutions and to pursue its activities, which 
will never be "completed". 

The most elementary logic tells us that, in consequence, completion, that is the normal fulfi~nt of. 
the tasks ahead, must be pursued relentlessly and without "preconditions". Deepening must be decided on 
and achieved at the same time as enlargement. Without a concrete decision on enlargement, it is doubtful 
whether there can be any , real deepening - for it could be interpreted as an additional obstacle put in 
the way of. enlargement. The reciprocal is also true. 

In conclusion, we would like to say that a summit which tried to dodge the problem of enlargement 
would be a divisive rather than a binding factor, and it would arouse mistrust which would be all the greater 
if it was diverted from its natural end - to free the CommunitJ from the mortgages which hang over its 
future - in order to lnaut~rate a mechanism intended to become institutionalized, 6ompristng~S1x-country 
political consultations which would consecrate Britain's exclusion from economic as well as political 
coopen,tion. Certainly, the Six are free to decide on this exclusions, but they must not do it b7 sintply 
avoiding the issue. 

- An important aspect of the problem has still to be dealt with, namely whether th• notion ot 
"completion" really refers to one problem onlJ, i.e. tile financing of the agricultural policy. We shall 
come back to this question later. 
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- The Commission would like to be invited to the European summit 
- EEC - Japan : talks between Mr. Rey and Mr. Aichi 
- Trade in agricultural produce between France and other member States : compensation measures 

come into operation 
- Barre-Plan : the Community resumes its work for monetary cooperation and coordination of 

economic policies in the EEC 
- AVT : delays in applying the tax• in Belgium and Luxembourg 
- Mr. Barre to visit Denmark • 
- The enriching of uranium : favourable opinion of the scientific and technical Committee 
- GATT : The Council has not approved the demand for citrus fruits 
- European Parliament : debate on corn-war 
- UNCTAD : European Community called to account 
- The Common Market and consumers : the precise role of the specialised service of the Commission 
- ECSC Consultative Committee : next session 
- Order made to Siemens for a nuclear power station for the Netherlands : question 254 by 

Mr. Vredeling 
- Group on atomic questions : re-started work 
- Dragon agreement : report concerning the negotiations 
- Crude steel : production in August 
- ECSC industrial conversion and investment credit for Mannesmann 
- Publications of the European Communi~ies 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1237 
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is worth noting are reviewed under thi.s heading 

- PAUL KESTENS : Prhiaions des Im rtations des Pa s Develo s ea 1talistes en venanoe du Monde 
Soue-DtSvelopPe. Presses Universitaires de Bruxelles, 1 9, 235 pages, Price: 520 EF. 

The present stud7, made b7 Mr. Paul Kestens when he was head of research at the Institute ef EurOP-~----.
Studies of the F~e Universit7 of Brussels, is concern~l with the forecasts for import demands of the 
developed cOtmtries, grouped into four zones, while imports from under-developed countries are classed i 
seven categories. 

According to Mr. Kestens, North America and the EFTA countries will continue to lose their relati 
importance to the benefit of the Common Market and countries euch as Japan and South Africa. Fer the main 
exported products, veey important differences in growth are revealed: the annual average rate of growth 
fer the Jears 1964-1975 is in fact 15~ for aluminium and only o.~ for sugar. The product• wbich are 
lagging behind in relation to the growth of total exports are raw materials baaed on aa;ricultux-e, while 
the prospects for oil, manufactured textiles, aluminium and iron are much more bright. However, the 
rapidl.J expanding products are ~SUpplied only by some under-devel•>ped countries and their growth is benefiting 
the underdeveloped region as a whole only moderately. According to Mr. KeJtens, the prospects offered by 
the large export markets are only slightly encouraging for the underedevelopet countries. 

- BENEWX : Etude du MarchtS de 1 'emploi dane la r~gion centrale du Benelux, General Secretariat of the 
Benelux Economic Union, Brussels, 87 pages and 48 annexes. - For the oenclusi4DDS of this report, of. Bulletin 
of 10 September,page 11. 

- World Bank, IDA and IFC, Principles and Operations, _published by the World Bank group, June 1969, 143 pages.· 
An ana]J'aia of the origin, nature and functions of' the World Bank, the International Develepnent Association 
and the International Finance Company. 

- ATIC (Association Rechnique de 1 'Importation Charbonniere) : Report of the Board of Directors te the 
Annual General Meeting of 18 June 1969 on the 1968 financtal year, Paris · 

- Revue de Synthese a: de Reoherches Econ(~Jmiques, No 108 (Real estate, Finance)-,· Paris-. · 

- OPX:D : Examination of National Education Policies: Italy, Paris, 296 pages, Price : 27 FF, 22.50 IJtt, 
6.8o dollars, £2.6sh. 

-.OBCD : Trade by commodities, market summaries : imports Jan-Dec 1968, Paris, 549 pages· 

- OBCD : Geo hical distribution of financial flows to less develo countries Disbursements 
Paris, 91 pages, Price : 13 FP, 10. , ·}.20 dollars. 

- OECD : Main economic indicators, August 1969, Paris 

- OJ!XID : Trade by cOIIIIIoditiea, ana].ytical abstracts, Jan.-Mar-. 1969·,(Franae·, Iceland·,--Ita]J', ··Spain)-,· Parte-. 

- Conservative Research Department : Notes on current politios,No 14 (Home Office affairs), 4 August 1969, 
Price, l/6d. 
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p3 EEC-East Africa : the new agreement will be signed on 24 September 
P3/4 Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the EEC: Monday's discussions 
p 4 - 10 "Agricultural" council : next session 
P5 M:l.sappropiration of custums. revenues - the problem of ~otterdam 
p6 Uranium enrichment : opinion of the Scientific and Technical Council 
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Rise 1n wages cost in the German coal industry 
French plan for "company .of European interest" : written question No 233 from Mr. Vredeling 
European patent and Yugoslavia : question no.240 from Mr. Oele in the Council 
Decade of development on the UNO: question No.244 from Mr. Vredeling 
Economic development of African countries associated to the EEC: 
French system of aid. to regional industrial expansion: Reply to the Commission~s observations 
World Bank issues bonds at 8% 
After the Belgian decision on A.V.T. 
E.P. Committee for Social Affairs meeting 
ECSC- workers' housing 
Cereal harve~ 1n the Community 
The week in Europea 
ECONOMIC INrERPENETRATION No l238 
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EDITORIAL 

Is Britain moving away front Europe? 

The six Ministers for Foreign Affairs, who met today in Brussels, will undoubtedly set in moti 
procedures which will lead to the convocation of a summit conference of the Comunity countries befo 
end of the year. · 

As we have already stated on neveral occasions, the very fact that agreement was reached on th 
of holding this meeting, and on the methods to be employed, implies the existence of a sufficient de 
mutual liability for it to culminate in concrete results, in other woras to give real substance to tH 
tryptic "completion-deepening-enlargement". In our opinion, there would t-e no sun111it without prelimina 
agreement that it will be possible to find a satisfactory formula for negotiations with Great Britain 
be opened after a reasonable inte-rval. · 

However it is obvious that the opening of these negotiations, on the basis of the British government's 
renewed request (which until now has received no answer, either positive or negative), will have to be pre
ceded by a sort of "verification", in order to clarify Britain's desire to enter negotiations which tor her, 
and for the whole of Europe, constitute a political act of historical significance. 

It is also obvious that if it were discovered, during the next few weeks, that Bri~in 'a desire to 
commit herself to this process is fading, or is even disappearing - as has long been claimed in 8011le quarte.rs • 
the position of those in the Community who sincerely believe in the need tor enlarg~t, would become 
extremely difficult. 

However, it should be possible to calculate how far the wave of "anti-marketism" which has been talked 
about for severAl weeks is real, Le. how far it corresponds to a shift 1n opinion, or whether it ts only 
the logical t'esult of greater "incitement" by the avowed "anti.:.marketeers", who are redoubling their efforts 
to pr-e~rent the opening of negotiations now that this is no longe,. in the sphere of Utopia. In other words, 
the opponents of the Conauni ty, who have not increased in 'nwnber* ,are obliged to make much more noise than 
before, at a time when those in favour of,Britain's entry are o~liged to concentrate on the concrete problems 
which th~ probable opening of negotiations will pose for their country, which could give the impression that 
they have become hesitant. · 

The extremes of opinion need not worry us, but a real switlg · would be very serious. It is certain 
that it the "summit" were to prove disappointing for tbose in favour of Britain's entry, it would be a 
mortal blow to the European idea in Britain. Those wh9 are still banking on Britain 'a exclusion are ma7be 
~ even Jokingly - hoping tor such a result. • • • 

At all events, it must be clearly understood - and we say this with our usual frankness to our English 
friends - that we cannot afford to cherish any illusions. We still think that EuroPe without Britain would 
be a mutilated Europe, but we are firmly convinced that it could go ahead alone whatever happens, and that 
that those who would'turn their backs on it today would live to regret it in the future ••• 
* It is interesting to note that on thU point the nationalist of the "Daily Express" and the C01aunists 

find themselves in agreement. 

EDITORIAL : Is Britain mov:ing at~ay from Europe? 
POLITICAL DAY: European summit to be held 1n The Hague on 17 and 18 November - Association 
of European journalists : expression of opinion - Struggle ln Great Britain between 
supporters and opponents of Europe - ~eting of the "Ten" 
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Turkey insists on lst December as the date for the passage to the "transition stage" of 
the association with the EEC 
Applications for entry : additional statement of opinion by the Commission to be ready 
by early October 
EEC-Yugoslavia a French position more flexible 
Bilateral commercial relations with East-European countries studied by Council 
France states her position as regards EEC relations with Israel and the Arab countries 
~ : The Community will not accept division of world markets 
Common· customs d~ for material for water-way navigation: question Nr' .238 from 
Mr. Vrede ling 
German system for brandy imports from other MS: question Nr.239 from Mr. Vredeling 
Application of A.T.V. delayed in Belgium: Memorandum of Belgian Government 
Harmonisation of technical legislation 
Iron ore : production 
~ : British consumption 
mu.L'AD: '1he Council pronounces in favour of supplementary financing system foro developing 
countries 
Suspension, for four months, of customs duties on the import of certain steel products 
Weekly Echoes 
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Should we be optimistic or pessimistic? 
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Throughout the numerous ups and downs which the Community has known during ita already fairly 1 
history, we have noticed that often, precisely at the time when the solution to a difficult problem is 
in sight, or when the situation has stopped deteriorating, pessimism begins to regain the upper hand, 
and obserVers never manage to catch sight of the ray of light beyond the thick shadows, which indicates 1lJ). 
th~t the end of the long tunnel is approaching. ~ 

This reaction, we must admit, has been amply juatitied by experience. Too often what we thouBht 
was a light turned out to be a mirage, and the fear of being fooled or taking desires for realities make 
one prudent. 

The same phenomenon 18 recurring just now, or more precisely after the decilion which the Six took 
to hold a sUIIIIIi t conference in the Hague in November. Some reactions display forced optimism, as it all 
the difficulties have been overcome - we oan see this in phrases like "the common market is back on its 
feet", which are too hackneyed to gain any credence. But on the other hand there have been many pessimistic 
ahd sceptical reactions. These are often justified because they are replying to hopes which were oompletelJ 
unfounded in the first place. For better or for worse, the fact is that the building of Europe is in 
an evolutionarz and not a revolutionary ph&se. We can hope for changes, and take action to ensure that these 
changes come about rapidly, but not for upheaval•· There is also a feeling of disappointment, if ·net frus
tration, due to the tact that for the moment this evolution bears a diplomatic rather than political imprint, 
and ia baeed on a search for a new equilibrium of interest• rat¥r than on a great. Popular surge t•rward • 
. In the third place, since the aspect which 1a being moat anxiou~ly scrutinized is that oonoerning Britiah 
entry. we-cannot leave out the anxiety which iB being aroused by information trom Britain en the ev•lution • 
or involution - of opinion on the other side of the Channel. 

What is more serious, is that the over-pessimism in the interpret&tion or yeeterdar'•~meeting oould 
have negative effects on the evolution of that opinion. 

We would be the last to flaunt an optimism which the situation doe• not Justit'y. It ie certa1nl1 not 
Mr. Maul'ice Schumann 1 

• brpad satiSfied smile lfhich encourages us to be eptimistio. But the taot that Mr. 
Schumann ia "very •at1afied11 la of some importance. This means that the evolution or the French podtion 
cerreapond• - and we do not doubt it - to the will of the team in power in France aa well a• the intereata 
.r France and of the CoiiiiiUlli tr. 

Some would have liked everything to have been dleared up here and now. But as Mr. Moro innecentlr 
remarked, "it we had already held the summit, we would not need to have this meeting ••• "' As tor J~r. Brandt~ 
he preferred to borrow sailors 1 vocabulary and spoke of a ship which, is leaving the . reets and is about 
t• set sail again in the deep waters. 

We shall go •n te analyse the reasons which, in our opinion, justify prudent optimism. 

P• 1 
P• 2 
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~ EDITORIAL : Should we be optimistic or pessimistic ? 
- POLITICAL DAY : Speech from the Th.rone by Queen Juliana of the Netherlands - The Dutch 

Second Chamber and the problem concerning independent resources for the Community -
"Round Table" on European problems : next session 
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- T.V.A. : postponement of the application in certain member States 
- Possible misappropriation of customs receipts : agreement of principie of the Council concerning 

the establishment 
- Tobacco policiy : a solution in October 
- The Agricultural Council : the problem concerning dairy products, meat, fruits and vegetables 

will be discussed 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATIONS : French corn imported in G.F.R. - Boerenbond : repercussions of 
the devaluation of the French franc - Modification of denaturation norms for wheat - Dutch 
consumers and the Mansholt plan - Agricultural problems in South of Italy : Congress 

- Cartels and problems of double jud~ement : question No 260 by Mr. Berkhouwer 
- Does German employ young Dutch girls : question No 259 by Mr. Oele 
- Position of the developing countries with regard to the International Monetary Fund examined 

by the Commissjon for the AASM of the E.P. 
- ECSC Consultative Committee : Council decision for renewal 
- Euratom-USAEC cooperation : scientific documentation 
- Nickel : the problem of the supply 
- Retail prices in the Community : index 
- Meeting of the In'dus'triaJ. Conference .. at San Francisco 
- Publications of the European Communities 
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- To calculate the chances of success of a european sunmi t 1 and by success we mean removing the o·li'lmHJS;fto.. 
from the dilemma which it is in, one could doubtless sift through the various more or less confidenti 
statements .of the ministers or diplomats who are involved in the preparation of this summit, and try to 
understand all the shades of meaning, just as one tries to read tea-leaves. But another method can al be 
followed, and that is to compare the possible hypotheses with reality such as it is, and such as it -wil 
be during the months to come. 

Let us begin with one of the most controversial subjects. We know that Mr. Maurice Schumann has a:JifoJ'q 
insisted on the fact that "completion" is a legal obligation which cannot be set in doubt or become a 
bargaining point. Let us add, to clarify the matter, that when he tallaJ of completion, Mr. Schumann is 
thinking of only one thing, and that is the adoption in its final form of the agricultural finance regulat
ion, the preceding regulation of 1962 having expired on the 31 December. The logical conclusion to be drawn 
from th1s is as followsa 

!al the Six must first of all agree on this finance regulation 
b this regulation can only be inspired by the same principles as that which has just expired; 
c it is only later that other problems will start to be discussed. 

There is another point, which cannot be expressed explicitly, but which could be presented thusa"It will 
then be easily noted, whatever the European Commission's Report says, that the agricultural policy being 
what it is, and the finance regulation being made in its image, that the possibility of British entry 
becomes extremely problematic, not because of the Community, but because of the British themselves. 

- All thi111 is very well, but everything rests on a purely legal notion of a problem of which by far the 
most important aspects are political and economic. This is an angle that Mr. Maurice Schumann should under
stand perfectly, since in his time, he has defended the idea that decisions taken by majority, although 
included in the treaty, and therefore legally valid, were not politically applicable. It is also an angle 
that Mr. Duhamel would understand perfectly, since he knows that the French farmers do not need legal 
guarantees, but rather economic realities on which they. can rely. And this especially since the Commission 
itseif, in the analysis it made with the end of the transition period in view, had to specify that the 
absence of a solution to the problem of the financial regulation did not have any legal effect on the pass
age to the final period, but it did have great political significance. 

In order to reach agreement on the financial regulations, a common and unanimous political will is 
required. Also the regulations must correspond with a realistic_ view of the fUture of agriculture, or at 
least the immediate future, because we cannot picture it in 1980. The problem, therefore, is not whether 
there is a legal obligation, and what its scope is, but whether there is a political will. We must also find 
out how this political will can be fostered. It will certainly not be with legal abstractions, but b.y means 
of concrete demonstrations of good will. 
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1 - EDITORIAL 1 The Swnmi t and the agricultural tinanoe regul.&tiena . . 
2 - POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE :_The European and· Atlantic nature et Britain according to a . 

statement by Mr. Stewart - Franoe and the W.E.U. - The European Movement diaappeinted 
by Queen Juliana 's speech - Sym,PGsium on 11European Preblems" at Val Duchess• - u .N. 1 
opening or the 24th session -Rise 1n Bank Rate tn·a.lgium· 
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- "common liberatien list" : enlargemen'l{ 
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- Regional policy: proposals being studied 
- ·communal problems in Europe: international symposium 

7 - Comrmmity tundst E.P. asks tor improved supervision ef operatiena 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

The SUIIIIIit, deepening and en!&rJ!ment. 

Jeudi 18 septembre 1969 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Dlrecteur reaponaabla at r6dac· 
teur en chef : Emanuela Gazzo 

~--------------------L-~~ 

The two panels which, together with completion, Mke up the "community" triptych which is to be the 
main aubject for discussion at the European swmnit, are those of deepening and .enlAt-gement. "Deepening" is 
a relatively new tem, for until some ti,me ago observers were still talking of development or strengtheni._..,..,..._.., 
Moreover, Mr. Rey verr aptly remArked (in a speech on 12 March 1969) that the term "strengthening" was 
rather curious, and tbat he had the impression that it was being used to designat.e "simply the normal purau~ .......... 
ot the policies to be drawn up in accordance with the Treaty". In·his opinion, strengtheping was someth 
quite different, namely "the special measures which must be taken because'the development of the Community 
requires them and because, in a sense, they are bound up with enlargement" (thia was also the conclusion 
of the Hallstein Report in the Monnet Committee). We prefer to use the expression which Mr. Moro formulated, 
namely "enrichment of the content of the Community". 

Having laid this, let us naw quote Mr. Maurice Sohumann, who, having put completion(which in his opinion 
is a purely legal problem) and the binomial deepening-enlargement in two separate categories, said in essence 
that the future of the Community could be very well conceived "with or without enlar_gement". In other words, 
the two problems could be discussed together, but there was no essential connection. 

Here again, we come up against a case where so-called "Carteaian logic" does not fit political 
realities. We feel we can Qonclude tbat the summit would be useless, and even dangerous, if it did not 
come up with a possible solution to the present deadlock in the Comm~ity. This deadlock is not a legal 
Phenomenon, and it cannot be solved by means of legal devices. It is a political fact, and a way out will 
be found only if there is enough common political will, i.e. determination by all the Six, to move on towards 
certain goals. 

Mr. Maurice Schumann was perfectly right·to say that the Six muet agree between themselves before say-
ing "yes" to Britain. The over-riding need for preliminary agreement between the Six becomes apparent when it 
is realized that this is not simply a pretext, and we have stressed on several occasions that none of the S~x 
has the right to elude this requirement (of our editorial of 2 July. among others). But we must not f~rget 
that when we talk of "deepening" the Community, we are expressing the possibility of going beyond the letter . 
of the Treaty (while remaining within the political perspective which insJ»ired the Treaty). Now, everyone • 
knows that if the Community were not to find enough political support to go beyond ita present limits, it. 
would W&ry probably never be able to realize itselt' fully, whatever legal aubtleties were employed. Let us re
member· that, as recent monetary events have shown (according to some observers), without closer economic 
and monetary coordination, that is without a common economic and monetary policy, even the agricultural policy, 
the pride of the Europe-builders, would collapse.· But the economic and monetary policy is not laid down in 
the Treaty. In order to achieve it, there must be a general desire to move forward. And if this desire 
does not exist, the common agricultural policy will cease to exist. 

Such is the reality behind the always facile tirades. And,this is the reason for our cautious optimism 
with regard to the swmni t. 

P• 1 
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- EDITORIAL : The summit, deepening and enlargment 
- POLITICAL DAY : Summit Conference : Commission's contribution - Europa Union and German 

elections - European technological cooperation : statement by Mr. Mul1ey - Greece and Europe 
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adopted by the Commission 
- T.V.A. : the Commission will make a decision on the new date for the application 
- After the Agricultural Council : divergent estimations of the results of the session 
- Intervention of the European Investment Bank in the AASM and PTOM 
- European patent : the Six start work again on the complementary Convention 
- Situation of monetary cooperation : examined by the Economic Committee of the E.P. 
- Increase in import quota for herring 
- UNICE : symposium on the problems of occupational training 
- Italian citrus fruits : contents of the "plan" proposed by Mr. Mansholt 
- The Catana Conference on the problems of Italian agriculture 
-The French government's ideas for the reform of her agricultures 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : E.S.C. : common agricultural policy - Bauernverband and agricultur-

al prices - Aid to Biafra - Plan for redeployment of agricultural workers -
- Nuclex - 69 : presence of the Community 
- C.R.C. : proposition concerning personel 
- Atomic questions : session of the ad hoc group 
- Coal industry : decrease of the production · 
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r----- F UROPEAN LIBRARY 
Books wfilch are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading. 

-J.t. ZARINGi Decision for Europe (The necessity of Britain's engagement), The John Hopkins Press, 
221 pages, prices 6.95$ 

This book is without any doubt one of the best works produced in the anglo-saxon world on europ 
problems. Its author, the fellow of an American university, who wrote the book during a sabbatical ye 
The Washington Center of Fbreign Policy Research (of the John Hopkins University) started by inquiring 
the origins, aims and working of the Furopean Community, only to go much further by trying to answer t 
question of what Europe's r6le in a bi-polar world should be. 

This is indeed the big question which the Europeans themselves do not seem to be able to answer; that 
is, not on the level of political science but, which is even more important, on the level of action. Does 
this inability result from the fact that the process of economic union of the Community of the Six is not 
yet complete, o~ is it the result of a lack of coherent political will, the political will which would 
prove to be the answer to the question concerning T~rope's r6le in the world? We are, as we see, locked in 
a vicious circle. Mr. Zaring is perfectly right in saying that it is a question of a "crisis of momentum" 
and that its most obvious consequence is the lack of a European say in the important disputes of the world. 
How is it possible to overcome this crisis? The reply given by Mr. Zaring is that Europe can regain its 
vitality if it is extended (and strengthened) by the entry of Great Britain and certain other countries 
which accept that Europe should have a political r6le. "Furopean unity, writes the author, will become a 
reality only if Britain is ultimately engaged in and fully committed to the system of unification which 
the European Community has launched but cannot complete". In the light of the latest developments, we should 
add that this "leap ahead" represented by extension is decisive not only for its own content and consequences, 
but also as a test of the existence of a coherent European will. Without this will which some believe has 
disappeared definitively (cf. Harold van B. Cleveland in "Fbreign Affairs" of July), there will be no widen
ing, strengthening or completion of the Community. Without this will we would be forced, as Mr. Zaring so 
rightly says, to accept little Europe such as it is, and consequently to accept bi-polarism, or domination 
by one or another of the ~reat Powers. 

- Comunidad europea, No. 50, August 1969, Oficina de Informacion para America Latina, Bartolome Mitre 1337, 
Casilla postal 641, Montevideo (Uruguay). 

- Nouvelles ECE, Vol. VII, No.9, September 1969, United Nations Economic Commissio for Europe, Geneva. -An 
article on the movements of energy in Europe and their prospects is to be noted 

- CERN Courrierc August 1969, European Organisation for Nuclear Research, Geneva. - This number contains 
an account of the results of the last major conference on particle physics which took place in Lund (Sweden) 
from the 25 June to the 1st. July:. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 - POLITICAL DAYc Assembly of the Council of Europec agenda of the 21st. session - German elections• 

contesting parties. Crushin' ma'orit for Europe at the English liberal conference. 
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3. - E.E.c. -Morocco and erha s - Tunisiac first meeting of the Association Councils 
- U.A.R.- Le anons ve requested the negotiation of preferential agreements with the EEC 
- ~· - Turkeyc for the acceleration of negotiations relating to the passage to the transition phase. 
-Requests for entry and wideningc preparation of the Council's deliberations. 

4-. Agricultural financing and independent resources& work in preparation for the Council's deliberations. 
Belgian frontier workers to receive an allowance in wages. 
Taxes on capitals question no. 229 by Mr. Vredeling to the Council. 

5 - Preliminary draft of the Euratom budget for 1970 
. - Measuring of radiation in research reactors. 

6 - Scientific and technical cooperation in the field of public services 
1 - Weighing instrvments: harmonisation of legislation. 

- Sulphur in Sicily: conditions for new aid 
- Nominations in the. Commissions departments 

8. - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Sugar from Surinamaquestion no. 264 by Mr. Vredeling - The Italian interven
tion organisation& durum wheat - Advance payment of export rebates. 

9 - Turkeyc economic prospects according to the OECD 
- UNCTADt the group of "77" is divided 

10 - The Week in Europe 
11- European Parliamentary Activity 
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EDITORIAL 

For tn industrial policy of a. new Europe 

Mr. Charles H. Villiers, general manager of the IndUstrial Reorganisation Corporation, recently ~~~·, 
a speech in Berlin on the subject "The Industrial Appr<>ach ~o the Hew Europe", the text of which we sha 1 
publish in our EUROPE/Doeuments series. We consider it necessary to draw the attention·of all thoaev 
are in~ested.in Europe in this crucial problem of the establishment of a european industrial policy 
to the r~ks and suggestions that come to us from across the Channel. Their worth is even greater since 
their author is neither a theoretician nor a more or less stateless technocrat, but the head of an orP~:IIIll .. 
tion whose aim is to intervene effectively in the restructuring of British industry. This appeal which 
comes to us from England, if it recalls tha.t already made by :Mr. Wilson for a european technology, never 
lest takes the form of precise suggestions, which cannot be overlooked. Mr. Villiers, who has remarked that 
throughout Europe there is a very strong feeling of the need to form international companies, regrets that 
the will to act iB lacking just when it is not lacking amongst the large American companies, which aboun4 ~in 
Europe. 

Having shown in detail the possibilities that exist for Great Britain and Germany to draw their bonds 
closer in the field of industry, Mr. Villers asks himself the question why these industrial concentrations 
have not been carried out between european enterprises, and amongst the fields of nuclear energy, aeronautics, 
ateel, 'computers etc., he indicates those in which a Community operation would most urgently be needed. The 
Oeneral Manager of the !RC did not restrict himself to making suggestions on the way in which this Community 
operation should be organised, but he also .p&med 'thlt European CoDDission as the cehter of this cperation, 
.ee.ying of the CoDDuni ty that it "attracts the services of some of the best qualified men in Europe and 
deserves the respect of the whole world", and that he thought it could have an important task in the encou
rasement and promotion of the integration and concentration of european industry on a trans-national basis". 
tftle Co•iseion, and in particular Mr. Colonna who is not sparing his efforts and is multiplying his european 
contact~ in order to define coherent and claer trends in industrial policy, have every reason to be satis
fied with this hoDIDage paid to' them by a personality who, what is more, is not a member of the Conaunity 
"club". 

But the problem remains untouched. It is doubtless a good thing that the Comiasion is installing an 
ad boo organisation, profiting from the experience of the IRI, the co .. issarie.t au Plan and other s.N.I. 
The report just published by the CoiiiDiission on "the electronics industry of the countries of the Comuni ty 
and American investments" reaches similar conclusions. Ho operation can be ooncei ved of except in tbit 
framework of a coDDon industrial policy tending to integrate the electronics industries of the CoJIIIUDi ty''• 
The interest and political will to reach solutions surpassing the national scale must also exist in the 
itldusl£ies concerned and in the leaders of the european economies. Does this interest exist, ariii can this 
will ue aroused? The "Financial Times" colllllenta on Mr. Villeral remarks with some scepticisma for him, 
euch an interest does not exipt. In our opinion, this is not so. E~pe has not yet acquired the certitude 
of·its Bi!•t and the feeling of its irreversible nature. As long as it remains in this situation, there is 
no chance of any "great plan" being fulfilled. 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe and the United States 

Fbr once the New York Times gives information on the development of American policy with an 1~ortts•i1 
delay. In an article b.y Mr. Drew Middleton, one learns that the interest of the United States in 
of Europe has weakened. The great political enterprise which aimed at the creation of a European en 
which would have been the pillar of a partnership between equals now seems unrealisable and, on the 
hand, all the aspects of European unity which are such as to disturb the Uhited States, especially in 
economic field, are taking a concrete shape. 

All this is the result of development which has lasted for a long time, and of which Europeans and 
Americans have repeatedly shown themselves to be fully conscious. We should like to stressa 
a) the two tendencies, one which sees in the unity of Europe an enterprise which, in substance, would 
stand in the way of the United States.botn economically and politically~ and the other, according to which 
the United States could, in fact, only gain.from the existence of a powerful Europe, even if this must in 
some way condition American policy, have existed side by side in the United States both in doctrine and in 
p•litical practice. We acknowledge that for several years the second tendency has largely predominated. 
Politicians and diplomats, conscious of the risk that this would represent for the United States, have never
theless chosen to run this risk in the higher interests of the United States and of the world. 

b) Fbr several years, the first tendency, whilst not gaining the upper hand, has been progressivelJ 
strengthened, and this has been noted by practical men as well as by university professors and journalists. 
·There are many reasons for this. We can briefly mentio, the irritation caused for the United States b,y the 
attitude of Europe towards the conflict in Vietnam, the problems posed for certain economic sectors by the 
Kennedy Round, the growing hostility in Europe towards the sometimes too encumbering presence of American 
investments, the war against the dollar etc. 
c) With the coming Qf the Nixon regime, this development has speeded up. Officially, there is no fundamental 
change in the American standpoint. A certain disinvolvement, at first psychological and then political, is 
presented as the acceptance of an ardent wish of the Europeans themselves, who want to build Europe in their 
own manner and not after the American fashion. As a justification, this is valid, but the change remains. 

We add that to notice this development, it was not necessary to wait until Autumn 1969. We refer to 
our "American Letters" of last February and June, not to mention earlier texts. . ' 

Having said this, our profound conviction is that this· fall in interest is only one vicissitude in 
a context which is complex and rich in developments. It is perhaps tempting to return to bilateral relations, 
regulated according to the size of the interlocutor of the moment. But if the United States do not want to 
remain permanently parked in Europe, and if they do not want to base their security on a balance of terror 
more or less hidden under peaceful intentions, and if they want the economic expansion of the world to 
develop harmoniously to their advantage, they need only hope for, or rather firmiy want a united, solid 
Europe, capable of assuming all its responsibilities in every sphere. 

SUMMARY ~ ~ba(' Lt ra_q Ab. t.;l-'?-
1- EDITORIAL• "Europe and the United States" 
2 -POLITICAL DAY1 Visit of the German members of the Commission to the President of the F.G.R. -

United States continues to support unification of Europe - Statements bf Mr. 
Brandt - President Nixon 's scientific adviser visits the O&:D - Opening ttt:. European 
Days in LJon - The NPD and opinion polls - Jamaican Prime Minister in Brussels 

DAILY BULLETIN No 412 (new series): 
3 - E.P.a Agenda of the next session. 
3-4 cr-arification of the Commission's op1n1on on the enlargening of the Community 
4 - Devaluation of the French franc and revaluation of the DM1 question No. 265 by Mrs. Ellsner 

- UNCTADa Disagreement on the aims of the second ten-year period of Development 
5- Economic and monetary cooperation within the Communitya plenary session of the E.s.c. 
6 - Court or Justice : Case of Italian export rebates 

- 11Hearine:" on problems concerning the right of establishment of engineers organised b7 the 
Legal Committee of the E.P. 

7 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - French aid to small cattle breeders: ReplJ to question No 77 from 
Mr. Vredeling - Vedel Report on French agriculture - EEC agricultural workers untons: stand 

8 - CO!IIlDon prices for the 1170/71 season: the ECS specialist committee puts forward some reservations 
- Mr. Mansholt before the E.P. Finance committee 
- »:s: two new members 
,_ International conference on monopoliess cartels and restrictive practioes 

9 - Coanunity energY policy : the specialist section or the ECS in broad agreement with the Coamissien's 
proposals 

10 - Italy and the steel industry 
- Labour productivity in the steel industry 

11-12 - ECONOMIC INTERPENE'p!ATION NO 1~45 
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EDITORIAL 

Self-examination necessary 

17eme annee ~ No·413 (n.s.) 
Mercredi 24 septembre 1969 

'BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Dlrecteur responaable et r6dac· 
taur en chef : Emanuele Gazzo 

~------------------~ 

The answer Mr. Georgea Pompidou gave to his questioner on the European swmnit is wortl1 re-reading 
lnd thinking over. It does not reveal anything particularly new, but it confirms and clarifies certain 
general directions. 

In the first place, Mr. Pompidou confirmed that the Conference must enable its participants "to speak 
freely and openly without any negotiating, and without a precise agenda". We know that in practicet (a) the 
subjects to be discussed will be designated in advance, but in a fairly general manner, and (b) that in 
any case the discussions will not give rise to "consultations" on the problems of international policy. This 
means that the main subject tor discussion will be Europe's view of its own future. 

Secondly, ref~rring to the end of the transition period, Mr. Pompidou emphasized the importance France 
attached to "the way in which this step will be approached and crossed", for all the rest will depend on this, 
"be it the subsequent development of the Community ••• the way in which we must study r-equests for admission, 
Which ia usually called enlargening, or even the distant prospects for the Eurot>f'an Community". 
· And in the third place, coming back once again to the passage to the final phase, the French President 

said that this passage "will bring the truth tc· light, obliging everyone, within and ~i thout the Community 
to mould his conceptions of the European future into a coherent whole". France - Mr. Pompidou concluded
••• ready for this examination. 

These last remarks can be interpreted in two different ways. According to the first, Mr. Pompidou 
appears to be indicating that if France were to obtain satisfaction on what she considers to be the fundamental 
element of the passage to the final phase on 31 December, namely the financial regulations, she might be 
"open-minded" with regard to deepening and enlargening. Thus it would be the attitude of hi!lr partners Which 
would. be ot capital importance on this point. 

According to another interpretation, the paasage to the final phase would involve - although this may 
~ practice come about with regard to specific problems - a self-examination, or in other words a. general 
re-consideration bY all the partners of their conception' of Europe '·• future. 

It is obvious that this second interpretation could at'ouse some anxiety, tor it brings to mind some 
precedents which certainly did not facilitate progress. However we do not think that an •~~!nation of 
intentions is indicated. Just as previously, the request for self'-examination was essentially a means to 
adJourn sine die or prevent any practical conclusion, so we must see· in the present demand for clarification 
not a pretext for postponement, but a way·or achieving more rapid and coherent progress. 

Without a "common conception" of Europe's future, shared by all the presetlt partners and by those who 
have applied to join, it ~ould not really be a viable Europe. 

,SUMMARY Q_l/ ~ jq{pf Jtb~'il?J 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Self-examination neceuary" 
2 -POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Permanent Council of the WEU -The German,elections- Special 

drawing rights: the agreement will be ratified by the French government - The meeting of 
the ENHC councilpostponed - German foreign exch!nge market closed till after the election• 

DAI~Y BULLETIN No 413(new series) 
3 - Signing of the Agreement with the East-African countries ~t Arusha . 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 151.54 
4 - EEC-Spain : new mandate for negotiation• 

- Session of the E.P. : clarification on the agenda 
.5 - TVA: will the Commission's position be defined next week? 

- nle "agiornamento" on the opinion on enlargement 
- Meeting of the Committee on medium term economic policy 
- The President of the UECI has an interview with Mr. Rey 
- UNCTAD: disillusionment after council meeting 

6 - Uranium enriching: favourable opinion of the Scientific and Technical Committee on the 
Commission's proposals 

- ~: appointment or 39 inspectors 
1 - Court of Justice: Pleadings in the case of BAGGF aid to some Italian sugar refineries 

- Quinine cartel : two ·of the firms condemned by the Commission introduce appeals to the Court 
- Rediscout rate for exports in France: proceedings before the Court in October 

8 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Apple market in the FRG - Growth rate of world agricultural prod-
uction in 1968 - East-German point of view - Vedel Report 

9 - New Arusha agreement being examined by the competent committees of the E.P. 
- Individual control book in the sphere of road transport: the E.P. Social Committee in.favour 

of its retention 
- Harmonisation of technical normu applied to liquid meters 
- Savings Banks: situation in July 

10 - Common energy policy: the specialist section of the ECS is largely in agreement with the 
Commission's proposals 

- COMPOSITE PRICE t 36,50 D/T 
11-12 - ECONOMIC INTBRPF.NETRATION No 1246 
EUROPE DOCUMENTS No 542 - Mr. C.H. Villiers: The industrial approach to the New Europe. 
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EDITORIAL 

Currencies, Europe and the international system 

On the eve of the opening of the Washington monetary meetings, two important 
in Europe. 

The first is the French decision to proceed with the ratification of the modifioatiens of the I 
Statutes, including the institution of the Special Drawing Rights and, as a consequence, the increase 
the quotas of most countries (we recall that this increase in the quotas is still in its preparato 
stage and that the final decision will not be taken until 1970& it will have to be submitted for ratifielili~ 
by the member countries before coming into effect), The French decision was expected and logical, si 
France will no doubt come to benefit from the new liquid assets thus created. However, this decision 
ef major political importance. F1rstly, because France thus confirms her desire to take into account, in 
determining her policy, the fundamental requirement for maintaining international cooperation. It is not 
a question of abandoning the idea of changing.what is not working very well in this cooperation and in the 
present system, but of doing this internally, by an operation which is not destructive, but constructive. 
This means the abandonment of earlier policy, which Mr. Debre championed at the Stockholm meeting. Secondly, 
the French decision restores the unity of the six countries of the Community within the monetary system of 
the Western World. This is very important from the point of view of the internal relations of the Community, 
especially now that we are moving towards an indispensable strengthening of economic and monetary cooperat• 
ion, as well as of relations with the rest of the world. The "minority vetoing power" which the Six now 
have in the I.M.F. now becomes a real power, which must be used wisely and which to some extent forces the 
Six to maintain their solidarity. 

The second event is the decision taken yesterday evening in Germany to close the foreign exchange 
markets until after the elections. This decision was accompanied by lively controversy between Chancellor 
Kiesinger and his Minister of Economy, Dr. Karl Schiller. We shall not go into the political motives for 
this controversy. But, even without wishing to anticipate the results of the elections which will take place 
en Sunday, we recognise that the problem of a possible revaluation of the DMark will now not be able to be 
avoided much longer. It must even be added that for most experts, there can only be one solution and this 
solution must be applied soon. The fact that in Switzerland overquoting suddenly increased has surprised 
no-one. The danger that Germany must face is not that of revaluation, but the fact this is combining with 
pressure in wages, that is to say that the very reasons for a revaluation are destroyed at the very moment 
when this is about to take place. This is why Mr. Schiller states today that the present instability could 
only be. eliminated on condition that severe measures were immediately taken. The meeting of the Council of 
Ministers has been requested by Mr. Schiller, but it is doubtful whether, on this eve of the elections, this 
can be anything other than campaign tactics. 

1 
2 

SUMMARY Q~be¥ /'flo! AJtj,qJif 
• EDITORIAL& "currencies, Europe and the international syatem" 
~ POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: The Kiesinger·Schiller controversy on the 1»1 bote up ~ Mr. Moro: 

statements on the European summit · 

DAILY BJU.ETIN No 414(new series) : 
} - The Ministers of Finance of the "stx" meet in Washington 

~ Ministers of the "stx" : heavy programme for the last quarter of 1969 
• The decision on the TVA postponed 
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5 
6-7 
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- The "aggiornamento8 of the opinion on enlargement 
- Free circulation of table wine:a 11resolution" proposed by the Commission 
- Morocco?TUnisia : meetings of the committees on association 
- GATT opposition to the preferences granted to Spain and Israel 
- The European trade organisations call for full economic integration 
- Regional policy and its relation to most of the other common policies 
- Trade policy: differences of opinion among the "Six"(l) 
- Economic and monetary proble~ discussed by the ESC 
- Extension of the prices of milk products for the 1968/69 seasont 'Eac in favour 
- "steel" forecasts · 
- Aid to coking coal and steel-industry coke 
- !L~r ih the coalmines 
- I·.M.F. : annual session 
- ECONOMIC INTERP:ImETHATION No 1247 

EUROPE - BRIEF NOTES : Italy 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publicatio 
is worth noting are·reviewed under this heading 

- CHAMBRE SYNDICAtE DE J.A SIDERUROIE FRANCAISE : Annuaire 1969. Editions M· Colomb (21 rue Auber, PariJ~o-.:~_., .. 
275 pages, bound, 21 x 27.- This work gives a sketch of the steel industry in France and inc!~~s d.~~~~~~ 
documentation of the French steel companies and their professional organisation. The ~969-year-book •T-r--~ 
includes a map of the French steel-industry and a short technical glossary (French, ~liah, German). ""' ~~--"'--"-

- ORaANISATION EUROPEENNE DE RECHEHCHES SPATIALES 1 Rapport General 1968~ Neuillyrsur-Seine (114 Avenue 
Neuilly, France), 237 pag••·· In the summary : General expose: Satellite projectsa Sounding-rocketaa A P
reeearoht Scientiflo reaearcha Programmes of scientific instruction and information• Structure, Manas en 
and Administration• six annexes. 

"' CONFERENCE EUROPEENNE DES MINISTRES DES TRANSPO_RTS 1 Quinzieme Ra ort annuel et Resolutions du Conse 1 
dea Ministres, Annee 19681 Paris, 245 pages.- The first part summarizes the most noteworthy features of 
the CEMT 1s aotivity1 the second analyses the reaolutions concerning the evolution of the notion of public 
aervice in the railways and the problemr. of large container transport and roll-on/roll-off transportJ the 
thi~ examines the reports approved by the Council of ministeres, especially those on the demand forecasts 
~or the'transport of goods up to 1975. 

• CBNTRE D'E'IUDES POUR L1EXPANSION D'ANVERS :_La politigue commune des transports de la CEE d'avril 19§8 A.._. 
fin aoGt 1969, Antwerp, 74 pages.- The common transport policy of the EEC will undoubtedly have an ever
growing impact on the sea-ports as well as the economic life of the Community in general. In view of thi* 
fact~ the Centre d'Etudes pour l'F~pansion d'Anvers began to examine this policy at· the beginning of 1967. 
Th~first brochure was supplemented by a further survey in April 1968, and the present instalment is a oon• 
tinuation ot this. The aim of the document is not to make a scientific contribution to the achievement of 
the common transport policy, or to make criticisms from a practical point of view. It aims only at giving 
objective information on the development of the problems in question. 

• WQRW BANK AJID IDA: Annual Report 1969, Washington, 99 pages 

• INTERNATIONAL FINANCE COMPANY 1 Annual Report 1969, Washington, 54 pages 

• JOSEPH OOW t Special Drawing Rigttts, No 13 • Pamphlet Series, International Monetar)r Fund, Washington, 
1969, 56 pages 

.. JOSEPH OOW 1 The Reform of the Fund, No 12 - Pamphlet Series, International Monetary Fund, Washington, 
1969, 75 pages. 

- L!istg in Z&hlen '68, Bundesministerium fUr -.4irtsohaft, 18th •dition, Bono, August 1969, 148 pa.ges.
This publication contains statistical data on population, income ahd expenditure, gross national product, 
tiM various sectors of the eoon01117, Germany in the Common Market, f-inancial policy, etc. 

- NICO~E CEAUSESCU t Rapport au Xe Congres du Parti Communiste Roumain, published by AOERPRBS (Agence Roumaine 
de Prease), 132 pages. 

- ION GHEORGHE MAURER 1 Ra ort sur lea Directives du xe c res du Parti Cormwniste Roumain (concerning 
the five-year plan for the years 1971-1975, AGERPRES,-5 pages. 

• SINATO DELtA REPUBBLICA (ITALIA) : Indice Analitico della Re olamentazione delle Comunit~ Euro ee, 
(A cura dell& Segreteria dell Delegazioni P&rlamentari Italiane alle Assemblee Europee , Faacicolo 11-
massio giugno 1969, Rome, 100 pages.- From this edition on, the index will include not onlr references to 
community regulations, but also proposals put by the European Commission to the Council of Ministers. 
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- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE Enlargement of the Community debated in the consultative Aseembb of the 

Council of Europe - Messrs. Kiesinger and Brandt hold a press conference 

DAILY BULLETIN No 415(new series) 
3 - Telegram from Mr. Rey to Mr. Kristensen - Mr. Mansholt to go to the Labour Party Conference -
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12-13 

- Enlargening and deepening of the Community - External relations in preparation at the Committee 
of Permanent Representatives 

- Independent resources and powers of the E.P. - Wine and grape market1 difference• of opinion tn 
the ESC - COIIUIIUDity/Sweden steel talks 

-Domestic coke supplies: oral question No 9 on the E.P. 's agenda -The ECSC consultative 
- pommittee meets 
- Coal production in the third quarter 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- The Dutch government in favour of the Mansholt Plan -Nuclear techniques 

in agriculture - "Eurofrut" - Poultry production - the employment situation 
- The evolution towards a modern community trade policy (2) 
-The wheat war•brought up at the E.P. Committee on external relations -Situation of the world 

wheat market. 
- World Bank Group: 1969 annual reports - New ambassadors to the Communit1 
- THE WEEK IN EUROPE 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1248 

!UROPE/Documents - Application of EEC common trading policy from next year: Search for a compromise 
and "Presidentiel Memorandum" 
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EDJ'l'ORtAL 

Federal Germany r a grekt d~cracy 

It 1s quite normal that the· t1rst relaction 9t a European to the results ot the German 
one of profound satisfaction due to the failure ot tbe N.P.D. and in general the radicals of 
and left. It 1a not so much that the N.P.D. will not be represented in the Bundestas, because ot 
5~ barrage ( this torm of limitation is indeed debatable from a democratic point ot view), but es•umliJ 

·that the right-wing movement, more or less "revanchiste", more or leas backward .. looking; 'and .. u: nQcJl.Ulliii'I!Ri 

anti-European, is still, in spite of the factors which operate in its favour, within limits which 
P!rteotly comp&tible with the existence of a heal'YV democracy. We would even say that its pr111rseJto9~ 
ita present limits, is a factor working tor the maintenance ot democracy and its. defensive rat 
argument we upheld two years ago. on the occasion ot the NPD "victories" in the tinder elections, 
wholly contirnaed. This party is no more dancerous that the other extrelll8 right-wiftg parties whioh are 
found, under trarious labels, in all our demooraciee, whethltr they have uperienced tuoism or not. 

Thus, Germany has once again given proof that it ia a great and &'solid demopracy, and that it is 
re~r to f'orm Me' ot the pillars ot a united, democratic Europe. \ 

This said, we must also note the remarkable stability of the contending poli~cal forces. There was 
a sl1sht percentage regression in the CDU vote and substantial progress in the sood.l de1110crat vote (though 
811&1l.er than so11e forecasts), but this was obviously obtained at the expense ot Mr. Sbheel 1 a liberale, a 
party which wants to renew i tselt, but whose putward appeuoance - wbatever our judgeaat ot the party 
m&y be - is undoubtedly oft-putting tor a larse nUIIber ot sympathhere. 

Be that as it may, the outatandina tact, tr0111 the point ot view ot political analysis and the future 
of GerNan7 and of Europe, ia undoubtedly the real poasibility which e .. rged today ot a socialist alternative 
in Oft'll&ftY. It was thought that the SPD had cut the grass troll under it. own teet when it agreed in 1965 
to toN • oodition with the CDU, but it aee11111 to have turned Out otherwise, What is the reasoa tor thiat 
Perhaps precisely because the polemic which hae developed during recent 1101\the between the two parties!!!!. 
oaoe a in iven "credibilit " to the socialist alternative. 

Mr. Brandt s 1ooial11ts are now faced w tb a dittieult choice, which ia important tor their countl'J' 
but alao tor Europe, tor the ooaU. tion 11 Europeu. policy has recently shown signs oi waver1q, eapeoiallr 
with regard to the probleJJ· ot tnlarge11ent. A tiraer atod on the part ot the Oel'II&Jl8 would undoubtedlJ aid 
prosresa u.d enable responaibilitJ to be situated 1110re exactlf (wltbiJl &ad without the OomiiUllitJ). Cert&ial.J; 
tbe sreat problell which hal to be tackled (a .. rt troll the D l'.ark) is that ot poliby 'bowarcta the ... t. But 
we shall have to wait and aee hQW tar real oircuaataaoes will allow a social democrat Ohaaoellor t. ~• 
&bead in this direction. 
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SUMMARY M ~t&D! #a. tflp 
- EDITORIALa "Federal Oe~a a great democracy" 
- POLITICAL DAYr The c.n;u;c.s.u. remains tile strongest party in Germany - 'f!le PM IilJ be able !o 

fluctuate freelya meeting of the Commission.- Consultative Assembly of the Coupoi o §urope! 
opening of studies. - Labour Congress. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 416 (new series)a 
3 - Italy considers that the postponement of the application date for the TVA should not be subject 

to special conditions. 
4-5 - Patent medicinesr new initiative of the Commission. 
5 - The doctors of the EEC and "free movement" 

- Taxes on the increases in land valuea question no. ill by Mr. Spenale 
6 - Preparation of the plenary session of the E.P.a recourse to the ~rooedure of art. 177 is as much 

a legal a-s a political act. , 
-Court of Justicea Public hearings in oases 16/69, 45/64, 27,6 and 11/69 

7-8 - Free movement of wines and progressive common organisation of the wine and grapes market. 
8 - International olive oil !Seeementa the Commission decides to request the Community's adhesion. 

- Common organisation of the tlax and hemp marketer proposals 
9 -Security of energy supplies and price polioyr opinion of the CEEP 
10 - "Ground pressure and support in mines"a information sessions 

-Use of Community funds for the re-training of ECSC workersr answer to question no. 178 from 
Mr. Vredeling. 

- Steel• rate of increase of stocks quite normal. 
11 - Itarran economy according to the OECD 
12 - WEEKLY ECHOES 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1249 
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~~ The floating Deuteche Mark 

ursday, just before the German elections, we wrote that the problem of a possible reval~~~n;~ 
ot the Mark could not be evaded much longer. In a pi te of the oe. tha, the mutual pledges and other ao 
declarations, our forecast has proved correct, and, even be1c.r·e we know what team will be governing Gt'!rllllllii'V 
the decision to let the D Mark "float" was taken yesterday. In monetary matters, as we well know, ~"~~~~ 
can be of very short duration. 

Having said this, we may now ask whether the decision was good or bad. Given the present polit 
environment, it was probably the only decision which could be taken in the immediate future, that is 
causing the situation to deteriorate even further. The final answer will be given by the market itself, sinoe 
it is to the law ot the market that the authorities have turned. From a technical point of view, rec•ur•e 
t• fl.ating currency rates constitutes the "objective proof" of a change in parity which la assumed to be 
relatively slight, i.e. the country which has recourse to .this means is not attempting to uae a change in 
parity as an instrument or economic policy, but only to adJust its economic system to a situation which has 
obJectively changed. Will the law of the market assert itself, as it did for example on the tree g•ld market? 
If it asserts itself fairly quickly and if the gap between the official parity and and the real parity is not 
"abnormal", the operation could be rapidly concluded, and could be a success. It would discourage any "derived 
speculation especially with regard to the French franc ar1d the pound, and wo•tld probably enable the general 
problem of the institution of a mechanism which would ad.}ust mone•·.ary parities to be studied cool~and calmly. 
With regard to the Community, this operation could encourage progress towards monetary union, clearing the 
field of the constant preocuppation with the'elusive battle against speculation. 

We still have to deal with the purely community effects of thls ambiguous and, by definition, provisional 
system of floatin~ exchange rates. There will be repercussions on agricultural prices in particular, which, 
as we know, are common and expressed in units of account. The problem for the Germans will be the·opposite 
ot that with which France is confronted: they will have to make sure that these measures do not have a 
"deflationary" effect and put German farmers in difficulties. Apart from prouedural questions, it is obvious 
that here too the main question is one of duration and extent. If all that ·is done is to guarantee the 
1no~s of German farmers tor a certain time without substantially affecting trade, th~re would be no crista. 

As soon as the situation oas become stabilized, and we know the value of the D Mark, the general problem 
of agricultural prices should be retackled from a more realistic point of view, taking both .. past experience 
and future prospects into account . 

SUMMARY 3D~ ji/Jo!l /fh.~J9-
1 - EDITORIAL• "The floating Deutsche Mark" 
2 -POLITICAL DAY: After the German elections- The new parity of the DM- Mr. Wilson's statements 

at the T.Abou:t' Party Congres~- Bank rate in Norway increased to 4.5%. 
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- The European Commission examines the measures just adopted by the German government 
- Organisation of the wine market: suggestions of the ESC 
- Will the "general programme" for the elimination of technical obstacles to exchanges be 

respected? 
-Security of energy supplies and price policy (opinion of the CEEP) (2} 
- Non-nuclear action: proposals in the framework of the pluri-annual research programme. 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the E.P.: the Parliament will examine the problems 

relating to qualifications and the european university education 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Denaturine; of sqe;ar for animal fodder - Mr. Hee;er in the Belgian 

Agricultural Alliance - The ~.N.S.E.A. and the isolation of the French market 
-Publications of the European Communities 
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The Deutsche Ma~k and the Common Market : fonm.and concept 

Never have so many voices been raised denouncing and deploring the end of .. "Europe verte" or even e 
Common Market as a whole, follcwing the monetary measures - and the parallel arrrangements made for agr c 
products at the frontiers - taken by the German government. Frankly, the agricultural market has beet 
so many times that one could well begin· to question the efficaoity of the arms used to kill it • • • 

In our opinion, this attitude is proof of an irritating tendency to exaggerate, and a rather supe .. ~."""~ 
and emotive knowledge of the real problems. The situation should be evaluated coldly and objectively, 
the following considerations into account: 
l) It is true that a system of common ngrioultura'l prices, and real economic integration can only be vi........:~- .. ·
if the monetary parities between the Community countries are ft.xed and - a completely different problem ..,,la...,_.....,... ... 
is often oonfus~d with the first - if they do not und~rgo daily fluctuations among themselves. But it is btlitt 
to think that this could anchor parities which did not correspond to ecc·nomic reality - wh~.oh itself is e~IWIU 
tetmined above all by the national economic policies- against stormy weather "for ever". · 
2) 'J.bua the problem is not to perform useless acrobatics in order to maintain ''false" parities, but to pursue, 
in the Community, a common economic and monet!ry policl - and we repeat~ common, and not just the ambi;Uo~s 
"harmonized" - which would lead, given the correct use of the instruments and oorrectives at its disposal ~ 

·to a stab1lization of the "value relations" bebteen the six currencies Md, later on, to true monetary 
unification, even to a single currency. But thts can only be the result of an overall political ohoioe, 
•ooompanied by the unanimous political will of the Six to implement this choice. Until this ha$ been achieved, 
it is completely useless to denounce and deplore something which, given the present system, is a completely 

:natural development. 
'') In the present circumstances, it is pointless to dramatize the· problem of "prior consultations" at community 
· ievel. The present mechanisms have loopholes which anyone can escape through. Moreover, if the problem is 
considered in its practical, and not doctrinal or legal, aspect, ~t must be admitted that for the time being 
ii··oert&in degree of flexibility is required. Neither the French government on 8 August, nor the German govern~ 
ment on·29 September, deliberately wanted to violate their community commitments. The problem is not just to 
respect the form, but above all to be 'attached to the fundamental concept of the Community ••• 
~} The German government could have avolded adopting unilateral m~asures on trade in agricultural products. 
However we know very well that measures of this type r.annot be avoided. Whatever decision the Commission comes 
to toaAv, our·considered opiniOn is th~t art. 226 of the Treaty ia a valid basis, for it is founded on the 
idea of "seotoral" and "temporary" aotion, which is precisely the Qermen case (it was quite different for 
Franoet a rise in internal agricultural prices could have led to the failure of the entire monetary and 
economic operation).. 

When it comes to fixing the new parity of' the.DM, the speech delivered by the Germans will be quite 
different ••• 

1 
2 
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• EDITORIAL: "The D Mark and the Common Harket 1 form !I.Jld concept". 
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policy - President S&ragat in Yugoslavia - Mr. Olof Palme succeeds Mr. Tage Erlander -
Denmark between the Common Market and Nordek 
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3 - Postponement of the application of the TVA in Italy and Belgium: Commission stioka to its 

position on the conditions to be fulfilled 
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3-4 - The "floating" DM 1 way in which the compensation measures will work 
4 - The Commission decides on temporarl partial isolation of the German agricultural market 
5 - Harmonisation of indirect taxes on capital accumulations adopted because Luxembourg ~withdraws 
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its reservation 
- First social standards applied to road transport 
- Chapter Vl of the Euratom Treatl relating to supplie~: most of the member States desire 4ome 

liberali'l•tion . 
- The C.I.A.A. presents the "Elements of' a policy for the agricultural and food industries" 
-Functioning of the agricultural Committees and Sections: reply to question· No 184 from 

Mr. Vredel!Qg 
~Preparation to~ the plenary session of the E.P.: Indemnities to be paid f'oll~ing the loss in 
· value of Italian olive-oil stooks 

- Harmonisation of legislation on dietetic foods 
- Tougnening of communitl sanctions against Greece demanded by the competent E.P. Committee 
- Wine and grape market on the E.P. 's agenda 
- Delays in work in the transport sph~: The E.P. Transport Committee asks the Council for 

and explanation 
- Diffusion of information within the framework of Euratom: answer to question No 175 from 

Mr. Oele 
- Mr. Dubridge v1ilits the Commission 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

Why the Commission decided on safeguard measures 
for the agricultural'market 

The Commission finally based its decision to authorize the German government to go ahead with a~~/ 
temporary partial isolation of the German agricultural market by banning certain imports, on ~rtiole p~~·~ 
of the Treaty. This is a safeguard measure aimed essentially at protecting the Common Market from t 
consequences of a crisis ih'the intervention system laid down by the community agricultural regulat 
disorganisation of this system could make it impossible for the market to function properly and th 
entail 6rave difficulties for the agricultural sector. 

While the Commission has taken article 226 as the legal basis for its action, thus accepting, 
the German argument, the safeguard measure which it authorizes is entirely differen~ from the one the one 
the German government has already drawn up and put into operation, and for which, ~brief, it reuqested the 
Conrnission's "a posteriori" approval. 

The Commission's attitude can obviously be explained by various considerations. In the first place, 
the Commission wanted to show that it is up to her, and not the national governments, to decide what safeguard 
measures are to be adopted. It's right to do so cannot be denied, for the Treaty leaves no doubts on this 
matter. In article ?26-? it states that the Commission "determines without delay the-safeguard measures 
which it considers necessary, specifiying the conditions and methods of application". The German government 
may be right or wrong in thinking that the measures it suggested were preferable, but it was certainly in the 
wrong when it brought measures into operation which did not have the Commission's prior approval. It is 
a fundamental principle of the Community that it is up to the Commission to interpret the "common interest" 
on the basis of which these measures must be taken. · · · 

The second reason was undoubtedly dictated by the technical conditions regulating the common agric
ultural market. The imposition of equalisation taxes at the frontier - which, for example, took place in 
France after the devaluation of the Franc (but which was decided on by the Community Institutions) - could 
be done within the context of known prices. In Germany this is not the case: the fluctuations of the D Mark 
could be so great that no co~l transaction could take place normally, since the compensation taxes 
are based on a through-rate, and calculations of averages. So there was a real possibility that the system 
of intervention prices might be upset. 

But there appears to be a third part to the Community's argument. Mr. Mansholt stated on German radio 
that the floating rate of exchange of the D~ark could cause serious insecurity on the exchange market, lf 
the Federal Government-could not make,u· its·mind to·establish a. ne~ r t for, the D~ar.k.ig time. In short, 
the Commission wants t&:br ng pressure to bear on Bonn, so that it will be induced to fix a new parity quicklY• 

Undoubtedly, as we, -aid on Tuesday, the "floating DM" operation will be a ;isuccl'ess insofar as it is 
of short duration •. But ie;it the right time to attempt to force events? Some op~rations require· a .c6Ptain ~ 
time in or.der to achieve ~heir purpose. 
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- Enlargement of the EEC : the European Commission in favour of opening negotiations 
-Isolation of the German agricultural market and ttJ.application 
- Juridical aspects of the French dev~11ation : ques~No 274 and No 275 by Mr. Vredeling 
- EEC - Israel : Commission asks for a· new mandate "' 
- Lebanon presents an official reguest for negotiations 
- Meeting of the main wheat exporting countries in Brussels tomorrow 
- Employers and workers in the textile S'ft9r of the EEC call for cont~nued protection against 

third countries and a structural polic'f ~~unity level 
Initiative of eight large European businesa~~.ehools 

- Court of Justice : France asks to anriul tRe:European Commission's decision regarding French aids 
in the textiles sector · '• · 

- Flax and hemp : proposals concerning 'the common organisation of the markets 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the European Parliament : European system of patent 

delivery - examination of the accounts and the balance sheet of the Communities 
- Future activities of Euratom : no signs of progress in the debate 
- ECSC housing construction policy : answer to question No ljl by Mr. aergmann and questions 

No 273 by Mr. Bergmann and 171 by Mr. Raedts 
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Inatitut d'Etudea Juridiquea Europ4ennea de la Faoult4 de Droit de l'Universit' de Li~se 1 Lea Rel&t!Ons 
Ext4rieurea de la Communaut4 Europ4enne Un1f14• 1 Recorda of the third Sympoaium'on the Fusion of the 
European Communitiea, orsaniaed at Liise on 25, 26 and 27 October 1967, texts edited bf Michel MBlCHIOR. 
Candidate tor the Fonda National de la Recherche Soient1f1que, 1969, }5} pages. 

After the introductory survey by Mr. E4oardo MART!NO, Professors Rolando Q.UADRI (Naples Faculty oloo""'~f-?~ 
and Pierre PP!SCATORE (LUse Faaul ty or tAw, at preaent a member of the Court of Justice of the Buropean 
Communitiea) pr .. ente4 reports ·on the legal statue of the European Community. '.Mten, the community tradi 
policy W&l examined on the baais of report• from Mr. u. EVERLINO (Oermand Ministry of Economic Affaira)and 
Mr. t.Auren1-Jan SRINKHORST (Oroeninsen Faculty of Law). Adreaains the members of the symposium, Mr. Jean RI!, 
Prelident or the European Commission, stated that a minimum amount of po11tioal uridera~d1ns and a maxi~ 
uount of eaonomic and le~&l armsture were requ:t.red in order· to solve the problems posed by the fusion of the 
Treatiea, He added that controntat:t.ona between eminent Jurists from the different countties of the Communitr 
would make a ver.r important contribution to the preparations for this task. 

- Revue de la Soo14t4 d 'Etudee et d 'Expana:t.on, No ~}6, May-June 1969, L1~se. Amons the stucUes on European 
or international aubJeota, we should like to draw attention to those by Mr. Hellwis on "La Recherche, la 
acienoe, l 1Univerlit4- Remarquea du point de vue del Communautda Europ4ennea", Mr. Molavi, an Iranian Minister,· 
on "L'Ir•n et lea CommunauUa europ4enn .. " and Mr. Sroaio, Seoretary-oeneral of NA'ro on the "Problemea aotue1a 
de 1 1Alliance Atlantique". 

- lnatitut lconomique et SociAl des Clatses Moyennea 1 Bulletin d'Information, Bru~aela (9, Rue Josepb ll), 
Special Edition 9·10/1969.- This edition 11 devoted to a comparative study or t~e resulationa on ahop cloaina 
houra in the various EEC oountrteu. The ttudy wa1 documented by Mr. t. van W1Jmersch, Direction ot the 
"Information" aeotion of the lnltitute, 

- Ottice Catholique 4 1Intormat1on aur le• Probl~mel europ4enneal Lettre de l'OCIPE, No 1'•14, September
October 1969, Straabours.- With regard to the European summit conference, the editor writeat "It ia worth
While buit4ins Europe if the aim ia to suarantee better participation by all in tconoMic and social procreae, 
to build a 1octety Where reaponaibility and liberty will be given tuller play, to sive.to eaoh lnd1v1dual 
and eaoh people inorealodpoaa1bilitiea tor human and spiritual development, to bind tosether the members of 
a COIMIUnity whtoh, in turn, will attempt to oontribu~to t.he tnausuration or a more Juit 1ntema\iona1 order" • 

- Grand Duchy or Luxembours, Information and Prea1 ·service 1 Bulletin de Dooumentats.on, No 7, 15 J\llJ 1~9. 
Luxembourl•• This edition ta devoted to the law or 5 Ausuat 1969 on the value-added tax. 

- Oommlallon Centrale pour 1& Navisation du Rhtn 1 Rapport annuel 19§7, Straabours (Palata du Rhln), 275 pasee, 
Price t 25 pp,. The report, which ;tves information on administrative, teohnioal, nautical, eoono.lo an4 ltaal 
questions, il the full official aouroe or information on Rhine navisatton. 
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EDITORIAL 

The German re-valuation should make its wa,y. 

Many questions could be asked, after the events of these last few days, and even of these las 
hours, about the viability of the machinery, which is admittedly not yet perfect, but which should tuncdiii~Y"' 
one day, which should assu:re "Community consultation" on economic .and monetary matters, 110re eapeoiall 
t~ case of a possible change in a monetary parity. · 

The attempt to make the German government (in the political circumstances which are known} to dec~:w11"" 
practically in public on the time-limit and on the level at which the new parity of the DM would ·be fix 
or even to speed up its decisions on this, is too gross to correspond to the true intentions of the Co 

It is.true that the latter has launched a full-scale attack against the system of floating exchan s 
and that the recommendation of Saturday as well as the account given in Council today ~ Mr. Barre go even 
further and contain a severe criticism of the monetary policy of Federal Germany (who is accused of having 
omitted to apply the elementary rules to ensure that the parity was maintained, and of having been clumsy). 
But the Commission well knows that it cannot defend the fix1ty of parities in its own right, and that a false 
parity must be changed sooner or later. The Comm1ssion also explicitly recognises that governments have 
complete liberty at present as regards exchanr,e rates. '!'his can be reeretted, and we do regret it, but this 
ia the case, and governments other than that of l•'ederal Germany have made use of this freedom. 'l'he decision 
to allow the rate of the DM to "float" cannot therefore be attacked on erounds of legality. It cannot be 
attacked on grounds of monetary orthodo~y, either,if its aim is to seek a now parity in the market at the 
earliest occasion. 

But, we are told, the system of floating exchanges is very bad for the Common Market, and especially 
for the· ooRURon agricultural market based on common prices. 'l'h1s is true, but nobod:( challenges it, not even 
Germany, whi.ch stated from the start that it wanted to put an end to this rapidly (it could also be remarked 
tbkt t)lis ~xchange is f'loating·so little that it is more stable than some fixed parities ••• ). 'l'his is w~ 
the ardour with which the Commission has carried out its attack has been somewhat of a surprise. 

The answer can be found both in the remarks made today by Mr. Barre and in the suppositions which are 
al~s possible.Mr. Barre in fact knows very well that the Germans (or at least certain of. the German monetar,r 
authox-ities) have some sympathy for greater flex.ibility in exchange rates. 'l'he experiment_whi'ch they are 
carrying out could encourage them to go even further and could have some influence on the aftilude of other 
countries. Mr. Barre wanted to sound a warning note, and in this sense he is perhaps right. on the other hand, 
Mr. Barre well knows that the German Socialists will take the decision to re-value as soon as they are in 
power. Did he imagine that an urgent appeal by the Community would cause the present government to anticipate, 
even against its wishes, a decision which is already acquired? This is possiblea in that case, he would 
have bl'Qught grist to Schiller 's mill, who has in fact taken advantage of the opportunity to state that the 
re-valuation will be the first act of the new government, which is doubtless far from being a new development. 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe is not just a sst of regulations 

verte" is not dead, the Common Market ~s not "shattered", and we are now beg1rin1ng «i~fi!IIFt!t>l 
tb ''administrativtt" order. We believe. that, when we !condemned some exaggerations and diapl.aJa o:C-?blmlrc;:-

: ) 

Wednesday, we were right. , 
'J.be Commission was able to save its face, beca~se today it can proclaim that Mr. Sohiller hil~~~~ 

promised that the parity of the Mark will be fixed a~ soon as poll tical circumstaraoes Permit~ .The ..,\ll~•~·• 
already knew this/ and was well aware of the politic~l context in which Messrs. Schiller and Bl,ss 
act, unless some-one in the Commis~ton took the argu~ents put fot~ard by some financial commentators ly 
British) according to which Bonn would begin by appl.Jing a sort of "crawling pig" before the communication, 
seriously. But nothing in the attitude of the German authorities gave any ind cation that they intended 
to do this (even if' some arP.! in favour of the "flexillle" parities thesis). The Commission can also pride 
itself on having made Mr. Schiller promise to have p~lor consultations before the decision to fix the new 
parity. Since this "fixing" is In the process of be!ng carried out, so to speak, in public; and on the 
basis of objective market indicators, this ls not of1very great importance. Jt is quite P,ifferent when 
a government has to ope.rate "in the heat of the mome1t" and in a context which is usually very different. 
Be that as it may, it will be interesting to see whe~her there will be a controversy over the rate of the 
revaluation. Everything seems to indicate that the undesbank already has a very precise idea at the back 
of its mind: nevertheless, those who hope to benefit rorn the operation will push for the highest possible 
rate ( in London a rate of almost 10% has been suggeJted), while those who are afraid of being subjected to 
similar pressure will be hoping that the rate is as pw as possible. 

To move from the monetary to the agricultural ~pect, it is obvious that it must have given the Comm
ission moral "satisfaction" to have its right to gra.jt Germany authorization to take certain safeguard measur•l 
without any initiative from the latter, recognized. ~owever it should have admitted that the only workable. 
and the least disturbing, measure was to apply compe~ation taxes at the frontier. EveryQne knew right from 
the start that these taxes must only last for a limiied period. 

Let us try to draw a conclusion from the ups ~ downs of the last few days. It is ridiculous that 
every time a difficulty of a technical or economic ~ture crops up, it is proclaimed that the Common Market 
is destroyed and "Europe verte" is in ruins. The ri~ of a collapse does not reside in the fact that 
from time to time some regulation or other has to beadapted or that some non-essential principles have to 
be made less rigid. The regulations are very impor~t, but Europe is not just a set of·regulati~ns. The 
conditions for its existence are the common will an~rmony which exist among its member countries. This 
will becomes apparent 'when tl'le C6nlnl6n Market is in dfficulties,. as is the case today. But in ·order that 
irreveraibility may acquire a concrete sense, it mu~ show itself permanently~ through a real transfer of 
real powers to an institution which would then not jst be a factory churning out regulations, but the 
recognized interpretor of the common will and the cqmon interest. 
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- POLITICAL DAY : Mr. Georges Housiaux "!!its London - Pol4,tical situation in Genaany - Entry 

of Ireland into the Common Market and ~unification - Calm on money markets - Rasional 
development in Europe , . ~ 

DAlLY BULLETIN No 422 (new series) : 

3-4 -Agricultural secto~ : Germany c~·eon~ue to apply certain taxes on imports 
S - Plenary session of the E.P. : Parli~( celebrates 50th anniversary of the ILO 
5/ll - The E.P. calls for budgetary powers 
6 - The E.P. demands the strengthening of pntrol of Community expenditure 

- The E.P. ;Will discuss the situation oihe world cereals market 
7 - EEC-Lebanon : technical aid action sh d compl,te trade·agreement 
8 - Technical cooperation : wide agreemen y the Six on a series of projects 
9 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : moderate o mism of the main wheat-exporting countries - Alternative 

10 

1l 

12-13 

1olutions to the Council measures fol~ing the French franc devaluation- Glut in the.world 
· egg ·market expected · · 
- S~eel industry : investment· is still ~ ' 
- Ecsq - United Kingdom association : wt meet on October 10 in London 
-Talks· between European Commission andlce-premier of New Zealand 
-Fiscal exemption af the intra-Communi~ frontiers 
~Mr. Berns from the ESC on official vit to Rome 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1255 
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EDITffiiAL 

London pr~es to negotiate. 

awened lately in Great Britain. CoDIIIuni ty news has not allowed us to 00111111ent on tJ!l~'MI'\ 
ve done. It is, however, intresting to note that, after the Liberal Party Congress - w-.....,--.. ....... 

the firmness and extent of the political conuni tment of this party to Europe (and we shall pu .... ·..._.....,.~A 
texts which support this judgement) - and that of the Labour Party - which has in no way led to the NqlilfiDI~ 
ation of the european policy of the Government (although allowing certain misunderstandings to con 
the future now seems to be brighter. 

Mr. Wilson has, as usual, acted as an excellent tactician. The question. can obviously be ask 
tactics and cynicism equal total and irreversible commitment to Europe. But the answer oan be. given 
politics (if not in ethics) it is the end that counts, and that if taotios lead Mr. Wilson to achie 
ain 1 s entry into the Community, we do not see why these tactics should be displeasing. 

We could situate in the context of tactics the speech made by Mr. Wilson in Brighton (we shall publii.h 
its text, as well as that of Mr. Michael Stewart 1s speech), which broke opposition to Europe by removing ~he 
ground from under its feet, and which enabled the Prime Minister to keep his elbow- room and at the same 
time to have an alibi, if ever this became necessary. 

But it seems to us that something concrete has been done which deserves to be mentioned, and. which 
shows the existence on Mr. Wilson's part of a definite will to prepare seriously for negotiations which 
could open at any instant. Nobody can deny that this is a positive factor. It is also clear that the Cooa
ission, ·by applying in itS "Opinion" of the 1st. October to be "technical" negotiator, has also taken a 
decisive direction with a view to facilitating the starting of the negotiations. 

The first of these acts which we have just mentioned was the partial re-shuffle of the Cabinet (even 
if we take electoral requirem~nts into consideration), which includes the naming of Mr. George Thoason aa 
Cabinet member with the function of Deputy Foreign Secretary, charged with negotiations for entry into the 
Community. This nomination was followed by another, to the rank of Senior Civil Servant, that of Sir William 
~' former Permanent Secretary to the Department of Economic Affairs, with the function of Additional 
Permanent Secretary at .the disposal of the Cabinet, to give his advice on negotiations with the Co•unit:y. 
We mentioned at th~ time the nomination of Sir Con O'Neill as head of the British del~~tion to negotiate 
in Brussels. Sir William, who comes from Economic Affairs, has worked for a long time' with Sir Con 01 Neill 1 
who comes from the Foreign Office, and was even a member of the delegation led by Mr. Heath, which negot
iated in 1962. His :approach is a little different to that of the Foreign Office, and one might believe that 
Mr. Wilson is now trengthening the economic side of his team. All this is very important. And it all shows 
that the moment fo ultimate decisions is rapidly nearing. 

1 - E:DITORIALa "lDndon prepares to negotiate" 
2 - THE POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Great Bri taim Sir William Nield to ooordi nate all questions connected 

with the entry of GB into the EEC and opening of the Conservative Party Conference - W.E.U.a meeting 
of the Permanent Representatives - Resignation of two Swiss federal councellors - Rise in the 
bank rate in France. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 423 (new series): 
3 - !:f•• Debates in the plenary session on budgetary po~ 
3-4 - The E.P. largely approves the renewed effort for the europeanisation of the universities and mutual 

recognition of diplomas 
4 - E.P.: No debate on wheat, or on patents 

E:P:: Supply in coke of domestic users 
5 -Terms and limits of taxes on imports which the FGR is authorised to apply temporarily to certain 

agricultural products 
6 -EEC -Turkey: towards the passage to the transition phase of the association agreement 

- E.F.T.A.: rapid rise in exports 
7-8 - Scientific and technological cooperation (3) 
9 -AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- Competitive positions of Italian oranges: reply to question no. 162 by 

Mr. Ba.ding - Price of cattle 
10 - UK trade in steel ' 

- Coking coal and blast furnace cokea proposal for a new system of aids 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 34.30 D/T 

11 - Publications of the European Communities 
12 -Abolition of corrective measures for external trade in FGR 

-Regional polic:a Mr. von der Groeben in Britain 
- Mr. ~vi-Sandri in favour of extending the CoDIJiission's action to new fields 
- E.P.c Statements from Messrs. Barre and Mansholt on the monetary situation 

13-14 =-ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1256 
EUROPE DOCUMENTS No 543a "An analysis of the present" - Speech made by President Jean Rey 
· before the Association of European Journalists. 
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FDITORI.I\L. 

!f~w is the ~paration of the Summit progres!!1!!.S1 

In what conditions is the summit conference being prepared? This is a question which has 
ingly asked during the past few days in relation to events of an internal or international nature 
of affecting this preparation. 

Let us first mention that the Commission for its part has fulfilled; in the time-limits that 
for it, its own task, namely the publication of the opinion on the applications for entry. This is 
the topics which will be at the canter of debates at the summit. We should note, however, that it 
a question of looking for estimates of a technical and economic nature on the possibilit~, advi~~~u~JJ¥•,~ 
even the necessity of opening negotiations with Great Britain. These estimates have b~en·oarried 
and weighed Up repeatedly and for a long time now, at Community and national levels. If we were to 
along these lines, we wcmld be called to make "clarifications" which would be ends in themselves. In 
reality is constantly changing, and we can no longer hope to wait until it remains still long enough 
able to apply certain constants to it and to negotiate according to criteria determine according to 
e.in situation, which ha.s itself changed in the meantime. 

The decision to negotiate, and how to go about negotiating, is a political decision which can be taken 
at any moment, on the basis of facts known for a long time, and of the circumstances at the time of the dec
ision. We should not, therefore, on the pretext of trying to be better informed, apply ourselves to the ster
ile practice of regularly clarifying clarifications •••• 

What is also obvious, is that this politival decision is subject to an agreement by the Eix on a series 
of guide-lines and actions which should enable the Community, whatever happens to the negotiations, to enter 
:Lts find period with a vie;orous approach, which has been termed the "enrichment of the content" of the Comm
unity. 'l'nerefore by movement, it becomes easier to overcome difficulties which seemed insuperable. 

When we wonder whether the preparation of the summit is progressing satisfactorily, we mainly refer to 
the diplomatic and political preparations. To what extent have the political and economic vicissitudes of 
these last few days prevented this preparation from continuing in satisfactory conditions? The fact that it 
will be Mr. Brandt, with Mr. Scheel by his side, who will represent Germany at the summit in The Hague, is 
a new development of great importance and a significant change in relation to the prospects which were con
ceived of at the beginning of September, on the occasion - to quote a well-known fact - of a certain toast 
given by Mr. Kiesinger in Bonn •••• 

According to recent indications, Mr. Brandt seems to have gone on leave. This is a rather important 
fact. Will the German Fbreign Affairs Minister be present at the meeting of the 17 October in Luxemburg? 
If he is absent, will significant progress be possible? Should not the time-table of meetings then be 
revised? 

These are the reasons why we wonder in what conditions the preparation of the summit is taking place. 

1 
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- EDITORIAL: How is the preparation for the summit progressing? 
- POLITICAL DAY : President Pompidou to go to the Soviet Union - Sir Thomas Brimelow replaces 

Lord Chalfont at the WEU Council - Stewart - Schumann talks in London in January - Statement 
by Lord Erroll - Messrs Scheel, Genscher and Ertil will represent FDP in the next German 
government 

DAILY BULLETIN No 424 (new series) : 

3 
3-4/11 
3 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 
12 
13-14 

- Monetary Committee : examines the new German measures tor external trade 
- European Parliament : examines application details for the TVA 
- EUROSYNDICAT : 154.99 
- E.P. stresses the need for uniform application of Community law 
- E.P. comes out in favour of total freedom of establishment in agriculture 
- E.P. approves the introduction of a compulsory mechanical control device in road transport vehicles 
- E.P. calls for the free movement of wine on the lst November next 
- E.P. and its operational budget for 1970 
- EEC - Japan : Mr. Deniau will visit Tokyo on 20th of October 
~ EEC - Canada : Mr. Deniau on official visit to Canada 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATIONS: frauds with regard to the EAGGF : reply to question 173 by Mr. Richarts 

Community regulation of slaughter-houses : question 157 by Mr. Glinne - Imports of sunflower oil 
from Eastern Europe : reply to question 186 by Mr. Vredeling 

- Steel industry : industrial accidents in European industry 
- Coking coal : Commission proposes new regulations for aids to coking coal 
- Euratom : the problem of Euratom's future 
- Euratom - United States : cooperation in the sphere of nuclear documentation 
- Levi·Sandri at Congress of agricultural 'workers 
- Parliamentary activity in the countries of the European Community 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1257 
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'~ Books which are sent to us and whose publicat:l o ~~ ls worth noting are reviewed under tht• hoadino 

- J, DENIZET : ~onnaie et financement, essai de theorie dans un cadr~ de comptabilite economique, 
by v. Giscard d Estaing, published by DUNOD (92 rue Bonaparte, Paris 6e), 272 pages, 16 x 25, wi 
illustrations, 2nd edition 1969, bound, Price : 38 FF.-

At a time when monetary problems are taking up the news headlines, this work tries to 
inability to come to grips with these problems is less due to political and administrative ~~~n,~a'~~n1N~~ 
a faulty knowledg~ of monetary phenomena. "The real failure is not one of will, but of 
Mr. Giscard d 'Estaing in the preface to the book. Mr. Denizet sh<lWs how Keynes' successors, over-Blt:IBI'L.I-9~1tQS 
the General Theory and distorting it, played down the role of monetary factors and almost dlsregardedr'~NWufd~ 
in their explanations of the economic system. 

The book, which shpuld be of interest to economists, financiers, bankers and businessmen• is di 
into two sections. The first deals with currency and finance with~n a n~tional framework, withoUt.external 
relAt.ions, and the second with international monetary relations. In particulAr, the aeotmd part 'evaluatea 
the Obld Exchange Standard and the proposals for the reform of ini~rnational monetary organization. 

- RICHARD M. BUXE!AUM : Article 177 of the Rome Treaty as a Federaljlzing DeviceJ Reprinted from the Standar'd 
Law ReView, Volume 21, No 4, May 1969, Pages 1041-1057. 

- RICHARD M. ~JXBAUM : The Group Exemption and Exclusive DistributRrships in the Common Market - Procedural 
TechnioalitiesJ The Antitrust Bulletin, The Journal of American and FOreign Antitrust and Trade Regulation, 
Reprint from Vol. XIV, Summer 1969, Pages 499-514. 

-Centre d'Information et de Documentation (Moyen-Orlent), 11 page$, No 1, published by the C.I.D. (Moyert
Orient) 65 Avenue de la Toison d'Or, Brussels 6.- This is the first edition of a newsletter which will come 
out every two weeks and will give unedited documents and information on subjects relating to the Arab-Isra~li 
conflict. 

- Roumanie, Guide encyclopedique, 256 pages, La Roumanie dans la vie internationale, 86 pages, NICOIAE 
CEAUSESCU t Discours a la Session jubilaire de la Grande Assemblee au 25e anniveraai~ de la.liberation de la 
patrie du joug fasciste, PUblished in Editions Meridiane (Buoarest), 1969. 

- EFTA : EFTA Bulletin, October 1969~ Geneva.- Thia edition devotes several pages to Aust~ia within the BFTA. 

- OECD : Politiques Nationales de la Science - Italie, Paris, 213 pages, Price : £2, ·$6.- The present report, 
which is ninth in the series of studies on national policies, brings out the inadequacies.of the material and 
financial resources of the Italian Universities, the outmoded structures and the difficult problems posed.~ 
the status of staff. The report emphasizes the need to set up fle~ible, easily adaptable, structures, shitlded 
from the bllrdettsQmepgovemmenut.,parliamentary and administrative a[pparatus, 

- OI!Xm : Echanges par produits, tableaux analytiques (Denmark, Germany, Switzer:l.artd, the United Kingdom) 
January-March 1969, Paris. 
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SUM M A R Y /0 ~V /tzt,.q /Jot l.f"2S 
- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY : L Will the fixing ·or the, new ·parity oif' the· DM take' ·pl~e 7 offic~al.l.y on October 25 • 

Conservative Party Congress - The staff of the Community expresses its solidarity with the French 
research workers - Mr. Prentice resigns - Rumanian leaders in Belgium 

DAILY BULLETIN No 425 (new series) : 

3 - The Council should adopt seYeral important decisions next week on external relations 
3-4 - E.P. : monetary debate 
4-5 - E.P, : the effects of monetary manipulations op the social policy . 
5-6 - E.P. - the priorities to be considered with a view to freeing the capital market 
6 - E.P. - for European regulations on dietetic foods 
7 - Towards a European policy for the protection of man and his environnment 

- Monetary Committee : in favour of abolishing extraordinary compensation measures at the German 
frontier 

8 - Court of Justice : Appeals for annullilent concernirig Quinine and dyes understanding 
- Court of Justice : the nature of a sole rights contract in the brewing sphere 

9 - New Zealand would like the conclusion of a permanent agreement 
10 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : preparation for the Counc~l discussion - FNSEA organizes a national 

day of trade union action on 17th October - The Ge~ Bauernverband : statement 
11 - Steel industry I forecasts ror 1970 
12 - Evaluation of the DM for custom's purposes : transitd.onal measures 

- Social harmonisation : transport by road 
- 5% import tax at German frontiers list of agricultural products 

13 - THE WEEK IN EUROPE 
14-15 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1258 : answer to questipn Ho 156/69 by Mr. Glinne 
EUROPE/DOCUMENTS No 544 : Practical details and conditions proposed by the European Commission for a 

postponement of the application date of the V.A.T. in Italy and in Belgium 
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EDITORIAL 

Critique of the Parliament 

All those who, like us, hoped to witness, on Thursday 9 October, a debate dealing with the com · 
monetary and financ~al problems, which at the present time are of such great importance to the Co~~~~~~ 
must have been disappointed. In1fact, most of the day was taken up by lengthy discussions, first o 
wine and grape problem and then the del~y in the application of the TVA in two Community countries. 
deal of time was also wasted on a trivial procedural incident when a vote was contested. At the en o 
day, Mr. Barre answered ver~ dryly to the question which had been put to him on the monetary problems, 
quite simply that he did not see the use .... of replying. The debate on the Dichgans report on the 
market stopped short, without any new ideas having been contributed (except those put forward by Mr. 
which were in fact debatable, but were not debated). l 

We do not wish to raise at this point the substance of the themes evoked, and the results of the debates, 
which have already been given ample coverage in our Bulletlns. wh'lt we wo~ld like to express is the feeling 
of disappointment, uneasiness and anxiety which is inspired by the way de~tes in the European Parliament 
are shaping. We express this feeling, which must be shared by everyone, because we consider that the European 
t'arliament, which is at present. the only quasi-democratic institution among all the Community inst.it,utions, 
is the nucleus around whJ.c.;r., some day, political Europe will flourish. 

NCJW, what did we see last Thursday? Two deba.tE:s tn which the positions taken wore es:.;entially national 
positions, inspired by the undoubtedly leg1ti1n:,.LC' ue:sire to d~fend national .tnt~H·est.s or ::1t'. i Lvdes. In the. 
debate on the wine and grape market, some speakers seemed deter'!nined to provoke a dl?bate on the basis of the 
problem while it was only supposed to be a debate on one phase of procedure. ·.1.: ~ b Pegilrd tL· the- '1'/A, the 
Italian membe~·::; fought b.ttterly, using tactics which did not pay off because the1.r rambl in~~ :.;l•e!~ehN;, which 
gave the impression that Italy was on the brink of disaster and that r;h~ needed the understand ln~ tf 'no I~ 
'l..he cotrmtiseration of her partners, boPed the audience. In the end the Italians gn.lneu !i minor po.lnt (an 
"ad hoc'' postponement of six months, which they would have gained even if it had not been put lmf•'l'e t.h<
Farliament, as Mr. Rey made clear), but they were not satisfied on t~ mos~ important point, i.e. the 
reduction of through-rate compensation. On this point. their position was much mor~ defensible, ~lven 
the avowedly "punitive" character of article 4 of the draft Directive. This wo.u a subject whlch could have 
given rise to an interesting debateof a political nature, even leaving aside the material interests in 
question. But the Parliament, obviously bored with this debnte, quickly passed on. Thus, on the one hand 
there is the danger that the Parliament will be made into a tribune for the defence of national interests, 
and on the other, a no less regrettable tendency to consider problems which mainly concern one Community 
country as devoid of interest. 

Moreover, in what could have been a great monetary debate, we cannot help thinking that the main aim 
of Madame Elsner's question was to lash out at Professor Barre, who had dared to dictate to Professor 
Schiller ••. but why did she not then point to the "demurrer" character·of Mr. Barre's reply? 

If the Parliament wants to be the voice of the Eu~opean peoples, and if it wants these peoples to listen 
to it, it must proceed to a .serious re-examination of its working methods. This will be in its own interests, 
but above all in the interests of democracy and Europe. 

1 
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- EDITORIAL : "Critique of the Parliament" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : The situation in the FGR - Mr. Schumann to go to Luxembourg and the 

Hague • Statements from Mr. Stewart - Benelux: 25th anniversary - Jean-Pierre Gauzy an~ John 
Lambert, prizes for European journalism 

DAILY BULLETIN No 426(new series) 
3 - Community consultations on the revaluation of. the DM to take place on 24 and 25 October 
3-4 - Trading policy: provisions to be applied from next year 
5 - EEC-Israel: ·the main lines of the mandate for negotiations 

6-7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13-l', 

- EEC-Egypt: 11ontext in which exploratory discussions could be held 
- Eur~tom structures: search for a compromise to s~ve them 
- Court of Justice: next public heari~s 
- ~: postponement of the date of application of the TVA in Italy and BAlgium, examination 

in an extraordinary session 
- case of the official who fled to the DDR: reply to question No 202 from Mlle Flesch 
- AGRICUTJ1'URAL INFORMATION- COPA-cogeca: organization of the fruit and vegetables market -
·Tea: the sit11at1on of the world market - Egg products : proposed regulation 

- UK-ECSC Council of Association: full meeting ' 
- Cold working of stainles3 st~el : information sessions 
- Exten~ion of the GATT agreement on cotton textiles and other textile fibres requested by the US 
- Procedures for infringeme1'~::; of +he tcea.ties.t. question ~0 fro1n f.lr. Vredl'lling 
- Weeltly Echoes 
· 2'~0NOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1259 
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SIEGE SOCIAL ET SERVICE ABONNEMENTS -

EDITORIAL 

Completion-strengthening-enlargement : the Commission's position 

Two-and-a-half months away trom the prophetic date of 31 December, and scarcely a month away f~•~i~ 
Six' summit· Conference, president Jean Rey has made the situation quite clear, at least with regard 
the matters which are within the Commission's own competence and responsibility, in the context of 
important decisions which must be taken - or we hope will be taken - by the Community, and which wi 
its future. 

The report which Mr. Rey gave to the. journalists was very interesting, especially if we compa 
witn the contents of the opinion the Commission has just given on the problem of enlargement. As we 
in this opinion the Commission stressed the indissoluble link between the enlargement and strengthenin 
of the Community, both'in the sphere of content (in the main, common policies) and in the sphere of instr
uments (the Institutions). These two must move ahead together, strengthening being a must for the Community 
itself as the transition period comes to a close. 

Now, the Commission recognizes clearly (but Mr. Rey had already said this on other occasions) that there 
is a political link between the execution of a series of actions which concern the completion rather than 
the strengthening (that is, the financial regulations and its corollaries - the institution of independent 
resources and budgetary control by the European Parliament) and the enlargement. This position, as we have 
said, is not new, but it is important that it has been announced publicly and officially by Mr. Rey the 
day before the Council of Ministers'.meeting- a meeting which should be an important stage in the prep
arations for the November summit. 

This position confirms the feeling of obser.vers who had noted an absence of realism and politjcal 
foundation in the attitude of the French Representative during the ministerial meeting of mid-September. 
At that time, Mr. Maurice Schumann stated that completion (which means for France the financial regulations) 
"is a legal obligation" which cannot be questioned or made the subject of a bargain (of. our commentary 
of 17 September). It is clear that the Commission's view is completely different, even if no-one questions 
the·existence of a legal aspect. It is also clear that this is the view of France's partners and we may well 
ask, at this point, what would happen if Mr. Maurice Schumann did not water down his legal dogmatism. 

In fact, the whole problem of the summit resides in this point. We have already expressed our anxiety 
as to the state of the preparations for the summit and we must repeat once again that the summit will either 
be helpful, i.e. it will culminate in concrete results, or it will not be held. Mr. Rey himself said today 
that it is unimaginable that a Head or State .should ask for a summit meeting to be held tnd·tfien to ensure 
that the only~result is a wad of empty proceedings. This is why Mr. Rey believes that it is possible to 
find a way out of the deadlock, in spite of. all the difficulties. Without being either optimistic or pessimist
we should only like to say that the Commission has acted rightly in stating its position clearly and thus 
putting the responsibility where it really lies. 

syMMARY I 'I Ociob-P"(" /q fi,Q ,{Jo ,_ ~ 
1 - EDI'l'ORIAL z 11 Completion-strengthening-enlargement : the Commission's pgsi tion 
2 - POLI'l'ICAL DAY IN EUROPE : M:leting of three parliamentary groups of the E. P. in view 

of the next extraordinary session of the E. P. - M;leting of trade unionists with the Commission • 
The Bundestag to meet on 20 October - Mr. Palme sworn in as prime minister of Sweden 

DAILY :WLLETIN No 427(new series) 
,.4 - Mr: Rey goes over the actions to be taken and completed between now and the end of the year 
5 - Liberal character of the Treaty of Rome •: reply to question No 191 from Mr. Glinne 
5-6 - Frauds in the context of the common agricultural policy : question No '11 from Mr. 

Vredeling 
6 - EEC Canada : examination of trading problems of interest to the two pa;tus / 

- EEC Ia.tin American ministerial conference suggested by Chile 1 

7-8 - New system to be applied to imports of certain agricultural products from the AASM and Surinam 
8 - Con111on trading policy: the Commission modifies its posit~on -
9 - AGRICUyrt.JRAL INFORMATION - Frozen beef for the processing ipdustry - International wheat 

market and food aid - Boerenbond and the Belgian fruit market - British government intends 
to levy a variable tax on imports of beef and eggs 

10 - Uranium enriching -
- Electricity producers : implementation of an industrial policy in the nuclear sector 
- Thermal valorization of coal 
- Direct conversion of energy at Ispra 

11 - International development Commission: rec011111endations for aid to the third world 
- IJIEA : l'th session of the general Conference 
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After Mr. Rey's press conference: we must not repeat past errors 

Mr. Rey's press conference, which we referred to yesterday, had other interesting aspects, 
wh1oh we shall deal with briefly. 

The first of these aspects concerns the lessons which should be learned from the agro-monetary e~~~~r 
between mid-August and the end of Sept4mber. The first lea::;~,., is, according to Mr. Rey, that the meoucw~my 
conceived in 1964 and'l968 to protect agricultural prices from monetary manipulations did not work (twi e 
in succ~ssion). They must therefore be rethought, without however compromizing the principle of unifo_~~-.•~ 
prices for the whole Community. The second lesson, which can be deduced from the first, is that the eo 
and monetary base of the common agricultural policy is too fragile, and it must be strengthened. Consequ 
Mr. Hey stated, the Barre Plan must be adopted as soon as possible. 

His argument is logical, but certain observations must be made. Firstly, as Mr. Rey himself admitt 
the Hallstein Committee thought, when the system was set up, that there would be no more changes in parities 
ifi th~ Community: "events have not fulfilled this hope", Mr. Rey said regretfully. And indeed, it was in 
rea:1.ity a hope and not an evaluation based on an objective analysis of the situation. This has happened onoe1 
we mUst'not let it happen twice. We can always hope, but action must be based on reality and not illusions. 
We ~st therefore move towards a system able to absorb the changes in parity which are still possible, 
ahd above all take into account the most important lesson to be deduced from the events in question, namely 
that "the needs of the general economy are stronger that those of the agricultural economy" (Rey dixit). 
We must thus reason on the basis of this pre-eminence of the general economy. We must not think that, 
by adopting the Barre Plan, in all its harmoniously inter-related elements, the strengthening of economic 
and monetary structures which would result would be adequate. We must go much further. Let us admit 
right away, before any-one raises any objections, that the Commission has gone as far as possible in this 
ntatter. But we must not give up the struggle, but do what is within the range of possibility. However 
the Commission itself must caution the governments. Let it tell them that from now on the .urvival of 
the Community depends on their determination to reach a community policy in every sphere, including the 
1110netary sphere, and that it order to achieve this more is required than.simpll a ministerial meeting and 
a chat. For the ministers have met on many occasions, and they have done a good deal'of chatting, but 
this did not prevent crises from occuring. 

The second point we should like to dwell on briefly is the link which exists between the deliberations -
especially on agricultural affairs - that the Six must have among themselves, and those whioh they must 
have some time1 in the future with the English. Mr. Rey was quite right to say that dogmatism must 'be 
completely excluded, and that we must not think that every community decision in this sphere is valid tor 
eternity and"ne varietur".· If matters are considered from this point of view, they wHl"proballlly move 
forward much more quickly than expected. 

SUMMARY /e)~,-/OfdJq !Jo~~e 
1 -EDITORIAL: "After Mr. Hey's press conferencea we must not repeat past errors". 

2 - POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE a American members of parliament at the Cormnission - Inter-uni versi t;v 
cooperation in Europe - The young people of the European Movement in the Netherlands - Mr. Chaban
Delmas in favour of opening the frontiers - The Luxemburg Parliament begins work - Lord Chalfont 
re-assumes his functions as minister for disarmament 

DAILY BULLETIN No 428 (new series): 
3 - The ESC considers that the postponement of the applioation date for the TV!_should not be subject 

to a reduction in compensa.tory measures at the frOntiers. 
3-4 - Problem of tobacco: towards a solution. 
3 - EUROSYNDICATEa 1~5.25 
4 - Court of Justice& rulings in cases 14, 15 ~ 16/69 
5 -Court of Justicec legality of the French measUres concerning investment from other Member States 
5-6- Competition conditions in the sector of beer: legal and economic aspects 
6 - The Court of Justice has elected Messrs. Monaco and Pesoatore as Presidents of the Chambers 
1 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - ~~ Ihter~ention - "Internal Information on agriculture" new study 

-~he compensatory amount applicable to imnorts of sunflower oil from Eastern Europea abolished 
- Terms of the sale of sugar boc tender - Bauernverbanda stanpoint taken - Mouvement de defense 
paysannea resolution - System of intervention concerning colza and rape eeeda reply to question 
No. 198 by Mr. Vredeling 

8-9 - F.nlargemnent of the Communit:ra analysis of the Annexes to the Conmission's opinion 
9 -The coal market owes its stability to massive de-stocking 
10 - Steel production maintains a high level 

- Iron-ore production: sli!ht increase 
- COMPOSITE PRICEJ 34•20 D£T 

11 - Px-oposals on "generalised preferences" snould be COIIIJlunicated to the UNCTAD 
-Cotton textiles: agreements with Japan 
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BULLETIN QUOT. 

~-~ Is the ~:;· :~T:~.~~~:.:: ••- -~· 
So e ago we drew our readers' attention to a very interesting question put to the European 

Commission by Mr. Glinne, ln which he hoped to induce the Commission to make a statement on the nature 
the Treaty of Rome, particularly as to whether it hindered planning, full employment, etc. and if it ~~~ 
was a means of subjecting the European peoples to a "necessd.ily liberal" form of economic organisatio 
.our editorials of 28 and 29 July). 

The question from the Belgian Socialist deputy expressed an opinion which is fairly Wide-spread 
Europe, and is exploited by certain political forces, namely that the Common Market offers no other p 
than the establishment, or consolidation of the capitalist system in Europe. This \ilas'.the old refrai · 
French and British left,, although it has now been largely abandonned ( Mr. Mendes France himself, who Im-.-...,; 

Voiced this opinion, has renounced these arguments and put forward others which result from a less s 
artd partisan analysis) in view of the political and economic evolution which has·,stnce taken place. 

The Commission has now replied to Mr. Glinne, and, as expected, stated in substance that the Tr~~~~ 
were not "constraining" but·that they provided a framework within which a greater. or lesser degree of liberalism 
or state-control could be introduced, the economic policy of the Community not being predetermined by earlier 
institutional choices. It is up to the Community institutions to "freely determine the direction they wish 
to give to community policies". 

This reply does not contain anything particularly original, but it is important because here the 
Commission, which applies the Treaty of which it is the guardian, has stated its'official position -a 
position which is undoubtedly correct. As we have already said, it is up to the political, economic and 
social forces of the Community - which the Commission calls the "European forces" - to define, arid have the 
community authorities apply, the directions they wish to give to the community policies. However, since in 
our countries, which are under democratic'regimes, there is no single direction, the problem is to ensure 
that the opinion of tqe majority can make itself felt and have its ideas adopted and applied. 

And so we come to the institutional problem: we may inde~ask whether the present institutional 
structure, which is strongly biased against the representation of popular forces ( whether this be achieved 
through a Parliament or some other system), and is thus riot ·very democratic, is such as to enable the 
forces in question to express themselves, make themselves felt, and exercise a real influence on the 
evolution of the Community. The present role of the Parliament being almost nil, it is, for the time 
being, up to the nation States, assembled in the Council of Ministers, to act as spokesmen for the national 
wills. But this makes it extremely difficult for f6rces which are ·in the minority'in ~ome oountries:(and 
possibly 1p the maJority in others) to make their voices heard, except through an interpreter, ahd·-this is 
often scarcely audible. As we can see, tt is the -whple'•problem'of the -European Parliament, its represent
ativeness and its powers, with which we are faced. Though we must not believe that the direct election 
of the Parliament would be the panacea which some observers hope for, and while it poses some serious 
problems, we must nevertheless realize that this is a problem which cannot be avoided indefinitely, 
especially if we want to ensure that the building of Europe ·has the support - which is indispensable for 
its progress and even its survival - of popula~ forces, wherever they come from. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Is the Treaty 'of Rome a "liberal" treaty?" . 
2 - POLITICAL DAY IN FUROPE: The ChristiPn-Democrat group is meeting in Rome - Mr. Chaban-Delmas 

and the european summit- Mr. Thomsou_reassures the Commonwealth- Hartlinp-Rey talks 

DAILY BULlETIN No 429 (new series): 
3 -The Fbreign Ministers will have an exchange of views on the preparation of the summit. 
3-4 -The-COuncil will give the go-ahead tomorrow to the opening or resumption of negociations 

or exploratory talks with certain third countries 
4 - EEC - J~slaV!!~ French offer of concessions to be made on beef 
5 - Italian pr~~ction of oran~s: Commission's proposal 

- Ever-E!2duction of appl!!L the FGR inV1ted to have recourse to normal Community provisions 
- Taxes on imports: the FGR applies them correctly 

6 - Court of Justice: Three rulings (Cases 14-15 and 16/69) 
- VerificatiO!!...J!:!!!! compensation for misappropriation of customs revenue 

7 - ESC: Conditions for the postponement of the date of application of the TVA in Italy 
- Ad}ournment of the increase in the TVA in the Netherlands 

8 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Cereal harvest 1969 - Bauernverband: statement by Mr. von Feury 
9 - Fnlargenment of the CommunitVanalysis of th~ Annexes to the Commission's Opinion 
10 -Regional policy: Commission's proposal 

- Surplus luratom personnel: Commission's proposals 
- The review "European Business" 

11 - Steel imports from third countries 
- Industrial reconversion: loans 

12 -Publications of the European Communities 
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CIAUS SCHONDUBE : Das neue Europa Handbuch, Europa Union Verlag Gmbh (5000 Cologne, Stolkgasse .1) 1 
272 pages, 24 illustrations, Price : 25 DM 

This book is an excellent introduction to the efforts which have been made to achieve European ~1.-~ 
ration from Dante up till the present day, which is not just limited to a descrtptiDnof European ins 
but reviews the successes and failures of European integration in the economic, military and politic 1 
by analysing the work of the OECD, the Council of Europe, the three European Communi ties and the IF••'JII'::-....1!--.... 
special chapter is devoted to Eastern Europe. There is a documentary annex which contains extracts )1 
speeches, resolutions, treaties and reports, the most recent being the memorandum of the Europa~Uni _ (J 
Deutschland of May 1969., which would be of particular interest to those who wish to become familiar wit 
the efforts be:l.ng made to bring about European integration. 

AGENOR No. 12 European Review.- Initial subscription 4oo BF (Boite Postale 54, Bruxellea 4) - The EuropeAn 
review AGENOR, which up till now has been published every quarter, has just published its No 12, Which is 
its first edition as a monthly review. Produced by a group of young people who criticize the inefficiency 
and injustices of present-day society, as well as the incapacity of Governments to make the effective choiaes 
which would condition the European way of life in future years, the aim·6f this review is to help to break 
down the division of information into national compartments, and to contribute to an open debate on the soc1•1 
choices which have to be made, at local, national and European level. Agenor No 12 contaihs, among other 

I articles, a remarkable dossier on the state of television information in Europe and an analysis of Europe a 
last chances in the sphere·of nuclear energy. We should also like to draw attention to a seyere critique 
perhaps abusively· so - of the organization of the European Commission. Johrt Lambert, who, together with 
G~rard Rousselot, is head of the editorial staff, recently obtained the prize for European journalism. 

Asian Development Bank : Regional Seminar on Agriculture : Paper~ and proceedinss.-(p.o, Box 126, Makat1, 
Rizal, D-708, Philippines), 1969, 248 pages. This oomprizes the proceedings of a seminar on Asian agric
ulture, held duringthe second annual assembly of the Bureau of the Governors of the Asian Development Bank. 
in Sy~ey, Australia, from 10 to 12 April 1969. 

Senior officials from the developing countries in the zone covered by the Asian Development Bank took 
part in this seminar. They studied, in particular, the situation and ~evelopment prospects of agriculture 
in their respective countries. Mr. Takeshi Watanabe, president of the Asian Development Bank, broUiht the 
seminar to a close, expressing his satisfaction with the many suggestions.which resulted from the discussions 
and which would help to guide the future work of the Asian Dev&lopment Bank. 

- Notes on current politics (No 16 : Common Market background), Pages 290-~3. PlJ.blished by the Cons.n-at~ve 
Central Office (32 Smith Square, Westminster, London SWl). 

- Overseas Review, August/September 1969, No 44, published by The Conservative Poll tical Centre, Smith Square. 
London SWl.- In the sumniary : The Future of Europe, Mr. Heath '·s Guildhall Speech. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2-3 - POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE - Substantial progress has been made in view of the european suumit 

in November- The opinion of the Commission on enlarsment is considered in a very positive way 
- Christian-Democrat Group of the E .P .: end of the study sessions - Mr. Moro will go to Paris 

DAILY BULLETIN No 430 (new series): 
4-5 - Italy refuses to link the postponement of the date of the TVA to a reduction in the rates of 

taxes and rebates at the frontiers 
§- - ·22-.miiton policy for tobaccoi ~.so~e prpgress . . 

- Third. countr-ies 1 go-ahead·· for the opening of negoc1.at1.ons or talks 
6-7-8- Enlargenment of the Community: analysis of the Annexes to the Commission•s Opinion 
9 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 

-Special Committee on agriculture: has not yet started on the broad points of the 
"agricul tur/ill package" 

- COPAc repercussions of the monetary manipulations 
10 - "Dra.gori" aereementc 4th. extension 

- Scientific and technical cooperation& the Commission hopes to speed up the procedure 
- "Open letter" to Mr. De Block from the JRC personnel 

11 - E.I.B.a Second intervention for the Provence Canal 
- E:I:B.a· Loan for the harnessing of the Mallemort waterfall 
- Mr. Gaudet becomes President of the French Federation of Insurance Companies 
- In the Commission's departments 

12 - THE WEEK. IN EUROPE 
13-14 - JiCONOMIC- INTERPENETRATION No 1263 
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E D I T 0 R ~ A L 

17eme anns• - No 431 (n 
Lundi 20 octobre 1969 

BULLETIN QUOnDIBN 

After the Commission's Opinion on enlargement- (1) Progress since 1967 
All our readers have had the opportunity of reading the full text of the Opinion issued bJ the 

European Commission on 1 October 1969 on the applications to •oin the EEC (No 545/546 of EUROPE/bocument } 
Meanwhile, the governments have been able to carry out preliminary studtes-, and, as Mr. Ltms'announced, 
had an initial exchange of opinions last Friday, which enabled them to verify whether in f•ct it was a (jW 
particularly valuable document, which could constitute the basis of future deliberations. 

However, up till now this document has not given rise to broad analyses or detailed commentaries, 
apart from the immediate reaction of the British government - favourable, but too laconic to constitut• a 
considered Judgement. 1hus, we think that it would be:useful, rather than attempt to make an elaborate 
analy$1s, to try to bring out certain aspects and features which, in our opinion, are characteristic of this 
document, and thus of the Commisoion's attitude to this crucial matter (the Opinion was adopted unanimously), 

First of all, let us briefly compare the 1969 Opinion with the Opinion published in September 1967. · 
The first thing we notice is that the two documents have very different structures. But it is not Just a 
difference in form, but also of content. While the 1967 Opinion was essentially a catalogue of problems 
IIJld difficulties whl<lh had to be solved ( and a certain party was only too willing to work them out in deta:h), 
the 1969 Opinion ts issentially a survey of the policies which must be punsued in order to ovl'!rcome the 
existing problems and difficulties. , 

If we <:ompare the two "Introductions", we notice a very great difference in tone. ln the 196'( documelilt, 
it was regrett.ed that it was impossible to deal exhaustively with all the problemt.iwTthou·t. "having talks" w~th 
the applicant.·count.ries (at this time, it was the Commission's ambition to be ent.rusted with these so-call~ 
"exploratory" talks) and that "the extent of the problems which have been raised on all sides does not pex:m1t 
us to predict at the present stage what conditions and methods could be used in the present case". Now, th~ 
Conmission states that its document "should enable the Council and the member States t.o define rapidq and with 
sufficient precision a ·framewor~ for entry negotiations". , 

A comparison of the conclusions is even more striking. While in 1967 the Commission was saying cautipuely 
that "it would be appropriate to open negotiations ••• to deepen, as is required, the problems which have been 
brought to light ••• and to find out whether they can be solved in a way which would satisfy the conditioner 
ensuring the cohesion and dynamism indispensable to an enlarged Community", today it states that the object of 
the negotiations must be to "facilitate the examination of the problems posed by the enlargement of the C~
unity together with the applicant countries and to contribute to the search for solutions whioh would sati~Y -
the conditions required to ensure the cohesion and dynamism indispensable in an enlarged Community". Moreover, 
the Commission f~nishes its Conclusions by saying explicitly that in its opinion these negotiations should I 

be opened as soon as possible. It did not say that in 1967. 

------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------~-
SUMMARY ~ Oe/d?-e'r"' fq h9 A.b I ~/ 

1 - J!:DITORIALI "After the...22!!!!,!ssion' s ~inion on enlarg~ment - .{1) PrO£!!! sinoe 1961". 
2 - POLITICAL DAY IN FUROPE1 The socialist and liberal groups of_~he E.P. meet in view of the 

extraof(iinary session of the F.P •. - The Swiss Finance Minister takes a standpoint on european 
integration - Five former Gaullist ministers elected to the National Assembly. 

DAILY BULLFTIN No 431 (new series)l 
3 - Enlargem~ the Communitya Appreciation of the delegations for the Opinion 

- E.E.C. - Spaina negotiations will be resumed in the next few days 
3-4 -Israel, U.A.R. and the Lebanona stability in the Midd1e East in the Council's decisions 
4 - FEC/La.tin Americal possibilities of Community action 
4-5 - Trading negotiations with the countri "S of E.ast Europe a total agreement on procedures 

- Yugoslavia 1 decision on 10 November? Austria, towards a resumal of negotiations 
6 - "Generalized preferences" : should the EEC inform the UNCTAD of its position? 

- Food aid: new delay_ in ratification& by the Six 
- Newsprint 1 increase in quota 

7-8 - Regional policy : Commission proposals 
8 - Loans for industrial readaptation within the framework of the ~se 
9 - Economic situation: graphiqu~s et notes rapides 8/9 

- Excise duties on wine : reply to question No 195 from Mr. Spenale 
10 - Enlargement of the cormnuili ty I analysis of the Annexes to the Commission Is Opinion 

- Right of establishment : wholesale coal trade 
11 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Tax on imports of certain products to the FRG increased to 6,: - Oils1 

draft regulations - Denaturation of sugar1 bonuses - Herrings: quotas - Compensation taxes at 
the frontiers between France and other membe~ ~tates for beer, spirits and other products 
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Yesterday, we pointed out some striking differences betwe~n the 1967 Opinion and the on~~~~Y 
published by the Commission. Let us now attempt to specify some of the most important feature 
Opinion. 

In the first place, it is obvious that, for the Commission, the notion of enlargement c 
from the notion of strengthening. Th~re is no question of setting up a sort of subordination o 

/ 

for the Commission considers that, under present circumstances, the strengthening of the Comm•~~~';1~~~~~~~ 
Undoubtedly, the fact that we are now nearing the end of the transition period gives weight to th a 
the end of the automatisms, which imposed on the Institutions and States clearly-defined actions 
determined dates, introduces a new element. The Community must now make political decisions, ev , 
according to the circumstances. It is undeniable that it must be armed to do so. It goes without saying 
that in these conditions its institutions and structures must be strengthened, for, if not, it would be 
another "concert of Nations", with each state, in the last analysis, taking its own decisions for its own 
ends. In other words, it would be a return to the errors of the past and the Commuqity would be destroyed. 

The Commission is aware of the importance of this problem and this is why its Opinion on enlargement 
is really an argument for strengthening the Community. But what does it mean by strengthening? In its doo
um~t. the Commission took care to specify exactly what it means by strengthening, both with regard to substanc• 
and means, i.e. the Institutions. For, in asking the member States to commit themselves to strengthening the 
Community, and in asking the applicant countries to agree to this strengthening, the Commission has no desire 
to trap them into it. Thus, in paragraph 4o, it enumerates point by point the actions which must form the 
substance of the strengthening and, in paragraph 43, it specifies that the applicant countries will have to 
accept the principle of strengthening "in full knowledge of the actions which have been decided on or are in 
the process of realization within the Community". 

It is as well to stress this point, for sometimes one gets the impression that the word "strengthening" 
covers, for some people, certain actions which may or may not - it is difficult to say at the present time -
~orm part of the Community's attainments or even the objectives accept~ by all the Six. Consequently, the 
latter must quickly come to some agreement on the notion of strengthening, and this should not be difficult 
unless any of them has an ulterior motive, and strengthening is only to be an instrument, or rather a pretext 
(as the notorious "trading arrangements" were :t'·or too long) fol' furt.her procrastinations. In this sense, 
the Commission's document provides an acceptable basis: at first sight, it appears that none of the applicant 
countries would refuse to subscribe to the commitments which the Six themselves must take on this basis. 

--------------------------------------~----------~~-----~-----------------------§!!!MARY ~I e>c~Y'" /tl (pq AJo .. 4~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "After the CoDDDission' s QI!inion on enlargement - (II) The not!_ on of strengtheniK,_ 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Willy Brandt elected Chancellor of Federal Germany - European progressive 
partya being prepared - Somalia: Coup d'Etat -North Atlantic Assemblya conclusion of the 
session 

DAILY BULLFTIN No 432 (new series): 
3 - EFC - Japan: the Commission asks to be able to begin exploratory talks 
4 Freedom of establishment for male and female nurses 

- The ~rou~!ng of~e-pharmaceutical industry of the EEC supports the creation of the Common 
Market in patent medicines 

- Study Group for !oad problems and road signs 
5 - ~osition of Be!~an indust!l to the reduction in compensations at the frontiers 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - !!!e over-production cr!!!,!,_of fruit growing - Sale of powdered 
skimmed milk from public stocks - !he consumption of wine in the F.R.G. - Non-durum wheat 
for developing countries 

6 - ~onisation of customs legislations: reply to question no. 180 by Mr. Bading 
- Does th!!!_Q~ssion practice !~~!orship for publications intended for Greecea 

question no. 318-by Mr. Glinne 
7-8 - £!!!!-r-B!ment_of the Conmunitya analysis of the Annexes to the Conmission's Opinion (1) 
8 - GATT Group on the adherence of Rumania has met 
9 - .2.2!'!!!!!!.!!.!.!.2n on rnerg;y of the E.P.:. and the future of Euratom 

- !!2r!L!2_.~_carried out on_~!quest for third parties by the JRC: reply to question no. m 
by Mr. Oele. 

- Mr. De Block informs the Commission of his nuclear tour 
10 - ACCid~n collieries& decreasing 

- E~SC Consultative Committee: new members 
- Reinforc~-!~~!!-artUatron-on the German market 

11 - Publications of the IUl'opean CoDDDuni ties 
12-13 - ECONOMIC: INT~PENETRA!ION No 1265 
EUROPE/Docume~ts No 54s-Great ~itain and Furope Speech by~Wilson 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

Mercredi 22 

ter the Commission's Opinion on enlargement - (111) The spacing out Of the 
negotiations 

One of the particular problems raised in the Commission's Opinion, is that posed by the simultan ' 
requests by four States to join (although we know that Sweden considers that she must be considered sep'tlliil-v.. 
from the other countries who have applied to join: the questlc .. has still to be settled). This proble 
had already cropped up in 1967, and the Commission replied that it would be appropriate "to enviSll.ge 

1 

spacing out thenegotiations rather than the adhesions". Today the Commission's conclusions are the sa 
and Mr. Rey has confirmed this on several occasions. 

It could be said that no-one has ever rlisputed that this argument is well-founded, at least in t 
the differences ot opinion concern essentially the expediency of spacing out the negotiations, and in pa 
giving priority to negotiations with Britain. This priority seems quite logical. Indeed it has been quite 
clearly stated by the various applicant countries, that they would withdraw their applications if the negot
iations with Britain fell through. This allows us to make an initial judgement, which may appear shocking 
bUt which reflects the real facts. When countries make their entry into the Community dependent on the entry 
of other countries, it·means that in r!ality tney do not wish, or are not able, to join the Community~ 
is at present, •but as it will be when Britain has become a member. In our opinion, ,this provides sufficient 
justification not only for spacing out the negotiations, but also for proceeding cautiously with these 
negotiations. Let us suppose for ~xample that while .the n~gotiations with Britain are in progress, further 
negotiations are begun with the other applicant-countries, and the specific problems of these latter are 
quickly nesolved. It would then be necessary, in every case, to wait until conclusive results had been 
obtained on the British problem. It is quite possible that these results might be such that British entry 
would take place in conditions not wholly acceptable to one of the other applicants. Another supposition 
could then be made, namely that one or other of the applicants may·feel .that, still in view of these results, 
that its goals could be achieved and its problems settled without neetling to join and unaertake irreversible 
institutional commitments. 

Undoubtedly, Ireland presents a special problem: it is highly desirable, and indeed inevitable, that 
this country should join at the same time as Britain. Whether we like it or not, the case of the Nordic 
countries is very much the same. At the beginning of June, we put forward severa~ arguments. We still 
believe that the problem of these countries must be considered without dogmatism and keeping all its 
political and economic implications in mind. We did not invent "Nordek". We did not invent the "special 
relations" linking Finland with Scandinavia on-="the one hand and the Soviet Union on the othe::o, Ce-rtainly, 
negotiations must be opened. But it will be impossible to do so- or at least'imp6ssible to reach any 
worthwhile results - unless these realities•·are taken into account. 
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EDITORIAL 

After the Commission's Oeinion on. enlargement - (lV) Stren;thentng of the institutions 
• 

In the Commission's Opinion, the institutional problem occupies a more important place than 
1l\ 1967. Mr. Rey himself said that there is more "depth" esneciallt with regard to the ()re$6tit · :tN1:5!111 
state .or the Community. This flosition is quite natural giver,~. the Commission's pel'speotive: since t.jM:=~( 
COimlllnity has reached a point where it must strengthen itself, if it is to survive, this strensthe i 
be done, even if its enlargement is disregarded. Here, the Commission speaks of an "automatic effe the 
ertlarogentent, but it would not be out of Place to speak of an "induced effect" due to the passage to the final 

. period. The Commission i.s justified in saying that "the Community has become a large complex which must 
be. governed and administered in the same way as a national territo~" and that consequently it is tndisPens&bl 
to begin, right now, the task of improving the institutional working of the present communfty. It is quite 

· i)Ossible that this sort of improvement, which is still not an upheaval, ···ill be one of the main subJects 
discussed at ntxt month's summit • 

. Since, as the Commission recognizes, the main question 1s to improve and not to reform, it is obvioUs 
that tn most oases this result could be obtained without modifying the Treaty regulations and more preci•elt 
bt applying these regulations more rigorously, The election of the Parliament by direct universal suff~age; 
Which is the first step which must be taken towards this end, is laid down in the Treaties of Rome, even 
it its achievement implies the existence of a common will. What would be the use of the summit if .it did 
not achieve this convergence of wills? 

The other important point, which concerns not the Parliament but the Council, is the correct applioat~on 
dt the majority rule. We are faced with a typical case which shows that under the present system even the 
written regulations come up against obstacles when the wills of the various member States are not in harmon;t •. 
«~-establishment of the proper application of the majority rule does not have to be sanctioned by special 
pt'ovisions. It could be done tomorrow, if the Governments who recognize the need to make the Community 
work within its present institutional structure, were strongly determined. The "Luxembourg compromise" was 
~t reAlly.&· compromise at all; for five countries confirmed their desire to apply the majority rule. If 
it has not been applied - and the Commission strongly denounces the luckless consequences of this non-applic• 

.ation- ,the responaibility·lies not with th~ country·who questioned the permanent validity of thie rule, 
but with the countries who did not que~t~on it but at the same time did not apply :l.t. 

This is the reason why we are fairly sceptical on this point. Other meohanidms should perhaps be 
stUdied, possibly linked with the direct election of the Parliament and the strength~ning of tts powers, 
which would make it impossible for one party to get out of applying the Treaty regulations properly. It th*' 
"credibility" of these rules is questioned, the whole system crumbles. 
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Books which are sent to us and whnse puhltcatior 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

- MADELEINE MONWUP : Les Relations Economiques du Marche commun et du Ja.pon, (;allege d'Europe, Bl"1jj~rr-f"F 
196?, 132 pages, Price : 150 EF. 

In the first part of her book Ma:lcmoiselle Monloup des,...·'!bcs the trading relations of Japan 
EEC and the structure of Japanese trade, and then goes on to analyse the development of Japanese tr 
seeking the fundamental causes of the changes which have taken place. In the third part, she ex 
whether the "s()cial dumping" with which the European count.r1r-:; reproach Japnn is '\ myth or a real:!: 
describes the Japanese advBntag~s as well as the factors causing producti~n cos~t to increase. In 
the e.uthor writes: "Undo•.tbtedly Japan Meds the E~C morP than the moc; needs Japan. But insotlar as the Comm~ 
unity opens her frontiers to this country, she jUdtifies her role which is not so muoh to form an economic 
bl~c, as to encourage world trade. · 

- COJABOE D'EUROPE : L'Entreprtse Publique et la Concurrence, Articles 90 and 37 of the EEC Treaty and their 
connections with competition, DE TEMPEL, Bruges (Belgium), 516 pages, Price : ~00 BF. (For a review, of. 
Economic Interpenetration of 23 October 1969). 

- OhoUI'EMENT DES CAISSES D'EPARGNE DE LA CEE ~ Compte Rendu de la Premiere Rencontre des Caisses d'Epargne 
de la Communautc Euro enne, Bruxelles - 16 and 17 Januar 1969, Brussels (Square Eugene Plasky 92,94), 
1 9, 1}6 pages.- The main themes of this first meeting were the establishment of ~ European capital market 
and the harmonization of legislation tn the banting and financial sector. 

- AOENCE EUROPEENNE POUR L'ENEROIE NUCLEATRE : Ugislations Uucleairt's, Etude analytique, Organization 
and general r(>gulation of nuclear activities, OECD, Paris, 1969, ?52 pages, Price ; £2, $6.- For each 
country, this study examines first of all the general institutional framework (political authorities, .:con· 
&Ult"l.Uve ac;enctes, man~·ging bodies) and then the legjslatton in this field (regulations for nuclear mater
ials, security control, patents, civil respons1b1U.ty, bilateral agreements). 

- !AEA : Publications doncemant les Sciences Nuolc~aires 196 , Full catalogue of the Int.emational Atomic 
Energy Agency s publicat1ont;, June 1969, Vienna Klizotner Ring 11) 

- UKAEA : Atom, No. 156, October 1969, The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (11 Charles 11 Street, 
London SWl~We should like to draw attention to an article on British participation in the international 
tur Nuolex 69. 

- Annuaire Statistique du Luxembourg 1969, Annual series 1938, 1950, 1955, 196o and 1963 to 1968, Service 
Central de la Statistique et des Etude3 Economiques, Grand Duchy or Luxembourg, August 1969, 200 pages. 

-lA T.v.A. Pratique -comment rem lir votre declaration?, Instttut BE"lge d'Information et de Documentation 
(3 rue Montoyer, Druxe lles 4 • - This brochure, explaining how the Value-Added Tax Code is applied, ts 
designed to aid small and medium-siz~d companies. 
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EDITORIAL 

After the revaluation of the DM : a lesson for the future 

17 eme annee - No 
Lundi 27 octobre 

The German government kept the pledges it took and revalued the DM as soon as the political cond~~~~ 
permitted. Now that the operation has been. carried out, we are better placed to judge how much, or h 
credence must be attached to solemn declarations from Governments with regard to monetarr parities. 
is that probably politicians are too used to a certain st7le, whereby promises as well as denials are n 
more than political manoeuvres •. having absolutely no relation to a pre-determined content. Now, in mon•· ... ~-. 
matters, to say that·one wishes to maintain, or not to maintain, the value of a currency, has no signifi~ru~~ 
unless concrete gestures accompany the verbal statement. Speculators are only too aware of this, and, w 
they follow every step and weight every statement issued by the authorities, their prime considerati~n s 
the policy which they apply, and the effects of this policy. 

Thus, particulary because of a certain reticence in adopting or applying certain measures, Germany's 
desire not to change the parity of the DM was not "credible" and; to·some .. extent, helped to make the re
valuation inevitable. 

Thus also, the Commission's statement last year during the November monetary storm, resolut6ly condemning 
any change in parity, while at the time it seemed to correspond with realityj was soon falsified by the·racts. 
This came about for two reasons. Firstly, the Commission • s statement was based more on considerations of the 
consequences an alignment df parities·would have had in a certain technical sphere, i.e. the calculation of 
agricultural prices, than on an objective analysis of the evolution of the economies of the different member 
countries. The second reason is ~at, since the community cannot force governments 1 hands in matters of 
economic and monetary policy, it cannot commit itself on tM:I:r behalf. Undoubtedly, it may claim that it 
has the right to keep an eye on this policy and try to show that this is necessary for the efficient fun
ctioning of the Community. But, in this context, a problem of coherence and comprehensiveness arises which 
cannot be neslected. As it is necessary to support Mr. Barre's efforts to achieve means to pursue a real 
common monetary and economic policy, it is also legitimate to remind him that he has always considered that 
the Commission could do no .more than encourage the States, the sole depositaries of sovereignty, to harmonize 
their points of view. When cSne starts off with the idea that the Comission can be nothing more than a 
wise counsellor, and muat restrict itself to lending 4 hand, one risks a dual failure. On the on' hand, 
having no proper responsibilities, it rush6s into actions which are quite unrelated to reality (this is 
what happened three weeks ago}. On the other hand, the importance of the forces and interests in question 
leave it with almost no prospects of being heeded. 

Once again, what is happening now. shows that everything' is mutuallf:interdependentl It 1l!h·und6ubtedly 
indispensable that monetary policies be 6oordinated or rather integrated, but this can only be achieved 
within the framework of an adequate institutional structure. 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

German farmers' incomes and the present structure of the Community economy 

Once again, a compromise - which we must admit is balanced and constructive - has 
Market to be put together again, and those who, for the Nth time, announced its break-up and death 
had to recognize the fact: 

We should add that last night's agreement was reached t.: . .:mks to the German desire to achieve 
the framework of community orthodoxy on the one hand, and on the other hand thanks to the firmness with 
the other countries rejected solutions which were only superficially orthodox. In fact, it could be 
that in the present situation it is not easy to recognize what is "orthodox" in the Community and what 
The fact that on several occasions the Commission rushed into the formulation of proposals which later prgved 
to be unrealistic could perhaps be attributed to this uncertainty. Let us take as an example what happen;d 
with regard to the meas~res to be implemented to offset the consequences, for German agriculture, of thei 

revaluation of the DM. The Commission, justifiably anxious to see that the free circu!ation of agricult~l pro. 
duce was.non impeded,and at the same time anxious to maintain, by means of price unity, the level of farmers' 
income, p~oposed to adopt a system of subsidies mainly financed by the EAOOF, thus by the contribution.s of 
the member States, intermingled in the common fund. It is obvious that in a collectivity, the principle of 
"community responsibility" must play a r8le: it is the tangible manifestation of the solidarity of interests. 
Thus, when the currency of a country is devalued or revalued, certain social classes benefit while others 
suffer. The duty of the State is to introduce fiscal or other correctives, in order to neutralize these 
differences in treatment at least partly. In the case of German farmers, who will receive less DM for their 
sales, their prices being expressed in units of account, and admitting that they have been adversely affected, 
who Ought to compensate them? It is a fact that their injury results from the joint action of two factors: 
(a) their prices are expressed in units of account (community system)J (b) the DM was revalued (national 
syst~). The question is whether it should be the national system or the community system which bears the 
cost of the compensation given to farmers. In the present state of affairs, we feel that'tne national system 
should bear the costs, because revaluation is a phenomenon which in the first place leads to a relative increase 
in the wealth of.all those who hold DM, including the farmers. 

In substance, it is a question of adapting the German agricultural economy to the German economy in 
geberal on the one hand, and on the other, to the community agricultural economy. The hiatus is due to the 
fact ~hat, for the momP.nt, the economies of the Six are only juxtaposed, while their agricultural economies 
are more or less integrated. Within this context, the notion of common prices is partially falsified. To be 
entirely valid, it would have to be the result of an ·overall economic evaluation, which is only possible 
in a totally integrated economy. 
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towards the European Summit 

In general, the government statement made by the new. German Chancellor·yesterday before the DW.~·~ 
was rather cautious. It gave no grounds for believing that, for the moment, there will be a "re 1-lflllit~!).-~ 
or u11ances", or a rush towards reconciliation with the East, or any other "new Rapallos" which 
to a sudden change· in the present balances~ on the· other hant'l, it could be said that th~- new g'o•.veea~[en·tll~ 
position shows some progress towards a development which is taking place on several fron~s, i.e •. a 
to open discussions with all those who wish to do likewise. The range of points open to discussion 
wide, but it does have limits. And these limits are indicated in a very explicit fashion. Mr. u~-~.~~-~ 
does not seem to have any illusipns as to the time it will take to establish and extend this dialogue 
certain that concrete actions have still to be taken and that they could be spectacular, aimed'aboVe al 
achieving some concrete results, for instance on the impr.ovement of the Berlin situation. . > 

On the other hand, Mr. Brandt was very explicit on the.main aspects of the policy of European ~ntegration, 
both economic and political, and especially on the prospects for the European summit in The ijague• Mr. Brandt 
referred to the well-known 11.triptych", stressing that the three elements are closely inter-connected (thus 
establishing a link between completion, strengthening and enlargement), and stating that if no "enthusiastio 
progress" was made, the Community would find itself in a dangerous crisis. The Chancellor made an indirect· 
appeal to France, stating that, on this matter, the Franco-German agreement could be decisive, and he also 
emphasized that his ideas were shared by Italy and the Benelux countries. 

It should be noted that Mr. Brandt, in insisting that the process which will eventually lead to the 
enlargement of the Community should be begun, also specified that the German government would attempt to 
induce the·community to elaborate new forms of economic cooperation with the European states "who cannot 
or do not wish to join". This, as we know, squares with Federal Germany's own particular economic concerns, 
but also with certain objections recently raised by France during talks on the Commission's opinion, concerning 
the fate which would be reserved for the EFTA countries who _had not applied to join and, more generally, for 
other non-member European countries, including the East European countries. 

Mr. Brandt also referred to the development of closer political cooperation with. a view to gradually 
developing a joint attitude towards the questions of world policy. Mr. Brandt used almost the same words as 
those which justified the "compulsory prior consultations" initiative taken some time ago within the WEu 
and which was the origin of the crisis in this institution. 

It is to bP. hoped that Mr. Brandt's firm public·statement w~ll improve the prospects for the European 
summit, and form a starting-point for coordination and preparation, which have been notable for their absence. 

SUMMARY dq Oc:k:Jo.ey- jq fOt:f A..o, '-/~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Chancellor Brandt adopts a positive atti&»He towards the European summit" .· 
2-3 - POLITICAL DAY IN ~OPE: !'@!_and the summit at The Hague - European summit: appeal from the Council 

of European Communites - Statement from the Irish Minister for Foreign Affairs - Mr. Thomson in 
Brussels on 4 and 5 November - Franco-Italian meeting postponed - Tension in the Nordek -
Bundestag: debate on the government statement 

DAILY BULLET1N No 438 (new series): 
4-5 - The Agricultural Council adopts some management decisions 
4 - EUROSYNDICAT: 161.05 
5 - German farmers: claims 
5b - First payments of fines by companies condemned in the quinine affair 
6 ~ Commercial negotiations between the EEC and the East European countries: contents of the procedures 

to be applied from 1 January onwards 
- EFTA: marked improvement in the August trade balance 

7 - EIB : new loan in Italy 
..: EEC savings banks: August situation 
-:- Direct investments by third countries 111;1d question 'No 3(3 from _Mr. Glinne 

8 -: "~l"opean Monetary Fund"· : questions ·Nos 312 and 320 to the CommissiOn and the Council from 
Mr. Glinne · 

-·The Danish company Christiani and Nielsen: reply to questiqn No 190 from Mr. Glinne 
9 . - External aid to industry in the AASM 

- EEC/Spa.:i.n : the S-panish offers will not be considet•cd Urttil ~ter . 
10 - Mr~ Van Berk may succeed Mr •. Ferry as pres1dent of the qonsultative q'Ommtttee. 

- Mr. Theo Lefevre .explains his position bef'Ore the nuclear< Council 
·- cor~POSITE PRICE: 33.17 D/T 

11 - Direct subsidies to the collieries 
- foalfields: productivity 
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SIEGE SOCIAL ET SERVICE ABONNEMENTS -

Euratom can ·and'rnust take on a ne~ lease of .life 

17eme annee - No 
Jeudi 30 octob.......,.~•UIIl 

EURATOM finds itself in the peculiar position of having been entirely Justified - a oo1ster1c:>r« 

) 

the facts, but still unable to obtain reparations for the injustice done, because the intellectual i•e~IW.~ 
of those who are masters of its destiny paralyses any salutary action ,and preven~s the changes in ai/:lld::lal!r'~ 
which the real situation requires. 

In fact, one of the main factors at the root of Eurat..,, .. · s troubles has been the hostility of 
authorities responsible for civil nuclear policy, according to whom Euratom's activities were c~nPJ'9 
guided, while France was devoting a very'considerable financial and teclmical effort to resear()b 
direction, i.e. ~n following the familiar line of. natural uranium. This conflict of doctrine~ -· 
reality was only a cover-up for a purely political orientation - ended by destroying the mutual 
must'. be at the basis. of any cooperation in this sphere. Fcrance complained that she alone had to bear 
'costs of a very important endeavour, while Euratom "was wasting money and intellectual capacities in future
less activities". By her attitude, France condemned Eur.atom to the pursuit of marginal activities, without 
getting to grips with ttte real big problems connected with the development of the nuclear industry in Europe·, 

Now, these same authorities in charge of civil'nuclear policy in France have had to admit to the failure 
of their doctrine and.its practical applications. All those who remember the "line war" and the damage 1t 
caused to Euratom, must now be wondering what stage we wbuld be at by now if the hundreds of thousands of 
millions poured out by France on a dead end project had been devoted to community programmes. It is self
evident that a greater community effort by France would automatically have led to a proportional effort on 
the part of the other countries, so that the Community would probably have achieved its objective, i.e. 
the effective coordination or unification of national projects, and the avoidance of wastages and dual efforts. 

Unfortunately this ·lesson taught by experience d9es not appear to have been learned by all the authoritie 
Even today resources are being concentrated on competing n~tional programmes, without taking the basic commit• 
ments of the Euratom treaty into account. 

This is why we must welcome - pending, however, more complete knowledge of the motives and details -
the initiative from Mr. von Donhanyi. ~e most important thing: about this initiative is, in our opinion, 
that it brings the debate back into its natural context, which is by nature political (this is why the "summit" 
meeting has been asked to tackle the question - its ftinction is to define the main po~itical options). The 
decision to be taken is, in fact, whether the Six are still prepared to apply one of the fundamental articles 
of the Treaty, article 8, according to which "The Commission creates ••• a joint centre for nuclear research. 
The Centre carries out the research programmes and other duties given it by the Commission". Since this Joint 
Centre exists, what means must be used to make it work? This is the first question the States will. have to· 
answer, the second being whether they are prepared to ~boulder the necessary financial costs. The Commission 
will then have to propose a programme which takes into account the national programmes on the one hand, and 
the existence of the Centre on the other. 

The situation is extremely serious but it can still be saved. The danger of intellectual resources 
being split up is real and imminent. We need only read the text of the advertisement which appeared in the 
*New York Herald Tribune"· offering the services of the Centre's qualified personnel to anyone who wished to 
take advantage of them. Replies have already been received to this advertisement : we must act now before 
irreparable damage is done. 

S U M M A R Y ~0 ec-/e::,ber- /q {,_q fVo .. ~~ 

1 EDITORIAL: Euratom can am. must talte on a new lease on life 

2 pOLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr.Harmel' t11;inks that '\;he Summit has been nwell prepared" ... 
Europa,Union Deutschland: next Congress .- Mr.Apel: in favour-6f extension of 
transitional stage.- Mr.IpPez Bravo to replace Mr.castiella as Spanish Foreign · 
Minister. 

DI\ILY BULlETIN NO 439 (New 'series): 

3 The "Colloquium " between atropean institutions will deal with the present situation 
and ·the f.uture of the Community 

. j-4 Air poUution provoked by automobiles: draft uniform legislation ' · 
· 4 !E,s>,!.tin&' regulations of Joint agricultural policy can be modified,according to r.t'~Ertl 

5-6 CEEP and the "First Guidelines for a joint energy policy" 
6-7 FUtUre activities of Euratom: all problems pending 
7 11Theodor wo1fr" Prize goes to Mr.He:l.l'ler Radtio 
8 EAGGF: 1970 budget will be above 3 billion dollars 

"CCiiiPensations" for loss of income of German farmers 
9 AGRICUm'URAL NE\'18: Forecasts on beef and veal meat- General census in agr~cultural sector 

Stater-ent by Mr.Lardinois.- Asian Cocoanut Community: takes a stand.- Fob price of ·Hoe 
and broken rice. 

10 EIB: 40 million DM for projects in Souther Italy 
ESC: approval of several proposals by Commissi'<m to Council 
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SIEGE SOCIAL ET SERVICE ABONNEMENTS -

EUROPEAN LIBRARY ___ _ 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this meeting 

17eme annee - No 440 (n 
Vendredi 31 octobre .llbo~., 

BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT- POLITICAL COMMITTEE: Pour l'election du Parlement euro een au suffra e universal 
Collection of documents, Preface by Mario Scelba, President of the European Parliament, Introduction 
Fernand Dehousse, European Communities' Official Publications Office, September· 1969, 346 pages. 

The first part of this collection of documents contains texts dealing with legal matters issued 
European Parliament, the community bodies and the legislative chambers of the six member countries of 
European Community, The second part reproduces the political standpoints of the six governments, poliT~~·-' 
parties and leaders, the Action Committee for the United States of Europe, the European Movement, the ~~~~;r~ 
Federalist Action Centre, the European Federalist Movement, the Europa-Union Deutschland and the Council 
European communes. 

-European Law and Institutions, Edinburgh University Press-{22 George Square, Edinburgh EH8 9IF), 1969, 
pages, Price: about 10/-. This little book contains two inaugural lectures deli~red at the opening of 
"European" chairs, one by Professor L.J. Brinkhorst on European law as a legal reality and the ot~er by 
Professor J.D.B. Mitohell entitled "Why European Institutions"? 

- L'Europa, settimanale di politica, economia e cultura, No 33 of 3 October 1969, Rome (via Emilia 47).- In 
the summary: an interview with Mr. Ernilio Colombo on the international community·, un article by Mr. Emanuele 
Gazzo on the new prospects in Europe and a study on Germany. In edition No 34 of 20 October, we should like 
to draw attention to an article by Mr. Raymond Aron on the mystical element in politics. 

- Europiische Gemeinschaften, 11/1969. Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 9-11), Price : 1 DM.- The independent resources 
of the European Community are the theme of a series of articles by Messrs. Marcel Mart, Albert Coppe, Otto 
Brenner, Georges Spenale, Albrecht Plckert. 

-NATO News, October 1969, Brussels.- We should draw attention to the first part of a study on everyday life 
in the USSR which appears in this edition. 

-Finance ,anca Development, No 3-1969, International Monetary Fund, Washington (19th.and H Streets N.W.). 
In the summary : What advantages do the donating countries gain from conditional aid? -The Fund's Commissions.• 
"'!be fiscal effort" in the developing countries. 

- Hommes et Commerce - Horizons et Conjoncture, Revue de Synthase & de Recherohes Economiques, No 109, Paris 
(164 Faubourg St. Honore).- This edition is devoted to continuous training. 

- .Q!m. : Trade by commodities, analytical abstracts, 4/Jan-March 1969 (Canada, Greece, Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal), Paris 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY : European Parliament : debate on European summit next Mond~ - Statement by 

Mr. Stewart before the Commons -Mr. Schumann's official visit to Luxembourg- Mr. Emilio 
Colombo : European Prize 1969 - Public opinion survey in France - Mr. Stewart will go to Bonn 

DAILY BULLETIN No 44o (new series) : 

4 - Budgetary powers of the European Parliament : proposals by the Europe~Commission 
4-5 - Commission's decision with regard to German agriculture : F.R.G. aligns its prices and intro-
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duces compensatory measures 
- Comm~ity · will inform developing countries on general preferences 
- EEC I Spain : negotiations 
- EEC I India : Bhagat - Rey talks on present problems 
- German aid to barley production : European Commission questions the legitimacy of the aid 
- European Social Fund: Emp:).oyers and Trade Uniora explain their position 
- EEC I Latin America : members of the E.P. state their position 
- Management fo the quotas established in relation with third countries new Commission proposals 
- Benelux : authorized to export copper residues to the United Kingdom 
- EEC audits Committee : renewal of mandates 
- United Nations Conference of olive oil : answer to written question 168 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Equipment of the Community calculation centre in Luxembourg : answer to question 227 by 

Miss Flesch 
- Commercial and industrial activities by foreigners in France : answer to question 27 by 

Mr. Deringer 
- Meeting Mansholt - Granfil 
- I.!.S.I. : annual Assembly 
- "Earth pressure and propping in mines 11 information session in Luxembourg on 13 and 14 November 
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EDITORIAL 

Towards the European summit: (l) hasty preparations which must not be a pretext 
to cover up possible failure 

Here we are two week8 away from the European summit at the Hague: "reasonable" progress has 
but we cannot conclude that the preparations for the meeting have been particularly elaborate. Thi 
partly due to the fact that since the beginning France ~ at whose instigation the idea of holding a ~~~~ 
wa• put forward.-and .then accepted, with some reticence, by her partners- made it clear that she 
wish the summit to take place on the basis of a rigid, pre-determined agenda./ This, according to 
good sources, was because President Pompidou wanted to be able to go to the summit with sufficient fr,~eem.• 
of manoeuvre, without being imprisoned from the start by restrictive procedures, or having to stick 
dossiers 1A which "continuity" would probably be much more apparent than "opening" ••• Thus the main 
is connected with the present political situation in France, and it would be superfluous to stress 
point. We shall only say that, for France's partners, who accepted the initiative, the main question 
decide whether or not they,want to put their faith in Mr. Pompidou, and all that he represents. If the 
reply is positive, then it' must be followed up, and the States must put all their trust in him. 

However the'. fact remains that this way of looking at things obliges us to broach the summit after only 
sketchy preparations, and without a real "platform" on which it would have been possible to verify the 
converging points of view of several countries. Still less has it been possible to elaborate anything other 
than individual tactics • Under these circumstances, it is indeed astonishing that Mr. Harmel stated, last 
Thursdav, at the Belgian Senate's Committee on Foreign Affairs, that "careful" preparations had been made 
for the Summit Conference. This is very optimistic, and it is significant that Mr. Harmel thought~hat the 
original version of the remarks he made on the subjectcfnegotations with Britain should be rectified. Ac
cording to this version, "we should not expect an exact date to be fixed for the opening of negotiations 
at the summit"J the one Wh:l.ch was authorized later said that "we are not faced with the alternative of 
agreeing on an exact date or abstaining from any decision on this matter: on the contrary, we can hope 
that the six countries will manage to agree to opening the negotations in the very near future, without 
it being necessary to fix the date". All this is very significant, especially if we remember that one of 
the conditions ~aid down by France is the the summit should not fix a date for the opening of the negotiations. 
Thus, the question is whether this pre-condition has already been accepted, and by whom. If the reply 
1t in the affirmative, then it would be much better if public. opinion were informed of it so that dangerous 

illusions are not cherished both within and without the Community. One of the major dangers is that (and 
Mr. Moro has already said so in his interview with Le Monde) the summit might·give rise·to hOpes which would 
then come to naught. We may ask whether the Government3,· aware of this danger, but also of the difficulties 
they must face, are not here and now in the process of preparing an escape route, which would ensure super-
ficial, if not substantial success. -

It should be said, without beating about the bush, that such an expedient would be denounced before 
public opinion: the presence of Mr. Rey at the preparatory meeting on 10 November should allow .the President 
of the Commission, who is not a technical adviser but the spokesman for the community conscience. to warn 
the governments against such proc~~ures. 

We shall come back to the main problems the European Summit should attempt to solve in our next 
Bulletins. 

• '§Q!!W, ~;.g O\l'oUJ2V"Y)b€r- tCJbq AJo. Lf'lf 
1 - EDITCIUALa "!2!La.w..!h! Furopean s~il!.J!.l..!!!!.!-LP!:eP!:!'!:!i!2!!!-Whioh !!J:!!:L!!2i...E!!..!..R~!L 

~2!!r up posaible failure." 

2-2b-3- POLITICAL DAYa T?e Europe~Parliament meeting in extraordinary session makes an appeal to 
the governments 1n view of the sWIIIIIi t at The Hague - Mr. Aldo Moro gives the Italian stand
point. regarding the european SUIIIIIIi t in an interview - The Furopean Fede!:!ll!!!. meet in London 
- ~!_european trend of the governmental policy.· 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 441 (new series): 
4 - EEC/Israel: the negotiations in view of concluding a preferential agreement to begin vri 12 November 

- Volume of frontier compensation the FOR can apply on trade in agricultural products 
5-6 • In view of the election of the~European Parliament by direct universal suffrage 
6 - EFTA: Council agenda 
7-8 - Nuclear compromise proposed by Mr. de Block 
8-9 - Supplies of enriched uranium: reply to question No 268 from Mr. Vredeling 
9 - New techniques for the ultracentrifugation of uranium elaborated by Japan 

- The new company Shin Nippon Seitetsu: 2nd largest steel company in the world 
~ ESC/UNO steel committee: meeting 

10 · - A!lRICUTJI'URAL INFORMATION - Speolal committee on agriculture - Imports of Dutch tomatoes: reply 
·to question No 234 from Mr. Vredeling - Aid to pig-breeding in France: reply to question No 21e 
from Mr. Vredling - Social problems in sea-fishing: reply to question ~o 208 from Mr. Vrodel1ns 

11 - Speculation on non-durum wheat: reply to question No 116 from Mr. Vredeling 
- S~ate of competition in the electric lamps sector: provisional reply to question No 216 from 

M'r. Vredling 
- France and the Company of "European interest": reply to question No 233 from Mr. Vredling 

12 - WEEKLY FrHOES 
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Towards t.he European summit: (2) the legal value or certain commJ.tments 

The problE-ms which we propm;e to analyse, in view of the European summit conference are, at leas 
1nl tially, the following: (a) completion of the Communll.y, with particular reference to the agricultur ~-IIJoi.i.. 
ftnanc1.ng regulat.Jons; (b) the connection bP.tweer these rtrgulRt.ions, the evolut.lon of t.he c,~unmon agrtcu 
policy, and the enlar!l,f>rnE>nt. of the Communtt.y; (c) the lnstttu!.lonal pr·oblems nnd poHtleal coopers:tlon 

'l'hE>re are otht>r pr1Jb.h•ms (which w~ shall come bank to later) but ~ are undoubtedly the on~s 
wi 11 make or br•eak tht> aumm It. 

Let us heg1n with the first one. Mr. Maurtce Sehumann 13 still keeping up his smtllng optimism 
repeats his arp;llrn'3nt., according to which: (a) completion Js a pre-condition for en1argement (he repeat 
yest,.rdr.y l.n Luxe·nbou!·~); (b) t.hl3 complt'!tJon (~>Thlch can be sumtr1ed up in the sttpulation of the agricul ural 
financing syAt.~m) lti a lE-gal ·:lbllg~tlon which cannot be lll'ked up with any "exte1•nal cause". '!'here ·are two 
posRible e..<planat.tor>s for Mr. 8chum.'lnn 1 s persist'!l.nt •lptimism. Either lhe Mlniater knows that ltis partners 
have alr'!'ldy accl"f]t~d his thP.sb;, and trt lhls case we m11.y wdl ask why bother to hold a aummit, if lt is only 
to be an lntem~tl propag"l"\d.'!l. op!'l'lltlon; or he kn0Ws that., In or•dt'r to ensure positive reaults for Europe 
and not for one or anot.her particular and nation"] tnt.erst, he wnt have to revise hls poAitions, and in llh:lis 
c-.~·,. only does hls optimism Beem just !fled. 

'l'h~r,. IH on~ +hln~ we .rnudt bear in mind at this point: what is imprectsP.ly referred to as the "completion' 
of the Communlt.y Is nothing other thlln thl" nor•tnal appl1cat1.on of the TreatleR. •ro a~cept the notioo of complet: 
would mean a11:r,.e!n~ to m•we rrom a. dyn'\m~c to a atatic st.age, in which the main ta3k would be to aclminister 
what had alrP.adv he~n achieved. 'J'he ~omplet.Jon of the translt1.on pertod is sonlf'thing quite different, 1.1'!. 
the begtnnJng of a sta~~ tn whlt!h communtt.y respon:.•1.bil1.t.1es b~,v·•me much greatl'!r, Th1.s is why in~;~titut~onal 
strengthen in~ is desired. n.nd •. t. stoems exped tent t.c !!:!:.!2h the substance of the Community. It is rftasonable 
t.bet, thl!" agricultural flnanctnp; r'?p;•th' • ·n;:; uh01.1ld he pliHlt'ld l'lithln this framework, .;f.nc~ Regulation No 25 
exp1.rroos tn th~ n~'lr .,.,·ture. Out Mr. ~chumann's. 1.nstst,.nt l'!mphasis on th~ legal aspect of the c,m!Tiitment 
taken by th~ :>tx:, must. not tnl!'.kl'! •m forget i.hat th1..::; at"gument. ts still very f1·ar,11e. W~ must not confuse 
the commitm~nt, ~ontalned 1.n t.hl'! Tl~gul~t.ton in qu~a•.tc->n, which :1tates that "t.he price systems are unified 
and the agricultur·'ll policy is <:"mmon, t.he fil'lrmcl.al ~on::;equl'!nc"!s \'lhich r'!t'ult from 4.t incumbent upon the 
Comrmml ty". and that, conct'!rning " sp~clfic typ!' of regulation, Lf'. the application of the principles whibh 
the cothlnitment in fact covers. "'"' m11r.t ado t.hat it W"Jt•ld thf'n bl!! necessary to check, within this context, 
wh~ther the prlee syst.P.ms :\1''! unlf'led, wh~ther the agrlcultur:ll policy is common, whP.t.her the resources have 
b'!come "lnri .. p~noent." as a ·co.nmitmcnt to this effeet. wl't~; also take-n. And we must not, forp;et other commitments 
which ar·~ also legally v~tlid: thE' existence of a pluriannual research programme, the effort to reaoh agreement 
on tht:! elect.ion of t.he l'arllam•Jn 1 .. th~ r~p:utl'ltions concE-rning the decisions to be tl\ken i.n the Council. .• 
These are cornm1tmPnts which are down ln black 11nrl ~rhtt.E' in the Treaties and which should. therefore take prior1t: 
over others which are oft<m t.~lkE'd !!.bout. .••• 

'T'he problPm of th!' financlng J•egulatlons should be placed within this context: the principles they 
contain must not bE" quost.L:med, but we cl'lnnot clnl.rn th11.t there would be a "legl\l vncuum'' 1.f they were applied 
differently from \OIIl'lt has ~"'n the rMtle up till pr~sent, given, •n pR.rticular, new factors such as the formatio 
of ghnt surpluses, the new proposals on structures and, of course, the possibility of an l'tll"!.rgement. We 
nhnll come back to lhls poJnt, tomor·row. 
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If it is certain, as w mentioned yesterday, that a financial regulation will have to transla 
quantitative ~rms the consequences of the application of the fundamental principles of the common · t
ural policy (all soon as there is a common a.grioul tural policy), it is also certain that this reg11la~ 
not be able to disregard the experiences of the past and the estimates which can be made as to the fu 
It is childish to reproach those who suggest that the new financial regulation should take into ace 
theory of enlargement with a certain "unfaithfulne-ss to the Community". It is not yet a question of ng 
a regulation for an enlarged Community or of in any way conditioning this regulation. But it should b 
certain that, if the theory of enlargement should become a fact, the transition would be facilitated. 
anyone belive that we must start with the opposite theory, namely that enlargement is in the imaginati 
This must then be stated clearly. To establish a financial regulation with the clear intention of crys 
lisi·ng a present situation without any concern for the: future is not only not very realisticl but ala 
honest towards the applicants who are kept waiting outside, whilst the efforts are increased to put n 
obstacles in the way of their entry. 

To take realities into account, the "harrowing revision" mentioned by Mr. Pierre Drouin in a recent 
article in "Le Monde" must not even be resorted to1 it is enough to recognise, as llll'. Drouin himself does, 
that "experi_ence in any case proves that dogmatism must now be !!!:!!~". We will not go a.a far as to def
end the princiEle of causa.litx mentioned in the Bundestag by Mr. Schiller (those who cause over-production 
should bear the burden of it}, but the fact that Mr. Drouin himself dared. to use the words "fixing of a ceil
!~S"• which horrify the orthodox and startle some of the unorthodox, shows how much times have changed, and 
how time is now ripe for a more realistic approach. A reesonable fixing of a ceiling would doubtless help 
start the process for what can be achieved in the Mansholt Plan. A fixing of a ceiling would help towards 
the "releasing" of the structures of the French economy which so. many Frenchmen consider indispensable. 
A fixing of a ceiling would finally enable the Community to begin a serious dialogue with the British, on 
the basis of'figures, and not of hypotheses which lend themselves to varied interpretations. 

It is here that the link between completion and enlargement, whose existence v~. Sohumann continues 
to deny, can be found. T~ a logical and a Eolitioal link. And one has to be short-sighted not to notice 
it, or to try to hide behind legal screens, which are nevertheless flimsy. It must also be recalled that an 
experienced politician such as Mr. Moro, has perfectly grasped not only the importance of this link, but 
also of the consequences which its recognition would lead to. He stated, in his interview to "Le Monde", 
that1"a.s soon as it is well fixed in one's mind that the three subjects of the triptych are political!~ 
linked to one another, questions of procedure take on··secondary importance and can be solved Qy a common 
agreement". The existence of this political link has again been affirmed by Mr. Luns in the Parliament on 
Monday. 
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17eme ann~ - No 44 
Jeudi 6 novent> 

Towards the European summit: (4) From institutions to politics 

The inability of the Community to solve its own problems-becomes, unfortunately, only too apparen 
as soon as we begin to enumerate the list of unsettled problems. At t~e very time when Europe should be 
making historical choices, in which its peoples should be asso~:ated, it is still engaged in battle$ of w~~~~ 
among technocrates on the agricultural regulations or legal subtleties on the paralysing effect of certa~·'--
trilogies ••• 

Pending discussion ofl th~ major problems, and we shall be doing this in the near.fu.ture, let us t 
once again to see what should be done in the immediate future - or at least what can be done. The summf 
will be unable to avoid stating its position on institutional strengthening, which is not a whim of the 
dOctrinaire's imagination, but is imposed by the force of circumstances. Will the statesmen who are soon 
to meet in The Hague have to adopt decisions on the details or :will' they simply express a unanimous will, 
indicate an unambiguous direction and determine a procedure? We tend to be in favour of the second alternative. 
No-one could imagine that - under present conditions - the summit could express a more or less solemn disavowal 
of the so-called ''Luxembourg compromise" on majority voting. It is up to the governments, who confirmed 
their respect for the constitutional regulations, to really respect them and have them respected as soon 
as the opportunity presents itself. The Commission has the specific duty of appealing to public opinion, 
not in a general way (Rey declaration of 29 July 1969) but on the cases in pOint, in which the Treaty is more 
or less explicitly violated, 

Nor can we imagine that the Ministers will decide that the European Parliament should be elected 
by universal suffrage (and the Parliament, in introducing an amendment to point 2.F of its resolution of 
3 November, was aware of this). Nor should we hope that the Heads of State or government will pronounce 
on a much more important reform, which would make the Commission, progressively, into a body elected by 
a bicameral Parliament. 

On the other hand, the Governments might well, on the occasion of the summit, instruct an ad hoc 
Committee (and here we come back to the proposal made in Rome, during a meeting organized by Altiero 
Spinelli, and which has since been gathering support) to make, within a fairly short period, concrete, 
structured proposals (by analogy with the Spaak Report of May 1966) on the institutional structure the 
Community could adopt in the 1970s. 

Such a decision would be closely linked to the political developments which will also have to be 
discussed at 'lbe Hague. In reality, political discourse is the real "raison d'etre" of the sulllmit at The 
Hague. But should this discourse be approached in the spirit of the notorious summit of 18 July 1969, 
as the European Parliament suggests? We do not think so: the situation is extremely different, much has 
happened since then, the men have changed, just as the political and sociological data have changed. 
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It will certainly be necessary to talk politics - but in a different spirit. 
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The Round Table on political Europe 
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BULLETIN QUOTI _ 

Today the Round Table on the Problems of Europe open~d in Paris. This organization was created 
a long time ago at the initiative of our sadly-missed colleague, a.v. Sampieri, and is continuing .its 
work with Marquis Cittadini-cesi as president. The very fact that this is the Round Table's 22nd lea 
is an additional proof of the long and arduous path towards European unity, and the diffieulty of: the 

t -
problems which have to be solved. ~· 

In our Bulletins we gave the names of the various Happorteurs and the subjects they are to anal 
We shall come back to the debates and the conclusions which Mr. Pierre Url draws from thetn. Fo1• the 
~e should like to make some preliminary observations. 

Firstly, with regard to the theme, which is the follo..ring: "The political unity of Europe: its 
contents and the steps towards its ac'!htevement".Three weeks away from the European summit at ~Hague, 
a de~te on this theme, with qualified ~xperts taking part, is undoubtedly worthwhile, as is anything 
which holps to impress on those who govern us the fact that all sectors of opinion are to some extent 
mobilized and want to see action instead of palavers. However we shall be quite frank and say that, in 
the present situation, we have more confidence in the initiat1ves which are being announced by various 
groups with a view to organizing noisy demonstrations and teach-ins outside the building where the Heads 
of State or government are to hold their meeting in the Hague. We hope that they will be as large and 
noisy as possible ••.. Nevertheless, the theme is topical- indeed, it is the burning issue- for, as. 
Mr. R. Uri has stated, ''we no longer have any choice": we have to talk politics to get.out of the present 
deadlock. / 

Our second comment is inspired by Professor Duroselle's remarks in hi~~eport entitled -significantly
"Hopes and disillusions". In substance, Mr. Duroselle is opposed to "anti-historical" trends and proposals 
which try to show that Europe is a much more ancient reality than the nations which compose it. This idea 
has always fascinated its great scholars and, in a way, is the natural fruit of its .geography and history. 
The truth is that Europe, as we see it today (and in spite of the different conceptions which exist) is very 
different from a nebulous philosophical and cultural construction: it is a political and social sti~cture 
adapted to the new dimensions and realities of the world. It is useless to search for histo!ical so~rces: 
we should look for them in what is there now, right in front of our faces. And we would then realize that 
the construction of Europe is a very difficult task, which requires determination and patience because 
traditional resistances and incrusted obstacles have to be overcome ••.• In order that this may be possible, 
we shall have to mobilize and organize public opinion in order to channel in towards tbe desired end. Mr. 
Duroselle is right: we shall not achieve Europe 11ntil "the natural and structural resistance of the States, 
their will to survive and to extend their power, is broken not only by the will of dedicated leaders, but by 
the will of wide human communities". 
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R D I T 0 R I A L 

The "precondit.ions" for the agricultural financing regulations 

The rost~onemt>nt of t.he datl!! of the European summit conference is undoubtedly connected with M 
Moro's illness, but nobody denies that this additional delay of two.weeks is in any case indispens& 
that better preparations can be ma.de for li Conference whtch would lose its "raison d 'etre" 1f it was 
to hiding the fundamental disagreements of its members by st;;.tCIOt.nts devoid of content. Ho~ever we 
d.cimathe this lack of prepliratio!'l, .1i1ich c:<.n be confirmP.d by the feverish manner in which oartain M 
are attempting to find solutions which might obtain general con.:;lmt. 

'I'he varying degreP.s of optimism shown by the various Minis tArs todc1y wj 11 be justifiro insofar 
all amblg111ty with regard to the J.l•·•,bl.rm uf the agricultural rec;ulations and the nature of the preco 
which rnD..f 'tie att~cllr'd to them is eff(]ct.lvely removed. WP. enn now see that the :1rgument, according t 

--t.....oo

there is a close political link between the financing regulations and enlargement, was, nnd indeed stil is, 
valid. Either the regulations will not be such as to constitute an obstacle to the opening of negotiations, 
or there will be neither agl'icult.ural regulations, nor negotiations. In quoting this argument, we exclude it 
aut~matically, precisP.ly becausP it is on thls point that political agreement must be reaohed and give their 
full significance to words which are too often bandied about: community solidarity, spirit of cooperation, 
opening and so on. 

When Mr. Maurice Sc.:buma.nn sta.t.es that everythbg is a matt.et• of c..:>nfldence and cr~ibility', he is 
pP.rfectly right. But confidence and cJ•ediblllty become rather difficult when progress can only be made 
by fulfilling preconditions. For the notion of con.f'i.d~t'.:e and cred tblli ty is CJnly acceptable 1f 1 t is 
m•1tuaL This in why we consiJ~r t.h'lt the fact that the j ls.:~t.s.atons have been or•ntred on the notorioua 
trytich has not helpr-d mntters, because 1 t has meant continual enquiries as ":.,, !:he nature of the links 
which exist b'3t.we'ln the three }Jarts. In particular, it wo.s inadvisable to strP-ss the notion of completion, 
for this has mRde us think that there wa3 some ulterior motive, i.e. the desire to crystallize a certain 
agricultural p~licy in order that it may Le imposed on the applicants, which could make it impossible 
or extremely difficult for them to join. It would have been simpler to aJ·ouse c-onfidence and credibility 
if the precondition of "completion" had not been laid down, but instead it had been stated clearly that 
the Six must decide on financial r~gulations which take the realities into account, i.e. past experience . 
and future poss'I.Lili ties, namely th'!! pr•oba.ble "!nlargement. Th9 ..,n,big41.t:1 ~hlol1 has remaittM HU 6erUini.7 not. 
created thf' most favourable climate in view of the big'dectsions which have to be taken at The Hague. 
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~~~ The financing resalationst ambiguity still remains ~ 
debate which the Ministers responsible for the economy and finances of the member countries held 

yesterday on the problem of the agricultural financing regulations, confirms the fact that, in spite of 
the smiles which have b~ightened the!.scfme. in, the last few days, th~re is still a large unlit zone, i.e. Bt'' 
a potential misunderstanding, with regard to,this problem in the present context, which is that of the ~ 
European summit. 

It would be very serious indeed if the political leaders failed to get rid of this ambiguity before 
meeting in The Hague, for if not, we might see a problem which is "relatively minor", and which is in essen 
an administrative problem, affecting, and even destroying, the political agreement which is the real objective 
of the summit. 

The remarks we made the day before yesterday, after the working lunch held by the Ministers for Foreign 
Affairs still remain entirely valid after the meeting of the Ministers of Finance, which i* to be continued in 
two weeks' time, !. e. shortly before The Hague. They can be summarized and specified as follows t 
l) Once again, we are witnessing an attempt - this time by Mr. Giscard d 'Estaing - to put the emphasis on 
the "confidence" which France's partners should show, since this country has no intention of using the 
financing regulations to "veto" the possible admission of Britain. Now, it is not simply a question of 
confidence (in this case, why does France not have confidence in her partnera'>tly agreeing to the fixing 
of~ date for the opening of the negotiations, even if the financing regulations have not yet been established?) 
tor definitive financing regulations{which can thus be changed only by the unanimous agreement of the Six), 
based on unlimited common financial responsibility, is in ·1Uelf',1 objectively, the most certain means of 
blocking, or at least making the negotiations extremely difficult, whatever the motives attached to it by 
any of the Member States. · 
2) Once again it has been said that the financing regulations' and limitation of production are two very 
different things. This is true in theory, and experience has also borne Witness to it. Th• combining of 
contradictory interests leads to bargains which go against limitation, unless there is a permanent, neutral 
instrument which obliges the members to li~it production. 
3) Mr. Colombo put some very pertinent questions, which must be carefully studiedt (a) what have been the 
consequences of the financing system on the formation of surpluses and the orientation ot production? (b) 
at a,more·general level~· is the ,relationship between the resources thus mobilised and the objectives of the 
Community and its members a good one? (c) have the conditions, in particular the political conditions, which 
led to the acceptance, when the community was built, of a certain agricultural policy, been achieved? How 
can the disequilibria whic~ have occurred in the meantime be corrected? 

In our opinion, all ·this shows pretty clearly that it is impossible to claim that one is attempting 
to isolate the problem of the financing regulations, by pretending that it is a purelY legal Problem, and at 
the same time to use it as a precondition for any firm decision on the opening of negotiations with the 
applicant countries. 
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- Court of Justice : two cases concerning the social security of migrant workers 
- Court of Justice : judgement on case 27/69 
- Steel ~ndus trL: record steel production in October 
- Basic price scales : Walzstahlkontor West 
- The state of the steel market : council Committee on questions of trading policy 
- Steel prices : in Italy and the BENELUX countries 
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E D I T 0 R I A L 

The presence of the Commission at the summit and its.role in the 
negotiations for enlargement 

One of the positive elements which emerge from the discussions and statements of the last few days ~~' 
with a view to the summit meeting at The Hague and the open1n~ of negotiations with the applicant countr 
is undoubtedly the role which it has been decided to give to'the European Commission in this difficult p 
of the eo~ity's life. 

In the first place, there is the fact that the Commission will be present at the European summit 
The Hague. This is particularly important, since it goes further than what had been envisaged at the ou 
when the idea was to extend a personal invitation to Mr. Rey. The procedures and arrangements which were 
decided on go much further. The invitation is addressed to the Commission, who has appointed its President, 
together with his vice-presidents and some advisers, to represent it. Moreover, the Commission's presence 
will be neither episodic nor occasional: its representatives will be present throughout the meeting on 
Tuesday, which will be devoted to discussions on the Community's future and the main options which are now 
open to the six governments. The Commission's presence is undoubtedly a triumph for itself and its President, 
who, if our information is correct, formally requested the government leaders, and Mr. Pompidou in particular 
during the interview he had with him, that the Commission be granted this right. The sign~ficance of this 
dev~lopment is due to the fact that never before has the Commission been able to take part and make its voioe 
heard at summit meetings, and this did not fail to create and unfavourable atmosphere. Thus we are faced with 
a new type of summit, with new men, new situations, and where the Commission is not regarded as simply a 
benevolent arbitrator of divergent interests or a wise counsellor, but as an entity with an·independent will 
and its own definite point of view which it wishes to express. In a way, the institutional dialogue has been 
moved to a higher level. It will be interesting to see whether this experiment produces positive results. And 
this will be seen in the extent to which the Commission's presence affects the deliberations of the six 
Statesmen, and the direction in whJch this influence makes itself felt. 

In the second place, the general consensus with r~gard to giving the European Commission an important 
role in the negotiations which are to open with the applicant countries, is a new important fact. Contrary 
to what it did in 1967, the Commission formally requested, in its opinion of 1 October, that it might play 
a role whose nature and limits had been defined by the Commission itself. Some 6bservers were surprised 
to note th~t, both during the plenary session of the European Parliament (the 3 November) and in other 
places (for instance the statements by Mr. Habib-Deloncle at the Round Table which was held in Paris last 
week). French maJority and governmental circles supported the idea of giving the Commdssion this r6le The 
Commission's task is going to be very difficult insofar as it has committed itself in certain directions, for 
instance in agricultural matters, which leave it with very limited freedom of movement when it has to 
interpret and apply the directives it will receive from the r.overnments. 

On this point. as on others, the situation is far from clear. 
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annual congress from 23 to 25 November - Mr. Foley and Duncan Sandys : speeches in Brussels 
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- Council on Energy policy initial guidelines 
- EUROSYNDICAT : 163.12 

Commun1ty procedures on ententes : draft regulations a1m1ng at a greater flexibility 
- EEC - Eastern Europe· : three new authorisations for long term agreements 
- Supplies of goods to the state and local authorities : directive by the European Commission 
- Economic and social committee : Mr. w. Yok replaces Mr. van Tilburg 

AGRICULTURAL INFORMATIONS : Sales of refrigerated butter - Discrimination among butter process'ers 
Processed products based on fruit and vegetables - Statement by the Belg1an Boerenbond 

- Euro ean Commission answers arliamentar uestions : No. 192, 204, 224, 225, ~· 246, 248, 
253 69 

- Coal industry : decision 1/67 
- European Bank : loan to Nederlandse Gasunie 
-Euratom: project Dragon· 
- OECD re ort on the eneral'ised reference s stem : the American position 
- Par 1amentary act1v1ty 1n the countr1es of the European Community 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noting, are reviewed under this heading 

• FRANS A.M. Ain'INO VON GEUSAU : Beyond the European Community, Publications of the John F. Kenned;y Insti• 
tute , Canter for International Studies, Tilburg, The Netherlands, Publisher : A.\o/, Sijthoff, Leyd8n (Nether
lands), 247 pages, -The originality of the European integration proposed by Messers. Monnet and Sohuman 
resided in a combination of the functionalist approach and the federalist'concept~bn. Throughout his book, 
Alting van Geusau underlines· that the federalist' conception, as the post-war'international conte~ uhder
went a profound change, in reality suscitated a growing uneasiness between the European Governments and 
prevented the functionalist approach from sh6wing results, The conduct of foreign relations by the Com
munity and its members is considered by Alting von Geusay as one of the essential instruments for ,_ssessing 
sucoe:;~s of failure of the Community. Contrary to the wishes of the founders of the Common Market, for 
whom the · unification of commeraial policies was the logical consequence of the in~rpenetration o1' the 
markets of member countries, we have seen that "big policy" always came before the economy, The Corirmtm 
stand of the Six at the Kennedy Round was due to anti-American defence rather than to a common commercial 
policy. Moreover. the EEC member countries prevented the Community from making progress towards a common 
agricultural policy as regards the State-trading countries, The experiment of the Non-Proliferation Treaty 
was still more disappointing, What is to be done? For Alting von Geusal,[, the first thing to do is to admit 
publicly that the federalist efforts are diametrically opposed to the trend of present-day ~rnational 
relations and that it is "a disfunctional illusion" to try and substitute continents to nati-ona. On the 
threshold of the seventies, Europe would do well in re-examining its objectives and in admitting that 
the agenda for the coming decade is mainly constituted of questions which go beyond its possibilities r 
security (Atlatntic Alliance), aid to developing countries (OECD, UNCTAD, etc.) trade (GATT), currency (the 
Group of Ten, IMF), environment, education, cultural co-operation. "A new and restructured Monnet Committee• 
might try to clear the ground and to revive integration on realistic foundations, that is the final conclu
sion of this study by Alting von Geusau, who does not believe that a political change in France or the •n• 
largement of the Community is likely to increase the urgency for developing distinct common ties among 
Europeans, 

• ClAUDIUS AIDER : Koordination uni Inte ration als Rechts rinzi ien Coll~ge d 'Europe (cahiers de Bruges 
Nr. 2,), B:Utor :DB Tempel, Tempelhof, Bruges, 19 , 2-'3 pages, Price: 400 BF. - Few problems in past Je&rS 
so strongly challenged Jurists of the member States of the common ll'brket as that of the relation between 
the law of the European communities and national legislations. The comprehensive study by Claudius Alder 
sets out from a critical review of the theses defended up to now in literature and tries to go beyond f~ 
mal Jurdical considerations of the derogation of sovereignty and the relationship between cOIIIIIWlity and 
national legislations, to point out the m' longer theoretical but material and practical aspects of this 
new order. The first part of the study is an analysis of the whole of the literature on the derogator;y 
force of community legislation. '1\e thus arrive at the question up to which point the States, in signing 
the Rome and PariS Treaties, wanted to confer the powers of decision-making on the Communities. Federa
list or dualist conception of the abandoning of sovereignty? In the second part of the book, the author 
tries to find an answer to this difficult question by pointing out the material (and no longer formal) 
obJectives of the Treaties and by basing himself mainly on the principles of other international economic 
organisations as compared to those of the Communities. 
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Trust us? Yes, but •••• 

17eme annee - No 451 (n.s.) 
lundi 17 novembre 19 

During recent debates in the Council of Ministers and more particularly dur.tng the preparations f 
summit and with regard to the agricultural financing regulations, the French Ministers have often cal 
the "trust" of their partners. Everything is· a question of confidence and credibility, according to 
Maurice Schumann, Giscard d 'Estaing and Duhamel. We must not probe France's motives and thin'k, for exiUftt[)-•• 
that she intends to use the financing regulations to block the opening of negotiations with Britain or 
succesful progress of these negotiations. 

We all know that when the new French government was formed, the names of Messrs. Schumann, Gisc 
d'Estaing and Duhamel were among those which were most often quoted as proof of the new government's 
to "oj>en out", even although "continuity" had not been abandonned. It is true that Mr. Maurice Schuman 
when the new government was formally installed, tried even then to remove any illust6ns which might ha e MQ 
be~n held with regard to its willingnes to "change" (we had already warned against such 'illusions in o r 
editorials of 23 and 25 June). In so doing, Mr. Maurice Schumann was trying above all to ensure contin 
we need only recall his completely negative attitude with regard to the direct election of the European Parl
iament, and the firm way in which he defended the non-observance of the Treaty with regard to the applicatlon 
of the majority rule. 

Nevertheless, most observers agree that, given the present political situation, and in order to aid 
progress, rather than make it more. difficult, we must trust those who ask us for·tt~ This said, the same 
observers pose .a·number,of. .questions~ which we consider to be justified and pertinent. 

The first is whether this willingness to "open out", which is more or less obvious in the remarks and 
action of certain French political leaders, is the real will of the government as a whole and the political 
forces which support it. The second is whether this will, of which we have sure signs at the present moment, 
will persist-and become consolidated in the future. The lesson of the EDC, whose Treaty, after having been 
signed by the French government and ratified by France's partners, was then disavowed by another French 
government, has not been forgotten. · 

It is worth quoting Paul-Marie de la Gorce 's edi tori41 in "L 1 Actual! te", not because it has a great 
influence on public opinion, but because it is written by a journalist who is classed among the "orthodox" 
gaullist,, while being very ~lose to the present regime. After noti~g that it is "fashionable" in France at 
the present time to say that the Gaullist foreign policy will be dropped, the author shows, taking several 
examples, that this is not the case and concludes: "Our arbiters of political fashion QU&ht to resign& the 
arbitration of the facts .is the complete opposite of~their's. This is es~cial!y true for foreign policy". 
If.this is the case, we shall Have to take care before we trust 11openings and not give up certain guarantees 
which we are asked to renounce. We have quoted an editorial from "L'Actualite". But we should really quote 
the entire contents of the "manifesto" launched, just before the sunmit at the Hague is due to be held, 
by about forty Gaullist personalities (including Mr. Vendroux, the General's son-in-law) under the label of 
the "Movement tor the independance of Europe". If he had read this before making his statements in "L'Aurore", 
Mr. Luns would probably have been a little less optimistic ••••• 
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Huw to demolish Europe 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

'l'here are,. perh~ps, Jeveral wayc of building Europe, given the will to do· so, but there is cer'ta 

AS 

on'!' way to demolish it, and it is the one advised by the document published by the ~'Movement for the in .. .__.., 
endence of Europe". Among the signatories of this document, besides Messrs. Franqois Mauriac, Louis Va 
Jacques de Montalais (editor-in-chief of the UDR's mouthpiece) and many others, we also find Mr. Alain 
Peyrefitte, a former member of the E.P. and Minister of Information under General de Oaulle, and the aut 
of a notorious memorandum in which he gave an infalllble rectpe for "destroying" the European Community 
the inside", while preserving the outward appearances. Certain features of the Peyrefitte Memorandum r 
in this manifesto, and we shall indicate the main points, espt'!clally those which concern "Europe of the 
1 - 'l'he admission of Britain into the Community would be "premature" because it would increase the inf·•.A:;;;-.::;;ii!P-. 
of the "Atlantic parties", especially through the Anglo-verman-Dutch "Atlantlsts". In any case Brita n' 
admission should be made dependent on her acceptlng the for~lgn policy which Europe of the Six should 
defined in advance. Moreover, Britain's admission should be "balanced", simultaneously, by that of Spa 
and Austria. (What did Mr. tuns say?) 
2 - The d~finition of the Six' foreign policy should also come before any strengthening of community structures 
In any case, this strengthening "could only be .Justified to the extent that, in each country, BUro~an 
oanl!iciousness •prevails pver Atlantic consciousness";,. The n'lanif~~to does not specify whether it is up to 
the signatories themselves to verify what "consciousness" is prevalent in each country. 
3 - By strengthening the community structures, the manifesto in question means essentially: the retention of 
the ~rinciple of unanimity in the Council's deliberations, and the crea+.ion of several "executive committees" 
to implement the decisions taken periodically by +.he Minist~rs of the six countries. Not a word, of-course, 
on the subject of an elected Parliament ... 
4 - The main object of the proposed foreign policy is the dissolution of the blocs. This would be achieved 
by eliminating any American presence in Europe, by obtaining "solid guarantees against German hegemony" and 
by asking the Soviet High Command "to rely, for the advaP~e defence of the USSR, only on the armies of its 
European socialist allies", which means that, while the dissolution of NATO goes without saying, the alliance 
between the USSR and the other countries of Eastern Europe would remain, with or without the Warsaw Pact. 
5 -The "Movement"'s document does not give a "geogrllphical definition of Europe", because this "would 
necessarily give rise to controversies", but indicates in an explicit manner that the Soviet Union forms part 
of Europe and "there·:ts rto European regulation or Europcan.system conceivable without t-he Soviet Union : 
participating in it". 'l'hiJs a "Paneuropean conference on security, with the participation of the countries 
defined thus as European, and culminating ... in the maintenance of the status quo and the inviolability of 
frontiers" should be held in the near future (Th~ Soviet Union would be the all-powerful guarantor of this 
new Holy Alliance). 

Last, but not least: dissolution of the UNO Committee for F.urope and the Council of Europe, and creation 
of an "Organisation of European natiops, with a permanent secretariat". 

What should be done, the "Movemement" advioes, iJ to concert the efforts "of tl\e genuinely European natiol 
forces of the West of the continent, and of the national Leninist parties of the East (including the USSR) 
on the other hand". 

There is the programme, just before the su~nit conference is due to open in Th~ Hague. Something to 
ins~ire ••.. confidence. 
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EDIT 0 R t·A ~ 
'lbe end of the "reactor nr'' t tht -l;SSOJ'l to be drawn 

Our readers are aware of the dteiaions taken by the· French government with regard to the orientation 
of its electro-nuclear policy (of. 1 la&t Monday's Bulletin) •. The main features of this new orientation ar • 
(a) the famous "French natura.l uranium reactor" is practicallJ abandonnedJ (b) an -important buJ lding pro ...... < ..... _.. 

for enriched uranium reactors (American patent) will be carried outJ ('c) the research effor:ts in the aphe 
rapid neutron reactors will be muttiplied. · 

This is a drciaion which takes-account of the realities and rounds off an evolution which had reach d 
a dead enri, at least from the economic point of view. However, tht') rPac+..ions in France are diverse and so-i!Ntll:.+fiiA!l 
negative: the Communist party refers to it as a· eurrendcr of national independence. Since this decision 
cotJ"'c~des with the re-organization ot the EAEC, Which involves a large nun•ber of redundancies, the Unions 
have also shown their discontent. Moreover, the problem of the re-orp.nisat~on of the nuclear industry now 
becomes urgent, given th~ new factors which have artsen., certain of which wore referred to in our Bulletins and 
which we shall come back to later. 

It would be out of place to remind readers that the present choice is exactly the aame as the one which 
Euratom recommended .ten years ago, and which France was strongly oPJ)osed to. It would be tOo easy to judge, 
on the basis of the experience since acqu:tred, what ought to have been done ten JWS qo. It: is, however, 
necessary to reall that the different evaluations of Euratom and the French government were at the root of 
the French government's official hostility toward& Euratom and the men who were in charge of it.· On 3 July 
1961 the Council of Ministers of Euratom adopted, by a qualified majority vote, the programme tor participation 
in power reactors (enriched uranium line) which was submitted to it by the Euratom Colllllission. Mr. Guillaumat, 
representing the French government, announced that France was voting against, and demanded that the principle 
of unanimity be applied. The president of the Commission, Mr. Etienne Hirsoh, publicly stated that the decision 
taken was to enable Community industrialists·to.aoquire the necessary·technioal know-how and stressed that 
the fact that the decision had been taken by a maJority vote was an indication that the community instttutions 
were working oorreotly. It was true: but Mr. Hirsch had signed his own conviction, and a few months later 
hi.:. mandate was not renewed: it was Mr. Chatenet who was to replace him (Bl..ld lead Euratom to whe~e it is 
today). This fact must be remembered today. In 1961, Mr. Hirsch was right, from the political angle, ~ 
he had to pal for it. But even in 1964., in its memorandum on nuclear policy, Parts wait 00111piaintng that 
the '1cCJmmon programme" had put the emphasis on enriched uranium reactor techniques, since 11.)8, and considered 
it "logical for the COIIIIIUllity to encourage the development of natural uranium lines in the medium term". 
Luckily Euratom did not heed this advice: where would we have been now? In spite of all this, only a few 
months ago the French Minister for Technical Research (Postmaster General in the present gOV~rnment) scorn
fully desc~{bed Euratom as a "quartermaster of American techniques". 

. we' .should forget all this, but try to le&rn from past events. The lesson is that we llllSt return to 
community Cooperation and recognise the value of the'ComMunity's institutional machinery, instead of always 
denigrating them. 

l - F'DITOOIALI "The end or the "reactor war" I the leeson to be drawn". 

2 - POLITICAL DAYa !.letter from Mr. Hirsch in view of the SWmlit - "Summ!,tt Mr. De Jong receives 
representatives of the European Movement - British industty very favourable to membership 
of the Community - The French and Furope 

DAILY BULLE'TIN No. 453 {new series)l · 
3-4 - Fnergetic meas~es for stabilising the agricul tur!!....!!r...!!!!, and reducint the ~i ture 

of the FAGGF are proposed. 
- foUROSYNDICATE: 162.82 

~- _ - The Court of Justice condemns the refunds applied b,y the Italian government to exports of 
products of the mechanical industry (Case 42/64) · 

- Nixont Orientation of American Foreign Policy 
5 -·~ Activities_2f Furatoma towards a transition compromise? 
6 - Financial Astlistance from the E FC to 'furkey 
7 - AGRICULTURAL IN'FOifiATION- ~h~ural pri.2!!,_gl'aduall align themselves on Co11111unity 

prices -White pape~ on the cost of the British entry into the Common Market - Sa!e of butter 
~! at reduced prices& authorisation granted to Belgium - The final financiar-regulation of 
the agricultural policy 

8 - FEC - India: approval of the agreement concern~nr jute products 
- !E-2-=_~ia: partial agreements in the agricultural sector 
- Addition~iff quota for Ferro-Silico-Manganese 

9 -Preparation of the plenary session of·the E.P.a procedures planned for the trade agreements 
with countries with State-controlled trade. 

9-10 -Taxes on procesBed agricultural products 
10 -Meeting between the social partners and the Commissiona positive note 
ll - Coke market: persistanc~ of the tense situation 

- British coal production 
- COMPOSITE PRICE& 33•50 D/T 
- Preparation of a "global econol'llic budget" for the Comm\Ult ty 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 12S5 · 
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Le pr....,l bulletin 

FDITORIAL ~ 
A poll who;:~;; are comforting. ~ 

Two weeks from the european summit at The Hague, the IFOP has carried out an opinion poll tor tt it):[ ., 
Match", wtose results are striking (and comforting) since, by going further than previous polls, they a 
that there is in France not only growing favour for the in.tegration of Furope in general, and for a poli ' 
Furope in particular, but mainly that French public opinion seems to be perfectly aware of what a politi 
union cot.Ud lead to - for example, the election as "President uf the Union" of a "foreigner", or rather of 
a non-Frenchman - and that it accepts this idea. In fact, 66% of the French accept this more or less ent 
iastically and only 12% violently reject it. If it were to be explained to public opinion that in a polit. 
Furope, necessarily federal, the ~ecentr~~ of responsibility would give a very great independence ~~~ 
decision and action to national and regional bodies, and that the central federal organisation would no 
be based on the collegial ~ystem, this acceptance would probably be even more pronounced. 

This attitude of French public opinion is very important, since this is a people which, more than any ~ 
other in the Community, has the feeling of national identity, for obvious historical reasons, and which i• MO 
therefore regarded as being less favorable to multi-national constructions, in which this identity might \el 
lost. It is important at the moment since it is moving resolutely towards a "nationalist revival" which is"~ 
preached by nostalgic splinter-groups pompously calling themselves "movements". It oontirms that it is in-
deed the 'urope such as it was conceived of in the fifties and which is being constructed which interests 
public opinion and is approved of by it. 

This poll is particularly appropriate since about ten days ago, Professor Duroselle in his ·report made 
to the Round Table on the proble~s of E:urope questioned the results of polls showing the favour enjoyed by 
l!urope in public opinion. According to him, the replies would be totally different if, for example, a French
man were asked whether he would accept being commanded by a German or making economic sacrifices for Furope. 
"Yes, said Mr. Duroselle, opinion is for Europe, but on condition that european unification does hot affect 
individual interests". What has the !FOP, then, done? It has ask~ whether the French would accept a non
French presidents fie% replied "Yes". It asked whether they would be prepared_ to accept "a slight reduction 
in buying power for a few years" 1 35% replied yes (but 6~ of these were executives and 4~ industrialists 
and traders) and 4~ replied no (but 2~ of these were executives and 3~ industrialists and traders). 

This shows that people would more willingly make a sacrifice involving the so-called "national" spirit 
than one involving personal interest. This is interesting to sociologists, as it is to those who think of 
the Furope of tomorrow and of the greater difficulty which it will experience, which is that of deciding on 
the problems of the standard of living and of the equitable allocation of incomes. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
§!!!ARY ~0 /Je~lo-ey- (t:f(oCJ tJo loLl s<-f 

1 - EDITORIAL• "!-1!21! whose results are comforting" 

2 - POLITICAL DAYa Will the WEU Council meet before the end of the year? - "SlaDit"t standpoint 
of the Community trainees •••• and of the COCClf 

DAILY BULLFTIN No. 454 (new series)c 

3 - New "Plan" of the Commission aiming at re-organising the common agricultural policya the 
Council will discuss it on Monday 

3-4 - The session of the Council devoted to transport postponed until January 
4 -The Ministers of Agricul!~ will try to solve the problems of fruit and vegetables and wine 

- FF.C - Fgyptt exploratory talks on Monday 
- Austria wants to begin negotiations to eliminate the obstacles to reciprocal trade 
- IEQZYugoslavia negotiations might be resumed in the first half of December 

5 -AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- Creation of a Permanent Committee for foodstuffs - Sector of oil 
seedsa reply to question no. 220 by Mr. Bading- Taxes and-rebates applied to beef.at the French 
frontier - Fbod Aid - Assistance from the FAGGF 

6-7-8 - Preparation of the plenary session of the F .P. 1 Report on co!l?ensation to Gerlllan farmers -
Report on textile denominations - Functioning of the ~!!!ttees instituted gy derived · 
~mmunity law_- Harmonisation of customs legislation and aEproximation of legislation
Traini~ of qualified workers on machlne-tools 

8 - Declarations by Mr. Long 
- TP.e agricultural budget in the French National Assembly 

9 - Aid for coking eo_!! and blast furnace cokes new regulations proposed to the Council 
10 - Steel market 

-The commercial policy regarding steel will not be modified in its principles 
- U.C - IAEA: signing of the cooperation contract 

11 - FUropean Parliament~_Activitl_ 
12-13 - FCONOMIC IN~PENETRATION_No 128o 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publicatio j 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading · ~ 

!enelux, 20 millions de Neerlandais? Editor : Desclee de Brouwer, (Brussels), 1969, 131 pages, 
format 19.5 x 12.5 cm.- "Benelux deprtvetl WaUonia'of' the fruits of FriJJ'lco-Oerman reconcil1atio ' 

UROPEAN LIBRARY 

and the pledges taken b7 these two countries as members of an intemational COIIIIIIUllitJ", states the author, . _.. 
who pleads in f'avour of bringing Wallonia closer to the border regi~s of' Fr8llce, while the Benelux is ( fJ.:; 
exclusivel7 tumed towards the North, thus favourising Flanders and the Netherlands. ~ 
.. J,W. MARTIN ' Anti-llliss1le defence and the Atlantic alliance, 'lbe Atlantic Institute (120 rue de Longchamp~.B 
Paris 16, France), JulJ 1969, 55 pages, Price 1 6 FF, 10/-, 5 a4, 1.40 dollars.- 'lbe present work is an ) 
enlarsed version and elaboration of the working document which Professor Martin presented at the symposiUm . 
orsahited by the Institute in October 1968. ·~~.~ 
• CA'mOLIC UNIVERSIT'i OF WUVA!N, ACADEMIC PROORAftMINO GROUP 1 Rapp6rt final du G.P.A, Ed.itort Fr. Rigaux. ·---. 
November 1969, 132 pages. format 22.5 x 15.5 om.- 'lbe main task of' the gr,oup was to del:tberate on the univ-
eraitr problems of' the French section of the University of Louvain. with a view to submitting proposals for 
reform to the academic authorities. With regard to research, the group comes out in favour of redistributlns 
and reoonoentrating the directions of research, according to an order of priorities. For these choices, the 
group mentions the economic and social problems of Wallonia, those of European integration and cooperation 
in the development of the Third World. 

• .1!!..§2.. No 22, October.- This la the last edition which will be published in its traditional formt the 
to11owing will be the result of this review's amalgamation with Agenor. 

- L'Europeen, No 102-1969. Brussels (77 rue Baron de Castro),- We should like to draw attention to an article
by Mr. Jacques Duhamel, the French Minister of Agriculture, on a realistic and competitive European agrioult'.i 
ural policy and also a atud7 on Portugal. 

- L'!oonomie, No 1099 of 17 November 1969.·Paris (9' rue Jouffroy),- The economic dossier of this edition 
deala with the forecasts for 1970 in France (growth in exports -return to the main equilibria), in Federal 
Oerm&nt (progressive return to equilibrium). in Britain (cautious optimism) and the United States (decline. 
then reo over7) • 
- aupetin du State2• No 8/1969. Central Stat18t:l.os Department, Miniatr7 of the National Economy, Lwtembours 

'(19 avenue de la Porte-Neuve. ~~urg) .• This edition deals with the legislative elections from 1945 to 
1968. 
- OIDB-~-NOUEL. Dictionnaire du Marohe COIIIIIIl.ln, mises ._ Jour. Dictionnaires AndrtS Joly, 21 Av .. Qeorgea..:v 
Paria Vlll. 

'Ibe third revision of the bictionnaire du Marobe Commun (of. European Librat'f of 11 Januarr 1969) has 
JW'It appeared and the fourth has been announced for December 1969. 'lbis work will thus hav•·kept is in'omiaes 
and will have presented, exactly one 7ear after the publication of' the third volume, tour revisions represen~-
ing almost 1500 pages, adding to, changing. or replacing the basic text. ' 

Bver7 important act of the Commission or Council, every decision ~~lob. might throw new light on one 
ot the main oommunitJ options, is either given as a reference, or published fully and commented on in the 
corresponding column. The inaertion of the o.ommentar7 sheets is eal'f7 and an ingenious 1aJ-OUt has enabled 
them to be integrated into the main work. However we hope that the editors will publish a aummary of the 
sheets ever7 Jear, so that subscribers can check the· classification of their dictionar7. 

1 
2 

- EUROPEAN UBRARY 
• POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Mr. Luns accepts the Fouohet Plan, but for the enlarged COIIIIIWli ty -

The United States support the enlargement - The reasons behind the British aeplication according 
to a speech by Mr. Dick Taveme - Greece· and the Council of Europe 

DAILY BULLETIN No 455 (new series) 
3 -Agricultural financing and the "independent resources": imminent Council debates 
}-4 - ~e Council to devote Monday and Tuesda7 to a session on social affairs 
4 - The Political Committee demands immediate budgetary powers for the European Parliamentt 

5 

6 

7-8 

9 
10 

11 
12-13 

threat of a motion of censure 
- community transit: measures in application of the regulation 
- Committee on Foodstuffs: working procedure 
- "Investment Funds11 in the EEC1 stud7 
-Colourings understandingt the British govemment eastsqdoubt on the ~onformity of the Commission's 

decision to fine· ICI with international law 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - 'lbe "Bundesrat" demands continued protection for German agriculture 

at the frontiers - Apple production 
- Preparation for the plenary session of the E.P. : community provisions for transportation of 

meat and determination of prices for pig-meat - Community regulations for fruit Juices -
Improvement of the functioning of the fruit and vegetables markets 

- The problem of coking coal 
- INTERSAT: re-organisation 
- Kernkraftwerk Lingent share-capital changed 
- 11otto Hahn" nuclear shipt satisfactory security 
- Evolution of labour and output 1n the coal-mines 
- 'llfE WEEK IN EUROPE 
- ECONOMIC IN'l'ERPEmTRATION No 1237 



SUMMARY Qt.JI\'b~~ {Cj~q !VfJ,. 4Stp 
1 - JDITORIAL: "!!~_the SU!I!!!it- (1) From th~-!~~~~!!::m to ~...£2-U~system" 

2 - POLITICAL DAYz The Summit at The Hague: how the work will proceed - The N.P.T. -Mr. Hey's visit 
to Switzerland·~ Luxembourg leaders on an official visit to Belgium- The United State~ ·~atify +he 
N.P;T. - Mr. Heinemann on an official visit to the Netherlands - The European Ministers responsible 
for land heritage meet for the first time - The problem of South Tyrol - Germano-Rumanian trading 
agreement - Comecom meeting . 

DAILY BULLETIN No 456 (new series) 
4 - The working of the common agricultural policy in the fruit and vegetables sphere is examined at 

length by the Ministers of Agriculture 
5 - "Social" Council: towards the overall reform of the social security system 
6 - EEC/East Africa Association Committee: first meeting 

- E.P. - changes to the minimum-maximum tariff system in road transport 
7 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - World agreement on fats: statement from Mr. Mansholt - Alcohol market -

Management committees - Aid to olive oil production: supervision system - German plan tor the elim
ination of milk surpluses 

8-9 - Community budget for 1970 to be examined by th~ S·P• 
9 - Summer hours: reply to question No 146 from Mr. Oele 

- Technical inspection of yehicles over a certain age: reply to question No 258 from Mr. C~ete 
10 - E.D.F. - new investments 
11 - The financial situation to be examined by the ECSC consultative Committee 

- High-powered reactors near the commercialisation stage 
- Rapid reactors: Luxembourg to participate in the SNR project 

12 - Loans for ECSC industrial re-organisation 
- Coalmines: manpower 

13 - WEEKLY ECHOES 
14-15 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1288 
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EDITORIAL 
Le prteont IIUIIellft~tl .' ~~ .:• . \ ... ·~ .,. 

'·•y 
~· .,., 
~ Before the summit conference - (2) Foreign policy and defence 

While ~~technical" subjects will undoubtedly have a very important place in next week's European 
(not only the agricultural question but also, and perhaps to an even greater extent, the monetary probl 
on w~ich spectacular progress might be made), the more ~pecifioally political themes are at present at a ti 
the interest of public opinion, · 

Yesterday we quoted some British commentaries, The article by Walter Farr in the "Daily Telegra 
particularly significant, firstly because the fact that this undoubtedly right-wing newspaper publish 
(within the context of a series of analyses, from which Mr. Maurice Greens draws the conclusions in tow~~~~ 
issue) means that the arguments set out in it will reach a wide audience in the Conservative Partyr whi 
will,not f•il to influence the attitude of the Labour Party. In the second place, we caa see when we 
this article that Walter Farr does not hesitate to tackle' his subject-matter head-on. He explains why 
how the Community can move towards a form of "pre-federal" political organisation, which will include a jo nt 
foreign policy and common defence, and he states quite plainly that Britain has no other choice but to join 
this movement: "The political facts are becoming apparent. Even if the Market were to break up, Britain and 
the others would have to create something similar to contain the German problem. Even if it rushed on to 
federation we should have to come to terms with it". 

It is important to note that, at a time when Mr. Wilson's reticence is arousing doubts as to the 
sincerity of his political commitment, positions as clear and explicit as this one are being made public. 

Besides, Mr. Fisher, in the "Financial Times" launched into a very subtle analysis of the problems 
which are raised, starting from the supposition that Britain is led to "buy it" ticket" into the Community 
by means of a direct nuclear agreement with France. This is a hypothesis which has been formulated on 
several occasions recently. In a way, it would be a return to the "pre-Nassau" situation, 1n order to show 
that the "special relations" have come to an end, and that Britain has "really" become European. '!be 
argument is qualified by a number of feelers put out by French sources, and other ambushes thought up by 
orthodox Gaullists, who believe that Britain could not pay such a price without "breaking" brutally with the 
United States and their European allies and who hope f.or:.a refusal which would ~upply definitive proof 
of Britain's 11 irreparable insularity". Mr. Fisher demonstrutes the complexity of the situation and due 
to this very fact he admits that no simple blaok-arld~hite solutidn can be given. For, he says, the 
problem is in any case a long term one, even if it is looked at from a different angle. The conclusion 
seems to be that the British positions on the one hand and the French on the other could be, on this 
crucial question, closer than appeared at first sight. 
Mr. Filher,·seems to ·takeohis' belli'in&s from 'the statements contained in tl'le famous 'de' Bvqglie report. We 
shall come back to this latter, which is a sort of counterpart to the manifesto issued by the Movement for 
the Independence of Europe, while the remarks made by Mr. Chaban Delmas in Strasbourg are still shrouded 
in sisntficant ambiguity •••• 

sUMMARY ~ No~b-e;v-/%q Ju-o. '-IS9-
l - EDITORIAL: "Before the summit conference - (2) Foreign policy and defence" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPEr Statements from Mr. Harmel on the summit - NORDEK: summit meeting -

Will Switzerland become a member of the IMF? - The FGR to draw 540 million D. from the lMF -
The "andin" common market - The conference on the preservation of land heritage 

DAILY BILLETIN No 457 ~new series) 
3-12 - Equilibrium of the agricultural markets and reduction of expenditure: Council gives proposals a 

favourable reception 
4 - Social Councilr 'the tripartite meeting on employment will take place in ~ "trch 
5 -Problem of fruit and·vegetables 1 overall compromise reached by the C0Unci~ 
6-7 -Plenary session of the E.P.: Strengthening of community action in favour of Latin America- Pro-
7 ceased agricultural products - Motor vehicles. 
8 - !&.:Q_.r "Mansholt Plan", agricultural financing, independent resources and the economic situation 

of the EEC 
- Court of Justicer TWo new pleas {66 and 67/69) 

9· - ShipbUilding: reply to question No 243 from Mr. Oele 
- Railways r their future in t,he EEC 

10 - Coking coal for the steel industry: aid 
.- Uranium enriching: electricity producers in favour of an installation 

11 - Gammagr&phlr five.studies 
- Workers exposed to risk of r&di&tionr towards harmonisation of medical practices 
- Telephones in Europe between now and 1985 
- Gas-graphite reactors· in operation or planned 

12 - Revaluation of the DMr reply to question No 265 from Miss Elsner 
13-14 - EX;ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1289 
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EDITORIAL 

Tl 0 N 
I.AZARE 

17eme annee -
Mercredi 26 

Before the summit - (3) Confidence and credibility must be earned 

The statesmen·.who arrive in The Hague will have in their files some papers which we 
drawn up in Brussels and indicate in a general fashion what must be accomplished in order 
period should be completed, the main outlines of what mus~ be done to strengthen the Community and th~a.~' 
co~ditions which must be fulfilled by ~e applicants in order that the enlargement can be achieved. 
their dossiers will undoubtedly contain other papers whose substance is more particularly political, 
some of them envisage using economic means {for example: currency as the catalyst of a common politica 

The essence of this political aspect of the meeting at The Hague is that it must'.be established 
~hat everyone wants to move forward together, that they want to follow the path of integration right 0 

end, and that they are agreed on a number of broad orienta.tions of a political nature as well as on th.eoo..~a.Mra 

to bring the appropriate instruments into operation. It might be proposed to hold a European refet•endum, or 
to instruct an ad hoc body to draw up precise proposals, or even to follow morertraditional procedures which. 
however, have the same end in view. 

It is within this context that the ideas of strengthening and enlargement assume concrete scppe .and 
significance. If the statesmen refuse to deal with the bas~c Issues, then undoubtedly something ressembling 
what is vulgarly referred to as "completion" could undo,lbtedly be achieved, but it would really be a "comp1etio 
that is the end of all the dreams of making the Community into something other than it is at present. 

It would be useless to state that we were ready to open negotiations with Britain if at the same time we, 
the Six, were not .sure:.ourselves that we all: ·really wanted these negotiations to succeed. Today, we can read 
a report in the "New York Herald Tribune~ in which a top official of the Council of Ministers of the Community 
was reputed to have predicteu quite calmly that the negotiations with Britain would last two years and would 
then break down due to the fact that Britain would not agree to the agricultural policy. Such statements 
(from people who will probably be playing a part in the negotiations}· must be taken extremely seriously. The 
summit muat above all dispel any doubts on this point and make such hypotheses - which are frequently being 
put forward in Brussels, as everyone knows - unthinkable. We must no longer be able to say, like Mr. de 
Broglie, the president of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the National Assembly, the ."the development of 
Europe, both political and sentimental, is still being held back by the slow, empirical progression which 
has been imposed on t t up till now by France's policy". 

In other words, all ambiguity must he dispelled and we must not try to hide futldamental misunderstandings 
by false appearances. For, and we quote i'lr. de Broglie once again, "it is unreasonable to get ready to ask 
~itain to r~ise her outdated ideas and the bases of her economy, unless she 'has, from the outset, the 
assurance that the Six really want to admit her into the Community and would be prepared, in exchange for 
her accepting the provisions of the Treaty of Rome, to help her to make the necessary changes and to understand 
her difficulties". 

Mr. Maurice Schumann spoke of, "confidence" and "credibility". This confidence and credibility can be 
earned, at The Hague. But there will have to be good will. 

1 
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- EDITORIAL: "Before the summit -(3) ConfMs:ncc and credibility must be Mrned" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Europa Union Deut.;chland: Congress - Hr. Schumann in Rome - Mi'. Rogers 

visits the European Corruninsion, Bonn and Paris - No referendum on joining, states Mr. Wilson. 
DAILY BT..JLLETIN Uo 458 (new series) 
3 - Milk, butter and beef prices will not be chang('>d untj1 1 April 1970 
3-4-5 -Plenary session of the E.P.: strengthP.ning of the community trading p0Ji~y is recommended 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 162.12 
5 - Plenary session of the E.P.: The President of the Council presents the Yaounde and Arusha 

5-6 
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conventi~s to the Parliament 
- E.P.: Communities' draft budget for 1?70 
- Egypt asks the EEG to grant it important preferences 
- 'llle repor·t of the DAC 
- Decisions adopted by the Council for the fruit and vegetables secto1· 
- Oranges and mandarins: new basic and purchase prices 
- The four sales divisions of the Germen steel industry apply new price scales 
-COMPOSITE PRICE: 34.17 D/T 
- The rate of the ECSC levy will probably be kept at 0.30>6 ln 1910 
- Ruhrkoll1e A .a. :being examined by the COmmission 
- PrJ.ce of electric-ity rising in the FGR 
- Orqer books in the steel-110rks 
- Ultracentrifugation: Germano-anglo·Dutch agreement 
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EDITORIAL 

Before the summit - (4) Reasonable but revolutionarr objectives 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

To dispel all &llbiguity, to create a climate ot confidence, to show a unanimous. political will, 
that there is a converpnoe ot viewpoints at least on some or the main objectives, to aet a prooeu in _,,~~>~~""" 
according to the most suitable procedures, which will allow ua to move closer to these objectiYe• ... 'thi..._-....... ~. 
our opinion, is the ta•k which awai ta the statesmen who are to meet in The Hague next Monday. '!heir task 
will be made easier due to the tact that the Cor.mission will be present at their meetin, or at lea.t duri 
a aubatanttal part ot their meeting. This presence is, in itselt, a nry important tact, whioh ha• not belbi.IIV' 

~r,ben enough emphasi•· As we have alread7 written, Mr. Rey will be repre•enting the cgaience ot Europe~ 
in the Ridderzaal. He will not simplJ' be defending the arguments and proposals ot the C011111iuion ot whio M 
he i• president, tor he will represent •amething more than the Commission itselt. He will be represent 
a new principle in inte~tional relation., a new type ot authority, which the Commission alone i8 capable 
ot, provided that it is given the neces8&17 powers to conciliate and settle wherever the interscwemmental 
"concert" is tending to reault onlJ' in fragile and wobblJ' compromises. Yesterday Mr. Re,. aid. to the 
Parlt.a.nt "On Tuesday, I shall be in the Hague to express the community point of view at the *"-it oonterenoe 
and to take part in t~e work, and not just to be heard by .it". 

The Commission'• presence will undoubtedly act as a stimulus and encouragement to the political leaders 
who will assemble in The Hague to tr.r to reach more concrete solutions than those which generally reflect 
a very low COIIIIIOil denominator. 

ApparentlJ' Mr. Pompidou stated that he does not intend to bring &DJ rabbits out ot the bat at·'l'be 
Hague, But, Wlder the oirOUJUtances, the ordinar.r is itselt extraordinary. The COIIIIIUilitJ 1• a reyolutiOD 
in Europe's historya to endeavour to lead it further on is to act in a revolution&r.r context, which thua 
goea beyond the ordinary. · 

Without making any spectacular gestures, the Six can, tor example, agree that the Ccaaunity will 
henceforth enter, irrevocablJ', its tinal period. This is the tangible demonstration ot an irrners1ble 
process which, up till now, has been a IIIY'th. They will be able to proclaim and give proof of their desire 
to enlarge it, on the basis ot certain conditions, which they will also be able to detine. And this will 
be a "quantitative leap" which itself will supply the reason tor making the "qualitative leap" oonatituted 
by tbe first steps towards a political union tor which they will at least be able to indicate the-appropriate 
procedures. The Six will also be able to put an end to a very long quarrel, and show that they bave finally 
listened to the voices ot the peoples, and give their-approval to the election ot a European Parliament in 
the near future, with the necessary sateguards. Finally, they will be able to tackle what Mr. Drouin call•• 
"the nerves ot Europe", by instructing the appropriate authorities to studJ the steps towarda a~ 
currency. 

They will have done nothing spectacular, they will have indicated reasonable objectivea. But all the 
s&lle they will have pushed ahead with the European revolution. 

1 - EDITORIAL : "Before the summit : revolutionary but reasonable objectives" 
2-3 - POLITICAL DAY : In view of the summit : statements - W E U : report on Intelsat - Council of 

W E U : meeting in December 
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- The new Community customs tariff : completed and applicable from 1st January 1970 
- Plenary session of the E.P. : Euratom 1s future 
- E.P. Role and mode of functioning of certain 11Committees 11 

- E.P. Difficulties of the world wheat market 
- E.P. Legislative system for wheeled tractors 
- E.P. Harmoniz~tion of legislation 
- EEC - UAR : Exploratory conversations 
- ESC : Economic and monetary policy 
- The Community nuclear industry is in the midst of being re-structured 
- Ruhrkohlen AG : Authorized by Commission 
- Coal industry : Commission authorizes State aids 
- Common customs tariff : total or partial suspensions 
- In the European Commission departments 
- AGRICULTqRAL INFORMATION : Sales of refrigerated butter in Germany - Safeguard measures for 

German agriculture - Premium for rooting up old orchards - New Statute for collective farms 
in the Soviet Union - Statement by Baron von Feury - Working ours in stock farming : reply to 
question 252 by Mr Vredeling 

-Various Community problems : Reply to questions 241, 247, 279, 301, 231, 215, 262, 257 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1291 · 
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~'VJ~ E U R 0 P EA N L I B'R A R 
Books which are sent to us and whose puhll.oation 
is worth ~oting are reviewed under this· headinJ 

LISTER B. PEARSON : Partners in Development, Report ot the Conniasion on Internationall:l..,elopaent, 14 
Denoel ( 1~ rue Amdlie, Paris 7e), November 11]69, 510 pages, Price 1 25 lPF • .; 'l'bia report waa clrawn. up 
Ccnaittee foi'Md b7 Mr. Pearson, former Canadian Prime 'Mlniat"._., at the request ·or Mr. MoM&J118r7, the P~~~illil. 
of the World Bank. After reviewing the histo17 ot development aid during the last twent7 Je&ra, the ~IMJfi~ 
exuines the problems ot the future and makes recOllllllelldationa regarding trading palicJ, private biYes n S 
the relations of the partners in development, the Yolume of aid, the debts- contracted under de.,.lopnient ">---_...._ 
the effectiveness of the aid, demographic pbliCJ, as well as the international framework ot deyelopmen 
aid •. Among the seven 111811lbers who mak& up the Pearson Connittee is Jllr. Robert MarJolin, former doe
president of the European Commission. 

PREOVES, rdvue trimeatrielle, Editorial and subscriptions officest 1,, rue Saint-Georges, Paris 9e, Ko 1 
of the new series, 16o pages, -12 P (sub. 45 11"). '!'he old magazine has been renewed. '!'be "RN.litles" group haa 
brought back "Preuves" in order to make it into a French equivalent of the famous American "Foreign Affairs", 
that is a magazine in which the moat important personalities of our times can give their views, and whose 
articles are often events in themselves. Alfred Max is the-manager of the magazinea the editor-in-ohiet 
is Pran9ois Schlosser and the general secreta17 of the editorial staff is Oilles Ariouil. In the aua&rJ'. 
of the first edition, we find the signautres of Cardinal Da.nidlou, the Irish Prime:Minister John I,Jnoh, 
Robert MarJolin, Pran9ois Bloch-Laine and, in particular, an article by Sioco L. Manaholt on the future 
of European agriculture, entitled "The- oritici.811s made.. of_ my_ pl.an_&Dd_ hair .I refute them~. 

I 

APPARI EST'ERI, quarterlJ review, 'Management and'adlllinistration, ,4_, via Zailardelli, Roma. lat Jear Ho 4, 
October 1969, 192 pages, 1,500 lire (subscription 6,000 L). This is another magazine which tak6a ita inspir
ation from the lay-ou~ of "Foreign Affairs". It has been published in Ital.J for a Je&r, under the -.nagement 
of the Italian ambassador Mr. Pietro Quaroni, the editor-in-chief being Mr. H011bert Bianohi. In its first 
editiona, the review published articles bJ Pietro Quaroni, Attilio Cattani, Andr.S P'OI'ltaine, Dliplew 
Brzezinaki, Andre Eeaufre, Ouiseppe l'etrilli, Alfred Grosser, "ldo Garoeoi, eto. in"the 8\Uiiall.rJ of \he 
Ootober edition we find the names of Alastair Buchan, Michel Tatu, Kurt BlrrenbaohJ our Direator, Jllr. 
Jmanuele oazzo traces, in a prett7 extensive study, the·achievements and the Prospects ot the BUro~ 
Boonomio COIIIIIUili tr. '!'be review is pablished at the initiative of the Assooiazione Italian& per sll 
BtwiLdL Politioa..Eatera • 

..: PAUL ROJIIIJSs L 'Europe, chance de la Wallonie, Ez:t.raot~tr.am.. ~SJEttbens~-• Bra.uelii+..:.Oat.a.ber.:~_._-7:........, 

- CONS!IL CENTRAL DE L'PX:ONOMIE {:Belgium) 1. Secretatz's report on the council 'e activities ·rro. 1 A\IIU!t 
12§8 -to '1 Jug 1969, Brwlsela 1969, 1.76" pages. '!'be activit1es are grouped under·tive ohapter-hMdinpl 
1. Orp.niaation-of the eoon01111a .2, FinaDoe. ere4it, ti•eallt71--'·-·!llpl.oJJaent...-Prioea.ao4:W...._J-:JJ .• ·B:Ittftl'Dal 
relatiGnSJ 5. Special activities. 

1 
2 
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- POLITICAL DAY Dl EUROPE1 '!'be preparations tor the European au.ait are ccapletecl - '!'be 

Nordic summit qakes progress -A Su..it of the Waraaw-Pact countries-
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,_~ - Plenaey session ot the European Parli&~~entl MaJoritJ approval ot the OOIIIJ*UI&tion .-.urea 
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in favotir-~f German agriculture 
.. E.P. t saret1 in the mines, trainins of skilled workers and aanitarr standards fer Mat 
- E~P. 1 Pruit and vegetables 
- E.P. 1 citrus fruit, sugar, tunotion1ng ot the EAOOF · 
- M6sars; Lueoker and BerkhGUWert new presidents ot the E.P. political (Croupe 
-.. ES: pronounces on the Manaholt Plan, independent resources and the •ooial •1tua·tt• 
• ESC1 Manaholt Plan 
- Origin of iMPOrted productsr replJ te questions No 197 trOll Mr. Eezinger 
- IAEA and the transportation et radioactive materials 
- Pinanoial ~~~&n&g~~ent ot the Co.is•ioil in the PX:SC sphere1 apprOved bJ the Auditer 
.. m::sc f'lmdaa evolution · · 
- The freeze an steel prices in the Netherland•l replJ to question No 158 froa Mr. 0.1e 
- "Ruhrkohlep A .a." 1 expod b7 Mr. Albreoht on the Coais•ion 's decision. 
- lUblioatians et the European C-..unities 
- 'IS WEEK -IH EUROPE 
- m::ONONIC IN'l.'ERPmfBTftTION lto 1292 
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~ \,.· •.:\', \~,.. ~~.L!ummit o2!ns: trust will dict!!!_the r~~ll 

\\ .i~-~· .ft;: of wri ting• we do not yet know what turn the debates which have just opened around 
large:,~ table in the Ri:~derzaal, will take. 

We do not know whether amongst the Six, that feeling of mutual trust which is indispensable to 
success of this summit is being created. All seems to suggest that i~ is precisely during the~e early 
that the fate of this meeting - we were about to say the fate of Iurope - will be decided. 

The.trust which is at the basis of success can, in fact, only be reciprocal. But it should not 
canno~ serve as a screen for fundamental misunderstandings. It cannot, therefore, replace a clarificati 
of the'respective standpoints, or rather of the respective concepts~ for it is no longer a question of 
ing at the best tactician: a choice must be made, which will be final, at least for one generation. T 
will, be even greater and more solid since it will result from straightforward eiplanation and clarificat on. 
It seems that Mr. Pompidou has t•nderstood this fundamental requirement and that by coming to the Hague, this 
was his main aim. He even confi~ed that he would prefe1 a failure amidst clarity than a half-success amidst 
ambiguity. · 

This angle seems to be positive, in that we consider that a failure would have an extraordinary echo 
in public opinion, and would probably cause mobilisation and make the position of those who became responsible 
for it indefensible. We have seen here in The Hague how public opinion and above all youth have been sensit
ized to the political problem of IuroP2•· In this sphere, we are present at a development which was perhaps 
unforeseen• our leaders should take this into account. · 

Much therefore depends on what Mr. Pompidou will have said in his speech. It is possible that all has 
not yet been said in the introductory speech {~~. Pompidou spoke first and was followed by the other five) 
and that explanations will be given during the debate. Let us therefore wait for the necessary details. 

We cian already say that if Mr. Pompidou succeeds in convincing his partners of the fact that France 
absolutely does not intend using the financial regulation, or the agricultural policy, which is ita frame
work, as an instrument for closing with one hand the door which he has opened with the other {we speak, of 
course, of the door for Britain's entry), !B!eement will be e!!l• 

And if he shows that he has understood that his partners have not the least intention of making Great 
Britain enter by a side-door, or, worse, that they want, fro~ the angle of enlargement, to threaten in any 
way the cohesion, homogeneity and deepening of the Community in every sphere, including the political sphere, 
!S!eement !!!!__~!!!_!~~easier. 

It is to this that trust can lead. _____________ ..._..._...__ 

NOTf- In our editorial of 26 November, we wrote that a "high civil servant of the Council of Ministers of 
t~Community" is said to have predicted the failure of negotiations with Great Britain, after two years of 
~eating about the bush. This was on the strength on the strength of a report published ln the "N.Y. Herald 
Tribune", which spoke of confidential remarks made !t the end_2f a Council meeting b~ ~ givil serypnt of_!h! 
g~mmunities. It was normal to deduce that this was a civil servant of the Council. ~-fact, this does not 
--~~ to be the case. We mention this in adding that this in no way invalidates the considerations that we 
drew from it. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL : The summit opens : trust will dictate the result 
2-3-4-4bis - POLITICAL DAY : .European summit : first ~.- European Movement and other European organisations: 
4c statements on Europe 
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5 - "Barre Plan" : Council session on 13th and 20th Januaey 
5-6 - Customs duties for certain agricultural products : should disappear on Ist Januar,y 
6-7 - COPA : statement on agricultural mecanisms 
1 - Yaounde Convention : first rectifications 

- EEC I Iran : trade agreement 
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- Belgian government : adopts measures to combat the overheating of the econ~ 
- EEC I Spain : negotiations 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : statement by Mr. Mansholt - General census of agriculture 

Community wine production - Export of French pig meat - Food production in developing countries -
Belgian farmers protest 

- Euratom .: prepares to negotiate an agreement with !AEA 
- Scientific cooperation : positive replies 
- GATT : no agreement on the ci true f'rui t preferences of the EEC 
- Construction of Atomic reactors : symposium 
- Euratom : publication of technical notes 
- Health protection : research contracts 
- United Kingdom steel industry : rise in prices 
- Non-ferrous metal industries : report of the Community Liaison Committee 
- Soviet gas : agreement on deliveries to Federal Germany 
- ECSC Investments : Community notices 
- Transport : research on land and water transport 
- Use of radiation and isotope in the building industry conference in July 1970 
- WEEKLY APPENDIX 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1293 
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d, en Italian at an an lata 

E D t T 0 RI' A L 

C. A 1reat Eyropeg te acltnow'iiied at: the aunai.t. 

'lbt auaait conterence ie being helc1 today in the pres~ce or the EuropMn COIIIlllseion. Wt h&YI 
attention to the illportance,. ot the fact that the Eu~An C*'lliasion is preaent on aeveral ooeutons, 
pel!hape the conditicna are not altopther aatiataotorJ. In tact, the fundalllental tbeMa of u .... ., .... ,. •• vu 

entq and entaraeMnt, Which involve, however the)' are considered, the direct responsibUit)' ot the cq~MQlJIIh 
were debated reaterdar, and not onlr dealt with in the preli~inary expbses (which was inevitable). 
eytn •orse,if we are to believe the interpretation Which Mr.1 Leo Hamon stated in public, one or the 
parts ~t t~ triptych was practically "exhauated" and the copference will not be &oin~ back over it. 
conceme4 iil' the- complettort. and more particularly the type ~r commitment to be taken with a vlw to u.•IRJLng 
tbe agricultural rtnanc!ns r-.u1ations, lt is true that in ~opting such an attitude, the ll'Hnch ae:J.fla.J~~
wante4 te llll.ke ·ita argumeat on the special nature ot the ttr•t part or the triptych c011pared with l:ontllt.o,~,•·:~ 
two t*'evaU. And, w~ IIIUat repeat once agatn, this is an arsument which no-one llccepts, for the polt 
oonneet{Oil betwetm tht three parts has been once asain forcefully confirmed. , 

Ho.;ever mst we admit that the conference ia already r$rked out aa a failure, a "tiaaoo", as the hltllli11nea 
ot cutain newspapers have (gleefully?) described i t1 Is there going to be a third veto wt\ioh this time is · , 
the reault not cif hostility shown towards an operation changing the overall equilibrtUIII or lurepqn politics, 
but of an "impoeaibillt.J" resulting tr0111 the facts themselves? we think that it would be J)!leM&ture to dr&W' 
th"e oonclusima froM the first de.r ot diacu .. tona. What i~ certain, however, !s that the feeling ot 
mutu.l ootlfidenoe, which seftltd indispensable to ensure that; the summit was a success, has not ret come to 
lilbt. Mr. Lunlt t\1811&rized the situation very realiaticall,, in saying that it was not exact11 oOIIt'orttng. 

What in particular has not been verJ oomtorting, has en to see pres!d~t Pompidou aptaking and aottng 
ae • taottoia wile ·it was hoped that he would clearly and orcefully set out the main outlinet ot an cmt""ll 
polior tor the lurope or tomort"OW. We were preaent6d with a1 speech nlch wae·ottrtatfll.r'well; th~t out d. JVII 
tottoetul, but ilhtoh oonatttuted praotica11r an exeratee ·in ~tios, 1n whioh Mr. POIIpidou etrtnebecl h!Maelt 
blhtncl rather tue tot'IIUlae Which did not even have the aoo~ or eome of the Utopian vlsione to wioh wt were 
aoouataMd. '!'he result vas, we 1111.tst a4111i t, that the di$cuaaJons a lipped at a certain 111011ent into the qu1okun4• 
ot PHH••.U.naa. tf t.her Menqed to get out, it was beeause the determination to IIOYe ahea4 1lfU *111 ......,.t. 
'!'lata t. ftat oounu and, in our opinion, su•ranteea that the: outc0111e ot this conrerenee wtU PM: lMt tattrel)' 
dttaJJpot,nttq. 'l'hte 4etent1nation was ••t out 1n a atriking. way in the Oel"!IIM Chancellor' 1 apeeoh. We .-
sq he,.. and now that. this epeeoh, in aut.tance even more th.n tol"'lt, was bv tar the 1110et Ott~tna durilll tht• 
f1Pat. dq ot ctisountone.' ~ .. Brandt perhaps even saved the, sUMit, for he lllllnqed to wtna !'\ oato a met. 
wbere declarations of sreat )hoinciples were in perfect ha~y wi tb the enunciation ot tlM l'et.1 probltM wllteh 
hUe to he eo!Yecl. ·we ehould 11.lte to draw particular attentton to a papqe which we believe to be ot ext"*
ordf.natot si&nttioanee lnd rtll'ld.&lllental aoope, tor it expre•••• an attitude which is 1n pert«NJt ooatonutr vlth. 
tb4t ftt'1 nature or the COIIIIIIUrtity we want to build, lt'here l!itrfngth does not iiiiPlJ he88110111· '!'he ... ..,. le 
thft one 1n Whiob the Chancellor inv1 ted those who t.ar that the Pederal RepubU.o' a eoonoaio atreqth aiS)\t 
afteot the internal equtlibr1Ulll ot the COIIII'IIUl"'ity, to work to~ its enlf.rgement. Mr. ·Bt'anctt apokt ot eot~to.ioa, 
but ita was quite· clear that he was also referring to politic. •. Such a balancllt:l.,_.t.air ancl NaliUlCL vlaioa 
il nrthr ot a sreat '!uropean. Today we know .that Mt-. Brandt is one. 

1 
2-3-4-5-5 a 

EDITOHIAL: 11A great B.i.lropean is aicknowledged at the summit" 
POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Conr.l11s1on of the"Etwopcan Summdt": nego'l:li!ltbns 
for enlarr,at~nt to be opened in the first haf of 1970. 
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Council on nuclear problems : to resume discussions on the future of 
Euratom 
The Iruropean Parliament wlll take

1 

a stand on Thursday on the results 
of the J.o..i.lropaan sumrni t 
EEC/Spain: more difficul tics to l:>e surmounted and differences Qf vi~w 
to overcome 
Don Juan carlos de Bourbon to meet Mr.Rey on Friday 
Social security of denizen ~~orkerf; : contents of main guidelines taken 
in consideration by the Council · 
Italian reorganisation plan for t~ textile industry1 Italy is asked 
to inte~rupt its application , 
Urban and regional problems :reply' to question no 216 by Mr.Vredeling 
Benelux and custo111s duties on cigtrettes: r!'!PlJ to question no 269 
by Mr. Vrede ling 
Manpower cost in 1966 
Aid to coking coal and coke-oven:-qoke 
Natural gas and l•:uropean energy market 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION NO 1294 · 
EUROPE/DootJmN.rS NO 553: ~'W Eurfan Commission proposals aimed at 
dutt1ng dqwn common agricultural olicy expenditure and getting rid 
of surpluses. . 
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,' EDITORIAL 

__ ;. . , '!be European SUDDit: an a.verase. or.li!J.anced result. 

17~me annee -No 463 ln.s:) 
Mercredi 3 decembre 1969 

'\ ~ ....... ,' 
~saPflointment or euphoru, ertthusiaam or disgust. Let u$ t17. to avoid such inttinct1Ye rea 

which wOis.ld, 110reover, be unjustit'ied. we believe that, in all, on or the moat balanced judg61Hnts,.ri!'i""''ri>"'rtiJ""r: ... u· 

b1 Mr. Brf.ndt, not at the tribune, but in a oOIIIHDt he made in private. The result, aid Mr. Braacrt;-n~ 
substance, is mediocre: we have begun the upward haul, but -*• have only made litt1e progress, 
still 't·oo hear the bott011 or the slope. BUt this is at least something. 

We have quoted Mr. Brandt because it was he who launched his Eurepean "rocket", which included 
mentiS which were beth beld and realiStic. It' the brakes were put en this ~ket, it ia net s•l•lf 
the action of one Gf the other ceuntriea, but te the existence of obJective aituationa, which had to~~~ 
into account. The Conference had to deal, net with "the Europe or realitiee" but, UnfortUD&telJ', the 

·•EUrope or circumstances". 
· · It w• agree to describe the results or the sunnit a1 ~verage; thus atteapting to ev•luate it 
the European angle (and not in order to give satisfaction t«; seme section or national public epinim)',-··-
thi• leads us on te the thesis that this waa also a balanced result. 

·m the next rew days we shall analtse the centents of•the communiqu~, in the-light et' certaift ether 
·"data ·and ·ractors. But here and now we can eay two things, which are apparently contra.d.ictor1, but which tend 

... -t•· e.ni"irm this impression of balance; The t'irst is that there 11!1 still a dese •r European rheteric in this 
o~iqu~, a rhetoric W'h.ioh is accompanied by a certain imprectaicm which can cover up misunderstandings and, 
in·t~ future, give rise to dangerous ca'lflicts. The second is that, in spite of every'thing, we are aet 
co:nf.rented with "pretences". The reeling in 1110st circles i.$ that a turning-point has been reached, and that 
there is now a common political will to do certain things, that cbnunitmenta have beeh ·taken· which canhot be . 
broken. 

On 27 November, we set out a series of "reasonable but revolut1ona17" objectives• tet \18 compare them 
w1 th what was achieved at The Hague: 
·1:') ·it Should be recognized that the Collllllunity is now, irrevocably, entering its final phase: achieved 
2) the will to enlarge the COIIIIIWlitJ• on the basis or certatn clearly defined conditions; should be· 
demonstratedt achieved i 

3) · the procedure for a first step towards political union s}j.ould be defined: achieved 
4) it should be agreed that, in the near future, the European Parliament should be elf!cted: not achieved 
5) the first steps towards a ·European currency should be taken: achieved 

Certainly, these obJectives which we set out were modest, but we have to adlllit in 8.07 ease. that. the 
balance-sheet is positive. We shall try to go deeper into these points in the next few daya • 

.-.RY 'S l)e ~1-:,.e,...- jq(bq llJo •l£6 'J 
- EDI'IDRIALt "The European sunnit: an average, o~lanced result" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN PXJROPE: European summit: full text of the final cOIIIIIUiliQl;l~• the first et't'icial 

reactions and the initial reactions or the European.organiaatiana and thl press 

DAILY BULt.BTIN No 463(riew series) : 
5-6 - P~ticularlr heavz·and important programme or work tor the Communities 
5 - EUROSYNDICAT: , 161.59 . 
6 - The EEC Chambers of Commerce adopt a position I 

1 - EFTA-EEC trade during the first nine moriths of 1!]69 , , , 
- The gas pipeline bringing Soviet na:tural gas to !trance to cross the Federal Republic 
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- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Cost ot the butter-oil and dried milk operation to sive aid to the 
developing countries: answer to question No 203 from Mr. Apel - Aid to dairy farmers in Prancet 
reply to question No 232 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Tension on the steel market 
COMPOSITE PRICE: 34.17 D/T . 

- Communi tr oil supplies a reply te question No 420 1 from Messrs Burgba.cher and Arendt 
- Council housing and beneficiaries by nationalityt question No 371 from Mr. Santero. 
- Publications ot the European Communities 
- FX:ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1295 

EUROPE DOCUMENTS No 552t "Scientific research and the future activities or Euratom" 
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- Mr. Jaoques Vendroux is dissatisfied with the eu.i t 

Bt!fore going on to a detailed analysis of the Hague conum.mique and its significance, we have et 
make a few remarks on some of the reactions made lmown in the last few hours. 

For ·example, we noted that certain circles were reacting in a basicallY mistaken and dangerous 
from the European point of view, in holding that the sununit at 'Ibe Hague was only one round in the st 
for supr~macy in Europe. If this were the reason for which Europe was seeking to achieve unity and pol 
finaiitte-s, the prospects would not be very comforting. Every time a struggle for hegemony hae taken place, 
whatever·shape it may take, Europe half suffered. This struggle would be particularly dangerous in that it 
would make the question of enlarging the Community to Britain problematical. Enlargement would "then be ·a··means, 
either of preventing one partner from·seeking hegemony, or or dissuading it from acting in favour of the enlarge 
ment itself. · 

It is perfectly understandable that since there has been a vacuum·1for some time, the eearch for leader
ship without lurking aspirations to hegemony should inspire certain men. Mr. Pompidou and Mr. Brandt are, 
so· to speak, new-comers on the European scene, or at least 90 the fore-stage. Each needed to affirm his 
personal! ty, to make himself the champion of some policy, to gain "European cr~ciibili ty". For different 
reasons they could both be regarded as, to some extent, prisoners, one of Gaullist continuity, the other 
of the fascination of a new Ostpolitik. Which of the two won, we may ask? Mr. Brandt won the first round 
easily, but Mr. Pompidou rapidly caugh1; up to win the second, and emerged from the test as the victor. 

Now, we could say on the other hand that the two leaders employed "concerted" or at least complementary 
tactics. Mr. Pompidou won the confidence which he called for, and Mr. Brandt aid'nbt overstep the line and 
confirmed Germany's European image. It is even conceivable that, through his dull,: orthodox speech on the 
first day, and thanks to the very adverse reactions which it aroused - Mr. Pompidou wanted to .demonstrate 
the inpopulari ty of a certain policy, and thus went on to adopt a different approach. Would he let Oei'many 
collect the laurels? Would the French have forgiven him for visibly abandoning the leadership to Germany? 
In repeating his request for deftnitive financing regulations, which he lmew had already been agreed to, Mr. 
Pompidou won a point without risking too much. And he was trying to protect his supporters. 

He obviously needed to do this, as is shown by the position adopted by Mr. Jaoques Vendroux, the former 
president of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the National Assembly. Mr. Vendroux ·said on Radio Luxembourg 
that his own personal feeling was the Mr. Pompidou had committed himself to the abandonment of national 
sovereignty (the most serious accusation a Gaullist can make). At 'Ibe Hague, France consented to use the 
word "integration", a taboo word which is disallowed in the Gaullist dictionary, and agreed to increase the 
powers of the European Parliament and the Commission. 
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We can look forward to interesting developments 

- EDI'.OORIAL: "Mr. Jacques Vendroux is dissatisfied with the summit" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE: Youth demonstrations in favour of Europe - Scelba-Rey talke - Rogers-Rey 
- New British reactions: favourable 
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- EEC/Spainz compromise solutions in view for the aspects or the agreement which are still unsettled 
- Ea: -Austria and other neutral' countries: the problem is to be put back on the Council's agenda · 
- Motions of censure on the budgetary powers of the E.P. and independent resourcest the Political 

C9mmittee withdraws them 
_ I•'rozcn fish fillets from Scandinavia: Minimum price 

- Court of Justice: appeal relating to the interpretation of regulation No 3 and the Benelux 
countries' aluminium import quotas (Case 68 and 69/69) 

- Fiat/Citroen agr!ements: the request for authorization examined by the Commission 
- E.s.c.: in favour of an integral system of independent resources for the Community 
- Legal and procedural problems: replies to questions Nos 251,263,207 and 270 fr0111 Mr. VredelingJ 

200 from Mr. Illerhaus and 2B4 from Mr. Behrendt 
..: SZStem of aid to the textile-industries in France: reply to question No 282 tr0111 Mr. Gerlaoh 
-Steel production in the U.K.: evolution of trade in steel 
- New coking capacities in the FRG: government intervention is requested 
- Tariff quotas for 1970 for imports of steel products: some enlargements are planned 
- ~~ international and intra-community trade 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- European parliamentary activity 
- FCONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1296 
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- .!!~ Ffoblem~s d~[ETvi~ No 45, Association pour 1 'Ftude des Problemee de J 1Furope 1 l'!!i! (38 bis 
Avenue George VJ: Rome Via Antonio Serra 82), 1969. -We stress a study by Mr. Hans von der Groeben 1 ~~~-i 
member of the Euro~ Commission, on the regional policy of the Community as·well as articles on th 
isation of the world markets in agricultural products, Franco-German confrontation in the industrial 
and the recent trends in the movement of concentration in Germany. The "Documentation" section reprodtmAIIi--..._J 
large extracts from the reports of the Action Committee for the United States of Europe on the proble 
presented in various fields by the possible entry of Great Britain in the Community. 

- fFTA: FFTA Bulleti~ Geneva, December 1969.- In the Summary: Sweden in FFTA, the structural changes 
Norwegian induGtry, the pharmaceutical industry in fFTA 1 aeronautical engineering in fFTA. ~llrl 

- OICD: ];.e ma,r~he .f.!.E~~~.t-1 e~~Y~!!!~~E~~~2-11!~!-~~I?.!~~J..1~~..!~!!!:!~~!-!!!!-~!....2E~!!-. ~ 
~n ~ital ~-~l!~~-f2~er~~ Paris, 1969, 45 pages, Price: lls 1 1.60 dollars.- This document,which 
was approved by the Committee for Invisible Transaction£ of the Q[CD in March 1969 1 is the first report of 
a series of studies by country on the functioning of the financial markets, undertaken b,y the OfCD as part 
of its work for the improvement of the capital markets. The first chapter deals with the regulations relat
ing to international movements of capital, the second desoribes investment, savings and financial structure, 
the thirn gives a summary of the international movements of capital from 1959 to 1968, and the last is de
voted to the problems of financial policy. 

- _!.e_droit_~~E~~~-~1-~-~!!£!!!!:~!!~~ Supplement to No. 134- October 1969- of "Communaute europeenne", 
Bureau d'Information des. Communautes europeennes (61, rue des Belles-Feuilles, Paris 16e) 1 28 pages, Price: 
2.50FF. 

- _!.~furope et 12_l-efi_.!~~E!!!:!~b Supplement to No. 135- October 1969- of "Communaute europeenne", Bureau 
d 1Information des Communautes europeennes, Paris, 20 pages, Price: 2FF. -This report was edited, under the 
responsibility of~~. Guido Colonna di Paliono, member of the European Commission, by a group of civil ser
vants of the Commission. 

- ~-Annales du Mar~he_Q£_~!!-~t Bi-monthly review for the information and harmonisati~n of commerce and ind
ustry, - November 1969, Brussels. - We draw attention in this aditio& to the text of a speech b,y Mr. Victor 
Bodson 1 member of the luropean Commission, on the common transport policy, an article qy Mr. Imanuele Gazzo 1 
director of the Agence Europe on "Furope in November" and a study on the British political parties in the 
face of Europe. • 

- !@LT.V.A.t-act!~n commune socialiste, September 1969 1 Editor: Societe generale cooperative (28 1 rue Haute, 
Brussels 1) 1 92 pages. -This pamphlet reflects the standpoints of the various forms of Socialist Joint 
Action with regard to the introduction of the T.V.A. in Belgium. 
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-Council marathon session bef.re Chris~~ with a,view to apply1ns the summit~? 
- '!be Nuclear Council te meet teat•X"rew 
- On Mend.al the Council Will relll.UH the d .. s1er en neptiatims with the matted Killgdea 
- Mr. Barre t new proposals tor ~~~eaetary c .. peration 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATIONt the special o-ittee on agriculture 
- ~s tax system at the frontterat the BBC aad the USA still oppeeed 
"'E.I.B.t lean fer the constructi• et a moterway in the Netherl&Jlds 
-Tariff quotas iD the industrial aecto~ f•r l970t'Oommias1on prepeeala 
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EDITORIAL 

AFTER THE HAGUEt 'IHE REMAINING AMBIGUITIES 

Aa we have already pointed out, it was possible to reach agreement at the Hague only because ~ a: 
ot confidence was established. It was a "cautious" type or confidence, but we can already see the result 
in the more "po11t1cal" turn which the debates on the main problems Which have to be settled have taken. 

Confidence and prudence, because, aa we have also pointfm out, and we repeat it once apln, &11 tb 
aabigultles have nOt been dispelled. Some or them are deliberate, and J)erhaps necesaarr, in O!'der to e 
ditticult transitions to take place. These we shall ignore. 

'Ibe main ambiguity has to do with the verr notion or Europe. What is the Europe we wish to build~ 
is ltls nature: it la this which we still do not know. Is this, as some people claim, a probleM or dootr~ 

. whloh the "realists" can arrord to ignore? This is not entirely true, tor when the biS political choices .. 0· 
to be taken, these problems recur and cannot be avoided. . 

One or the main aspects or this fundamental ambiguity concerns the institutions. Do we want 1;o 'bld.Id 
a Europe which can move towards real and irreversible unity, and which cons4tquently can only be baae4 on tts 
own independent institutions (which implies accepting a gradual, and even limited degree ot supranationalit') 
or do we want to promote the sort or cooperation which would result from convergence ot interests (and Which 
always be questioned)? 

'Ibe texts adopted at The Hague do not enable us to reply clearly. In tact, it is stated in .paragraph 
J that "this is perhaps the tlrst time that independent States have gone so far wl th their cooperation". 'lbia 
apparently means that Europe, the Community as it is at present, is the fruit ot cooperation 'between tndep~ 
endent States. But we cannot overlook the allusion to the tact that this cooperation has g.ne veq tar, Le. 
that it could change, or have changed, its nature. 'Ibis la reinforced b7 the tact that in the ..... paragraph 
there is reference not only to the irreversible nature or what has been done, but also to "preparing the way 
tor a united Europe". Moreover, it we continue reading the communiqu~. we find that paragraph 4 contat,ns 
an important allusion to the Community's "political finalltles" (the same political tlnallt1ea whose existence 
was recently denied by Mr. Debre). Immediately after, as it to act as a counterweight, there la'reterence 
te a Europe "regrouping States which in their national dlversltles, are united in their essential interests" 

Such contradictions, more or less apparent, crop up again and again in the communiqud. On several 
occasions there is reference to harmonisation and cooperation. But there la also re!'erebce, in par. 8, to 
the "process of integration" and 11'1 the same paragraph a common economic and monetary policr, which soea 
well beyond the text of the Treaty of Rome, is reca.aended. · 

Mr. Leo Hamon, replylng,to a number of questions which were put to him on Radio Luxembourg, aai4 
"you want a return or the 1952-53 spirit in the midst of the 1969 realltlesJ luckily there are other W&ye ot 
nourishing the European hopes awareness of the necessary convergence between nat1011a whloh are still Mp&l"&~e 
entities, but which have common interests, economic interests, social interests, technolosical interests, 
the desire to make the Common Market more habitable for man and also the desire to have political weilbt tn 
the world. It is not institutions which create a common policy, it is the-ooneensua of political wills 
which enables cooperation and the rest only comes about as an offshoot". 'Ibua,. here.. we. ba.a an. otricti.l.. 
interpretation which certainly confirms that the ambiguity remains. 
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- EDITORIALs "Arter the H&guet the remaining ambiguities" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE a Council of Europet The question of Greece.- '!be Monnet Connttteet AotiTities •. 

Nordekt Finnish request tor sine die postponement - EFTA 1 Debate in the Icelandic Parliailent. waft 
work or the parliamentary assembly. Great Britain's entryt statement trom Mr. Hanaon- Institute 
of Directors.- Germano-Russian talks on "non-resort to force" 
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4-5 - EUratoms Council resolution 
6 - Council or Ministerss Common basis tor negotiations ~tween the EEC and the applicant oountr1es 

- EEC/Austrla 1 the Commission to prepare a report 
6-7 - EEC/Turkey 1 contents or the new phase or the Association 
7 -Application or the TVAs Council reaches agreement 

- Preferences tor citrus fruits the Community does not change its position 
- The Council begins the debate on independent resources and financing 

8 - Equilibrium or the agricultural marketst statements from Mr. Mansholt 
- Mr. Mansholt replies to his critics 1 article published in "Preuvea" 

9 - AGRICUL'IURAL INFORMATIONt 'Ille 1969no season in the milk and beet sectors -'Quota tor iaports ot 
beer - Speculative purchases ot cereals - Exportation ot pig-meat - Reply to question No 289 
trom Mr. Vredeling on the Management Conunittees - Canadian wheat tor the USSR - Australian cereals 
sold to China 

10 - Kennedy Roundt Commission's reply to question No 297' from Mr. Callflce 
- Water pollut16n 1 Commission' a reply to question No ::506 from Mr. Vredellng 

10-11 -Manpower departments 1 Commission's reply to question No 278 from Mr. Vredellns 
11 - E.P. aesalont Yaourlde convention 

- E.P. sessions Transport policy 
12 - Steel productss Tariff quotas 

- Prices in the steel industryt price scales in the Community 
1} - WEEKLY ECHOES 
l--15 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1298 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

Some Uncertainties and ambiguity still persist after The Hague. Yesterd~, we mentioned those that 
cern ,!h~ very nature of the Community. Mr. Leo Hamon seems to think that everybody has rallied to the so-u'•~lJIQ 
"realist" idea, abandoning "legal romanticism", according to which there would"be no Community without 
quate in~titutions. It is clear that this alledged rallying did not take place and that therefore this 
amental point, which, we repeat, is not a doctrine, continues to be a factor for division. 

The same seems to be the case for another facet of the same idea, namely extension, and therefore t 
nature of the link! which should exist between the countries of the Community. In spite of the deformati 
to which their ideas are too frequently subject, everyone now knows that those who advocate the entry of 
Great Britain and of the other candidate countries, want the Community to remain wh!t it is at any price, 
and not to change into a free trade area. Thi$ is why they h&ve always strongly denied that enlargement 
be synonimous with weakening or dilution. Th~y are glad that the Six have asked the candidate countries 
accept what they themselves have accepted, including the strengthening of the CoJIIIIl\Ulity. 

But this implies that some eqffili brium between enlargement and strengtlM!ning should be achieved. 
To enlarge the Community by including Great Britain in it presents a certain number of problems, if ita 

cohesion and homogeneity is to be preserved. These problems increase, and become complicated when enlargement 
involves other countries. But they would become practically insuperable if' enlargement were to go !U9h bey9nd 
the present limits. This is the fundamental contradiction that marks the standpoint of those who affirm they 
want to defend the cohesion of the Community and at the same time claim that Europe should include !!!_europ; 
ean countries, including those of Fastern furope 1 and in general those that have not the leaat intention of 
accepting the Community mechanisms and especially "the political objectives which give the Community its 
meaning and purport" (para.4 of the communique). 

It, must, on tl'le contrary, be streesed tlui.t· by advocating' a: Umi:ted E!n!argeiilent~: but·. which ·streng1hans 
the Community in terms of quantity and quality, the possibility is not denied for further enlargement due 
to the force of attraction of such a Community on countries which at present do not share its political ob
jectives. 

Does the existence of these objective limits result from the communique of ~he Hague? In our view, yea. 
But it seems that there is some ambiguity in many minds. Thus; we heard a coDBDentator 9f whom it is said that 
he has very good sources in high places, say that for him, it waa evident that France, by choosing to enlarge 
the Community and by bringing in a large number of countries "had in view the transfonaa.Uon of the Community 
into something diff~. And we read that according to some, .!,,i_is an established fact that even the entry 
of Great Britain means ~he end of intesra~ 

What makes the idea believable (even if it is not credible) according to which France would resign her
self to enlargement because this would inevitably cause weakening leading directly to the Furope from the 
Atlantic to the Urals so dreamed of, is the "detachment" officially shown in France with regard to the Comm
unity institutional system, whose desired strengthening was not achieved at The Hagu~· 
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We shall return to this absence of institutional content in the Communique of The Hague. 
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EDITORIAL' 

After the Haguel the fate q[ tbe Inatitutiona 

Institutional questions were obvioualr raised at 'lbe Hque ·w.lt. Five Reads of GOfernll!tnt rete 
them specific&llJ' in their statements on the first da,-. "If we do not give the C011111Unitr political in 
utiona - said Mr. Rwnor - we will have failed our peoples and a.n· thO&ft who - frot11 the outside - are wato 
Europe". 'lbe European Conniasion, naturallr enough, laid particular stren on this subJect. In the deo 
it sublnitted to the statesmen assembled at ·'Itle'Hque, it set out the olasaio th8118sl strengthenins the 
ParliaMent's budge~~Y powersJ strengthehifti . the Commission's man~ement powersJ direct election ot the 
European Par l1ament J "normal" functioning of the Co\Ulc'il (the euph•i• used to condftl'l the "twtetllbourg 
comprOMise"). 

'lbeae demands were strongly supported bJ' ·all seotionl!l ot public opintoa. Indfted., the latter went .. .,.ILL_ ...... 
further, .demanding that the European Co11111iaaion be appointed., or at least "invested." b7 an elected European 
Parliament, which would give it democratic "1-.iti.aoy" and much greater pqlit~cal respanaibil1ttes. than it 
possesses at the m0111e11t. Moreover, it waa suggested that an ad boo Connittee (like the Spaak Connittee which 
resulted from the Messina Conference) should be given the task of atucb1.ng far-reaohina institutional retoru, 
tending towards tar greater demoorati.ation and which, if need. be, could be.extended to other lpbftoes, in 
partioular foreign policy and defence. 

'lben are no traoes of all this in the final COIIIIUftique, with the exception, ar-courae, ot the arant1n8 
of budgetary poWers to the European Parliament (some observers refer to the aUooation ot 1nclepenclent resources 
tUJ 111natitutional strengthening" a· 1n fact it 11 not, inaotat'l as the decisions tnvolvtns expenditure are taken, 
directly or indirectly, by the CO\Ulc1l, exoept for certain expenditure within the franlework ar the l!CSC Treaty). 
BUt the allocation ot budgetary powers to the European Parliament is, at least for the 110111ent, very 1imited1 
801118 observers even doubt whether it ia genuine (we only.need reter to the debate at pco4t8ent 1n progress in 
the Parliament). Moreover, Mr. Hamon tried hard to llinimi•e this "oonoe .. :t:on", in atatf.nl "where is the 
Frenchman who would reproach France for wanting to OoUple the idea ot sr*&ter tundl at the disposal of the 
European CCIIIIIIIUility and more intensive control b7 the European Parl1a.ntf11

• 

And Mr. Hamon took the opport\UlitJ' of oontirmin& France's attitude to the Institutions and their 
poastble strengthening• "wru..t we have al.wa.,-a refused to accept, 1a the idea ot a sort .of awe~t responsible 
to the Asaeably, a government whoae skeleton could ha"U been foi'IIIM bJ' the Conats6i~*· 

'1be Hague COIIIIIUftique 's silence on the inatitutiOhal problem obYioualY h!cte• the fact that there are 
different potnta of view on this fundamental p()int. bid the:r think it woul.cl be pl'e!Mture to. 10 further! 
Perl'epa. But the problem remains more than ever in the forefront, eapeciAlly Within the OOilWSt of the 
new pcooapects tor political \Ulitication. Not later than yeaterdaJ', Mr. Barnl8l'.said, in a speech to the , 
WEU A8semb1J't "This cannot onl,- deal with the alre• extJ!emelJ illlportant subJec:it or ooord.ination of foretsn 
policies, ite sphere and ita instruments, but the whole complex of political institutiona1 tor a C0111111unttJ 
1n the process ot enlarseMentl working of the executive, power of the Parlian~ent, 11104e or election. etc." 

'J.'he truth. is that, if we wish to maintain the.Caa.am.it7-'s .. cohe.a1orl..-. wbUa...ealargfac it.~-tha----tille. 
it will have to be based on strong institutions.. lJ.bia is not "legal romantiotem" bu~ true rMli•· 
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EDITORIAL 

After '!be Hague t the reasons for moderate optimism 

17~me ann~e - No 469 
Jeudi 11 d~cembre 

BULLETIN 

'!be ambiguities, contradictions and doubts were not dispelled at 'The Baguet we have drawn at1tel'lf\J:.JIIII'JJJ1 
the moat important ones, which concern the very concept or 'communitJ'• ita "present" geographical limi~lll!lfill... 
its institutions. 

Is this as much as saying that the 11~e cOnt'etoencn~ c!14 not achieve ita obJective? Yes and no. AWWIBllre 
alreaci¥ said that the result could be described aa average, Which means that there is toeason foil s&'t1~sr'ltlPt'Dl~· 
among those who were aiming at a limited goal, an~ reason fo'r disappointment among those who were aiJIIfh.,lh~lh 
further and much higher. 

We can now say that the Hague did not mark the beginning of the "European renaissance" we might 
hoped tor, and which should be made manit'est so t'-t the peoples, and particularly the young people, 
their essential'contribution, without which Europe would remain a political abstraction equipped with 
suftici~technocratic structure. This means that the struggle continues. 

But we must also admit that-the deliberations at The Hague managed to break the deadlock and find a way 
out of an extremely dangerous stagnation situation, and, by this very tact, they initiated a movement in the 
r~t directionA There was also something very new in the results of the deliberations at 1be Hague, and in 
the way in which they were held, compared with What we have- been used to for the last twelve ,-ears. 'J.'b&t is, 
While there was a "compromise", ·and whatever evaluation we lllllke of the two parts of this compromise (financing 
syateta on the one hand, and commitment to open the negotiations on the other), it!!! not offset, this time, 
bJ' a step backwards, concerning the ·very principles of the Comnnmit;r. Prom this, we can draw the conclusion 
that, in spite of all, there was a change in perspective. It is not surprising that this change is slow, or 
evM ·progressive: What co\Dlts, once again, is that it is a movement in the right direction. 

Thta is an important reason tor being moderately optimtatic after '!be Hague. In tact, there is something 
eise to add, and it is very important. ·The so-called "reallsts", wtto are now agreeing to a lot of things the,
retused - in the name of realism - in 1965, will be· graduallY forced to admit that What the,- call utopian or 
"romantic" does no more than anticipate the new realitiea to which the,- will have to adJust themselves. Since 
tbey··now reconnend, and propose a strengthening ot the Connunit;r and the c011111on policies, ,lf!tich goes visiblt 
beyond the .letter of the Treaty, towards the poll tieal tirutli ties Which have too otten been denied, we can 
lhpend Cll the fact that they wtU soon realize .the. imperative need .tor these Insti..tut1Cil8 ... ~or thue atl'uctUl!es, 
without which we run the risk of bu1.l.ding on sand. · 

SUMMARY : 1/ /)e Le m 1-:::>..e or I q fO '/IJ(j, 'I ~Cf 
l - EDITORIAL:"After The Hague: the reasons for moderate opti~ 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Counr·il of Euro~: the Greek problem- Great Britain and the Common Market: 
no referendum., com:ul tat ion with Ireland -~ satisfaction at the results of The Hague. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 469 (new series): 
3-4-7 -Session of_!~Egropean Parliameni: symposium on the future of the Communities after the 

conference at The Hague. 
5-6-7 - European Parliament: proposes to modify the drafts regarding independenr resources and budgetary 

procedures. 
8 -EEC J ~~ Positive start to trade negotiations 

- ~ Israel: resumption of negotiations 
9 - Governors of the Banks: Agreement on the support mechanism 

- Compensation for German farmers: favourable vote in Bundestag 
-American protectionism: Senator Cotton's amendment 
- E.L.E.C.: Third East-West Round Table 

10 - AGRICULTURAL INFORVillTION: Imports of beef: Commission's estimates - Food Aid for Lebanon -
Milk for consumption: some limited liberalisations- Pig meat: changing of the tariff heading
Sugar: organisation of the markets - Declaration by Mr. Palmby on the restrictive agricultural 
policy of the EEC. 

ll - Health P~ysics: Symposium organised by the Community 
- Nuclear Energy: Preparation of a new indicative programme 
-Diffusion of inform~ balance sheet of activity 
-Calculation Centre in Luxemburg: Written question no. 366/69 by Miss Flesch and Mr. Oele 
- Amount of scrap in steel : 405kg 

12 - Steel industry: steel production in November 1969 
- Esch~rger Bergwerksverein: authorised to re-buy the rlestfalen mine 
-Investment and reconversion credits: Council's considered opinions 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: meeting cancelled 

13 - Common Coal Market: has found a new equilibrium 
14-15 - ECO'Nooc INTERPENETRATION No. 1301 
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\ -~R-, •"'·~ '~ •.: 4·'\ ~ • U R 0 P ! A !! L I B R A R Y. . l;. .. -·~ ~ t, "··~ ~',Jiot"s which are sent to us and whose publication 
·•!j. ~ is worth noting are ~iewed under this heading ~ 

EUROPA UNION, Uberparte1liohe Zeitung fUr die Vereinigten 'Staaten von Europa, December 1~9, No 12, 
Price 1 1 DM (Editoria~ office at 1-5 Stockenstrasse, 53 Bonn, Federal Germany).- '1\fo subJeots are d .... a.v.;;;~.._ 
wl th in the twelve pages of this monthly published by the Europa union 1 their 18th annual congress w 
was held at Sarx-ebruok and the SUJIIIIIit conference at '!be Hague. 

- Europ!ische gemeinsc~ft,No 12/1969, December 1969, (9-11 Zitelmannstrasse, 53 Bonn, Federal Germanr) 
We should like to draw attention to an article by Mr. Herbert Kriedemann, a member of the European Par~•lllfllrl
on the technique used by the European Conunission in its replies to written parliamentary questioas, wh 
number has increased from 84 in 1959 to 343 in 1968 and 343 during the first eleven months of 1969. Mr 
Kriedemann stresses the importance of writtea questioas as an instrumeat of parliamentary aottvity, but 
statest "The Commissioa has a clear teJ\dency to make the important parliam8'\tary :lllstrullellt ooastituted 
writtea questions iaefficaoious by the way ia which it replies to the questioas, for it atteMPts to avoid 
attracting the wx-ath of the Council, the goverameat of' a Member State or aa ecoaomi.c group!'. 

JOERG THAIMANN t E W G, Eiae Ubersicht Uber dea hei tigen Stand der EUropUschea Wirtschattsgemeiasohatt, 
Separatdruck aus dea 11Basler Nachl"ichten", September 1969, Basie.(SWitzerlud), 4T pages, Price 1 7.30 SP.
In this brochure, Mr. Thalmann, the ttBasler Nachl"ichten" correspondant in Brussels, reviews the situation 
as it appeared in September 1969. 

EARBARA KOENITZ 1 Crisis management, Sonderdruck aus Heft 4, Jahrgang 9 de Osterreich1sche Zeitschtrit 
fUr Aussenpoli tik, (pages 229 to 237) • - '!be autttor examines the concept ot crisis management in international 
l"4tlations, especially in the NATO. ' 

ECafOMI~ Alf.a> SOCIAL Cor+tiTTEE OF THE EUROPFAN COMMONITIES 1 Dix Ann~es d'Activit~ du Com1te 4oon01111que et 
social des Communa.utes europ~ennes, 1958-1968J Brussels, ~ pages.· 'Ibis 1s a survey of the extraordinary 
aoademic session which was held on ;:a May 1968, containing the speeches made by Messrs. Louis MaJor, President 
of the m::s, Edgar Faure, President of the Counoll and Jean_ Rey, President __ of the. COIIIIIiasion_. 

1 
2 

- Britain and the C01111110n Market, What it could mean to us and to Europe, A series of articles published 
in "'!be Daily Telegraph* in November 1969, London, 18 pages, Price 1 one shilling and sixpence.- 'Ihe authors 
ot these articles are Messrs. Colin Welch, Tim Josling, John Cockrott, R.H.C. Steed, Wiilter Parr and Maur1ce 
G~. 

- OVerseas Review, No 46 - November 1969, published by the Conservative Political Centre, London, Pricec 
ls 3d.- We should draw particulax- attention to the extracts from the speech made bJ Sil· Aleo Douglas-Rome 
in the House_ of_ Comons on 30 October 1969 on the problems_ of d~tente. 

- CNEN (Comltato Nazionale Ener•gla Nucleare) 1 Notiziario, November 1969, Rome. In the SUJIIII&l71 CRl!N 
sJ~Dposium 1n Turin on nuclear i'uel, Nuclex 1969, Politics and economics (the re-organisation of the 
British nuclear industry) , Materials and fuels (economic evaluations of a number ot elements obtained tr0111 
1iaste fuels from power reactors), Research, installations and applications_ (Present state and prospects a~.· 
energy in Sweden), Safety and protection {Control of_ radioactive fall-out in Italy). 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY IN EUROPE : Couacil of Europe 1 Greece witltdrawl!l from the Couacil - WBU Ceuncil t 

Decision next Wednesday? NORDEK 1 Helsinki conference - 1:3: -Yugoslavia : pregress' ·6f the ii!!i~ 
DAILY BJLLETIN No 470 (aew series) 
' - Independeat resources &1'ld powet·s of the EuropeaR Parliameat1 the C0111111issica ameada ·1'\s 

3-4-5 
5 
6-7-8-9 
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10 

ll-l2 
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13 
14 

proposals 
-Next week's miaisterial meetiags 
- EEC-Israel - negotiatioas 
- Plenary session of the Europeaa Parliameat: Symposium oa the Hague confereilce ... Workiq .r 

the agricultural policy.- Leg1slatloa 1R respect of textile denominations.- Commea tranaport 
policy.- Closure of the sessiea. . 

- The situatioa in Greece 1 oral question from Mr. Olinne 
... AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : Harvest ill the BID: New record.- Fruit and vegetables: •weaition 

from New Zealand.- GA'IT: worl agreement on skimmed milk powder 
- Coal Jll&i•ketl 1ntemal demaad 
- Prestressed cancrete reactor vessels 1 information session 
- Coal-miners : rapid diminutien in numbers 
- Quantity of scrap used in steel productions reduction in the steelworks 
- 'lHE WEEK IN EUROPE 
- J!X::ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1302 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

EDITORIAL 

'!be •..,..them", """'ual ......,,. oml 'the spirit or '!be !l!gue" ~ 
'!be Cotll'cil of Ministers met this rnornina and began thfl phase of its work which eveeyone is agreed 

in thinking ought to lead to positive conclusions in the spheres which will determine the progtessive ... m-.. ...... ·~
ment of the notorious ~triptych". 

The Ministers now seem to be tackling the very heart or the problems which arise directly or Ln·~~L~u 
within the context of the agricultural policy.

1 
Already we can see positions hardening, and the bel!!;irmingJ 

of manoeuvres which we might have expected anyway. Everyone is evoking and invoking. the "spiri,t or ... ,_.,.,_ 
but this does not prevent them from giving slightly different interpretations to the text Of the c01nnrumi•qlj1!!7 
which emerged from the above-mentioned Conference. The fixing of·a definitive financing system it an 
Which is clearly indicated in 'the Hague communique, as well as the progressive replacement, within the 
work of the same system, and taking account of all the interests in qeustion, or the Member States' --·· ... -·~ft~
utions by independent resources, in order to achieve integral financing of the Communi ties' budgets. Another 
objective in the same context, Which is not any the less clearly espressed., is that of pursuing without delay 
the efforts already undertaken to ensure better control or the market, and thus limit the budgetary costs. 

When we read the texts, and interpt•et them ae literilly as possible, we can see a Whole seriu of 
factors and objectives on which an overall agreement will depend - an agreement Which will obviously not 
be reached until the last minut~. These taators &N'I the financing system, the objective of integral f1nana!nl 
of the Communities' budgets, the need to take into account all the interests involved, the obJective ot 
limi ti!!f5 the budgetary costs. 

While all this should lead to an overall solution with Which everyone will be satisfied, we should 
nevertheless remember that this solution cannot Hisregard~the contents of paragraph 7 or the COIIIIUDique. 
As W'! Imow·, hthis paragraph, speci~ies that the acceptance of the financing system does not rule out -the 
possibility of 1 ts being adapted "in particular to the requirements or an enlargetd COIIIIIUDi ty". Is this 
simply a stylistic expression or an expression of a real political will? It is at this stage that the 
famous trust which W&8 at the bases of the agreement reached at The Hague, will be put to the test. For if 
it is a-porrtical will without mental reservations, the financing regulations will obviouaq have to be 
desisned in the lisht at this prospect. To act otherwise would be to deny this pledge taken "in r;ood ta1th". 
. We can find traces of this in a statement ntade b;r Mr. George ThOIUon to Hell& Pick, who was interv'iewinr; 
bim tor the "Guardian". Questioned on the obstacle formed by the COIII'IOD agricultural policy. Mr. 'Ikorlson 
eaid: "I am·sure ~1at the St1, in all their future decisions, will take into account the aeoeasi\y net to make 
the enlargement more difficult". 

In brief, it is in this d'cisive phase that we shall find out w11ether the famous "spirit of the Har;ue" 
is, as we think, a factor which will give an impetus towards finding solutioa.a to the probleJIILWith wllich. 
the Comnunity is faced at the present time, or Wkether it is a smokescreen Which onlY hides misuaderstandlags. 

1 

2-' 
- EDITORIAL• The "•rathon11

, "mutual trust" and "the Hyue spirit" 
- POLITICAL DAY IN BUROPE1 Nordekr the political decisions postponed aine d·te - Jllr. 1ftl-.onr 

speech on the problems of British' entry- .Qreece will abstain from taking part in the work 
of the Council of Europe - Austrian Parli~and South Tyrol regulation - The Action Comm
itte~ fol the Unit~ States of Europe and the Hague decisions. 

DAILY Bt1LL&'l'IN No4/I new strie• t 
.1!--5-6 - Opening of the Council' a "urathcm" seasict 
1 - E.I.B. t financinl of the pipeline oal"rJ'inS natural· Pll to the Paris recion 

8 
9 

10 

11 

12 
1,-l .... 

- E.D.F. 1 new investments 
- A'S'iiisle model tor colleci:J.ve b&z:eina recommended by Mr. 'Lev1-8andri 
- Court of Justicer redisoomt rate in France 
- PranoettJBSR aveementr replies to questions No 30' from Jllr. vredelinc and]!! tre. Mr. Apel 
- Trade between the FOR and the DDRI replies tO questions Nos 217 and 26Tft'ell Jllr. Vredelinr; 
- Subsidies to coldn& coal and blaat-turnace cokea Council approval 
- Coal i!lports from third countries 
~ The 70S steelworks to have production capaci'ty or-;-.s m11Uon tons 
- Spanish steel pr6duationa rapid expeaii6n 
- C~ity steel 1ndustrr 1 tftcrease ln productivity 
- Stles deertaenta ot the Genan steel 1nduatry1 price chaftses 
- Productivity in the rollinc milla·a ·ax:J'mW' seminar 
- WJ!:BKLY PmOl!3 
- mONOMic IN'rERPBIETRATION No 130' 
- ~-!!£· 36 
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?-.. . ,--»., ... 
~' \·~·~·;;..~ After Mr. Geo~es Pom;2idou 1 s speech.!. 
~~,G\ ------- ----

~~arks made by Mr. Georges Pompidou about Europe (in his televised speech) deserve some 
thi e first public and official interpretation of the results of the Hague Conference by one 
main protagonists of this conference, the President of the French Republic. 

It is obvious tha~ this interpretation can only reflect the ambiguity which remains the main c~~~·
eristic of The Hague. It must, however, be noted from the start that in spite of this ambiguity, all 
observers are agreed in saying that The Hague has allowed and allows , if not to give the integratio 
Europe the "second wind" which it needs so badly, at least to create a climate in which much can beco 
possible, which was not possible earlier. This perhaps means, in spite of the cynicism doudtless in 
statement, that 2_~rtai~~-2!_~~itz remains necessary for the moment. 

Thus, in Mr. Pompidou's remarks, we note the insistance with which the President of the Repubi' 
stressed the inter-State and inter-governmental nature of european integration, such as he saw it. OOM es 
not mean to say that others see this in the same way: v~. Pompidou implicitly recognised this when e : 
"It is this result ~ich we so~ at The Hague ••• ". Sought, but not found ••• Mr. Pompidou spoke of e s 
between the Member States, of a union free from dreams and abandonment, of the close relations"between res
ponsiblegom~" readL.!2_JJ!!EOSe C£~On di!'EIPirnEion-the!!l~el v~!_: 

He doubtless wanted to reply to certain objections and reservations which he hears in the circles close
est to him, whilst at the same time recognising certain ~!!!~~b!E~!_changin~. It is obvious that 
without the will of the States, European Integration would perhaps never have got off the ground and that, 
unless there were an irresistable demonstration of popular will forcing the States to go further, these would 
only pass through the stage of "organised collaboration" with great difficulty. But it is also true that 
when one speaks, ,as Mr. Pompidou does, of governments prepared to impose common discipline upon themselves, 
one is not far from admitting the existence of precisely this common discipline, which is nothing other 
thaa Q£~~~!~1~ This means, logically, that there is a transfer of responsibility and of the exercise 
of power from the national level to the Community level. 

The problem, let us face it, is no longer to know whether common tnstitutions are to be created: the 
problem is how these common institutions will function to ensure the achievement of the objectives that every
one is agreed i~ giving to european integration. When one ~peaks of common resources and when one mentions, 
as Mr. Giscard d'Estaing did yesterday in the Community Council, the case of the State of New York, which 
does not keep its customs revenues to itself, but allows the federal budget to make use of them, one is 
arriving at pointing out the way which leads to federal power. 

Let us not, for God's sake, talk about Community institutions, which would conjure up the shameful 
idea of abandonmen!l Indeed, let us not talk about it, but rather do something about it •••• 

1 

2-3 

• 

-------------------
- EDITORIAL: "After Mr. Georges P~mpidou's speech" 

-POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Pompidou speaks about Europe - The Monnet Committee has completed its work-
Agreement for South African gold- !he CERN Council must choose the site where the giant accel
erator will be installed - Diplomatic relations re-established between France and Morocco -
Ministerial meeting of the ~· 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 472 (new series): 
4 -~pendent resources and agricultural financing: Council will resume the laborious search for 

4-5 

5-6 
6 

7 

8 

agreement on Friday 
-Equilibrium of the asricultural markets and the disposal of surpluses examined by Ministers of 

Agriculture 
Budgetary powers of the E.P.: the Commission's proposals in the Council 

- Common commercial p~licy: system applicable to imports from Eastern European countries and imports 
to third countries 
The Council pre;2ares a resolution providing for the introduction of a common organisation for fish-
ing from 1 May 1970 

- Temporary suspension of !he tariff reduction on oranges from Spain and Israel 
- Q~~tor~ tax on oranges from Algeria and Greece 
- EEC-Argentine: first phase of exploratory talks 
-The agreements betwee~_f!!ell! (Italy) and 'Dunlop (France) in the field of tyres 
- !1!~1-!~~an semig~~ for industrial training officers 
- ITF - CISL: concern about the slowness of the a~hievement of the transport policy 
- Right of establishment and services: midwives 

9 -AGRICULTURAL INFO~ffiTION- The EEC savings bank~ and the Mansholt Plan- The cost of asricultural 
surpluses- New reduction in levies for~~~- Soviet cereals harvest- New possibilities for 
the disposal of dairy surE!~~~ 

10 - The co~~~~of_ph_armaceutical products: reply to question no. 280 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Struggle against the use of drugs by young people: reply to question no. 286 by Mr. Spenale 
- Bridge over the Bosphorus: an Anglo-German group given the contract 

11-12 - Fast reactors: need for more intensive cooperation 
12 - Conference on molecular .biology: question no. 373 by Mr. Vredeling 

- Ultracentrifugalisation: Japanese success? 
13 - guotas granted as part of the half-yearly tariff measures for steel products 

- British steel production high in November 
- Wild-cat strike in the Lapland iron mines 

14-15 - ECONOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No. l.lQ!_ 
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EDITORIAL 

British entry and its economic significance 

'lbe Confederation ot British Industries (CBI) today published a new Report on the importance wblo 
Joining the CODIIIon Market could have for the British ecdnomy, and industry in particular. '!1118 is a n 
report which, much more than the one published three years ago by the same organisation, directa Bri ti ............... ~,.., 
industry towal"\'ls EUrope .• M~ord1ng ;to:rauarks made by a Bl'itil!lh'industrialist, the report ·published thre 
qo was no more than an "exercise in propaganda" while the standpoint adopted in this one is balled on ...... ...-...
realities. Indeed, the report constitutes an overall evaluation or the European econ01117 as it could eil~(f;K 
within the framework of an ~larged Community and in the process of developing into an econ011tio union, 
well as an evaluation or the British contribution and tbe advantages which would result tor this latte 

We feel that this standpoint, a brief Summ&l'J ot which is given in today's Blllletin, is partiou .... =,....--..., 
appropriate at a time when many British people are affected by the emoiional·reflex triggered ott by 
prospect or possible increases in food prices. It goes without saying that the analysis carried out 
CBI does not rule out this possibility, but on the contrary, considers its illlp&ct f'l'OII various angles, 

. the increase in the cost of the labour factor in the selling prices ot 1ndU8trial producta. But the conolusion 
seems to be that today's sacrifices will be compensated by tomorrow's benefits, according to the "p&J' naw -
profit later" formula. 

However, at the same time as the cm's Report, we should like to draw attention to a acientitio at• 
carried out by two teachers (Messrs. 'lb. Peeters and Abraham) at the Centrum voor Econamische Studim ot tbe 
University of Lomrain, whose content,' we· believe, was used by the CBI's report. The r.ouv•tn stud,. OCift8titutea, 
in our opinion, an appropriate and eft'icacious reply to those who, tor years, have based their hostility to 
British entl'J on the argument of the fragility or the British balance ot -paJM!lts, and Who base their preeent 
scepticism on the British economy's lack or dynamism. As has often been stressed,· &1\altsia of trae di~· alone 
does not always enable us to evaluate, together with tht etteot ot known or foreseeable taotora, -the etteot· 
ot factors of a peiJchological type. With regat"Ci to Britain, there seems to be no doubt that direct contact 
with expanding markets would be beneficial, even it the challenge was :tough.. But the consequence would ~ 
that the British market would itself become a d.Jnamic market which would be or advantage to the continental 
economies, and would help to balance expansion throughout the new economic zone thus created. 

At the same time, the OFXID has Just revealed its forecasts for next year •. It 8f!let'8e8 that the.~tnorease 
in the O.N.P. in 1970, ,compared with 1969, will be 4;5" in Oern18111, ~in Prance, 1.75- in ItaJi, but onl:1 
"' in O.B. and 1.5" in the United 'States. Average growth in the· last ten years has been 5.~ in the 01£D zone 
(including the United States), but only ,,~ in CJ,B. 

'lbe enlargement or the COIIIIIIl.Dlity .will no'Laimply be a Juxtapoaitlona the eaonomis:t,.bave contil'll!cL1t.~ 
Tbe 11111lt1plier··~ffect will be beneficial for everyone. 

stMotARY f1- 'D€.~mb-e y- (q «:> 'f AXJ ' 41-3 
'1. - EDITORIAL : "British entrz and its economic significance" 
2 - 'l'OUTICAL DAY IN EUROPE: COMFX:ONt meeting in Moscow - At the O!Xm Caunoil - Sales or sold by 

South Africa - Mr. 'lbom in Moscow - Mr. VOJl Hase to represent the FOR in London 

DAILY BJLLE'I'IN No 4V {new series), 

5 

5-6 
6 
7 

8 
8-9 
9 
10 

11 

12 
lJ 
14-15 

- Mr. Mansholt confirms the gravity·of ·the situation with regard to agricultural IIUrPlU8es 
- Council : the tobacco problem 
- EUROSYNDICAT I . 156 • 97· 
- The Ministers or Agricultyre are to resume their examination ot management probleMS tomorrow 

"crystal glass" directive adopted by the Council 
- EEC-Turkel 1 prolongation of the present trading measures into 1?70 
- Sp!nish and Israeli citrus fruit 1 procedures in progress 
- Common system applicable to EEC exports from 1 January 19'70 · onwards 
- Trading policy with regard to East European countries 1 first sketch 
- The Court of Justice has stated that the appeal brought forward by a group or Italian aupr-retinerie: 

cannot be acc~pted 
- The Court of Justiqe and the pensions system tor·mtgrant workers 
- Costs-and advantages of joining -the EEC for the U.K. 
- The OECD advises Britain not to slacken its austerity policy 
- 'lbe Confederation of British Industries pleads strongly in favour or Joining the E1!C 
- Weatinghouse proJect to set 11p· a-research and· deve-lopment centre in Europe a question Bo ;,89 

from Mr, Vrede ling 
- Euratom control b7 the IAEA:question No J92 from Mr. Oele 
- Standardization or the volume or omen in non-ferrous metals 
- Scientific and technological cocperationa next Council 
-l!X:SC loans for industrial reconverstona question No ,S4 from Mr. Oele 
- Preferential rediscount rate tor the French steel industry 
- !hlssen-Mannesmann amalgamation 
- Publications ot the European Communities 
- European parliamentary activity 
- ~ONOMIC IN'l"ERP!XETRATION No 13()5 
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'~\. E D I T 0 R I A L 

, ·• A lost opportuni tr (!! 
An episode which took place just recentlr in the Council of Ministers deserves our. Attention, tor j]Jhe 

record and aiso becau•e there are some things which alwars ought to be noted caretulll• FJ 
'!be Council was discussing (as we have indicated in our Bulletins) whether the preferences which t 

Communitr grants at present to citrus fruit from Israel and Spain ought to be extended "erga •mnes", as ~ 
GATT claimed, or whether ther should just be annuled, pending the conclusion of the preferential agreement 
which are being negotiated with these two ceuntries. Italr, quite naturally, was detetlding her interests, 
both as a countrr which produces citrus fruit (the onlr countrr in the Conammitr, and thus the only one wh:Qo 
would have to suffer from external competition) and as a Mediterranean oountey (and consequently interest 
in the implementation of a Mediterranean policl in this particular sphere). Since the CommunJtl has begun 
to implement such a policr, bl means of a series of agre~ments which have still to be comple~, it is obvious 
that Italr has everr interest in making sure that this policr has a direction and a logic. This is why 
she was opposed~ to the preferences being extended "erga omnes", emphasizing that the real re1ult et such an 
extension would be to cancel eut anr preference fer Mediterranean producers. However her viewpeint was 
net shared b7 her partners, who were all in favour of extension "erga omnes (which is reasonable enough, 
tor consumer countries). 

But here the question is not whether Italr's position was or was not well-founded, and whether it 
corresponded to the overall interest of the Communitr, within the context ot its exterh&l trading policr. 
An important national interest was involved, stated the Italian Minister, Mr. Colombo. And..• since the 
premident of the European Commission then proposed to take a vote on it, Mr. Colombo added ,that. although 
an important national interest was involved for Italy, his government would fall into ,l.ine with a ujority 
vote taken in the Council. But it must be made clear, added Mr. Colombo, looking ar~ htm, that trom now 
on no-one will be able to use the excuse of an "important national interest" to retuse to fall into line with 
a majoritr decision. 

After all the speeches we have heard on the necessarr "strengthening" of the Institutions, after the 
countless explicit and implicit condemnations ot the paralysing unanimitr rule, it misht have been expected 
tbat the maJoritl ot Council members would seize the opportunitr to put an end to a practice Which ia a 
permanent violation of the Treatr. The so-called "Luxembourg compromise" cannot be destroyed at legal "level 
because legally it is invalid. It can onll be destrored b7 the facts. The opportunit¥ had presented itself, 
and it only had to be taken. But the Council's courage failed it. Not without some elnbarassment, the Ministe: 
decided that Italr had better not be put in the minoritr. Someone said that it was inappropriate to raise 
this problem at the· present time. It is a pitr, because the opportunities have to be created, .aa the Italian 
Minister did so, and once created, ther must be grasped, .as h1s colleagues did not wish to do. 

PUblic opinion should certainll be informed of this. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "A lost oppo!:tuni ty" 

- POLITICAL DAY: \-fEU Council: meeting in London - OELD forecasts for 1970 - The CERN Council must 
take a decision-on the giant accelerator - ELDO: 1970 budget is adopted. 

2 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 474 (new series): 
3-4-5 - Provisional economi£_E£licy aims which the M.s. should respect during the 1971-1975 period 
6 - The Council will resume the debates on independent resources tomorrow 
6-7 -Agricultural session: positive decisions and rapid progress on the problems of the administration 

8 
9 

of the common policy 
.- Common energy polic,y: first concrete measures propose'd by the Commission 
- The ECSC levy rate remains at 0.3~ . 
- Radiation rotection informat~on and trai~ing for workers: Symposium 
- Composite Price: 3 • 0 D T 

10 - European cooperation_in scientific and technological research and development 
11-12 - Functioning of the system installed at the ~rench frontier following the deva~uation of the Franc 

- AGRICULTlffiAL lNT•'ORWillTION - EEC-Lebanon agreement - Tariff guoatas for beef - ).970 estimates for 
beef - Tariff nuota for. cod - EAGGl~ 

12 

13 - Publications of the European Communities 
14-15 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1306 
EUROPE/Documents No. 556 
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.------- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
Books which ar~se~~s~and·whose publication 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

17&-ne ann6e- No 47 
Vendredi 19 d6cemb 

- A.W.GREEN: ~olitic~ Integration by !E!isprud2nce; The Work of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities in European Political Integration, Publisher: A.W.Sijthoff 1 Leyde (Netherlands), 1969( 84 
Price: F1.95.- Does po1itical integration require judicial institutions? How can the contribution of~,,~-~J 
icial institutions to political integration be measured? Andrew WilsontGreen, an American specialist in 
problems and political science (he represents the Centre for Strategic Studies of Georgetown Universit 
Brussels), tries to answer this two-fold question in a vast study of the European Court of Justice; an 
disciplinary work, since it is intended for political science experts and for Jurists. The work is the~--~ 
the jurisprudence of the Court is approached from the angle of the political integration theory. The 
in one volume of the Court's jurisprudence enables those who are interested in political science probl 
to get an exact picture of the institution's significanc~ without recourse to technical articles scattered 
in legal journals. In this sense, A.W.Green's work definitely has a practical side. This is a systematic ref
erence work and a means for research which was not available until now. An appendix of almost 400 pages in 
which every decision of the Court is classified according to parties, receivability, subject matter and re
medy and an up-to-date table of all the Court's decisions and national jurisprudence on Community law, en
ables one to find one's way without difficulty through almost 20 years of Community law. The author's work 
is also critical, since ~ach decision is critic!~ed according to~~ techniques of American legal research. 
European readers will gain a deeper appreciation of their own legal traditions and those of the Court from 
this work. 

- FAUSTO CAPELLI: _!.e Dichiarazioni e _gli "Slogans Pubblici t!!I'i" consentiti sugli involucri Contenenti Pas1!! 
Alimentari. - Extract from the review "Rassegna di Diritto e Tecnica della Alimentazione", No. 9- September 
1969, Pages 449-457· Franco Angeli Editore. 

- OECD: National Science Poli~ies: Canada; Paris, 1969 1 478 pages, Price: £4 2s., $11.80.- This report, the 
tenth in the series of Studies of National Scientific Policies, is the first synthesis on the scientific 
effort in Canada to be published to this day. It especial! examines the difficulties presented by the relat
ions of the Federal State with the various Canadian provinces to define a national scientific policy. 

- UNDP: Action T~ First part: The years of challenge and response; Second part: The iegions of peace, 
United Nations.- The first part stresses the aims followed and the results obtained in ten years of activity; 
the .second examines the structures, methods and attempts·at_innovation of the UNDP. 
------- -------·---------· 

1 EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2-2b -POLITICAL DAY: Mr· Jean Rey addresses the members of the Economic Affair~ Committee of the Nation
al Assembly- Mr. Schumann_receives the members of the Political Committee of the E.P.- ~: no 
decision for the giant .accele~a~or- A progressive ~hri!!!~n-democrat- party?~ Mr •• Aldo·Morot 
interview- The WEU crisis: Mr. Harmel's reply- Severe judgements o~ the Community from Moscow 
and Peking- NORDEK entrusted to experts- The CBI has consulted the government before making its 
report on Europe-- ~ominations in the world of high finance - ~B: rise in interest rates. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 475 {new series): 
3-4 -Council: the big end-of-the-year negotiations 

- Wine: New compromise by the Commission 
5 - _!he "Agricultural" Council commits itself to adopting the common fisheries policy before May 1970 

- QOPA reJects Commissi2n proposals_about dairy products market 
6 - EEC-Austria: Austria would like to rapidly conclude a temporary preferential agreement 

- Trade agreement~ with the East European countries 
- The tobacco industries of WGermany and Belgium demand the abolition of monopolies 

7 - Nuclear £esearch bud~et for 1970: being prepared 
- _!ri-partite CO£Eeration concerning the enriching of uranium 
- Compr?mise on the fate of the Euratom staff who are moved onto the EEC's operational budget 

8 - ~~ure of industrial workers' wa~~i 1st. element of the Community enquiry 
- Contract between Belgian ~d L~emburger steel WE~ in the tube sector 

9 -The devaluat~on of the F.rench franc and the conditions of competition in the EEC: reply to quest-
~~219 hy~~~--------

- "~¥re pl!:!_.n" and E.P.: reply to question ~-230 by Mr. Vredeling 
9-10 - !mporting of sug~__!!2~~~l reply to question no. 264 by Mr. Vredeling 
10 -AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION- The FRG_~an compensate for

1 
the loss in value of certain stocks- Indemn-

ity for German sug~ stock~- Community scale for allowan~es and rebates- Cases of foot and-mout~
di~~~~ in Belgium- Basic and buying prices for certain fruit and vegetables. 

11 - Structure of international trade in steel products 
-Reconversion credits ror-Fr~-car industry 
- Mr. De Groote, Commissioner for atomic energy in Belgium 

12 - Publications of the European Communities 
13-14- ECONOMIG:fNT'ERPENETRATION No. 1307 
EUROPE/Documents No. 557 --
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~lAb,_ 

17ime annee - No 476 
Lundi 22 decenbre, 

End of the tr!E!!!!2n R2riod: the life of the Community begin~. 

On 31 December, the "transition period" which the Community entered on 1st. January 1958, 
end. This period will have lasted exactly the 12 years planned by those who drew up the Treaty. 
it was a gamble, and many were those who seriously doubted that it could be won. Voices were also heard t 
be raised during this last year to ask, supporting themselves with solid arguments, that the possibility 
offerred by the Treaty of extending the duration of the transition period by three years, be used. 

To achieve what .had been decided in 1957, an exceptional effort would have been necessary, and a con 
cordance of wills, which was known to be difficult to achieve, but which became possible after The Hague. 
The effort this time has involved the adoption of the fundamental principles of an agricultural financing 
arrangement, which in turn shows application details which should gradually develop from now until 1975 t 
finally result in a financing system entirely based on resourceR automatically levied by the Community. In 
the event that all these resources or the great majority of them should be used to finance the disposal of 
surpluses, as is now the case, this system would result in penalising the countries more vigorous from the 
point of view of trade and whose economic structure is more advanced, to the benefit of those whose struct
ure is more linked to traditionalist plans and-with self-sufficient tendencies. This does not mean that event
ually these advantages, which can be calculated as some hundreds of millions of subsidies, will be of last
ing benefit to these economies. In general, and this is recognised, these systems lead to the "scl:erosis" 
of economies and to inevitable regression due to the bad distribution of available resources. 

The system set in motion will therefore have to correct itself, not in the acrobacy of respeotive per
centages, but, on the one hand, in the .!!E!£'~eme!!:L2L~teld..i!:!._!:!.h!!:h the Communit~ c!-I'r~out it!~ 
!!:!!vity with !!~~-~U£~ (research policy, social policy, regional policy etc. ,and, on the other, 
in the achievement of ~l_~-~~!!E~_E~l of the markets. Control of the markets and Malthusianism 
must not be confused: the best thing to do is to consider the common market now in the new perspective which 
is opening after its "completion". 

In fact, what, by a badly chosen term, is called "comp1etio•" (the Community is not being completed: 
on the contrary., it is just beginning to live its own life) is now achieved. The Community has the two other 
sections of the famous triptych before it: strengthening and enlargement. No-one can ~oubt that the spiri!_ 
~f The Hague, and the reciprocal confidence which it made possible, does not continue to play the driving 
role which it had in the negotiations which ended at dawn today, Monday 22 Dece~ber. 

§UMMARY ~ [).e c.otr~?-er /qu,q 'JoJo. q7cp 
l - EDITORIAL: "End of the transition 1?,2riodj ~fe of the Co~uni ty begins." 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: After the marathon: British reactions - Consultative Ass~mbly of the Council of 
~E21 pr.ogramme for January --USA- USSR negotiations- Vatican-Jugoslavia diplomatic relations
FGR: end of restrictions of non-residents' deposits. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 476 (new series): 
3-4-5-6- The Council has reached a general agreement and one in principle on independent resources and 

't'iieiitrengthening o"· the powers of the E.P. 
• 6-7-8- The "Agricultural" Council completes its end-of-year programme 
8 - Other decisions adopted by the Council: 1970 budget etc. 

- Commission's recommendations for the arrangement of national monopolies 
9 - Standardisation of certain points of ~rnational private law 

- ~~ partial financing of a synthetic rubber plant in Turkey 
- EEC savings banks: October situation 

10 - Sinter consumption 
-British Steel Corporation: completion of organisation 
- Coai stocks at production 

11 - ROiTed-produc~~! slight decline in new orders in November 
- Common Steel r.:arket: problems posed by overheating 

12 - WEEKLY ECHOES 
13-14- EX:;ONOMIC INTEgPENEl'RATION No. 1308 

BECAUSE OF THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS, OUR NEXT BULLETIN 
WILL APPEAR ON 29 DECEMBER 1969. 
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1 - Summary 

® . 
. 

® 
2 - POLITICAL DAY : WEU : Council will hold a reunion in Brussels on 9 and 10 January 1970 

gold purchases from South Africa - Interview of Mr. Koivisto - Election in Japan 

DAILY BULLETIN No 477 (new series) 

3· - Petroleum imports : Commission takes important measures 

4 - EEC/Turkey : contents of the trade system 

4-5 - Imports from third countries : tariff quotas for 1970 

5 - American Selling Price : the EEC and the abolition of the ASP 

5-6 - Economic Situation in the Community : economic expansion will continue in 1970 

6 - EEC I Israel : Israel cannot participate in the European Patent 

7 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION : safeguard clauses for various products - Sales of refrigerated butter -

Quota for imports of tuna for 1970 - Imports of raw coffee by the Benelux countries - Sales of 
butter of reduced prices 

8 - Euratom transfer 'or some of the staff to the operational budget 

- Euratom the ·"appaltati" of Ispra 

- Nuclear research : application of modern management 

- Tecnological cooperation : Finland interested in cooperation with the Community 

- Hoesch-Hoogovens : Rotterdam autorizes the building of a new steelworks 
- Composite Price : 36.83 dollars/ton 

9 - Weekly Appendix 

10 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION Nr. 1309 
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parity - Fiscal reform in the U,S.A, : towards T.V.A, 1 
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Free nerchandise exthange in the European Community 

Rapid expansion of the Community economy in 1969 : deterioration in the climate 

of prices and by a market lack of stability in relations between 

Trans ~abon railway : accelerated technical study 

Magnesium and aluminium : increase of tariff quotas for 1969 

A.~R.I_ClL1'URAL WFORNATION 

Precisions provided by the European Commission in reply to parliamentary questions 

1lQ b~ Mr. Vredcling; 287 by Mr. Baas, 304 by Mr. Vredeling, 299 to the Commdssion of 

Mr. Celificc, 314 by Mr. Vrcdeling, 261 by Mr. Droscher and 271 by Mr. Vredeling 

Intenational agreement on wheat : answer to the question No 242 by Mr. Penale 

TI1e short-term economic surveys in the Community : the Netherlands will soon take part in 

Break< own of the _product of the ECSC 

Frenct steel industry 1 increases its prices 

Cokcr '11-0uzret•-l'rovidence/Phenix works conct•ntration 1 authorisation asked 

~atioral Coal Board : rise in coal prices 

Publi< ations of the European Conununitics 

ECONm IC INTERPENETRATION No 1310 
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1 -... - SUMMARY 

2 -THE POLITICAL DAY : Agreement of I.M.F. with South Africa- Increase of I.M,F, q 

Message for the new y.ear by the President of the International Chambef of commer 
"'~-.-::. 

DAILY BULLETIN No, 479 (new series) 

j - Community Council : Belgium assumes the presidency 

3-4 - End of the "transition period" of the Common Market the Community enters 

the final phase tomorrow 

3 - EUROSYNDICAT : 157.85 

5 - Liberation proposed for ship~building, aircraft contruction, railway equipment, and 

6 

7 

8 

9 

photografical studios 

- "Mesures with equivalent effect" : position of certain states 

- E.E.C. - Argentina positive development of contacts 

- Euratom - I.A.E.A. control methods for fissile ~terial 

- Study of multi-pruposeJ nuclear plants contract given by Comadssion to Italian 

company Montecatini-tdison 

- I.A.E.A. : prepares itself for its role as controller within the N.P.T. 

- Article 60 of the ECSC Treaty : more flexible price regulations 

- French steel industry : hopes for a continuation of the boom 

- COMPOSITE PRICE : 39.84 dollars/ton 

- Publications of the European Communities 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1311 

"EUROPE" presents its best wishes for 1970 
to its faithful readers 

***** 
Because of the holidays of the end of the year, 
next bulletin will be published on 5 January 1970 
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